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1995 

During 1900 to 1950 a broad and uneasy coalition of sex reformers-educators. 

physicians. feminists, sexologists, social workers and public heaIth officials-who identified 

themdves with the social purity movement prior to the First World War and then with the social 

hygiene movement after I918 raised their voices in favour of incorporating sex instruction into 

Ontario public elementary and secondary schwk. The impetus for children's school-based sex 

instruction was the moral and medical threat posed by what was perceived to be the dreaded 

corollary of prostitution and the double standard of sexual morality: venereaI disease. Sex 

reformen' discourse on incorporating sex instruction into Ontario pubIic elementary and secondary 

schools wouId peak in intensity as venereal disease rates in the civilian and military populations 

rose co-incident with the First and Second World Wars. 

This study argues that first, chiIdren's sex insarrction-variously labelled purity education. 

sex hygiene. d hygiene. sex education, eugeaicd instruction and family life education-was 

heavily influenced by the paternalism, classism and racism of the social purity movement as it came 

to be constituted after 1885. Second. even when s u p m k d  by the socia1 hygiene movement after 

the Great War. children's sex instruction was predicated upon the post-1885 social purity 

movement's emphasis on the moral approach to sex dorm.  This m o d  approach involyed a two- 

fold undertaking: training the chiId's will in favour of sexual self-control and imparting 



rudimentary information on sexuaI physiology. Third, children's sex instrucrion was rationalized 

by the post-1885 social purity movement's invoking of three spectres of child-Iife famiIiar to 

mid&-class child savers: the child ignorant of sexual matters. the feebIe-minded c6iId and the 

juvenile dehnquent. Classed, gendered, racialized and sexualized. these spech.es served as "poison 

containersw or receptacIes into which sex reformers poured their anxieties over venereal disease. 

thus ahwing them to convenientiy ignore the societal inequalities which contributed to the spread 

of the mafady. As such betwew 1900 and 1950, sex instruction, or what British sexoIogst 

Havelock DUis termed "the instruction of chiIdFen in the essentid facts of life." had Less to do with 

teaching cbiIdren about sexual anatomy, bioIogy, physioiogy and psychology and much more to 

do with channelling Canadians toward compulsory heterosexuality. reproducing the patriarchal 

nuclear f d I y .  maintaining the hegemony of the Anglo-Saxon race. buiiding a healthy, patriotic 

citizenry and protecting the nation state from harm. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"The Instroction or C U k n  in the Essential Facts of Life" 

When the press got wind of the Family Life Education curriculum for grades 7 and 8 

outlined in the ^Report of the Teachers' Committee on 'Family Life Education'" submitted to the 

Toronto Board of Education in November, 1948, one daily newspaper trumpeted: "The 'hush- 

hush' compIcx toward sex education might shortly be abolished in schools if the Ontario 

Department of Education a,- with the recommendatioas made by a special committee of the 

Toronto Board of Education.? The hope expressed in the press was short-lived By 1950, the 

Family Life Education curriculum had been debated, defeated and shelved by the Board. These 

actions put an effitive end to the institutionalitation of formal sex instruction cumcula in Ontario 

public schools for virtually the next twenty years. 

The unhappy fate met by the Family Life Education cumculum at the Toronto Board of 

Education represented the final denouement of the convoluted history of public school-based sex 

instruction in Ontario between 1900 and 1950. During this fifty-year period under investigation a 

broad and uneasy coalition of sex reformers-educators, physicians, feminists, sexologists. social 

workers and public health ofiicfals-who identified themselves with the social purity movement 

prior to the First Wodd War and then with the sodat hygiene movement after 191s raised their 

voices in favour of incorporating sex instruction into Ontario pubtic elementary and ser-ndary 

schools. The impetus for children's school-based sex inscructioa was the mod and medid threat 
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p e d  by what was perceived to be the dreaded corollary of prostitution and the double standard of 

scrual morality: vcncrca1 disease. Scs rcformcrs' discoune on incorporating scx instruction into 

Ontario public elementary and sxondary schools would peak in intensity as v c n e ~ l  disc= ratcs 

in the civilian and military populations rosc co-incident with the First and Second World Wars. A 

third peak in the demand for school-based sex instruction. triggered mainly by a rise in 

"illegitimate" pregnancies amongst teenage girls, occurred during the late 1- and deserves a 

separate invest ipationl 

Feminist scholars who have studied the contemporary discourse on public elementary and 

secondary school-based sex instruction have exposed the existence of a "hidden curriculum."-' The 

historical discourse on children's public school-based sex instruction in Ontario between 1900 and 

1950 can be put to the same test. Ostensibly, sex reformers believed that children's school-based 

sex instruction could serve as an efficacious moral and medical prophylaxis against venemal 

disease. Yet when unearthed by a feminist andysis sensitive to the interaction of gender. race and 

class, the hidden curricuf urn underlying sex reformers' historical discourse during these fifty years 

gives the lie to the p ~ ~ v e  mantle often donned by supporters of public school-based sea 

instruction? 
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The hidden curriculum reveals that. first. children's sex instruction-variously labelled 

purity education. sex hygiene. social hygiene. sexeducation, eugenical instruction. and family Life 

education-was heavily influenced by the paternalism, classism and racism of the social purity 

movement as it came to be constituted after 1885. Second. even when supervised by the social 

hygiene movement after the Great War. children's sex instruction was predicated upon the post- 

1885 social purity movement's emphasis on the moral approach to sex reform. This moral 

approach involved a two-fold undertakin~ inculcating in the child the sexual selfcontrol necessary 

to maintain celibacy before marriage and imparting rudimentary infomation on sexual physiology. 

Third, children's sex instruction was r~ionalized by the post- 1885 social purity movement's 

invoking of three spectres of child-life familiar to middle-cIass child savers: the child ignorant of 

sexual matters. the feeble-minded child and the juvenile delinquent. Classed. gendereb mcialized 

and dways sexualized these spectres w e d  as "poison containers" or receptacles into which sex 

reformers poured their anxieties over venereal disease. thus allowing them to convenientIy ignore 

the societal inequalities which contributed to the spread of the malady.7 As such. between I900  

and 1950, sex instruction. or what British sexologist Havelock Ellis termed "the instruction of 

children in the essential facts of Iife.* had less to do with teaching children about sexual anatomy. 

biology. physiology and psychology and much more to do with channelling Canadians toward 

compulsory heterosexuaIity. reproducing the patriarchal nuclear family. maintaining the hegemony 

of the AngleSaxon race. building a healthy, patriotic citizenry. and protecting the nation state h m  

hann. 



This dissertation. which focuses on the province of Ontario. is the first comprehensive 

study done on the history of children's sex instruction in Canada between 1900 and 1950. I situate 

my study within the body of historical scholarship which recognizes that the threat of venereal 

disease served as the impetus for children's school-based sex instruction during the fiat half of the 

twentieth century. WhiIe some British and numerous American historians have fully explored the 

link between venereal disease and children's sex instruction. very few Canadian scholars have 

done the same." Jay Cassel briefly delineates the impact of the threat of venereal disease on 

Canadian children's school-based sex instruction during the First and Second World Wars. Mary 

Louise Adams touches upon the connection between the anxiety over rising venereal disease ntes 

during the Second Wodd War and the support some Toronto Board of Education trustees showed 

for teaching pupils about social hygiene. lo 

My study has also been influenced by Canadian scholarship which identifies the impact the 

post-I885 social purity movement had on children's school-based sex instruction prior to 1930. 

This published research is limited to a few articles on early twentieth-century sex lecturers as well 

as to sections and/or chapters in books on first-wave feminism. the social purity movement. the 

history of sexual regulation and the history of eugenicst The paucity of published mearch on the 



history of chitdren's school-based sex instruction after 1930 possibiy results from the conviction. 

held by many Canadian historians. that the social purity movement waned in influence after this 

point in time. Although CasseI and Adams have done research on children's school-based sex 

instruction after 1930. hey have not investigated the impact the social purity movement continued 

to have on that instruction. Cassel is more concerned with pointing out the "conservatism" of 

children's school-based sex instruction during the Second World War. And in her look at the 

regutation of teenage sexdity after the Second Wodd War. Adams concentrates on analyzing the 

heterosexual hegmonic aspects of that regulation.l= 

A few British and American historians have recognized. however. that the impact of the 

social purity movement on chiIdrenls school-based sex instruction continued well after its apparent 

demise.n This study wiIi make clear that whiIe the social purity movement may have experienced a 

format decline prior to 1930. its influence on the discourse on chiIdrents school-based sex 

instruction in Ontario was still in evidence some twenty years la&. 

The discourse on. children's school-based sex instruction in Ontario between 1900-I950 

was shaped to a considerabie extent. by an international medicwnoral codition of social purists 

and social hygienists The coalition originated in Britain during the late 1SWs and was cemented in 

the United States prior to the Great War as the deleterious effects of venereal disease on the 

individual. the famity. the race and the nation were perceived increasingly to be a gave public 

hedth threat. Many Canadian educators. physicians, feminists, sexologists. social workers and 
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public health officids were. in various ways. connected with and influenced by this changing 

international sex reform movement 

The term "venereal disease" encompasses three separate contagious diseases-syphilis. 

gonorrhoea and chancroid-caused. respectively, by the bacteria Neisseria gonorrhoea. 

Treponema pallidum and Hemophilus ducreyl. and transmitted almost exclusively by sexual 

conact Gonorrhoea1 infection lodges in the genit+urinary system and manifests itself two to 

eight days after exposure. Left uutmted the infection in both women and men spreads to the joints 

and to the reproductive organs d t i n g  in pain and often. sterility. Eyes can be damaged 

should gonorrhoea1 discharge contact thm. One of the most prevalent types of eye damage occurs 

when the gonorrfioeal discharge from an infected mother's vaginal canal contacts her infant's eyes 

during labour. This muses ophthalrnia neonatorurn. or blindness. in the child 

Syphilitic infection is divided into three stages, The primary stage is signalled by the 

appearance of a smdI chancre. The very infectious secondary stage is characterized by lesions or 

rashes on the skin and on the mucous membranes, These rashes may clear up spontaneously 

during a long period of latency. Most often. syphilis proceeds to the tertiary stage in which skin 

and bone tumours. cardiovascular dysfunction and disorders of the nervous system figure 

prominently. Disorders of the nervous system manifest themselves in motor difficulties (locomotor 

ataxia). paralysis (generid paresis), and insanity. Syphilis can be transmitted from mother to fetus 

congenitally, producing miscarriage. stillbirth. the appearance of secondary lesions and deformities 

of the teeth. eyes. ears and brain apparent during infancy or at puberty. 

Chancroid gives rise to a locd sore three to five days after exposure. Chancroid causes 

extensive damage at t&e site of the ulcer. the spread of the sore to other parts of the body or the 

painfuI swelling of the lymph nodes Possibiy because the Hemophilus ducreyl bacterium is far 

Iess destructive an organism than either the Neisseria gonorrhoea or the Treponema pdlidum 
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bacteria and because it cannot be transmitted from infected parent to child gonorrhoea and syphilis 

were mast often identified as the vened  diseases from the late nineteenth century onward 

There was little effective treatment for any of the forms of venereal disease until 1910. 

when Paul Erlich and his assistant. Sahachim Hata, discovered the drug SaIvarsan. Repeated 

injections of the drug were found to be effective against primary and secondary stage syphiiis. 

Penicillin. the definitive anti-venereal drug. would not come into use until the early 1940s. It was 

also only in the early 19405 that physicians concluded that venereal disease was transmitted almost 

excIusiveIy by sexual contact. Reviously, venereal disease was thought to have been transmitted. 

in a good minority of cases. by "mediate contagionw -coming into contact with objects the infected 

individual had handled." 

The British government's anxiety over the spread of venereal disease amongst enIisted men 

led to the passage of the Contagious Diseases Acts of 1864. 1866 and 1869. The extremely 

repressive legidation triggered. in England a massive campaign ,pred to their repeal. Canada had 

no experience of a similar repeal campaign. The 1864 Contagious Diseases Act passed by the 

British Parliament was replicated that year in Upper and Lower Canada as the "Act for the 

prevention of contagious diseases at certain Military and Naval Stations in this Province." The Act 

expired in post-Confederation Canada in 1870 and was never reintr~duced.~~ The CD Acts 

attempted to control the spread of venereal disease amongst military personnel stationed in ganison 

towns and ports in Britain and the colonies by regulating prostitution. The CD Acts cemented an 

association first made in Britain in the 1820s between venereal disease. prostitution and lower- 

class women. It atlowed plain clothes policemen to arrest any woman they suspected of being a 

"common prostitute." The woman would be forced to undergo a fortnightly compulsory medical 
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internal examination. If the physician determined the woman was infected with venereal disease. 

she would be placed in a venereal ward of a certified lock hospital. treated for a maximum period 

of nine months and then released. Any woman who resisted the authorities bore the burden of 

proving to the local magistrates she was a virtuous woman. Should she fail. she could be 

sentenced to one month in prison.16 

Ironically. the enactment of the CD legislation occurred at a time when the medical 

diagnosis and successful treatment of venereal disease were highly questionable. However 

ineficient the medical goals of the legislation. many pditicians. military authorities and physicians 

upheld the CD Acts because they considered prostitution. or the "social evil," to be a necessity for 

men. They argued that because men were. in general. physiologically more sexually active than 

women. men had to resort to prostitutes for sexual reIease. Oremized attempts to repeal the CD 

Acts had been sporadic until 1869. In that year the male-only National Association for the Repeal 

of the Contagious Diseases Acts was formed The e~clusion of women resulted in the formation of 

the Ladies National Association for the RepeaI of the Contagious Diseases Acts (LNAL In 

December, 1869, the charismatic Josephine Butler accepted the leadership of the LNA. The LNA's 

interpretation of the Acts was heavily influenced by evangelical Christianity and by a sense of 

feminist solidarity. The LNA issued a "Ladies' Manif-ow which criticized the CD Acts as an 

example of class and gender discrirniaacion. The manifesto argued that the CD Acts violated the 

civil rights of tower-class women and made vice "safew for men- The legislation thereby 

perpetuated a double standard of sexual moraiity which permitted men to engage in extra-marital 

sexual activity with impunity but which penalized women who did." 



Despite years of organized protest spearfieadd by the LNA. British politicians refused to 

budge until dramatic evidence of child prostitution surfaced in 1885. Newspaper expo& alleged 

that rich aristocrats drugged and raped young workin,oclass virgin girls and procurers kidnapped 

and forced unsuspecting girls into "white slaveryw overseas. The term "white slaveryw was 

intended to distinguish the sexual slavery of women, regardless of skin colour, from the black 

slave trade.'* Nevertheless. reports that white British females were entrapped in licensed brothek 

overseas racialized the expression. After 1885, child prostitution and the traftic in young girls was 

portrayed as a social problem of international proportions. The outrage expressed over child 

prostitution and white slavery forced the British Padimeat to act. The CD legislation was repealed 

domestically in 1886.19 In British India however, an even wider and more restrictive application 

of the Acts remained in force after 1886 due largely to racist assumptions of "Eastern" women's 

immora1ity.a 

By the time the CD Acts had been repealed. Buder's nearly 20-year feminist crusade. 

which stressed the unity of all women in fighting against state-sanctioned male sexual exploitation. 

had been virtually eclipsed by the mainIy middle-cIass, Christian evangelical social purity 

movement The rise of the socia1 purity movement in the early 1880s resulted in a shift in attention 

from the protection of poor adult women prostitutes fmm state-sanctioned male sexual exploitation 

to the protection of hapless young @ris from sexual abuse. Increasingly sensationalized accounts 

of procurers kidnapping, coercing and tricking grls and young women to work as prostitutes 

became the haIlmark of the s o d  purity movement Fuelled by a combination of fantasy and racial 

b i , ~ .  the wily procurer was aimost always characteriztd as the continental European. the Jew or 
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the dark-skinned foreigner. And the less sweet. innocent, young and white the female prostitute 

was the less likely was she to be perceived as a legitimate victim of male sexual 

The social purity movement's main aim was to eliminate the byproducts of male sexual 

vice: prostitution and the double standard of sexual morality. In contrast to the Butlerites who 

stressed the unity of all women in f i g k g  against state-sanctioned male sexual exploitation. social 

purists were hostile to the workingclasses and eager to use the state to enforce repressive sexual 

codes. The main focus of the social purity movement was not the sexual "repression" of the 

young" but rather the comol of youthful sexuality. Social purists glorified human sexuality as 

Gad-given and asserted that the sexual instinct. which manifested itseif in childhood. was intended 

primarily for the reproduction of the me. Social purists hoped to control the manifesbtions of this 

instinct in order to steer children f i d y  in the direction of monogamous -age and reproduction. - 

The in-ing scrutiny of childtea's sexuality in the late nineteenth century was the result of the 

coalescence of several historicd developments such as the consoIidation of heterosexual 

monogamy: the prolongation of childhood due to more extensive schooling: the ,-wing 

~ i , ~ c a n c e  of the child to the nation state and the "discovery" of children's sexuality.~ 

Middle-class women continued to play a key roIe in the post-188S -a1 purity movement. 

On the one hand women acrive in the sociaf purity movement were able to attack prostitution and 

the double standard pubIicIy as the end result of an insistent male sexuality. The sexual threat 

posed by men familiar and unfamiliar to women was dearly illustrated by the predatory husband 



who infected Iris wife and children witb venereal disease and by the predatory killer. epitomized by 

Jack the Ripper. who sexually mutilated and butchered prostitutes.?+ A number of scholars of the 

social purity movement have denigrated the feminist contribution women made to the social purity 

movement. These women have been traditionally mocked as prudes, spinsters and puritans who 

were backward and repressive in their attitude to sexual pleasure.3 On the other hand. it is true 

that whiIe the feminist contribution to the social purity movement, @cularly in the area of child 

and wife abuse. has been substantial. the gender analysis made by women social purists was 

seriousIy limited by the division they maintained between an active male sexllality and a passive 

female sexuality and was gmsly constrained by their dass and race prejudices. It was within this 

coatext that women social purists were assigned and took charge of regulating the flow of m o d  

pollution into and out of the apertures of individuals, families. nations and Empires-% 

After 1885, the social purists' international attack on sexual immorality. loosely 

represented as the individual exercise of sexud desire which spilled promiscuously outside 

channels bordered by heterosexual attraction, marriage and reproduction. took two main routes- 

the legal and the educational. Like their British and American counterparts. Canadians enacted 

legislation intended to protect young girls and women from procurers. The Canadian Criminal 

Code of 1892 and the amendment to the Code in 1913 established strict penalties for the 

procurement of women and girls. Unfortunately. this complex of laws designed to protect females 

fmm male sexuaI aggression was used to harass and victimize prostitutes. Influenced by British 

legislation. Canadiau law aiso peoalized homosexuai activity. Homosexual activity was placed 



under the section on "Offences Ampinst Morality" in the I 8 9 2  Code and remained there until the 

1950s.3 

Towards 1900, as venereal disease came to be portxayed as a gave public health problem 

and as children came to be seen as the linch pin of a momlly perfectible society. British, American 

and Canadian social purists began to insist that home-based sex instruction for children would 

provide an efficacious mod prophylaxis against v e n d  disease. Social purists accorded sex 

instruction for children an important place amidst a constellation of "social gospel" reforms 

perceived as proPoreSSive: the rehabilitation of prostitutes, child rescue, animal welfare. temperance. 

woman suffrage, voluntary mothehood, dress reform, the assimilation of immigrants and 

eugenically sound reproduction.% 

The main educational avenue taken by social purists in their campaign against sexual 

immorality was early home-based sex mstruction for chiIdren. Canadian social purists' promotion 

of what was termed "purity education" was advanced by a "new literary genre" authored primarily 

by British and American social purity reformers during the 1890s and aimed at teaching young 

children about sex." Sex instruction texts diverged in content from the typical adventure stories 

and animal tales produced in English Canada for children during the 1800s, but like much of 

writing for children, they were tools "for bending the child's mind to the adult will.~O Purity 

27 Backhouse, 'Ninetccnth-Cmt~ Cadian M a t t i o n  Law: Reflection of a Discriminator)- SClC-ice." .%cia1 
mtorpIITrsfoire social 1% 36 (NovcmberInovembrc 19%!5): 381-423; McLucn, "Chasing thc Socid Evil"; 
Grah;rm Rrker, "The Origins of the r3mcli3n Criminal Cock," in hvid H Fkrtcry (cd.). in the Hfiroy of 
C ' m n  Luw V d  I (Tomto: University oC Toronto Ress 1981). pp. 249-280.. Kinsmvt I7.w Re,yIarion of 
Desire. pp 91-93. 
28 ~iclurd Alicn. 27.. Social P&n: Religion and Md Rc/m in Garrctcla. 19141 928 rTotonkx Univcnity of 
Toronto Rcss 1971); h a i c i ; t A ~ e  Vatinski. "Education for S a d  Morality Mod Rclclorm and the Rcgukuion 
d &naicm S c .  Bchvior in the Nineteenth Century." EdD. Dissat;ltiaa. University of British Columbia 
1975; Neil S u m 4  CIuIdren in English-Canadian Socitvy: Framing tk Twetttietft-Century Comntrrr 
(Tomato: University of Tomato Ress, 1976): Andfew Soots and Leoniud Rumna, In [fie C/ridrrcn's Aid: J. J. 
Keiw and Child Wer/mt in Ontano ( T '  University of Toronto. 1981); Vdvcrdc, 'ffe Age of Qqlu. Soap. 
a d  W m -  
29 Patricia J. CYnpbcll. Sex EukcOIion Books for Young Adults. 1892-1979 (New Yo& a d  London: R R 
b k c r  Compaay. 1979). 
30~11eih w a n d  ~udith ~ l u  ~ e w  ttepr~btic ofc~rildlbood: A ~ri t icd ~ u i d *  ro Canadiatt ~fri~drcn'r 
fiteratun in @ U 1  (Toroato: Wad Univetkq Ress. t990). p. 3. 
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education. which invoked notions of Christian sexual chastity. cleanliness and sinlessness, was 

conceived of as much more than a personal project. It was a positive. divine. multi-level 

undertaking, simultaneously familial, nationd and international in scope.3' Purity education was a 

comprehensive attempt to inculcate in children the importance of sexual self-control and to 

introduce them to the wonders of sexual chastity, marriage and parenthood before the sexual storm 

and stress of adolescence. 

For s o d  purists the individual. like the home, the family and the nation to which he or she 

was intimateIy connected. was conceparalized as a porous biological structure. a fragile fort 

vuInemble to the onslaught of the mod  and medical polIution resulting from male sexual licence. 

This conceptualizatioo of the body was reinforced not only by Christian teaching about the wages 

of sin but by vitalist theories which held that the body's energy stores were easily exhausted. The 

expenditure of sexuaI energy, particularly during rapid periods of ,pwth in childhood and 

adolescence, was thought to deplete the body of the vital force needed to achieve full physical and 

mental maturity. Sexual continence, or the exercise of sexuality within the confines of 

monogamous marriage and reproduction, was, therefore. broadcast as the ideal moral and medid 

solution to sexual immorality. Social purists believed that sex instruction based solidly on a moral 

framework would avert the possibility of arousing the child's sexual instinct. The fear of arousing 

children's sexual instincts undoubtedy contributed to social purists' penchant for either eliding 

human anatomical, reproductive and sexual detail or couching it in oblique tenns. -E 

Home-based sex iastruction proved however, to be a troublesome project. Indeed by 

1900. many socia[ purists beep to despair that parents would ever fulfill their educational 

responsibilities.XfThis apparent parentaI failure to provide children with purity education gave way 



to a number of troubling "'jurisdictional questions." These included: who should instruct children? 

Who would instruct the instructors? Where shoutd sex instruction take place? Should boys and 

girls be instructed differentiy? What methods were best to introduce a child to sex instructi~n?~ 

Some social purists and physicians were gew increasingly convinced that school-based sex 

instruction provided the answer to parents' failure to inform their children about sexual matters. 

Ironically, the influence of the social purity movement upon school-based sex instruction 

was facilitated by the rise of the social hygiene movement. Weteas social purists had repeatedly 

turned to medicine to substantiate their moral daims. medicine itself was now becoming moralized 

within the emerging social hygiene movement The t m  "social hygienew was coined by British 

sexolo@st Havelock EIIis.35 At the same time that public schools were becoming more receptive to 

the individuai child's needs, some physicians began advocating that youths be educated about sex 

in order to deter promiscuity and venereal disease.36 Physicians' involvement with children's 

school-based sex instruction occurred as the medical profession to acknowledge, at the close 

of the nineteenth century, that the CD Acts ttad been a failure in controlling venereal disease and 

began to admit that there was a moral as well as a medical solution to the scourge-fl 

Bolstered by the support shown by physician delegates who favoured teaching children and 

youths about sexual physiology and venered disease at the and 1902 International 

Congests on the Prevention of Venereal Disease in Brussels. Dr. Rince Momw returned to his 

native United States to publish the higMy iafluatial Suciuf Diseases und ~Mmiuge: Soc-id 

Prophpictxis ( 1904).38 Morrow admitted that there had been traditionally an "irreconciIable 
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conflict* between the "moralists" who opposed the regulation of prostitution and the "hygienistsw 

who supported it. Momw insisted that although moralists could no longer consider vice more 

dangerous than the hygienic aspects of venereal disease, hygienists should not ignore the moral 

aspects of venered disease by focusing exclusively on its sanitary dangers- He maintained that 

medicine and morality had to work together because, "[wlhatever may be said of the practical 

unwisdom of attempting to mix mods and medicine, it cannot be denied that in the causation of 

sexual vice two factors. one a physical the other an immoral impulse. are intimately in~oIved."~~ 

Morrow suggested that youths in high school and college receive some form of moral ruul hygienic 

education. Canadian physicians would have been aware of Morrow's exploits. Upon his death in 

1913, the C d  Public Health J o d  carried an article which praised Momw for raising the 

public alarm over venereal disease and for insisting that the main point of attack against prostitution 

and venereal disease was "the education of the young."m 

The two forms of education-mod and hygenic-would soon be embraced by the term 

"sex hygiene." [n early 1905. Momw and about 20 physicians founded the American Society of 

Sanitary and Mod Prophylaxis (ASSMP), an organization which favoured public school-based 

sex instruction. The founding of the ASSMP marked the birth of the American social hygiene 

rnovemen~4~ From now on social hygienists portrayed the fight against the spread of venered 

disease as a public health problem and rationalized sex instruction for children as a public heafth 

issue. Yet it is clear that social hygienists' ultimate concern did not tie with public health but with 

public mordity and heir main meet was not venereal disease but the immoral sexual behaviour 

said to contribute to the spread of disease.42 In 1910 the ASSMP was re-aamed the American 
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Federation of Sex Hygiene (AFSH), Its  express purpose was public education in sexual 

physiology and hygiene. 

In 1913, the AFSH merged with the American Vigilance Society, an organization 

dedicated to fighting white siavery, to form the American Social Hygiene Association (ASHA). 

The ASHA upheld t4e notion that public schooi-based chiIdren's sex instruction could be an 

effective prophylaxis against venereal disease and soIidiied the mediomoral connection between 

social purity and social hygiene professionals in the United State~.~3 In Canada no similar 

organizational mergers occurred but individuals shifted their alliance with the social purity 

movement to the social hygiene movement with ease* making it difficuIt to make a sharp distinction 

between Canadian social purists aud hygienists* In contrast to the American experience, the 

Canadian d hygiene movement got underway after the end of the Great War. The oreoanization 

most c1osely resembling the ASHA, the Canadian National Council for Combatting Venereal 

Disease (CNCCVD). was established in 1919 and headquartered in Toronto. Ontario. Renamed the 

Canadian Social Hygiene Council (CSHO in 1921 and then the Health League of Canada (HLC) 

in 1W6. the organization was reluctant to support school-based sex instruction. Despite the many 

ti& which were established b e e n  tbe CSHCMLC and the ASHA leading social hygienists in 

Canada were not inclined to support school-based sex instructior~~5 The Canadian social hygiene 

movement remainid more m favour of traming parents to teach k i t  children about sexual matters 

until the halfway through the Second World War. Skyrocketing venereal disease rates in the 

civilian and military population f d  the leakdip  of the HLC to come out in favour of school- 

based sex insauction in 1943. 

tmbcr. 7%~ First World Wzu," p 47. 
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Despite the vast amount of overlap in the philosophy and petsoanel in the medico-moral 

alliance between social purists and hygienists, some social hygienists like Maurice Bigelow 

insisted on placing some distance between themselves and the social purists. particulariy in the area 

of children's sex instruction. Ackaowledged as one of the leading lights of the American social 

hygiene movement after Morrow's death in 1913, Bigelow was highly regarded by Canadian 

social hygienists and educators well into the 1940s. Bigelow attempted to write off social purists as 

hopelessly old-fashionefl but ironically adopted much of what the post- 1885 social purists had 

argued for and against in regard to children's sex instruction. 

It was also in the interests of the emerging discipline of sexology to dismiss the social 

purity movement as a vestige of a sexually repressive past. While sexologists cannot be credited 

with the "discoveryw of child sexuality, they did document conclusively the large number of sexuaI 

encounters prepubertal children experienced and theorized about the variety of sexual feelings 

children acted outn In many instances sexologists uncovered evidence of the prevalence of child 

sexual abuse by strangers as well as by family members. Yet examples of child-adult sexual 

contact. particularly when this occurred within families. was interpreted as proof of children's 

sexual precocity, was theorized away or, was said to be extremely rare.* Despite the differences 

in their theoretical approaches to child sexuality, sexologists from EIlis to Sigmund Freud to 

Edward Carpenter were united in advocating that children required some f m  of sex instruction in 

the home and/or in the schooI.49 
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Bigelow also attempted to dismiss the terms "sex hygiene" and "social hygiene." Bigelow 

objected to both t m s  because he maintained that educationalists had mlated them too narrowIy to 

individual physical health and to the common occurrence of pathological conditions like venereal 

disease. Bigelow suggested using the term, wse~ed~cat ion"  insteads BigeIow's wish to see the 

t m  sex-education replace the terms sex hygiene and social hygiene was not fulfilled. After the 

First World War. when the social hygiene movement assumed a preeminent place in the discourse 

on children's public school-based sex instruction, sex-education and social hygiene were often 

used interchangeably. a terminolo@cal coIlapse to which even Bigelow succumbed.SI 

Tbere were. however. two main differences between social purists and social hygienists 

which were mimred in the dissimilarities between purity education and sex-education. First. 

untike social purists, social hygienists turned to "science" rather than to Christianity to condemn 

sexual immorality. For example. the socia1 hygienists dismissed social purists' claims that 

masturbation in chiIdhood resulted in insanity because there was no scientific basis for supporting 

such a connection. Nevertheless, social hygienists warned against masturbation and erotic reverie 

or "mental masturbationw because they believed such sexual activity weakened the nervous system. 

Second social hygienists generally ignored o r  scorned feminist social purists' contribution to sex 

reform by invoking a one-dimensionai censorious caricature-the spinsterish feminist-whose 

misw-ded attack on male vice sprang from her prudish-and possibIy lesbian-aesthetic dislike of 

sexual reIations with men,= 

Social hygiene's antagonism toward the feminist wing of the social purity movement 

si@Ied the existence of a sharper break between the social hygienists and the feminists than 
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between the social hygienists and the social purists, Yet the cracks which appeared in Canada 

amongst the social purists. soda1 hygienists and feminists were filled in with the common adhesive 

of eugenics and smoothed over by the language of science. IronicalIy eugenics, with its stress on 

the need for the "better sort" of woman to reproduce at a rate which ensured the middle classes 

would not be swamped by the rabble, was inherently anti-feminist. Before and after the Great War. 

school-based sex instruction in Canada took on sex reformers' preoccupation with hereditarian 

concerns and racist and classist fears of "degenerates." Criminals. immigrants. prostitutes. juvenile 

detinquents. the poor and the physicdly and mentally handicapped were stigmatized as degenerates 

who were thought to inherit a propensity for sexual licence and. hence. venereal infection. Drawn 

to the study of eugenics in the hope of promoting race betterment. sex reformers were convinced 

that sex instruction for children was synonymous with eugenical instruction. 

By the late I430s, a number of American social hygienists who had been preoccupied with 

the putative eugenical decline of the Anglo-Saxon race came out in favour of incorporating sex 

instruction via family Life education in schools. FdmiIy life education was perceived as a broadly- 

based sex instruction which did away with social hygiene's central focus on venereal disease. 

Family life education was intended to steer children safely toward compulsory heterosexuality. 

marriage and child-rearing. The Canadian social hygiene movement would embrace family life 

education and caII for its implementation into schools towards the cnd of the Second World War. 

My dissertation makes a contribution to a number of historical fields As it deals with the 

history of scbool-based sex instruction in Ontario, it fits neatly into the history of sexuality and the 

history of education in Canada Because it focuses on the way in which sexuality in childhood and 

adolescence is c o n ~ i  the dissertation is indebted to the work done by Canadian scholars 

on the history of childhood. Finally, because the dissertation explores women's participation in the 
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push for sex instruction, it is in keeping with feminist-inspired scholarship on Canadian women's 

history. 

Through the six chapters which make up this dissertation, I will trace the residual impact 

that the post-I885 social purity movement's moral approach to children's sex instruction had on 

the philosophy, aim, message and technique of children's school-based sex instruction in Ontario 

between 1900 and 1950. In Chapter One. I explore the way in which early twentieth century 

Canadian social purists. at the height of the white slavery panic, raised the spectre of the ignorant 

child. Social purists argued that home-based sex instruction, taught prior to the sexual storm and 

stress of adolescence. could vanquish ignorance about sexual matters and. therefore. curtail the 

spread of venereal disease. Dissatisfactioa with the ability of parents to instruct their children about 

sexual matters. combined with the distress over rising rates of venereal disease in the civilian and 

military populations during the Great War, led some Canadian educators active within the emerging 

social hygiene movement to call for school-based sex instruction. These educators recommended 

using the same technique to introduce elementary school children to schod-based sex instruction 

which social purists had recommended in home-based sex instruction: the study of the reproductive 

lives of flora and fauna In Chapter Two I look at the involvement of the Women's Christian 

Temperance Union (WCTU) in children's school-based sex instruction in Ontario. Whereas 

Canadian physicians prior to the Great War were disunited on the subject of school-based sex 

instmction. the WCTU stood firmly behind the need for both home-based and school-based sex 

instruction for children. The WCIV played a key role in bringing purity education to the pupils of 

Ontario elementary, secondary and cdlegiate educational institutions by hiring special lecturer. 

Arthur Beall, in 1900 to be their purity missionary. In I912 Bedl was h i d  by the Ontario 

Departmemt of Educatioa to be its "Lectwer oa Eugenics and Persod Hygiene in High and Public 

Schools." I maintain that throughout his career as a pubk school tecturer. Beall's lectures 

reproduced the arboument made by the femiukt wing ofthe sacid purity movement This argument 
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held that sexually incontinent men, who were primarily responsible for the spread of moral and 

hygienic poIlution to the race, were morally disenfranchised from Canadian citizenship. 

Chapten Three and Four deal with the spectre of the feeble-minded child and the 

relationship Ontario social purists and hygienists drew between mental defectiveness and the 

spread of venereal disease. I show that both social purists and hygienists were united in proposing. 

during the interwar years, that the birth of mentally defective children could be curtailed by 

steriiization on the one hand, and by sex instruction on the other. Yet the Canadian social hygiene 

organization rejected any involvement with school-based sex instruction and threw its weight 

behind teaching parents how to instruct their children about sexual matters. Even when the 

CNCCVD decided to expand its narrow focus on venereal disease when it changed its name to the 

CSHC, and then to the HLC, the organization maintained its support for strengthening home- 

based sex instruction untiI 1943. In keeping with the social hygiene movement's concern with 

racial degeneration, training for parents was infused witb the need to inculcate in their children a 

sense of racial responsibility. 

Chapter Five investigates the link military, governmental and educational officials 

established betweeu the spectre of the juvenile delinquent and the spread of venereal disease during 

the Second World War. As skyrocketing venereal infection in the miIitary and civilian population 

was porbayed as a menace to the alIied natiotrs. Ontario educators maintained that sex instruction 

was me of the best ways to prevent venereal disease and thus preserve democracy. Faced with the 

venereal disease emergency and with growing public support for school-based sex instruction. the 

HLC was forced to swing its support behind school-based sex instruction. Towards the end of the 

war a number of spokespeople co~ected with h e  HLC came out ia favour of a broadly-based sex 

instruction that validated the importance of the patriarchal nuclear famay: family life education. In 

Chapter Six I explore the impact the medid triumph over venereal disease had on ~~hwl-based 

sex. iMutrcdon in Ontario w i t h  the coatext of the post-war search for natioaaI security. I took at 

the mme&ions post-war Ontario educators perceived to exist between jwoule delinquency. 
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homosexuality and fifth-column Communist activity- trace and analyze the attempt made by a 

group of teachers. appointed by the Toronto Board of Education. to investigate the feasibility of 

implementing a Eunily Life Education curriculum in ,ordes 7 and 8. Influenced by literature 

produced by the ASHA. by American and British family life education theorists and by Canadian 

"experts" on sexuaI delinquency, the curriculum was ultimately defeated because it was perceived 

as too heavily dependent on straightforward physiologcal information for children. i-e.. as 

insufficiently infused with the moral lessons first espoused by the post-1885 social purity 

movement 



CHAPTER ONE 

"Taken Hold of at the Right T i w 1  

On June 28, 1914 Serbian revolutionary Gabriel Riazip jumped onto the running board of 

a car carrying Austro-Hungarian Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife on a state visit to 

Sarajevo. Bosnia. and tossed a bomb into the window. The assassination of the royal couple 

resulted in a series of diplomatic crises leading Britain to declare war on Germany on August -1, 

19 14. As a colony within the British Empire, Canada automaticdl y followed Britain's lead. In 

October 33.OOO men of the Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF) sailed to Britain. By the end of 

the war a total of 620,000 Canadian men had volunteered for or were conscripted into the armed 

forces: 325,000 of these men went overseas. While Canadian troops drew attention to themselves 

by performing bravely in battle at Ypks, Vimy Ridge and the Somme, they also distinguished 

themselves for another shocking reason. The CEF had the highest rate of venereal disease amcngst 

troops in western Europe? Colonel L G. Adami. who oversaw the Army Medicd Records in the 

Canadian Army MedicaI Corps in Britain, drew an interesting conclusion about the incidence of 

venered disease in the armed forces and its relation to the ignorance of sexual matters, Canadians. 

Adami lamented, had long stuck their heads in the sand, training children to regard any discussion 

of sex as taboo. Adamits singling out of the "policy of the ostrich" spoke to turn-uf-the-century 

sex reformers' conceras that children's sexual ignorance was a major cause of the spread of 

v e n d  disease. This policy had cost the nation and the Empire an awful amount in four years of 



war. Battalions of soldiers needed on the front had been sidelined in hospitals. suffering with 

venereal disease.> 

Adami's singling out of the "policy of the ostrichw spoke to the emerging social hygiene 

movement's concerns that children's sex& ignorance was a major cause of the spread of venereal 

disease in the civilian and military population. The threat of contagion was heightened by scientific 

confirmation that gonorrhoea and syphilis caused an array of mental and physical disabilities in 

children and by the erroneous medical belief, maintained until mid-way through the Second World 

War. that venereal disease codd be transmitted apart from sexual contact. The non-sexual 

transmission of venereal disease was said to result in vast numbers of "innocent" infections 

amongst doctors, nurses, wet nurses, women and children. It is true that the First World War 

enabled the physiciandriven social hygiene movement to "remove the shroud from social 

 disease^."^ It is equally true that social hygienists were responsible for important medical. legal 

and organizational reforms dealing with v e n d  disease-5 Yet the causal relationship between 

children's sexd  iporance, the spread of venereal disease and the educational attempts to combat 

that ignorance was established by social purists during the white slavery pani& prior to the Great 

War. Raised by the social purity movement and later adopted by socia1 hygienists, the fearsome 

spectre of the ignorant child promised to wreak havoc on the patriarchal nuclear family, the 

community and the natioa. Social purists advocated that childm had a right to a knowledge about 

sex: and the mother. as "God's moral agentw on earth, was best suited to teach her children about 

sexual matted Social purists mothers with training the child's will in favour of sexual 

J. G. Admi .  "The Wig of the Osliick" Chnudiun Mcdicuf Asmktw!~ Joufnd 9.4 (April 1918). pp. 3% 
301- 



self-control and imparting information on sexual physiology in order to vanquish. as it were, the 

policy of the ostrich. The training of the child's will required that the mother manage the flow of 

pollution into and out of the child's orifices. The imparting of information on sexual physiology 

required that the mother introduce her child to the reproductive life of flora and fauna in nature 

study. 

By the advent of the First World War, many individuals aligned with the social purity and 

the emerging social hygiene movement grew increasingIy f~ssated by what they believed to be the 

inadequacies of home-based sex instruction. Mothers bore the larger share of the blame for this 

state of affairs. "The inadequate mother% was often disparaged for her inability to answer her 

children's curious questions, to tell her children the truth about reproduction. to prepare her 

daughter for menarche or to notice the signs of masturbation in her sons and daughters. Social 

purists and hygienists turned their attention increasingly to school-based sex instruction. The sex 

reformers were plagued, however. with the problem of just how to incorporate sex instruction into 

the curriculum. By the end of the Erst World War, when the threat of venereal disease to the 

civilian and military population was made clearT many Canadian educators were convinced that the 

subject of nature study held the key to introducing pre-pubescent children to school-based sex 

instnrc tion. 

I 

During the pre-War white sIavery panic, the city came to be represented by urban reformers 

as a "painted whore" whose sordid attractions camouflaged the fact that she was exploited by 

pimps and riddled with venereal disease-9 Although the tern "white slavery" was used by 
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Canadian social purity refomen to indicate the type of organized sexual exploitation to which girls 

and young women of all backgrounds were vulnerable on an international scale. white slavers' 

French-Canadian. Chinese. African-Canadian and Jewish origins were given prominent mention 

by socia1 purists. particularly when their prey was white.10 One of the founders the M o d  and 

Social Reform Council of Canada and the leader of the Council's subcommittee. the National 

Committee for the Suppression of the White Slave Traffic, the Rev. John G. Shearer.ll pinned the 

c a w  of white slavery on six factors related almost exclusively to the immorality of the metropolis. 

The first of these was ignorance-on the part of children about the "purposes, problems and perils 

of sex," on the part of parents about their unchaperoned daughters' vulnerability to earning a 

livelihood in the city and on the part of a public loathe to believe in the prevalence of the traffic in 

young women. The remaining five factors were the double standard of morals. immoral literature. 

immoraI amusements, low wages for women and the toleration of prostitution.l= 

Whereas low wags for women headed most Canadian left-wing reformen' analyses of 

white sIavery.13 children's ignorance of sex topped middle-class reformers' list of reasons for the 

MIC in women. Middle-class reformers' belief that the ignorant child was a moral and hygienic 

detriment to society originated in conceptualization of children's sexuality common among social 

purists at the turn of the century. Althougf~ it was commody believed that the sexual instinct 

usually manifested itself at puberty along with the maturation of the reproductive organs. turn-of- 



thecentury social purity reformers acknowledged the existewe of the pre-pubertal manifestations 

of children's sexuality. Children's questions about their own bodies, about the anatomical 

difference between boys and girls and about the origin of life around them. were considered benign 

examples of children's curiosity. Unfortunately, the child who was curious about reproduction and 

apt to ask his or her parents questions about the origin of life was shunned denounced as bad or 

deliberately misinformed about cabbages and storks. The child turned from the sanctity of the 

home to learn about sex elsewhere. Thus began the vicious spiral of children's ignorance.IJ 

Troublesome manifestations of children's sexual manifestations included the transmission of 

sexual knowledge to peers, sexual encounters with peers and adults. the contraction of venereal 

infection and, most important, the practice of mastutbatioa 

Boys' and girls' ignorance was perceived very differently. For social purists. the fearsome 

spectre .of the ignomnt child was an apparition bifurcated into the masturbating boy and the 

innocent girl. The masturbating boy and the innocent girl made their appearance in best-selling sex 

instruction texts intended for chiidren,'S loomed large at public  lecture^.'^ showed up in German 

and British sexologists' quditative and quantitative studies on child ~exuality,~ and hovered in the 

background of pre-War reports into the prevalence of the white slave tdiTc in major cities in the 

United States and Canada.18 The young boy was thought to be possessed of a strong sexual 



instinct. It remained relatively dormant until approximately age 14. when the reproductive organs 

sprang to life at the beginning of puberty. Two reasons given by social purists for the 

manifestation of the sexual instinct in boys prior to puberty-the temptations of sexually 

stimufating amusements and the dangers posed by contact with sexually intemperate 

acquaintances-were related to the fear of sexual c~rruption.'~ Lurid novels. sensational 

newspaper stories, sexually suggestive advertisements. lewd theatre shows, dance-hall 

entertainment and the saloon bar-gave boys the idea that sexual continence was an impossible 

ideal. Suspicious individuals such as sewants who masturbated boys to sleep, men who sexually 

assaulted boys and children who passed on false stories of reproduction to their peers. taught 

others how to masturbate, or circulated pornographic pictures. made it impossible for boys to 

remain chaste of mind and body. Sexual corruption prematurely aroused the sexual instinct in 

boys. leading to the practice of the most prevalent form of pre-pubertal sexual activity in boys: 

masturbation. mental masturbation and mutual masturbation. 

Social purists' attack on boyhood masturbation has been attributed to the late eighteenth- 

century vitalist discourse on the detrimental physiological consequences of the loss of sperm in the 

male, to the relatioaship drawn in the nineteenth century between Victorian gentlemanly thrift and 

the spermatic economy, to the Late-nineteenth century discomfort with the manifestation of 

sexdity in childhood to the confusion between mamhtion and homosexuality and to the social 

purity movement's singling out of male vice.3 The boy's ability to develop self-control over his 
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masturbation was thought to be crucial to a sexually continent life. For social purists. a direct path 

was laid between the practice of the "solitary vice" in boyhood and participation in the "social evil" 

in adolescence and adulthood. The masturbating boy became the sexudly incontinent man who 

scorned the single standard, frequented white slaves in brothels. became infected with venereal 

disease and sexually transmitted the malady to his innocent wife who, in turn, passed the disease 

on congenitally to their offspring. 

The young normal girl was thought to be virtually devoid of sexual feeling until 

adolescence. WhiIe t6m was clear evidence that girls masturbated and were vigoumusly punished 

for rnasnubating'l it was widely accepted that &Is' desire for sexual expression was piincipally 

awakened in connection with the desire for maternity, Not all medical authorities linked female 

sexual desire to maternity. But once female sexual desire was aroused apart from the desire for 

maternity, it was generally considered even more agbOteSSive than the male version and was 

accorded the status of a malady.zThis twist expIained the existence of what social purists called 

the "occasional" prostitute-young unmarried women who engaged in sexual encounters with men 

for pleasure or in exchange for dinners and gifts3-and atlowed social purists to maintain that 

close affection between girls could b m e  "abnormaLa sort of perversion, a sex mania needing 

immediate and perhaps severe measures.~-' Emphasis on female asexuality simultaneously 

underlined the reformers' need to chamel women's sexuality toward compulsory heterosexuality. 

marriage and child-bearing whik positing that women were responsible for controlling their own 

as well as men's sexuality. On the one hand, this restricted the legitimate exercise of 



women's sexuality to motherhood and continued to divide women into sexually pure and impure 

categories. On the other haad, it permitted women, at least in theory, the power to assume the tole 

of sexual ,wekeeper on the basis of their moral superiority to men.3 Girls were dearly told that 

because boys' sex drive was stronger they had to assume responsibility for their own as well as for 

boys' sexuaIity.26 Nevertheless, the responsibility for coatrotling their own and men's sexuality 

was difficult to exercise for. as  social purists themselves charged, the young $14 was kept 

deliberately ignorant of sex not realizing, until it was too late, that her body was a holy temple 

consecxated to reproduction. 

White the boy strug@ed with his sexual urges, the girl had to contend with her lack of 

knowledge about sex. The innocent girl heard untrue stories about repduction. was taught how 

to masturbate by her peers, felt terror or resenemen& upon menarche, deveioped close crushes on 

other girfs or oldet women, allowed boys to smoke and drink in her presence, flirted with men and 

thought nothing of keeping the company of a man who did not respect the singe standard. A girl's 

innocence was particularly burdensome if she were a village girl or an immigrant searching for 

work in the city. The village gir! was sheltered, the immigrant vulnerable, OMivious to the wiles of 

procurers. the innocent girl was sweet-talked, forced, druged or kidnapped into white slavery. 

Unaware of sexual danger, she risked becoming the prey of the sexually incontinent man. 

Seduced, she turned to prostitution. Uaapprised of the need to marry a man who adhered to the 

single standard, she manied a disputable man who infected her and her chitdren with venered 

disease. 
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Whereas sexual corruption was thought to threaten children from outside the bounclaries of 

the good-i.e, respectable, white, Christian, middle-class-home, children from non-Anglo- 

Saxon, immigrant and working-class families were themselves considered corrupt Some children 

were held to be cursed as a result of their heredity, Many children were thought to inherit their 

parents' feeble-mindedness and/or their penchant for sexual promiscuity. Feeble-mindedness and 

sexual promiscuity were thought to be endemic in parents of "foreign" origin. While some children 

burdened with unfavourable heredity were considered sexually promiscuous for want of self- 

control, other children were thought to begin phcipating in sexual activity because too much of 

the wrong kind of knowledge about sex made chastity unlikely. Environmental conditions were 

often blamed for some children's sexual impropriety. Children living in crowded tenement 

dwetlinp with adults witnessed sexual acts between their parents. Those who lived near brothels 

saw men go to and fro. Others spent time on the city streets shining shoes or delivering 

newspapers and were easily accosted by adults. These were the "inconigibIeW children who filled 

the boys' and girls' reformatories established explicitly for juvenile reform. Yet it was far more 

Likely that girls. rather than boys, were incarcerated for sexual acting out27 

In the same way that images of white women trapped by foreign men "took attention away 

from the red problems of intra-racial gender domination and of cross-gender racial domination.- 

images of children portrayed as sexudly corrupt obfuscated social purity reformers' gender. class 

and race prejudices and ignored the dynamics of the sexual abuse of children by adults. Social 

purists, sexologists and social hygienists Ieft unchallenged the power differential between adults 

and children: disinissed the prevalence of child sexual abuse perpetrated by males in positions of 

trust outside the family: and focused their scrutiuizing gaze on the bad home, rejecting the 
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possibility that the "good" home was not dways a haven for children in general or for girls in 

particular.3 Evidence of the sexual assault of children did come before the courts. Yet despite 

medical: evidence of trauma to the genitals. convictions were obtained rareIy.30 Children's 

ignorance of s e d  matters was constructed in accordance with the child's race, class and gender. 

Girls from "bad" homes were flirts; the boys were vandals. Girls were rarely treated as sexual 

innocents. As in the case of adult females. young girls were expected to have resisted the attack 

and to have been previousty of chaste character. Their modesty was questioned if they were able to 

describe parts of the body in too much detail. In contrast, assaulted boys were taken seriously. not 

subjected to shaming questions, not asked about their past experiences, never placed in the position 

of seducer and not condemned for exchanging money for sex. Incest was handily constructed as a 

geographical concern. resulting in the creation of mom! and immoral zones. Incest was correlated 

with overcrowding and sexual depravity in cities. In small towns and villages poverty and isolation 

were said to contniute to the prevalence of incest.31 

Although some Canadian physicians would claim in the 1930s that "[flurther investigation" 

was needed to explain the high rate of non-congenital syphilis in children under age 14.32 a 

number of social purists prior to the First World War tecogized that the existence of non- 

congenital venereal disease in children could be evidence of sexual assault Non-congenital 

venereal disease in children-gonococd vaginitis and urethritis, condyloma acuminata (venereal 



warts) and syphiIis-has been acknowledged as an important indicator of sexual abuse.33 Despite 

the prevalent belief that venereal disease codd be transmitted non-sexually, court cases show that 

the transmission of venereal disease to the child victim. rather than the sexual assault itself. was 

more of a factor in convicting the accused when be was similarly infe~ted3~ In general. however. 

non-congenital venereal infection in children was attributed to accidental mediate transmission and 

to the larger problem of immora[ environmental conditions andtor degenerate hereditary. While 

some American investigations into white slavery found that approximately one quarter of children 

with venereal disease had been assaulted by veaereally diseased men, the children's immoral 

homes were said to contribute to their loss of "moral sense."35 Venereal infection in African- 

American girls was considered a perfect example of the hereditary immorality of the black race. 

Many white American physicians were convinced that statistics showing high rats of venereal 

infection in African American &is over age 6 affirmed that "sexual irregularities occur at an early 

age in the nego race-"% 

For social purists, the end result of the girl's aad boy's ignorance was all too clear. The cry 

of the anguished adolescent and adut t burdened with the detritus of childhood sexual ignorance 

wouId ring out from "bospitaIs, foundling homes, homes for the friendless, syphilitic wards and 

refuge homes-'Oh. if I had only known! If any one had only told me some thing,  I need not 

have been there.'gBased on statistics drawn from American and British sources. the Toronto 

Social S e ~ c e  Swey enumerated the cost of venereal infection to the family. the cocnmunity and 

the nation in more practical terms. "[FJully one-eighth of d l  human disease and suffering" sprang 

from syphilis and gonorrhoea which attacked young men and women during the prime of their 



reproductive and working lives.38 Syphilis caused paralysis. insanity and death. Gonorrhoea 

caused sterility in women and blindness in infants. Congenitally acquired, venereal disease caused 

stillbirth, mental and physical retardation. Canada was not imune to the scourge. One hundred 

and eighty out of 412 patients at one Toronto hospital between August and December. 1913, tested 

positive for syphilis; those in the business and tabouring classes had the highest incidence of the 

disease.39 

The belief in the causal connection between children's ignorance of sexuaI matters and 

venereal disease led many social purists to conclude that sex instruction could serve as a moral and 

medical prophylaxis against venereal disease- The advocacy of purity education for children was 

predicated upon social purists' conceptuaIizatioas of the child's pliability prior to adolescence. the 

mother's morality and the unspoiled beauty of the natural world, the polar opposite of the blighted 

urban landscape. 

Social purists' conceptualization of the young child's malleability prior to adolescence was 

heavily influenced by the teachings of Friedrich Froebel, the founder of the kindergarten 

movement. The well-known Toronto school inspector, James L. Hughes, and his wife, Ada 

Marean. eagerly promoted Froebelian ideas from the 1880s onward Froebeiian societies devoted 

to chiId study were established in three major Ontario cities-Toronto. Ottawa and London.-lo 

Froebelian teachings held that children were neither ,d nor ev& Rather, children were born with 

certain instincts which manifested themselves during their eady years, These instincts could be 

developed for better or for worse by their environmeat. In l7tc &ation of ~Mrut ( 1885) Froebel 



compared children to plants. Like plants. children &ad to be carefully nurtured, guided and 

encouraged toward maturity. The child who was not raised in such a loving environment would be 

damaged: "if the buds of the future tree of his [sic J Life are injured, then will the child, only with 

the greatest difiiculty and the most extreme effort, ,mw into strong. mature life: only with the 

greatest difficulty will he insure himself from being stunted, or at least from becoming one-sided. 

in the course of development and training.'41 Belief in the young child's malleability was firmly 

held by child saven such as J. J. Kelso. When he spoke about the necessity for the establishment 

of Children's Aid Societies to the annual Opthering of the Ontario Educational Association (OEA) in 

1900, Kelso elaborated upon a number of instances when a child who had gown up in ignorance 

and vice was beyoad reclamation after a certain point But "if taken hold of at the right time" the 

child could be saved from living a worthless life? The right time of which Kelso spoke was 

acknowledged to be the period prior to adolescence. 

Social purists were convinced of the connection between between sexual danger and 

adoleswnc@ but G. Stadey Hail the president of Clark University. won international recognition 

for confi~rminp its existence in his two-volume tome, Athiascnce: Its Psychoio,q cud ifs Reicrtion 

to Ph\sioIogy* Anthropoiogy* Socidogy, S t i ~  Crime, RRrgion cmJ EJuc~nion ( 1904).* For Hail 

adolescence or. the period between the ages of 14 to 19, was a precarious sexual flash point. a time 

"strewn with wreckage of body, mind and morals. There is not only arrest, but perversion, at 

every stage, and hoodlumism, juvenile crime, and secret vice seem not only increasing, but 

develop in earlier yean in every civilized lancLw-'5 According to Hall, rempihtlation theory 

explained the storm and stress of adolescence. Recapitulation theory became the thematic core for 
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anthropology, psychology and child study well into the twentieth century. Predicated on late 

nineteenth-century romanticized and racist conceptualizatioas of non-white races. the theory 

maintained that as the developing human embryo repeats the physicd stages of remote ancestors. 

so the child re-lives the mental history of more m n t  primitives. Adolescents' playfulness, passion 

and lack of moral setlse, characteristics thou@ to be the hallmark of non-whites. were attributed to 

the belief that the child was reliving the adult stage of aboriginal savagery in a state of nature. Hall 

posited that because Caucasian boys matured sexually at a slower rate than did women. criminals 

and aboriginat peoples, they were able to scale the phyletic ladder of Charies Darwin's great chain 

of being most successfully. Thus recapitulation theory ensured that all p u p s  restricted to the 

margins of the "charmed circle of Caucasian male aduIthoodW* remained stuck on the lower rungs 

of evolutionary ascent and adolescence. for women, criminals and aboriginal peoples, represented 

nothing more than a state of dwelopmeutd arrestm 

Historians have confirmed that like chiIdhood adolescence was an "inventionn closely 

connected to a number of factors such as the drop in child mortality, the interest in secondary 

education for boys and girls and the growing distaste for child labour. These factors left youths 

aged 13 to 19, especialIy amongst the middle classes, subject to an extended period of economic 

dependence upon their parents.* The period of adolescence was further complicated by two 

factors. One, height, weight and age of meaarche statistics indicate that children matured faster at 

the turn of the century than they had in the mid-nineteenth century. Two, marriages at the turn of 



the century occuned later in Life than they had in the mid-nineteenth century3 This meant that at 

the turn of the century, sexualIy mature individuals considered neither children nor adults were 

now living with their parents for longer periods of time than ever before in history. [t is not 

surprising, therefore, that adolescence was observed to be a sexually tumultuous period. 

Given the link said to exist between adolescence and sexual danger, socia1 purists insisted 

that children receive instruction in sexual matters prior to adolescence in order to equip them to ride 

out the storm and stress of the period. While it is true that parents were charged with the "sacred 

trustwm of sex instruction. social purists turned to the mothers in particular to vanquish the spectre 

of the ignorant childjl Information about sexuality Ieamed at the mother's knee can be viewed as  

part and parcel of the physical, mental and moral education of children with which mothers were 

charged fmm the mid-nineteenth century onward.2 Considered spiritually superior to men because 

of her inherent asexuality, the mother was viewed as the perfect teacher who could maintain her 

children's confidence, tell her children the truth about sex without arousing their sexuaI instincts 

prematurely and inculcate in them the message that human sexuality was meant for reproduction 

within marriage. 

Mothers were first encouraged to train the child in sexual self-control by managing strictly 

the flow of pollution into and out of the chiIdts orifices. Sexual self-control was thought to be 
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crucial to avoiding the troublesome manifestations of children's sexual manifestations-the 

transmission of sexual knowledge to peers, sexual encounters with peers and adults. the 

contraction of venereal infection and masturbation. The mother would bar children from 

associating with children or adults if she suspected they whispered dirty stories in their ears. She 

would censor all porno,gaphic literature from passing by her children's eyes. She would prevent 

all sexually substances thought to be sexually stimulating-tea. coffee, meat, cigarettes, alcohol 

and opium-from entering her children's mouths. She woitld insist her children had regular bowel 

movements, wear loose clothing and sleep with their hands above the bed covers so as to prevent 

the child from rubbing his or her imtated genitals. She would p d b e  fresh air, exercise and cold 

water bathing to check the emergence of sexual manifestations. Shortly before puberty she would 

explain to her son that nocturnal emissions were nature's way of eliminating excess fluid and 

inform her daughter that the menstrual flow, regardless of its discomfort and inconvenience. 

should be welcomed as a preparation for motherhood. 

The mother was aIso held responsible for managing the benign manifestations of children's 

sexual instinct-questions concerning their own bodies, the anatomical difference between boys 

and girls and the origin of life around them. Mothers were warned that although their answers to 

these questions were to be tnrthful. the information they imparted had to be ,pded to the child's 

cognitive development and emotiond sensibilities- The graduated study of what was, in effect 

human sexual physiology, was thought to be best accomplished by providing children with lessons 

in the reproductive life of flora and fauna via nature study. Originally intended to give children a 

practicd approach to science, nature study was an off-shoot of the middle-class popularization of 

natural history.53 The study of human sexual physiology via nature study began at the lowest end 

of Darwinian evolution with an investigation into the reproductive nature of uni-cellular creatures. 

It progressed upward toward plant life. continued ascending in the direction of amphibious 



creatures, birds and mammals and finaIIy came to rest at the apparent pinnacle of evolutionary 

progress the middleclass, Christian, An@-Saxon family. 

The mother's presumed ability to incorporate children's sex instruction into nature study 

was in keeping with mid-nineteenth century developments. Althoug& rnembersGp in the most 

idhential natural history orboanitations were d c t e d  to men, women were dlowed to engage in 

the amateur study of natural history. Women made numerous important contributions to natural 

history, particularly in field of botany.s Women wrote instructional handbooks for women and 

children on natural history, encouraging mothers to teach their children the rudiments of flora and 

faunas Arabella Buckley's lectures to British children oa cohesion, gravitation, crystallization and 

chemical action in sunbeams, beehives, primroses and coal were published in Canada as The 

Fm-LruulofScience (1898).56 It was believed that through the study of natural history. children 

couId not only amuse and instruct themselves but learn something of the taws of God's creation. 

Tbe pursuit of natural history was considered, therefore, an overtIy moral and uplifting past time 

which led the mind away. as one Canadian natudist wrote, "frorn vicious associatious."~ 

Recapitulation theory validated children's affinity to nature. Mothers' competency in 

regard to managing the benign manifestations of children's sexual instinct by teaching them about 

the reproductive life of flora and fauna was consistent with the presumption of women's asexuality 

and their contributions to natural history. The presumed purity of the natural world also figured 

prominently in social purists' investment in nature study. S o d  purists saw the promise of 



responsible parenthood reflected in the natural world. The natural world represented the 

paradisiacal garden before the advent of sin and disease. The natural worid was most closely allied 

with the r t d  countryside and, as such, was conceptualized as the moral antithesis of urban 

immorality. Social purists' anxieties over sexually corrupt urban Me were fuelled by expos& of the 

sexual subcultures of big cities- For example, Canadian journalist C. S. CIark claimed to have 

unearthed in Toronto the widespread existence of child prostitutes, newsboys who had sex with 

men. and young couples who fornicated in darkened patks.jp By the advent of the Great War. 

social purists had bought into the well-worn view which held that the city was the locus of sexual 

danger and the rural muntqside was tk site of unspoiled sexual purity.s 

It is possible that such regionalized sexual polarizations arose because of the association 

sex reformea made between the city and the whore and between the countryside and the maiden. 

Sex was cenaal to each metaphor. As Karen Dubinsky cleverly puts it: "one had i t  one did notUa 

The city also may have been decried as immoral because of its link to disease and death while the 

wilderness was praised as restorative and uplifting. Studies on late nineteenth-century differentids 

in urban and rural death rates do coafinn that [weer numben of urban dwellers died of diseases 

which are more easily transmitted by close contact than did rural dwellers.6' The city was 

considered so inimical to health tht city dwellers were encouraged to flee, albeit tempoarily. to the 

wiIdemes, the countryside and to suburban parks and glens to boost their healtk6= As welt. the 
. . 

rapid industrraluation of the d y  twentieth century which pitted urban consumers a,oaiast rural 

producers may have given way to a perception of country folk as the authentic salt of the land 



while city dwellers- immigrants, homosexuals. Jews, pimps. prostitutes, gambles and drunks- 

were portrayed as cancerous sc~rn.~3 

Canadian historians who have mentioned social purity reformers' use of nature study to 

instruct children about sex usually dismiss it.aThis is unfortunate because social purists clearly 

intended to enlist nature study in the fi&t amginst extra-marital sexual activity and its dreaded 

corollary, venereal disease. British and American historiilll~ who have recognized the importance 

social purists invested in nature study in regard to children's sex instruction attribute that 

investment to three turn-of-the-century trends: the shift from negative to positive sex instruction. 

the move toward the "scientific" study of sex and the need to provide chitdren with knowledge 

which inculcated hi$ mod values, combatted any precocious manifestation of the chiId's sexual 

instinct and safeguarded the child against corruption. 

Whereas negative images of sexuality had triumphed in the late nineteenthcentury socid 

purity campaimps against prostitution, by the turn of the century many socid purists came to the 

conchsion that sex instruction had to offer children positive images of the sexual instinct An 

"affirmatory approach" for children emphasized healthy and responsible parwthood as the r k m  

d'&e of sex. The study of plant and animal reproduction was said to provide examptes of healthy 

and responsible parenthood. The study of reproduction in flora and fauna gave sex instruction a 
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scientific gloss which conveniently reflected certain bio[ogical "facts" such as that reproduction 

was aaW to all species, tbat the mother-father bond was an inevitable sip of higher evolutionary 

development and that in creating and nurturing healthy offspring the human family represented the 

culmination of evolutionary ascension. These facts were assumed to be so self-evident, that 

children wodd adopt the goal of healthy and responsible parenthood for themselves. understand 

the basics of reproduction without having their sexual instincts prematweiy aroused and be able to 

armour themselves with this knowledge when faced with the possibility of sexual corruption in 

word or in deed65 

Introducing the chiId to nature study befog puberty was thought to be in keeping with the 

child's evolutionary development Once cbildrm beepa asking questions about the world around 

them, it was time to begin their nature study lessons. Annie Sullivan, Helen Kellefs famous 

teacher, resorted to elaborating upon plant and animal Life when a curious Helen asked how things 

were born- "I told her she could call the egg the cradle of life," wrote SulIivan. after she had told 

Helen about corn, beans. water-melon seeds, hens, fish, dogs and cows. Echoing the tenets of 

recapitulation theory, Sullivan noted that the readiness with which Helen comprehended biological 

reproduction "coafirmed in me that the chiId has dormant withm him [ski, when he comes into the 

wodd all the experiences of the race"66 

Sylvanus Stall's Whar A Young Boy Oughf ro Kirav ( 1897) and Mary Wood-Men's What 

A Young Girl Oughr to b w  (189'7). two of the best-selling sex instruction books in Canada.67 

scaled the evolutionary ladder. chapter by chapter, be@nainggwith a discussion of the reproductive 



habits of plants, fish, birds, mammals and ending, ultimately, with humans. S d l  tells little Harry 

and Wood-Allen tells tittle Nina. the boy and girl to whom they address their lectures, that 

everything in nature has a mamma and a papa. In her discussion of the morning glory, Wood-Allen 

infonns Nina that the flower is the home, the pollen is the father, the ovary the mother and the new 

growth is the baby plant. Fertilization is elaborated upon when the authors tackled fish. StaIl tells 

Harry that fertilization occurs after "mamma fish" has laid her eggs and "papa fish swims gently 

over the eggs, at the same time expelling from his body a slimy substance which also resembles the 

white portion of a raw hen's egg."@ Wood-AIlen teUs little N i i  the same story h u t  the fish and 

then reminds her of the two Baltimore orioles she saw sitting in a nest. Nina is told that the birds 

were better patents than the fish. In turn, birds became better childm because both bird parents 

built a nest, because father bird provided for mother bird while she sat on the eggs, and because 

once baby birds hatched their parents d for them until they learned how to fly. Wood-Allen 

concludes that "i nother fonn the birds are only repeating the life of fIowersT69 

The authors next tackled fertilization in mammals without once mentioning sexual 

intercourse. Mammals stored their eggs inside their bodies. The word, "mammal" was similar to 

the word "mamma;" females nourished their young with miIk from the mothefs breast. Harry and 

Nina are reminded of cats. cows and horses. Human babies came from an egg stored in the ovary 

in the mother's body. The discussion of fertilization in humans was reverent but obscure. Nina 

learns that when the mother's egg felt the fathefs touch, "it awoke and kegan to grow and at len,d 

came into the worid a Iittle soul in a human body-"70 Possibly overcome by the difficulty in 

teaching human fettiLiratiw without mentioning intercourse, Stall turwd to an accout authored by 

Wood-Allen elsewhere and excerpted it for Harry's edificatioa. Harry thus Iearns that father and 

a Stall, Yomg Buy+ p 63. 
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mother contributed a tiny speck of life invisible without the aid of a microscope. Both children 

learn that the fertilized egg, warm, safe and loved, would remain m a sac created by the Heavenly 

father in the mother's body for nine mouths. The description of the baby's birth was as dim as the 

explanation of fertilization. Harry and Nma learn only that "the door to the little room" which the 

baby had occupied for nine months opened "witfi much pain a d  suffering to the mother."71 As the 

len,$.h of time required for maturation i n d  in the higher animals, the baby's helplessness at 

birth was a sign of human's evolutionary primacy. This was why two parents were needed to 

properly love and raise a child. 

A home-pm text authored by Reta Grey, Queer Questions Quaintly Annvcrrd; or. 

Creative k@&ries MMz Plain to ChildLen (1899), and dedicated to mothers, also turned to nature 

study as a form of sex instruction for chiIdren. Grey warned mothers not to confuse ignorance 

with purity for they had nothing in commotl: "the one is the offspring of light and truth. the other is 

the offspring of dabess.* Grey F l y  ideptif~es the long line of maternal influence on home- 

based sex instruction, illustrates the awestruck wonder with which a child absorbs the lessons 

nature study teaches about the glory of parenthood and positions the patriarchal nuclear family at 

the culmination of evolutionary progress. Grey's first-person advice to mothers is couched within 

the popular story form of Iectures given by a mother to her &u&ter. Betraying the social purists' 

concern with the good home, Grey is a dedicated housewife, living in a comfortable house 

sumunded by ample grounds. AngelicalIy blond and blue-eyed, daughter Gladys is the 

stemtypicaf opposite of the poorfimmigrant/child of colour traditionally considered sexually 

suspect. Like the grand omission of any mention of sexual intercourse. Gladys' father is 

conspicuously absent; he is referred to by Grey only occasiodly. 



The text opens with Grey's ailing grandmother informing her that she had to begin 

instructing baby Gladys about sex just as the grandmother had instructed Grey in her youth 

because "certain things" were taught neither at school nor in books. The grandmother asks 

ominously: "Wilt you remember how I have taught you? Will you remember how much a mother 

owes to her little child? That little mind is soon going to begin to questioa, and who will answer 

those questions?" The correct answer, of course, was the mother for "it is the mother's place to 

satisfy this curiosity."n Having passed the matrilinear sex instruction torch to her descendents. 

Grey's grandmother dies an hour later. 

One year after the p d m o t h e t s  death, Gladys notices birds in a nest outside her window. 

In a moment which caphrres both positive parenthood and recapitulation theory, Grey shows 

Gladys a wst her hu&and had given her when a young boy. Rampaging through the woods with a 

p u p  of boys, Grey's future husband steals a nest. Chastised by his mother, the young boy turns 

the nest over to the young Grey as a pmise  he would never be cruel a,&. Grey explains that the 

building of the nest means preparation for parenthood- "some papa bird sings to some mama bird. 

and they go off together and gather some little straws and bits of leaves, and build a nest..Tben 

the mamma bird laid some thy little eggs and sat on them to keep them warm."7-' When Gladys 

questions the role of the father bird, her mother tells her only that the father bird loves the mother 

bid and brings her w o w  so she can continue to sit on the eggs until they hatch, Gladys' fair face 

is full of adoration. Her blue eyes shine with wonder. She exclaims to her mother: "God made it 

that way, and I know God wouldn't do it that way if it wasn't all right. I love the little birdies. I 

love the flowers and everything God has made. and I love you most of alLV5 By the time Gladys 

is 6, Grey is satisfied that she is her daughter's coatidante because she has told the truth-that 

everything from flowers to fish to cats has a papa and a mamma 



Armed with this truth, Gladys can, step by step. hold her own against the corrupting 

influences of other children once she begins school. She is able to refute peers' stories about 

babies brought home in a doctor's bag. She is able to understand that human babies grow in a 

cradle inside their mother and, although born in pain, are much loved. She acquiesces when her 

mother will not let a girlfriend stay overnight because her mother fears the girl will teach Gladys 

how to masturbate- When Gladys is 11 years old her mother tells her that she should expect a 

monthIy flow of blood to begin between the ages of 12 and 14. This forewarning helps Gladys 

avoid the fate of a peer. Unprepared by her mother for menstmation, Gladys' friend becomes 

tefled at the sight of her own blood, tries to staunch the flow by immersing herself in cold water, 

catches a terrible cold and dies. This scare story served to indict the mother for her incompetence in 

sex instruction. Yet it also may have indicated that ignorant girfs were traumatized by menarche. 

Evidence of muma is supported by some early twentiethcentury American women's memories of 

their fm periods76 Fully prepared for meaatche when it occurs, Gladys is initially resendd abut 

this burdm But witb her mother's he@, Gladys comes to the comforting conclusion that God 

made it so. 

At approximately age 13, GIadys' mother tells her about conception in humans once the 

young grf notices cIassmates snickering at a young unmarried woman wheeling a baby carriage. 

Again omitting any any mention of sexual intercourse, Grey harks back to her lessons in plant life, 

informing Gladys that the papa and mamma plant form contain male and femde organs. 

respectively. These hold the germs of new Life- The femde g e m  or egg, must be laid in order to 

receive the male life ,- Grey draws the conversation to a close by saying that the lower animals 

cau bring fortit life at pleasare btrt God requires humans to bring forth children in a home crowned 

by the Iove of a mother and a father- This was the highest type of life-"the human family." No 

%~rnith-~mcnberp, 'From Puben). lo Meaopaose,' pp t S I S 9 .  Bnrmbeq. "Samcthinp Hqpm to Gi." p 
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one who is not married should even dream of bring children into the worfd. Gladys is awestruck. 

and says: 

Doesn't it make you adore God more and more as you discover new wonden and 
new beauties in His d v e  plan. How one can d m l y  think of it all and have one 
impure thought with regard to the reproduction of life iu any of its many forms, is a 
mystery to me.7 

Nature study proved to be a popular form of sex instruction well into the Great War. One 

of the most popular books written to help mothers exercise their responsibility toward their 

children was The W# LiJe Begins (1917) by Bertha Chapman Cady, a nature-study teacher in 

California. and Vernon Mosher Cady.fs The book was praised in Name-Srudy Review. a journal 

well-brown to its many Canadian submibers,f9 as one which would help adults place youth on 

the path of "chastity and righteous 1iving.m For the Cadys, that path was paved by a number of 

stepping stones ascending from li1rie.s and caterpiIIars, to toads and chicks and ending with human 

babies. The authors maintained that because pre-pubertal children were situated at the mental stage 

of the adult savage, Nature Study meant most to pte-pubertal children because the subject couId 

"humanize" and "tempef "the brutalizing tendency in youth." Thus, by adoIescence when, as the 

authors put it, "[slexual impulses may be turned into depraved and vicious acts, or they may be 

controIled, adjusted to social me, and made the agents of personal and racial good.%' the chiId 

would have already infected the lessons nature taught about the importance of containing sexual 

expression within the family. 



Departures from the birds and bees format used to teach children about sexual rnatten were 

few and far between. One notable exception appeared during the last year of the Great War. The 

American feminist Mary Ware Dennett, who became involved in the movement for birth control in 

her country, published a pamphlet, The Sex Side of Life: An Exphation for Young People 

( 1918). which she wrote originally for her two sons. Dennett understood that children were not 

aIways able to make the cognitive leap from plant and animal reproduction to human mating sex 

reformers required them to make- She was, therefore, extremely forthright about human 

reproduction in her pamphlet. She informed her young readen that while they may have studied 

tbe reproductive life of plants and animals, "what you want to know most of all is just how it is 

with human beings.* Demett proceeded to tell children exactIy how it was, explaining the 

. logistics of sexual intercourse, or,wm, conception, menstruation, seminal emissions, venereal 

disease. She even hinted at contraception and provided detailed drawings of the human 

reproductive organs. Demett was convicted of mailing obscene matter and fied $300 ia 1930- 

Had Dennett's pamphlet been available to Marie Stopes before her &age to Canadian 

Reginald Ruggles Gates in March, 191 1, Stopes might have benefited immensely. Stopes may 

well have been the most spectacular example of nature study's failure to make the associations 

between plant and animal reproduction and human mating fully apparent. Despite the fact that she 

had acquired a doctorate in botany and spent much of her life studying plant reproduction, Stopes 

appeared unable to "apply the pollioation principle to the field of hum7mity.m When she Ieft Gates 

after three years of marriage, it was because a maIe codidante explained to Stopes that her troubled 

union had never been consummated. In despair over her ignorance about sexual relations. S t o p  

began to r e s e a ~ h  the writings of sexologists such as Havelock E l k  Her research evenntaIIy bore 

h i t .  S topes' blockbuster pro-birth-control marriage manual, Mmicd Love ( 19 18).a which 



acknowledged the terrible price she paid for sex-ignorance, was published in the same year 

Dennett's pamphlet appeared 

By the advent of the First World War, many individuals aligned with the social purity 

and/or the emerging social hygiene movement grew increasingly frustrated by what they believed 

to be the inadequacies of home-based sex instruction. Parents, whose duty it was to teach children 

about sex, were considered to be too embarrassed, too uneducated or too irresponsible to do the 

job.85 This attack on the parents was in keeping with earfy twentieth-century reformers' 

sentimentalization of middle-class childhood and their increasing encroachment upon the nuclear 

family, particularly the poor, immigrant and non-AngleSaxon fami1y.m Sex refomen admitted 

that middle-class parents might adequately educate their chiIdren about sexual matters. Yet this 

possibility was given short shrift where immi,orant and non-Anglo-Saxon parents were concerned. 

Sex reformers comphined chat parents who came from countries believed to have low standards of 

sexual morality, who were considered feeble-minded, who spoke little or no English, and who 

lived in crowded quarters devoid of "wholesome" recreationd facilities were incapable of properly 

exercising their sex instruction duties to their children. Ironically. the obscure sexual information 

dispensed to children in nature study was not considered problematic; mothen were. Increasingly 

charged by maIe "experts" with raising and instructing her embryo-citizens at the dawn of the 

"century of the child* the mother was dkparaged for her inability to teach her children the facts 



of life.88 The disparagement of the mother intensified at the same time that the discourse around 

sex instruction shifted from "social purity" to "social hygiene-" Tbis shift reflected the American 

and the Canadian medical professions' increasing involvement in defining and treating v e n e d  

disease" Bolstered by Geman and British sexologists who supported some combination of 

home- and school-based sex instruction via the nature study  route.^ the emerging socia1 hygiene 

movement's response to the apparent ineffectiveness of home-based sex instruction was to push 

for the introduction of sex instruction into the nature study curriculum of schools. 

The express purpose of nature study, as defined by the Ontario Department of Education at 

the turn of the century, was to develop in pre-pubescent children a sease of the importance of 

agriculture, the powers of observation and a love of nature?' In his University of Toronto 

dissertation, completed in 1902, Ontario's Dr. S. SiIox, an avid supporter of nature study in 

schools, confirmed that the subject had a role to play at each stage of a child's development. 

Echoing recapitulation theory Silcox explained that "tbe life of the individual is a repetition in 

miniature of the life of the race." It was desirable that at each stage of the child's life. the 

environment replicate the conditions in which the most racial progress was made. Nature study 

replicated those conditions by aiding boys and girls in conquering nature. In a display of 

stereotypical anti-aboriginal prejudice in Canada, Silcox asserted that the conquest of nature 



afforded chiIdren the opportunity to transcend the primitive thinking of aborignals like Hiawatha 

who shrouded natwe in superstition and mystery.% 

Already incorporated in some schools in Nova Scotia and Manitoba, nature study was first 

established as a subject in the public schools of St. Thomas, Ontario, in 190293 Nature study, 

dong with Mama1 Training for boys and Domestic Science for girls, was introduced to schooIs as 

part of the MacDonald-Robertson reforms. Known as the "New Education." the reforms favoured 

practical studies more suitable to the needs of a changing society. Teachers were supposed to 

conduct field studies on local plants, animals and minerals. At first, teachers Ied students in the 

tower grades in pIanting trees on Arbor Day or taking a walk in the woods. Otder students 

memorized the names and functions of plant organs. Most teachers ignored the subject untiI it was 

coordinated with the school garden movement. The Oatario Department of Education yoked school 

gardening to an overt stay~n-the-land agenda; it was hoped that school gardening would be 

particularly relevant for rural chiIdren, thus stemming the flow of youth into the cites. Not 

surprisingly. the 1903 Report of the Minister of Educmion attempted simultaneously to discourage 

the exodus and encourage school gardening, claiming that school ,oardens led many farmers' sons 

and daughters "to choose a healthy, independent life in the country instead of crowding n m w ,  

unwholesome quarters in cities, or breathing the stifled air of close m m s  and factories.* By 

1924, two-fdths of Ontario public and separate schools had school ,oarde11~.* 

American sex reform organizations attempted to yoke the subject of name study in schools 

to a sex instruction agenda very similar to that which bad been set out in social purity literature. In 

1910, the Rockerfellet-funded American Society of Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis (ASSMP), 
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which sprang up in response to the problem of venereal disease in American society, reconstituted 

itself as the American Federation of Sex Hygiene (AFSH) with Cbaries Eliot, emeritus president of 

Hanard as its president. The AFSH's primary goal was to educate the public about "the 

physioiogy and hygiene of sen- It's frrst step was to elect a three-member committee consisting 

of Dr. Prince Morrow, Rofessor Thomas BaiIlet and Professor Maurice Bigelow to study the 

issue. The committee members sent out questionnaires to educators and published their 

conclusions in a report entitled Matter and Methods of Sex Education in I912 Morrow was. 

perhaps, the best-known member of the trio. He had translated Alfred Fournier's Syphilir d 

Murriage into English in 1880, authored Social Diseases und M m a g e  in 1904, and founded the 

ASSMP in 1905. Baillet was the dean of New York University School of Pedagogy, Bigebw was 

a professor of biology at Teachers ColIege, Columbia University, and editor, between 1W and 

1910* of the journal The Nmwe Sf* Revicw.~ After Morrow's death in March, 1913, Bigelow 

came to be most closely identified with schwl-based sex instruction in North America. 

Matfen and Methods of Sex Educaion confirmed that there was widespread support for 

insdtutionaIized school-based sex instruction. This conclusion may have been more a result of the 

wording of the questio~aires sent out by Morrow. Baillet and Bigelow than of the actual 

sentiments of educators,* but the report contained a series of important proposds to be 

incorporated into the development of sex instruction curriculae. These were presented at the 

Fdteenth International Congress on Hygiene and Demography held in Washington, D. C., in 

September, 1912 The proposals put fmard insisted that the aim of children's sex instruction was 

the avoidance of immorality and the prevention of venereal disease. Scientific sex instruction 

undertaken in schools was meant to satisfy rather than arouse children's curiosity. Sex instnrction 



was not to be given as a separate course but incorporated into the existing cumculum-nature 

study in elementary school, biology and hygiene in high schools and colleges- The younger 

students would Ieam about reproduction in plants and the lower animaIs while the older students 

wodd learn about mammalian and human reproduction, heredity and evolution. The older students 

should be segmgated by sex and taught by a teacher of their own sex There would be no pictures 

of human external anatomy and very few depictions of human internal anatomy. Adolescent 

students would also learn about the physical and emotional changes they were undergoing in 

relation to the ethical implications. Teachers' colleges should train their students to offer sex 

instr~ction-~~ The ASSMP, which presented additional information on the teaching of personal 

hygieae, adolescent love and healthy amusements. also came out in favour of nature studyfor 

elementaxy schools and biology for high schools. Perhaps because the ASSMP was troubled by 

the wide rauge of sexual behaviours and reproductive practices exhibited even by those mammds 

considered to occupy the top rungs of the evolutionary ladder, the organization suggested that the 

study of animal reproduction focus on evidence of parwtal love in animals. 

The proposals set forth by Morrow, Baillet and Bigelow and the information imparted by 

the ASSMP caused a stir amongst educators. When, in late August, 1913, the AFSH organized the 

main meeting of the Fourth International Congress of School Hygiene in Buffalo on the subject of 

sex instruction for children, an audience of over 2000 listened to speakers discuss their views. 

Advance reports concerning the Codetence carried in Caoada's popular Public H i  I o d ' m  

may have amtn'buted to the fact that every province in the Dominion was represented, A number of 

important educators from Ontario also attended the gathering.[*[ Among these were IMr. A. H. 0. 

Colquhortn, the Ontario Education Depamneat's Deputy Minister between 1906.1934, James L 



Hughes. the Toronto school inspector who followed Froebelian teachings, Dr. Helen MacMurchy, 

the government-appointed Inspector of the Feeble-Minded who would later write the popular 

"Little BIue Books" for Canadian mothers. and Dr. A. P. Knight, author of a number of books on 

temperance and hygiene used in Ontario schools.1~ 

Presenters who spoke on the issue of sex instruction were united in identifying white 

slavery, the double standard and venered disease as problems requiring serious attention. The 

speaken were divided, however, on whether school-based sex instruction would dispel the 

widespread ignorance at the root of these dilemmas. Oa the one hand, some presenters argued that 

as parents were incapable of sexually instructing their children because of their own inadequate 

training, schools should take over the task, On the other hand, it was suggested that sex 

infomation should come from parents alone; school-based sex instruction could contribute to the 

premature deveIopment of sexud curiosity in childml.lQ3 k n t e r  hura Garrett's sdution to 

these two opposing viewpoints was to recommend that parents and teachers could take young 

children out for field trips and present them with stellar examples of preparation for parenthood ia 

seed pods, bird nests and rabbit holes. AduIts could help children understand that the care of pet 

animals made for a frne example of motherhood while an illustration of a well-bred animal could 

lead children to comprehend the dignity and beauty of fathd006tm After the Conference. a spate 

of articles which supported either home-based or school-based sex iastruction appeared in the 

Canadian Public Health Journal, American, British and Canadian authors took different positions 

on the controversy, repeating many of the same arguments made by the speakers at the August 

discussion. 



The split between home-based and school-based sex instruction was itlustrated by the 

findings of two Canadian medical committees Three months after the founding of the American 

Sucial Hygiene Association (ASHA), which came out openly in support of schoot-based sex 

instruction as  a prophylaxis a,@nst venereal disease, the Torontc+based Academy of Medicine 

calIed a meeting on January 15, 1914, to discuss the topic "Venereal Disease in Relation to Public 

Health." The members present at the meeting established that venereal diseases were, indeed. a 

serious public hdfh  problem, and suggested three methods of containing their spread: quarantine 

of those suffering from the contagion; the reptation of prostitution; and public sex instruction. 

Because there was little agreement on any of the three methods, a four-member Committee 

consisting of Dm. I, A, Amyot, J. H. Elliot, J. T. Fotheringhm and Hariey Smith was struck to 

study the suggestions in more detail. By April 15,1915, the Committee's Report had taken its final 

shape and was adopted by the Academy in May. It determined that early moral education in the 

home wodd nullify the need for sex instruction in schod.'M The Committee was "malterably 

opposed to any fonn of what has come to be known to the public as the teaching of Sex Hygiene in 

the schools. This as a regular subject of instruction should find no place on the cumculum of the 

Public School."lo6 

The Toronto's Committee's findings sbnd in almost complete contrast to the conclusions 

drawn by the Vancouver Mectical Association's Sex Hygiene Committee. Established in 191 1, the 

Vancouver Committee, consisting of Drs- L M. Pearson. H, W. Eggs and Frederick Brodie, 

investigated the possibility of institutidzing sex instruction in the schools, Their report was 

completed in April, 1916- The three physicians contacted organizations concerned with school- 

based sex instruction in the United States, Germany, h g h d  and Sweden and d i z e d  that the 

whde subject was, as they put it, 



a welter of confusioa, opinions differing as to whether the subject should be taught 
at all, and if so, to whom, and in what manner. Some societies working on other 
lines for dealing with the social evil [prostinuion] condemned such teaching 
altogether and amongst those who were convinced that the subject should be taught.. 
no two seemed to agree upon the metho~t[0~ 

They concIuded that "it is impossible to deal with this subject by a course of lectures 

delivered by a Physician at the close of the High School course."'08 The Committee feared that 

special lecturers, who were not part of the school's teaching s t a f f  aad were not always familiar 

with each pupit's educationai background, might isolate the subject too much in the child's mind. 

be too scienflc, or too vague. The child's morbid curiosity about sex could be awakened, and 

parents could mount fierce opposition to any proposed course of sex hygiene. The solution the 

Committee proposed was to win the approval of the Provincial Department of Education and 

incorporate "social hygienew into nature study taught in elementary schools and into bioIogy taught 

in high schools, Neither -sex hygiene" nor 'social hygiene" could be used, as terms to identify sex 

instruction. The child, the Committee members believed, couId be taught from the earliest school 

years about biologcd reproduction beginning with cellular life: "Each cell or cell p u p  will be 

bken in three stages: firstly, the vegetative stage, during which it is lying dormant; secondly. the 

reproductive stage in which fertilization occurs and cell division is carried on: and thirdly, the life 

problem of such cell or cell group."lmThe Committee membes conciuded rather over-confidently 

that, 'when the appIicatiou comes to be made to the human race, the perception of the pupil shaIl 

have already trained to grasp such application in a o a t d  manner."~fO 

Teachers specially trained in biology would have to be hired by the Department of 

Education to choose suitable textbooks for the elementary school courses, to teach the more 

advanced courses in high schools, and to oversee the teaching of teachers in Normal Schools. 



Sometime toward the end of high schml, the comectiou between cell life and human reproduction 

would be f i rmed  by a series of special lectures delivered by a biologist or physician known to the 

pupiIs and undertaken ac the discretion of the Department of Education. The Committee members 

made an allusion to the teaching of venereal disease, suggesting that some -patboiogical 

applicatioas" could be discussed at this time. 

Wars. notes historian Elizabeth Fee, "have tended to make venereal diseases visible, to 

bring them out of the private sphere and into the center of public policy discussions: this has 

highlighted the struggks over their proper definition and treatmentn[~' The First Worid War 

exacerbated the need for the effective school-bad sex instrudim of Caaadian youth. 

One month after the Canada went to war an editorial appearing in the Cunudh Merdccd 

Assucicltion J o d  outlined two unfortunate aspects of the internationd conflick contagious 

diseases in the a d  forces would prove to be deadier than the enemy's bullet and German people 

who had contributed much to the medical understanding of disease would be coasidered the 

enemy.' 12 The Boer and Balkan Wars had taught Canadian physicians that contagious diseases 

like cholera, typhoid and meningitis in the armed fotces had to be prevented, treated and cured 

prior to d e m o b ' i o n  or eke noncombattants risked becoming infected113 Wodd War I would 

teach Canadian physicians that the patest threat to the anned f- were the venereal dixase~l'~ 

Gennan &coveries in the area of venereal disease had been outstanding. Albert Neisser identified 

the ~ U O C O C C ~ S  bacterium in 1879. Fritz Schaudinn and Erich Hoffman idenrified the Trepooema 



palIidum, the vim causing syphilis in 1905. Neisser. Carl Bruck and August von Wassennan 

deveIoped what came to be known as the Wassennan test for syphilis in 1906. jn 1910. Paul 

Eriich and his Japanese assistant Sahachiro Hata, announced the discovery of Salvarsan. a drug 

administered by repeated injection against syphilis. These discoveries led to the medical 

p m f ~ m ' s  increasing invdvement in defining and treating v e n d  disease after 1400.1[s 

Other than Lord Kitchener's warning to remain sexually continent, there were few 

measures in place to heIp contain venereal infection in the armed forces. A year after the war had 

begun. almost 2% of men in the CEF were found to be infected with syphilis and gonorrhoea.l16 

In 1916, the British Royal Commission on Venereal Diseases, appointed in 1913, released its final 

report. The Commissioners perceived venereal disease to be a serious public health threat and a 

problem of national importance. War would decimate the best of British manhood: syphilis and 

gonorrhoea would destroy the h d t h  of future citizens and workers.117The Commissioners 

recommended a three-proaged attack based on medical advance. IegisIation and public education. 

Children's sex instruction at home, schooI and in voluntary ~r~oiillizations was considered an 

important part of public education. Not surprisingly, the commissioners recommended that the 

fouadations for a more detailed instruction in sexual matters shoufd be laid in elementary school 

before "the dticai years of adolescence, when the combination of impulse and inexperience may 

Iead to the most harmful results."1l* Althoug& numerous witnesses like Sir V. Horsely had 

testified that nature d y  could safely introduce pre-adolescent children to reproductioa~ E 9  the 

Commissioners did not favom any particular curriculum, insisting that much depended on the 

individual teacher's suitability for the task. The Commissioners may have been afraid of the 
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controversy engendered by Miss Outram in Dronfield, England, who not oaly used nature study to 

teach her 12-year-old girl pupils about sex, but also idonned them of circumcision, infertility, 

ante-natal care, promiscuity and the forced feeding of suffragettes in prison. Oumged parents 

cailed for her expulsion.lm The Commissioners did state that sex instruction for children had to 

instill in them a need for selfcontrol, ,pod mod conduct and a chaste life as "the ody certain way 

to avoid infection.*l21 

By 1917 statistics showed that syphilis and gonorrhoea accounted for 12% of all itlness 

exclusive of battie injuries in the M a n  military.I* Military authorities beteved that the primary 

vehicle for the spread of venereal disease was prostitution. Prostitutes and camp followers were 

accused of enticing Canadian soldiers overseas to immoraiity resulting in widespread infection. 

Britain came under fire for not doing enough to protect Canadian soldiers from moral and medical 

dangw- Adami complained that Canadian military authorities received little help from their British 

counterparts in London in acting against prostitution. As a consequence, each weekend up to one 

hundred "loose women" from London poured into Salisbury where Canadian troops were 

stationed- Neither the railway company nor the police nor the magistrates could or would do 

aaything.lz Given the history of the opposition to the Contagious Disease Acts and the pre-War 

battles with the suf'f'gettes over the enfranchisement of women, the British National Council for 

Combatting Venereal Diseases (NCCVD), dong with the British Government, were reluctant to 

regulate prostitution under the Defence of the Realm Act. Adami remarked that the British 

authorities feared that any action taken against prostitutes would rouse the suffragettes into 
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At the April 1917 Imperial War Conference, Prime Minister Robert Borden anwunced that 

he was ia favour of taking legal action against the threat prostitutes posed to Canadian soldiers 

overseas. Borden commented that venereal disease compromised not only the progress of the War 

but would inevitably see the "future of our race damaged beyond any comprehension or 

concepioa."[~ Some Canadians hoped the British Parliament would empower locat authorities to 

remove prostitutes from streets and public resorts close to the camps but such measutes did not 

come to pass.[% Public reaction to this state of affairs m Canada was fierce. Rev. Samuel Dwight 

Chown, appointed Superintendent of the Methodist Church in 19 10, objected to the fact that the 

British military authorities had promised to protect Canadian boys abroad and blamed them for 

having done very little in reality.12 In 1917 the United States declared War on Germany. Ressure 

from the United States an4 the Dominions-Canada, Australia and New Zealand-on the British 

government led to the inclusion of a regulation intended to control prostitution under the Defence of 

the Redm Act Under the regulation, enacted in March, 1918, any woman with venereal disease in 

communicable form having intercourse with a member of his Majesty's armed forces was 

committing an offence- Disagreements over the implementation of the regulation combined with 

British feminist activism against the regulation itself led to its abandonment in November. 

Given the problems in controlling prostitution, Canadian military authorities undertook a 

widespread sex instruction campaign in the armed forces. Medical ofi?cers in the Canadlhn Army 

and Medical Corps (CMAC) lectured to troops about the dangers of venereal disease, the beuefits 

of sexual contineuce and the importance of maintaining a single standard of morality. Every 

prostitute was said to carry venereal disease- Troops were warned to stay away from dcohol and 

pornography. Litetature bearing these messages was distributed to recruits. EIms oa venereal 

disease* most of which were made rmder the auspices of the ASHA, were shown- Men infected 



with venereal disease were instructed in the dangers of disease to themselves and to their future 

wives and children. They were also isolated until they were no longer contagious or were 

considered cud .  Men who had contact with prostitutes were told to wash immediately after 

intercourse and were given preventive ointment- There is no evidence to show that condoms were 

ever distributed to the troops.128 

By 1917 it had become apparent to military authorities that venereal disease was not only a 

problem in the military but in the civilian population. In s h p  contrast to the social purity feminist 

argument that men's profligacy was responsible for the spread of venereaI disease. the wartime 

social hygiene discourse implicated prostitutes and Imse women for the contagion. Apparently, the 

great majority of venereal disease cases in tbe army were found to have been infected prior to 

enlistment. Dr. Gordon Bates claimed that the amount of venereai disease amongst draftees was ten 

times what it would be amongst an equal number of edisted troops.1~ Statistics complied at the 

Toronto Base Hospital for No. 2 Military District showed that infected troops in Toronto had 

"received" their infections from professioaal and occasional prostitutes Some doctors asserted that 

domestics, waitresses, clerks, munitions workers, singers and actresses were "ready to sell 

themselves at the behest of any stranger" in boarding houses, parks and autom0biIes.~3~ One 

Toronto newspaper editorial reported that venereal disease was rampaat in Canada. a fact of which 

Canada could not be proud. Rostitutes were held directly responsible for the spread of venereal 

disease. They were characterized harshly as  the "diseased purveyors of the deadliest infections" 

who were unfortunately atlowed "to parade the streets, to spread their virus, and to poison the 

blood of the unborn generation." The editorid called on those who Ioved stren,gh and purity, 

feared God and honoured the King to fight venered disease to the finish-'31 During that same 



year, Dr. C. K. Clarke. a professor of psychiatry at the University of Toronto working at the 

Toronto General Hospital and the Toronto Hospital for the Insane, stated that between 12 and 13% 

of patients were infected with syphilis. CIadce, along with a delegation of doctors to the 

Commission of Conservation in Ottawa, drew some exaggerated conclusions about the prevalence 

of gonorrhoea and its role in causing steriIity in women and blindness in children and determined 

that children bora to syphilitic mothers were seriously deformed Clarke also claimed that the 

majority of prostitutes who were spreading venereal disease were mentally deficient. Clarke's 

colleague. Clarence Hincks, a professor at the Psychiatric Ctinic at the Toronto G e n d  Hospital. 

linked venereal disease to prostitution, prostitution to feeblemindedness and feeblemindedness to 

pauperism. crime and widespread sexual immorality.m In June, 1917, a similar cegulatioa to that 

included under the Defence of the Realm Act was passed under the Defence of Canada Order. The 

tegidation was not overtly opposed by women's organizations, possibly because they feared that 

soldiers wouId pass on venereal infection to their wives-rn 

On November 8, 1917, the Ontario government appointed a Royal Commission on the 

Care and Control of the Defective and Feeble-minded in Ontario to be led by Chief Justice Frank 

Egerton Hodgins. The Commission was also asked to investigate to what extent venereal disease 

was responsible for mental incapacity. Before Hodgins presented his final report on feeble- 

mindedness on October 18, 1919, he published two interim reports on venereal disease dated 

February 20,1918 and October 23,1918. respectively. The fim interim report dealt with the need 

for invasive legislation concerning the treatiag and reporting of v e n d  disease cases. The Ontario 

government passed such legislation on July 1, I91&w Hodgird second interim report dealt with 

the role the fed& and the provincial governments could play in the war on v e n d  disease. 
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Hodgins recommended the federal government establish a department of health and oversee the 

manufacture and effective distribution of Salvarsan. Oa the provincial level, Hodgins 

recommended that the Lieutenant Governor appoint a social hygiene committee devoted to 

combatting venereal disease by means of a public education campaign. Hodgins also s u g g g  that 

the provincial government and local educational authorities cooperate in educating the young at 

school. It was importaut that young children should be introduced to social hygiene "by ,pidual 

and almost imperceptible steps" Hodgins settled on the subject of nature study arguing that it 

would be distasteful to neither the parents nor to the pupils. He agreed with the views set out in the 

1916 Report of the Sex Hygiene Committee of the Vancouver MedicaI Association. Elementary 

school students would learn nature study while high school students would be taught biology. At 

the end of high school. students would be given special lectures on human reproduction and 

venereal disease. 

To bolster his call for school-based sex instruction for young children, Hodgins included 

the results of two studies undertaken in Portland, Oregon. In one study, 915% of 677 college men 

claimed they received "their first permanent impdons  about sex from unwholesome sources." 

Seventy-nine per cent of the same men believed that this information had a bad effect on their Iives. 

When 816 college men were questioned, in a second study, the average age at which they received 

their first impressions about sex was 9.6, whereas the first time they received instruction from 

wholesome sources-parents, teachers, lecturers-was at 155 years. Hodgins suggested that the 

provincial government and elementary school authorities, with the co-operation of high schools 

and universities, agree to implement a curriculum, choose the necessary textbooks and decide how 

teachers should be instrtrcted Hodgins was not willing to wait for this sex instruction scheme to 

become more comprehensive. He offered that as an interim measure, teachers could take special 

courses on sex instruction at night school in order to prepare themselves*s 



Hodgins' caI1 for school-based sex instruction was taken up by Dr. Oswald Withrow. a 

Toronto physician who had studied venereal diseases in the Canadian army overseas, at the first 

post-war gathering of the OEA. Withrow was optimistic about school-based sex instruction, 

stating that because parents rarely knew how to teach their chiIdren, the "day is fast coming when 

sex education will be a definite and distinct part of the educational system of the Province of 

Ontario-"'36 Withrow confirmed that young children needed sex instruction eady in life. He 

bdieved that opposition to school-based sex instruction was futile and overwrought. He 

announced that school chiIdren talked about sex often: thus it was important that chiIdren learned 

about the facts of life in the very best fashion. He called one principal of his acquaintance who did 

not believe in school-based sex instruction "blind" because "most of the teachen will telI you that 

in secondary schools there are a great many tragedies they have to meet. A ,pat many of these 

tbinp could be corrected if you gave the proper information at the proper time."'" Referring, 

perhaps, to the controversy Miss Outram's sex instruction classes had generated in Dronfield. 

England, Withrow complained that some parents had demanded the expulsion of one school 

teacher who told pupils that a11 life came from an egg. Withrow proudly assured his audience that 

this incident could not have occurred in Canada. 

W1throw wed teachers to become familiar with what was fast becoming the must popular 

method of public sex instruction: the motion picture. Used to great effect to educate soldiers about 

v e n e d  disease during the Great War, instructional films were uaderstood to be a valuable way 

"to awaken motion, to induce some desired mental attitude, or to convey i n f ~ m a t i o n . ~ l ~ ~  

Withrow screened "How Life Begins," an American-made motion picture, for his OEA audience 

and mcornmended teaches use it in the classroom because very few boys and gitls over age I0 



were uninterested in the facts of life. Given that sex instruction films were not used in some 

Ontario classrooms untiI after the Second Wodd War. this was quite an innovative s~ggestion.'~ 

"How Life Beginsw was pahaps the first moving picture presentation of the nature study approach 

to sex instruction. Withrow claimed to have shown the film various times to soldiers stationed in 

camps across Canada. no doubt as an introduction to his lectures on venereal disease. Replete with 

pictures of animal eggs, embryos and young, the film was well-received by the soldiers. Withrow 

recded that they never failed to appIaud the scenes of the "birth" of a butterfly. Not every 

serviceman was. however. as reverent as Withrow may have desired. One young man exclaimed: 

"Conscriptionw when the image of a deveioping rat embryo was flashed on screen, explaining that 

one had to go whether one wanted to or not'4' When a bedraggled and exhausted chick emerged 

from its e a ,  another serviceman, in a reference to an alcoholic hangover, cried out: "That picture 

should be called the morning after."'-'? 

Wiehrow Iamented that a moving picture of the birth of a butterfly was not considered 

bothersome but a moving picture of the birth of a human being would be considered obscene. 

Nevertheless, he believed that the film could be used with children of different ages to introduce 

them to sexual information. For younger children, the film could be used in conjunction with 

nature study lessons on gestation. Withrow hoped that Boards of Trustees would be a 'little 

liberal" and permit young children to incubate 21 hens' eggs in the classmom, cut one open each 

day and study the deveiopment of the chick embryo. It would then be easy to explain to young 

children the developmtnt of the very similar-looking human embryo in the utents. For teenage girls 

and boys the film could be followed by a Iecture on menstruation, Withrow believed that. 

ultimately, the fiIm presented the charm of mother love. The father's role in human fertilization 



proved to to be a problem even for Withrow, no doubt because of the issue of sexual intercourse. 

To show that the father had "something to do with it  fertilization^." WiChrow noted approvingly 

that the film showed a man with a child on his shoulder pointing to the sun.la 

Withrow was not the only speaker who urged the OEA that year to support school-based 

sex instruction based on the nature study approach. For Dr. Margaret Patterson. sex instruction 

was the most important force in deguarding the "vigour, health and stamina of our nat i~n." '~  

She illustrated her contention by making a & i t  connection between sex instruction undertaken in 

Oregon and that state's Iow rate of venered infection. Whereas 300 of 10.000 men called up for 

military service in other states were afflicted with syphiIis and gonorhea, only 56 in every 

10,000 Weon men were similarly infected. She considered sex instruction to be parents' patriotic 

duty which, in ignorance, they unforhmately shirked. Parents' faiIure meant that teachers had to 

assume responsibility for children's sex instruction. Patterson confirmed that sex instruction, 

particularly if it were based in sound mod precepts, was most effective with the pre-adolescent 

child the "real point of contact"'* She suggested the institutionalization of a simple curriculum. 

Young children should study eggs, plants, fish and flowers in nature study. Hands-on experiments 

such as incubating and examining hen's eggs were encouraged. Older children should receive 

factual instruction in physiology, hygiene and biology so that they were able to recognize their 

place in the "great chain of life? After ail, noted Patterson, the "mere facts of sexual reproduction" 

played a mail  role in sex iostruceim.~* 

Established in August 1917, the Advisory Committee on V e n e d  Diseases for Military 

District No. 2 in Toronto (ACVD) was a coalition of army officials, physicians, women's 



- organizations, the police and politicians. Captain Bates was appointed the Advisory Committee's 

secretary. Major J. G- Fitzgerald, also from the CAMC, was appointed the chair. The 

organization's Subcommittee on Education was organized in November that year. The Sub- 

Committee was composed of Drs. Bates, Clarke and Patterson as well as a number of prominent 

Torontc~based women and clergymen. The Sub-Committee deemed that more than any other 

factor, ignorance had led to venereal disease, Thus, '@Revention must be largely a matter of 

education."'-" The education of the young was considered cruciai. Yet despite Patterson's 

involvement, and the cIaim that mothers found it difficult to approach their children about this 

subject, the SuKommittee made no mention of school-based sex instruction in their propa,pda 

war against venereal disease. Rather, they recommended promoting public lecturers vetted by the 

Sub-Committee, the pulpit, the press, the theatre, factory exhibits as well as distributing of 

literature. 

In late 1918, two conferences coinciding with the release of Hodgias' second interim report 

on v e n d  diseases and attended by a number of imlividuals involved with the ACVD came out in 

support of school-based sex instruction. The htemahooal Socia1 Hygiene Conference held in New 

York agreed on a set of principles very similar to those long held by the social purity movement: 

the single standard of sexual morality, the importance of sexual continence to good health. the need 

for women and men to work together in setting moral standards, the requirement that prostitutes 

not be treated as a class apart from other women, and the equal application of preventive or 

repressive measures concerned with social morality to both men and women. Similarly the 

Internatiod gathering also agreed oa the need to "thoroughly" correlate public health and mod  

issues. The practical implementation of these principles required working toward decent living 



conditions. adequate recreation and "sound sex education,incorporated into our entire educational 

system in home, school, college, the church and press."14 

The principles adopted at the International Conference were endorsed by the Canadian 

Social Hygiene Conference in to con to.^* Many speakers at the Toronto conference made repeated 

reference to the fact that if young children were not educated about sex at the earIiest age. disaster 

would strike. The mother was lambasted as a hopelessly inadequate teacher. Patterson claimed that 

although 90% of mothers wanted to do what was best for their children they did not know what 

knowledge to impact or how to accomplish this. Ottawa-based Mrs. SmiIlie told the confeRnce that 

it was a crime to let children grow to age I6 without "purely-huat-knowledge of the source of 

life," She recommended an extensive fear campaign against v e n e d  disease, similar to the one 

conducted against tuberculosis. In con- Madame Avril de Ste. Cmix, Resident of the 

International Commission of Women for Unity of Morals, stated that a campaign of fear was 

insufficient. Rather, from the moment the child began to think, the child shouId begin to be 

educated in morality. Ste Croix recommended on the one hand that mothers be taught what they 

should let their sons and daughters know and, on the other hand, that sex instruction in schools 

should begin with nature study. 

Aiming to prevent prostitution and the spread of venereal disease, the Toronto Conference 

drew up 1 I resolutions of its own. The resoIutious supported prohibition, early marriage* the use 

of educational f t h s  on the v e n d  disease question, [egislation to controt pernicious films and 

theatre productions, adequate housing and recteation centres. AIthough middle-ciass sex reformers 

were d y  reluctant to speak to the economic bases for prostitution, the Toronto Conference did 

come out in favour of a Living wage for women. Finally, "in view of the great physical. moral, 



spiritual and economic damage arising from immordity and its resultant venereal disease a nation- 

wide campaign of education should be recommeded and to this end a national committee for 

combatting venereal disease should be formed."t~ That national committee would be driven 

primarily by male physicians. Named the Cauadian Natioaat Council for Combatting Venereal 

Disease (CNCCVD) with Bates as its secretary. it was fonned at the end of the second Dominion- 

provincial conference on venereal di- in May, 1919. Chief Justice of the Ontario Supreme 

Court, William Riddell, was appointed the CNCCVD's president. Dr. J. W. S. McCulIough. the 

chief officer of health for the Ontario Board of Health, served as one of the organization's vice- 

presidents. 

Despite the support for school-based sex instruction gdvanized by the war, h e  CNCCVD 

constitution did not come out openly in favour of school-based sex instruction. On the 

administrative, legislative and medical Ievels the or,oanization a p e d  to cooperate with existing 

associations on the subject of venereal disease, support legislative and administrative reform, 

provide accurate and enlightened information, promote the need for greater facilities for the 

treatment of venereal disease and increase opportunities for medical students to study venereal 

disease. On the educational level. rhe CNCCVD stated oaly that it would work to "combat Venereal 

Diseases by whatever means seem desirablew and to "mcourage and assist the dissemination of a 

somd knowledge of the psychot~cd and m o d  laws of life in order to raise the standard both of 

health and conductw~~~ By 1921, the momentum which had built up in favour of implementing a 

sex instruction programme in Ontario x h d s  within the nature study curriculum was dissipated 

within the post-war social hygiene movement The CNCCVD's SuMommittee on Sex Education 

resolved that sex instruction for children aged 612 should be coordinated with eIementary science 
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and hygiene but tha& "the ideal place of imtruction in sex matters is the home and the ideal teacher-- 

the parentw 1 2  

This parent, more often than not. was still considered to be the mother. Yet the hostility 

some Canadian physicians continued to display toward mothers' apparent incompetence in regard 

to the sex instruction of their children was palpable. Dr. R H. Patterson ask& "Who is rd ly  to 

blame?" when girls became pregnant and diseased He replied, "The mother."ls By 1921. the 

CNCCVD reveaIed that its support for sex instruction was limited to teaching mobers what and 

how they should teach their children about sex. An officially sanctioned expansion of the 

CNCCVD's mandate that year effected a change in that organization's name-the Canadian Social 

Hygiene Council (CSHC). Bates explained that due to the CNCCVD's efforts the Canadian 

public's consciousaess about venereal disease had been raised to the point where a social hygiene 

campaign was now needed: "A movement," noted Bates, "in the direction of orpized recreation. 

better teaching by parents of the facts of life to their chiIdrea, etc. and gene& provision of the 

normal things of Me for the people of the cornmtmity."I~ 
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CHAPTER TWO 

"Better Men, Ciens, Fatbecs and Husbands" 

By the end of the First World War the emerging social hygiene movement-as represented 

by the American Society for Social and M o d  Prophylaxis (ASSMP), the American Federation for 

Sex Hygiene (ASFH), the American Social Hygiene Association (ASHA), the Vancouver Medical 

Association's Sex Hygiene Committee and Ontario Chief Justice Frank Egerton Hodgins' Second 

Ontario Interim Report on Venereal Disease-had made three important assumptions regarding 

school-based sex instruction. One. school-based sex instruction was necessary because parents. 

and mothers in particular, had failed to provide their chiIdren with suEfrcient information about 

sexual matters. Two, school-based sex instruction should not be undertaken by a specid Iecturer. 

Three. school-based sex instruction should be introduced via nature study in elementary schools 

and via biology in high schools. These three assumptions stood in contrast with the most prevalent 

form of school-based sex instruction in existence in Ootario before and after the First World War. 

Influenced by a combination of Christian evangelicalism, Ando-American maternal feminism. 

eugenical racism and patriotism, the sociat purity organhation, the Ontario Women's Christian 

Temperance Union (WCW), took the lead in moving toward school-based sex instruction in an 

attempt to vanquish the spectre of the ignorant child In 1900 the provincial o r p i m t i o n  hired 

Arthur Be&- to give s p e d  lectures to Ontario elementary and high school boys about the eviIs of 
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the double standard and sexual i n c a n t i n d  Originally from Whitby, Ontario. Beall had worked 

as a missionary and an Engiish professor in Japan before having a nervous breakdown. [n 1912. 

he Ieft the W W s  employ and began working directIy for the Ontario Board of Education. 

lecturing primarily to boys until the early 1 9 3 0 ~ . ~  In 1933 he published a record of his lectures to 

school children, glowingly i n d u c e d  by Major-General Sir. A. C. Macdonell of Kingston, 

Oomrio. as a "manud on eugenics for parents and teachersW5 

Historian Mariaoa VaIverde correctly states that Bedl has often been treated as a historical 

joke3 The source of the amusement is Beall's dire warnings a,- school boy masturbation.? Yet 

it is dear that the Ontario WCTU saw in Beall's public schoot lectures the potentiaI to vanquish the 

fearsome spectre of the ignorant child by reforming the masturbating boy and edightening the 

innocent girl. Beall's lectures reproduced much of the distinct "anti-male charact& prevalent in 

the argument made by the feminist wing of the social purity movement. This ar-ument held that 

sexually incoatineut men, who were primarily responsible for the spread of m o d  and hygienic 

pollution to the race, were morally disenfranchised from Canadian citizenship. Even after 

terminating his employment with the W W ,  Beall's lectures for the Ontario Department of 

Education continued to exalt women for the morally heaIthy example they set boys as mothers of 

the race and to denounce men for their paternal irresponsibility. 
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A recognition of the gender politics driving Bedl's lectures necessarily involves an 

acknowledgement of the racism and classism which intersected those politics. Beholden to the 

motto, "For God and Home and Native Land," the Ontario WCT'U considered children's school- 

based sex instruction integral to the Canadian first-wave maternal feminist drive to morally 

regenerate not oaiy the individual and the family but the race, the nation and the Empire as well? 

&all's lectures wen clearly related to first-wave feminists' emphasis on protecting Anglo-Saxon 

children from the supposed sexual threat posed by immigrant children, assimilating children into 

the prwailing Ango-Saxon. Christian sexual ethos and inculcating in children a patriotic love for 

Canada and the British Empire. 

The first local WCMJ was fonned in ticton, Ontario, in 1814 after Letitia Youmans, a 

Sunday School teacher with the Methodist Church, had attended the inaugural meeting of the 

American WCTU in Cleveland, Ohio. The Ontario WCTU was formed in 1877, becoming the 

most powerful provincial union in the Dominion-wide movement. The Dominion WCTU was 

formed in 1883. The W m s  anti-dcohd agitation was dated to social purist beliefs that dcohol 

was a "race poison/ engendering deformed children who grew 

alcohol agitation also provided a way for feminists to indirectly 

up to be intemperatc~0 Anti- 

attack men for their financial 



irresponsibility, their sexual assaults on women and children and their physical aggression toward 

their families." The link between the organization's anti-alcohol focus and its social purity 

campaign was cemented in 1891 when Josephine Butler. the leader of the campaign to repea1 the 

Contagious Diseases Acts in Britain, assumed the post of Superintendent of the Department of 

Social Purity in the World WCTU (WWCTU).l2 By I900 the Ontario WCIW had established a 

Department of Social Purity, had agreed that social purity was fundamental to "healthy, godly, 

national life" and had passed resoIutious condemning the sale of cigarettes, the circulation of 

pornography, the lowering of the age of consent, the traffic in Chinese women in British Columbia 

and the unfair journalistic practice of publishing the names of women prostitutes in newspapers 

while leaving male clients' names out of prin~n 

The WCTU's campaigu for social purity reflected first-wave Canadian feminists' opinion 

that men were responsible for the spread of moral and hygienic pollution and likewise reinforced 

their racist and classist potitics.lJ In general, the membership of the WCIW was white. Christian 

and middle class; in Ontario the organization drew its real strength from the smaller towns and rural 

districts and was infused with a conservative evangelism which lasted into the 1930s.lSThe beIief 



that immigrants and non-Anglu-Saxons were more likely to participate in prostitution and 

perpetuate the double standard of morality was embraced aad validated within the WCTU. For 

example, Ms. E Edwards, Superintendent of the Department of Work Among the Indiaos, was 

pessimistic about the possibitity that Native peoples would adopt social purity ideals. She 

complained that while drunkenness and tobacco use had declined on some reserves, in most 

aboriginal communities, *the standards of social purity is [sic] very low in even the best of 

cases.*16 

Contrary to some historians' findings that Canadian feminist organizations were relatively 

silent about venereal disease before 1914, the Ontario WClVs concern with that issue was clearly 

evident long before the advent of the First Wodd War.17 Convinced that prostitution and its 

dreaded mrolIary, venereal disease, swiftly and surely ruined body. soul and nation. the Ontario 

WCW, like the Dominion WCTU. finnIy opposed the WWCr'U's vice-president's surprising 

support for the extension of the Contagious Diseases Acts to India in t897.18The provincial union 

condemned the pregulatioo stand cakw by Lady Henry Somerset and resolved that: 

Whereas, The Iaws of God are immutable and cannot be set aside without disaster 
to bath the individual and society, and as the sin of impurity is an infraction of both 
the spiritual and physical laws of God; therefore, Resolved. that we, as British 
citizens, utter our indignant protest against the re-incroduction into the Indian 
Empire of the Contagious Diseases Acts under the guise of cantonment 
regulations. 19 



In the face of threats from Canada and a number of other countries to secede from the WCIW. 

Somerset retracted her pro-regulacionist stance on prostitution the folIowing year. 

As medical science conf~med that gonorrhoea and sypfdis were responsible for an anay of 

mental and physical disabilities in children, tbe Ontario WCTU's antagonism to prostitution, the 

double standard and vetted disease became increasingIy embedded in the maternat feminist 

eugenical perspective which held that women were "mothers of the race." This compIex phrase 

connoted the reproduction of the human race and, simultaneously, the reproduction of Anglo- 

Saxon evolutionary primacy. Feminists of Anglo-Saxon origin in the United States and in the 

"white" dominions-Canada, Australia and New ZeaIand-were to use botb these meanings to 

their advantage. On the one hand, they were able to argue that as women their place in reproducing 

the race was so important they had the right to enfranchisement in order to extend their influence 

into the political sphere. On the other hand they were able to argue that women had a right to access 

higher education, physical fitness and voluntary motherhood, all of which improved the next 

generation. Canadian feminists of Anglo-Saxon origin who demanded the right to give birth to 

well-born children were thus able to challenge somewhat the arguments made by those eugenicists 

who believed that women of the best stock were not reproducing at the speed required to overtake 

the birth rate of immigrants and mental defectives 

Historians have generalIy conceded that the result of these feminists' teleological 

dependence on motherhood was two fold One. the respectable exercise of women's sexuality was 

restricted to reproductive heterosexual intercourse within marriage. Two, the racist overtones of 

m a t e d  feminists' arguments enabled many of them to profit professionally by ministering to or 

i n s t i t u t i o ~ g  supposedly degenerate men, women and children.20 A Ad r e d t  is dso 



discernible. By upholding women's right to conceive and give birth to healthy children maternal 

feminists were able to attack men for their patema1 irresponsibility where venereal disease was 

concerned. Women were considefed fdIy cognizant of their need to nurture the best germ plasm 

p i b l e  for the sake of future generations. In contrast sexually incontinent men emained unaware 

or cared little that their sperm, teeming with toxic bacteria, was a deadly offering they could no 

longer contribute to, and worn a u l d  no longer accept for, the -4 of the race. Thus, politically 

disenfranchised Anglo-American feminists were able to turn the tables on men by staking a claim to 

a woman-centred citizenship from which sexually incontinent men were moraIly disenfranchised. 

Ontario WCI'U mothers hoped that Bcall's Iectures would ensure that their sons lived up ably to 

the demands of just such a womancentred citizenship: "we are sure they [the boys] wit1 be better 

men, citizens, fathers and husbands, because of the information given them in such a clear. 

straightfornard. honest way by Mr. Bed.Q1 

As with the social purity movement as a whole, by I900 the Ontario WCTU's faith in 

IegisIation and education as the means to eradicate prostitution and the double standard began to 

supersede the reformative approach, Ontario WCTU members' ability to push for the legal reform 

was complicated by the fact of their fderai, provincial and municipal diseafraachisement WCTU 

women depended on male allies inside and outside the government who supported their 

programme of legal refom as well as woman suffrage.= Whereas many of the W W s  legal 

demands concerning the procurement of women were incorporated into the Criminal Code of L892 

and into an amendment to the Code in 1913, suffrage proved to be a more elusive affair- It would 

not be until Apd, 1917, that Ontario Premier WWm Hurst's Conservative government would 

give women the right to vote in provincid etections and married women the right to vote in 

municipd elections. In September, 1917. Prime Minister Robert Borden's Conservative 



government self-servingiy accorded a limited federal franchise to women with male relatives 

serving overseas in the Wartime Ele~tiom Act in order to boost support for military conscription. 

An Act according the right to vote in federal elections to women over age 21. who were British 

subjects and who had the same qualifications entitling a male person to vote in the province in 

which they resided. was f i d y  put into effect on January I, 1919.3 

The Ontario WCIZT's faith in education was directed at children rather than adults. 

Teaching children about the dangers of alcohol was a prominent feature of Endish and German 

literature in the eighteenth century and had been the hallmark of Youmans' approach to temperance 

reform." Like children's education for temperance reform, the sex instruction of children as a 

means to eradicate prostitution and the double standard was based on feminist social purity 

reformers' belief that behaviour was learned and could be unlearned The Ontario WCTU was 

galvanized on the issue of children's sex instruction by Dr. Mary Wood-Allen's 1898 visit to 

Toronto. an event duly noted by the Department of Hygiene and Heredity? Physician, mother 

and Superintendent of the Department of Social Purity of the American WCW, Wood-Allen came 

to represent the fudoa of social reform with rnedicine.~ She initiated the M O W S  Crusade in the 

United States, the forerunner of the Parent-Teacher Association, became editor of the magazine 

AmeriCurz Mother, and war a guiding force behind the establishment of' mothers' meetings to 

educate mothers to teach their children about sen. A prolific author of social purity boob for 

mothen and children, Wood-Allen, along with her daughter, Rose Wood-Allen Chapman, 

encouraged WCfCls around the world to disseminate literature aimed at morally educating the 

yocmg. This dissemination of literature reinforced the American WCTU's culhval imperialism and 
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portrayed the United States as the moral centre of the universe. By the advent of the First Worid 

War, tbe United States had eclipsed Britain as the leader in the international campais against social 

impurity-n 

A few months after Wood-Allen's visit Mrs. A. Lucas, the provincial union's 

Superintendent for the Department of Social Purity, raised the spectre of the ignorant child in 

connection with the spread of venereal disease. Her immediate concern was for the innocent girl 

who, albeit from a respectabie home. was led astray by unscrupulous men. Historian Wendy 

Mitchinson confirms that WCTU members were convinced that young girls ignorant about sex 

became prey to impurity; men seduced them and the law unfommateIy favoured the seducer and 

not the victim.= Lucas chastised mothers for their indifference or false modesty where educating 

theirchiIdren was concerned. For Lucas, the dire effects on the race of the Iack of home-based sex 

instruction were blatantly obvious once children went to public school. "I could mention things 

respecting the conduct and conversation of children of six and eight years." reported Lucas 

ominously. "that would aIarm and shock you, and the evil bas assumed such grave proportions 

that udess a speedy remedy is found we shall e'er long reap a fearful harvest of degeneracy and 

impurity ."s ?g remedy took two forms- home- ancf school-based sex instruction. the one 

intended to complement and reinforce the other. In I900 the Ontario WCIZT estabIished the 

Department of Purity and Mothers' Meetings. soon to be re-named the Department of Moral 

Education and Mothers' Meetings, and hired Bedl to be their Purity Missionary to pubIic school 

boys. 



The Ontario WCrCTs emphasis on the importance of mothers' educating chidten about sex 

originated in their belief in the malleability of youth and the perfect suitability of mothers for the 

task of developing the children's characters. Echoing the influence of Friedrich Froebel. Ontario 

WCTU literature often compared the young child to manipulable natural materials such as clay or 

pIants. Articles in the union's official organ, the C d i m  Whik Ribbon Tidings, informed 

women that there were two fundamental God-ordained laws which had to be understood in  

building character in children. First, the "plasticity of the mind" and second "the law of fixity in 

maturity." The two laws of character deveiopment gave rise to the saying, "As the twig is bent so 

the tree in~lines."3~ The WCTU coosidered that mothers had a special duty to satisfy cbiIdren's 

early curiosity about sex for only mothers could fay the foundations for chaste ideals and habits31 

Dr. Amelia Yeomans, vice-president of the Dominion WCI'U, wmed mothers that when chiIdren 

asked their inevitable questions about the origins of life they were "to answer and to tell nothing 

but the truth." She argued that if the mother lied or left a child's questions unanswered. the child 

would feel disappointment at the mother's failure, would associate reproduction with shame and 

would turn to others who were WreIy to answer the child's queries inappropriately. This pattern 

would solidify over the years. forciug the child to remain siIent for his or her mother's sakee= Or 

the uneducated chiId would soon "fall through ignorance of evil." leading one Ontario WCTU 

member to proclaim that iguoraoce in the chid was sin in the mother.33 

The envirwmatalist approach to cMdreu's education, which held that positive or negative 

changes in the environment produced positive or negative physical and mental changes in the 



individual transmissible to the next generation, allowed mothers to actively contribute toward 

socializing their young rather than restricting them solely to the perforname of their biological 

fuuction.NThe environmentalist approach, however, had its limits. WCIU members recognized 

that the child's environment was of scant importance where venereal disease was concerned. In an 

article to Tidings entitled "Eugenics," Dr. Mary Thompson noted that "you cannot make a sound 

n o d  child of one that is born blind, or deaf, or deformed, or idiotic. Far better for them and the 

world that none such be bom."3S 

At the end of 1902. the Superintendent noticed a 30% increase in the number of mothers' 

meetings heId but the picture was not entirely rosy. Despite the acknowled&d importance of the 

Ontario W m s  work in this area, some opposition to sex iastruction.in mothers' meetings did 

surface. The Superintendent was soon complaining that "prejudice and ignorance make it difficult 

for us to cany on these meetings, but this onIy impresses us the more that the work should be 

pursued-"3" The source of the opposition is unclear. Opposition may have come from some 

WCTU mothers or it may have come from the community at large. There is evidence to show that 

some mothers who taught their children about sexual matters antagonized other women in their 

community. Tura-of-the century American feminist Charlotte Perkins Giman recalled that she 

scandalized many mothers in Pasadena when she tau@ her daughter "the simple facts of sex." 

GiIman felt vindicated in her decision to sexually instruct her daughter when "one of the piously 

brought trp littie boys [KacherineJ ptayed with made proposals which would have been dangerous 

had they been sixteen instead of sixw Katherine did not comply. She immediateIy toId her mother. 

who calmly praised her daughter for her behaviour -3'' 



Opposition aside. the Department of Purity and Mothers' Meetings was strategical1y 

ambitious. it was hoped that mothers' meeting could be held by every local WCTU. that these 

meetings could be addressed by ministers. physicians and/or teachers. Specialists in child study . 
child culture, social purity and hygiene were also welcome. The placement of question boxes at 

each meeting, perhaps for those women who were too embarrassed to articulate their concerns. 

was also suggested. Mothers wem to be instructed in training their children to rnaintzin purity of 

thought and action, and in informing them about the mystery of birth. Mothers' meetings depended 

heavily on the distribution of literature. By 1903,823 publications were in circulation. n e  Se[f 

and Srr Series was well received. Wood-Allen's publications were -ally recomrnended~ 

Her Mmeh of Our Mil'' Dwelling (I895), AImon a Mm ( 1895),Whm A Young Girl Ought to 

Know (1897) and What A Young Woman Ought to Know (1913) were written for girls. boys and 

mothers alike29 

Yeomans was so keen on What A Young Girl Ought to Know that her photograph and 

testimonial appear on the book's front pages She praised Wood-Allen's work advising mothers 

to study it carefully before giving it to their daughters. Yeomans' own attempt to dispel girls' 

igorance about sex had come in the form of a pamphlet entitIed, *Warning to Gids" Maternal 

feminist, author and WCRJ member Nellie McCIung recalled that the pamphlet raked a storm of 

abuse: "Ministers caged a,oainSt [the pamphlet] in the pulpit. I remember one brother who was very 

emphatic in his denunciations who afterwards was put out of the church for indecent conduct. Of 

course he wanted gids to remain imocent, it suited his purpose."* Like most socia1 purists. 

Wood-Allen believed tbat whereas boys were exposed to ail sorts of sexual idofmation. girls were 

kept ignorant of sex deliberately. She attempted to safkguard girls from boys' and men's sexual 
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aggression by encouraging their mothers to give them pure knowledge, "a most sure and 

trustworthy sa f~uard  of present innocence and a reliable prophecy of future virtue."' Wood- 

A h ' s  version of pure knowledge was. however, highly circumscribe& for in keeping with the 

glorification of motherhood. she called the girl's attention toward her reproductive organs and 

away from her geuitdia. encouraged her to ptepare for maternity and discouraged her from 

associating with boys and men who did not respect women. The girl was neither to masturbate nor 

to develop overly-friendly relatioaships with other girls or boys but to concentrate upon improving 

the magnificent genetic iuheritance she could pass on to her children. A firm believer in the 

environment's ability to mitigate or enhance one's hereditarian make-up, Wood-Allen wanted girls 

to know that they could improve upon their genetic contribution to future offspring. "Heredity is 

not fatality." comforted Wood-A1len.e 

Few Canadian women publicly championed the need for more explicit information for girls 

than what authors like Wood-Allen offered @bly because they were afraid of being identified 

with the small minority of American feminists who supported sex -lnstrucdon for children as part of 

the Vree Iove" agenda of sacialism, aial marriage, the legitimization of children born out of 

wedlock and birth control. The Iegal pice paid for an association with any agenda in opposition to 

the expression of sexuality within monogamous marriage, as American feminists and birth control 

advocates Emma Goldman and Adarg-t Sanger would discover, was high.& Canadian feminist 

ALice C h o n  pefsonally believed that sex should be W t e d  to reproduction. but she entertained 

severai open discussions on the "sex question" and its economic underpinnings in her home in 

Lakejr-de. Ontario. By 1905,, rmnours that sbe supported free love flew, leading a tearful family 

friend to beg C h o n  to give up the discussions for her dead mother's sake. "It was useless to try 

to explain to het," wrote a frustrated C h o n  in her diary. "She had ody one standard, the tea 



commandments. and I could not convince her that it was hypocrisy for us to say that we obeyed 

any one of them."* Even Dora Forster who, with her husband, published articles on sexual 

radicaIism in the Chicapbased LtrciJer between 1898-1906, publicly played the part of a 

respectable, middIe-cIass wife in British Columbia--'5 Despite her radical leanings. Forster 

remained convinced that children's sex instruction from the age of fourteen onward was the 

remedy to two dilemmas: how to exercise the power of sex and how to encourage women to 

exercise their reproductive functioos. Forster dso recommended that sixteen year old women could 

choose sexudly experienced older men to deflower them with "su@cal precision."J6 

Wood-Allen's advice for the boy reflected first-wave feminists' messianic drive to turn the 

masturbating boy into the sexually continent man. To this end. boys were advised never to smoke. 

drink, chew tobacco. take drugs, masturbate or experiment sexually. Wood-Men encouraged boys 

to Iook to their mothers as role models of behaviour. She discouraged mothers from bringing up 

their sons differently from their daughters. These sentiments were not unusual. One Canadian 

author advised Ontario WCl'U mothers to teach their sons to wash dishes. sew and make bedsn 

Emma F. Angel1 Drake, another author in the Sevand Sex Series. r e f e d  to a son bound firmly 

to the mother's side as a "mother-anchoredw b o y  The mother-anchored boy not onIy remained 

respectful of women throughout his l ie  but was always cognizant of the necessity of passing on 

the best inheritance he could to his offspring. The mother-anchored boy grew up to be a sexually 

continent man who adhered to the single standard of morals. Imbued with a sense of the important 

conm%ution he bad to make to future generatiow, the sexually continent man was perceived to be 

an excellent prospective hushad and father. He would seek out a chaste woman to be his partner 
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in an egalitarian marriage and agree to sexual relations only if husband and wife were wilIinp to 

take on the responsibility of raising a child* 

The imparable damage a sexually incontinent man could do to the race was forcibly 

outlined by Mrs. Thompson of the National Council of Women of Canada (NCW) in a speech in 

1907. Thompson complained that for every one known @tute there were at Ieast ten falIen men. 

Her moral mathematics were calculated to alarm women about Canadian manhood Thompson 

observed: W e  may say this will not affect us. our children are pure; but how do we know whether 

one of our daughters may not marry one of these men! Impurity has become a disease. fasteuing 

upon our manhood, and unless we wake up and do something to remedy it, our future generation 

will be. at the Ieast, a race of weddings and imbeciles." Thompson appeared to a g g  with the 

Ontario WClZi in caIIing for a combination of home and school-based sex instruction. She 

beIieved that if children were to grow up to avoid the pitfalls of prostitution and venereal disease. 

mothers and schools had to work together. Mothers were to teach children about nature study 

while "hygiene and physioiogy should be the chief study in every curriculum from kindergarten to 

university." She suggested that the medical profession could supply specially trained teachers to 

tell children the truth. Finally, she urgg every woman who heard her message to galvanize public 

opinion in favour of school-based sex instruction so that school instructors' earnest efforts were 

not misrepresented ridiculed or m i s t m ~ ~  
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Bolstered by their successes in introducing scientific temperance instruction into the 

province's public schools during the late I88Os.sl the WCW prepared to introduce sex instruction 

into the schools. Arrangements were made in 1900 to hire Beall to lecture to school boys at 

approximately $150-200 per annum on a temporary basis.= Two years later the Superintendent 

was pIeased to recommend that Beall's work in the schools be continued and extended? Bedl 

took this to heart. By the end of 1903 he had travelled 1,626 miles in order to lecture to 5,300 

collegiate, high and elementary school boys across Ontario on social purity.s Beall's hiring was 

looked upon favourably by Mrs. A. Lucas, now the Dominion WCTU's Superintendent of 

Department of Purity. She commented partisanly that Ontario "has made a ,orand beginning" and 

expressed the desire that d1 the provinces follow s u i ~ ~  

Beall's hiring was an acbrowledgement that home-based sex instruction had at least three 

major disadvautags: fathers1 uninvolvement with their sons' sex instruction, the dangers posed by 

street Life and mothers' inability to directly monitor their children for evidence of sexual 

transgressions once they began school. 

While educated mothers were thought fully capable of sexualiy instructing their young 

chiIdren, it was sometimes acknowledged that fathers could more appropriately tutor their sons, 

particuiarly as they approached adolescence, about the wonders and the dangers of sex. Fathers, 

however, could not be relied upon. The Ontario WCKJ had meagre success in orgauizing fathers1 



meetings, a difticulty which was exacerbated by the anxieties rising within the provincia1 union 

over prostitution and venereal disease. Mrs. J. W. Garrett, Superintendent of the Department of 

Moral Education, despaired that sterility in women and Mndnes in children caused by gononhoea 

made it necessary to direct more attention to fathers' duty to instruct and warn their sons.* in 

addition, the child could not always be protected against sexual corruption coming from outside the 

boundaries of the "good" home. Some social workers in the United States bad sounded the alarm 

about sexual abuse occurring within "bad" homes. Yet after 1910 sexual abuse, especially if it 

invoIved young girls, was obfuscated by the allencompassing discourse of gids' sex delinquency. 

This discourse coincided with the fear of sexual attack perpetrated not by a male family member but 

by a maIe stranger.9 Not surprisingly, the city street came to represent a site of sexual danger for 

WCKJ members. Despite the fact that sexual assaults against women and children were more 

likely to be perpetrated by famiIy members and neighbours and were as likely to occur in the berry 

patch as in the city street,% the WCI'U expressed the f a  that the chiId wodd be led astray by 

strangers, given misinformation about sex from peers andlor conupted by the baneful influences of 

the movie house, the theatre and the saloon. As early as L900 the Ontario WCKJ came to support a 

children's evening curfew. No child could venture onto the street without a parent or guardian after 

9 p.m. 

More important, perhaps, was the fear that children, unsupervised by their mothers, would 

succumb to sexual experimentation at school. Since the 1810s. public schools had been considered 

ideal sites of physical infection. Schooling itself was thought to be physically unhygienic for 

chiidren stooped over books in stuffy classtooms which were situated near inadequate toilet 

facilities, The Canadian branch of the International Conges of School Hygiene was founded in 



1409 and p r o p s  was rapid By 192!5, health and physical education were an established part of 

the public school and Normal school curricuIum while hygiene legislation provided Ontario school 

children with a comprehensive system of medicaI and dental inspection.59 The Fourth 

International Congress of School Hygiene, held in Buffalo in 1913. was the one at which an 

audience of over 2000 listened to speakers organized by the ASHF discuss their views on 

chiIdren's sex instruction.60 h that same year W. E Struthers, the Chief Medical Inspector of 

Toronto Schools, allowed that sex hygiene, along with nose blowing drills, tonsil and adenoid 

inspection, shower baths and the care of decayed teeth could be introduced into the elementary 

school curriculum. Struthers suggested that sex hygiene be taught individuaIIy to children in gade 

7 at their Iast medid examination by same-sex physicians.61 

While it was generally acknowledged that the public school was a locus of physical 

contagion, for the Ontario WCI'U, the public school, like the city street, was also considered a site 

of sexual danger. The Ontario WCTU's assessment of what they called "public school immoralityw 

stood in complete opposition to Ontario educators' crowing that the school was a moral 

counterpoint to the inadequate home, the uoattended church and the sordid street. At approximately 

the same time the Superintendent of the Department of Purity and Mothers' Meeting recommended 

that Beall be "re-engaged for a Purity campaign" in schools because wherever "children congregate 

in Iarge numbers the evil picture, book, or letter, fmds its way and rnoral degradation is the 

result,* I. G. Elliot was teIling the Ontario Educational Association (OEA) that Ontario pubtic 
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schools were the guardian of the youth of the land, p e r f d y  suited to build up in pupils a strong, 

intelligent and patriotic character worthy of Canadian ~itizenship.~3 Elliot was not done in 

promoting public schools as the moral counterpoint to che inadequate home, the unattended church 

and the sordid street. Dr. A. H. U. CoIquhoun. Deputy Minister of Education, seemed to agree. 

The school is happily reco@edw claimed CoIquhoun. "as one of the strongest influences now at 

work for the mod and religious welfare of this country." For Colquhoun, the school had to take 

its place beside the borne and the Church as the chief influence in moulding the character and 

conduct of young p e ~ p l e . ~  

Providing children with the mod  education required to control their sexuality was 

perceived to be perfectly in keeping with the public school's role of preventing disease and 

moulding a model citizenry.s As early as 1905. Reverend W. T. Wilkins had no qualms about 

telling the OEA that maIe and femaIe teaches were needed to give sexual instruction to boys and 

girls in order to instill in boys "pure, strong, virile manhood" and in girls "maidenly 

deportment."66 One year Iater Dr. T. Campbell suggested to the OEA that male and female hygiene 

teachers couId be trained to provide sex instruction for boys and @ds. respectively, in sex- 

segregated classes. He suggested that the teacher first encourage the friendship and confidence of 

the child. Thus. as friend and advisor, the teacher could help children approaching "the puberic 

age" to "preserve them from evil habits; cultivate a pure and temperate life; and establish their feet 

in the paths of ~irtue."6~ 



The English historian Jeffrey Weeks argues that social purity reformers used the term 

"public school immodity" as a synonym for homosexuality. Given the well-publicized accounts 

of homosexual encounters in sex-segregated private boarding schools known as public schools in 

England, Weeks' argument is understandable. For the Ontario W(-TU public school immorality 

was a bmed term. It r e f e d  to a wide array of school children's sexual manifestations and chiefly 

to the occurrence of sexual experimentation between boys and girls. They believed that this sort of 

sexual experimentation was exacerbated by provincial public schools. In Canada and the United 

States, public schools were cwducatiooal elementary-level day schools which, theoretically. 

welcomed children of d l  classes, races and religions. There is no doubt, however, that as Weeks 

maintains, social purists believed that 'public school immoralityw was closely intertwined with 

schoolboy mahubation and prostituti0n.~8 

The supposed existence of immorality between boys and girls in schools garnered much 

more attention than did the existence of immorality between male teachers and girl students. 

Evidence of male teachers' sexual assaults against gid pupils between 1840 and 1907 in Ontario 

has been documented69 But the inordinate focus on immorality between school boys and girls 

was. most likely. the result of what Majorie Theobald calls the %scourse of C* 

education bad many supporten but a number of detractors expressed dismay that cwducational 

classes encowaged the promiscuous intermingling of the sexes7' The Ontario W C W  expressed 

apprehension that the danger would come from schoolboys who were not as mother-anchored as 

were their sisters. Christine Tehune Hemck reminded mothers reading Tidings that they would 

have to redouble their efforts to keep sons firmly in check once the they were off to school for even 
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at that young age a boy became Mated with masculine pride- He "feeis his sense of importance at 

going from home rule, and the innate sense of any man's superiority to any woman, which is 

cherished secretly and often unavowedly by the best of men, is swelling the youthful breast.";"- 

Wood-Men had raised the discourse of danger in her Almost A him, a fictitious account 

about a boy obviously floating free from any redeeming female influence. In the novel. pre- 

pubescent Cad sends a note beginning "My darling little sweetheart" to classmate Susie. Instead of 

punishing Carl, M ' s  teacher, Miss Bell, refers him to the town's wise woman physician, Dr. 

Barrett. The capable doctor shows Carl drawings of the spermatozoon and the ovum and tells Carl 

about marriage, family and, without mentioning sexual intercourse, informs him of "the most 

sacred human rdation," in which the sperm unites with the ovum to create a new life. Further 

lectures included the importance of parental love for children and the need for boys to treat all $is 

as they treat their mothers. Carl is duly reduced to tears and chokes out what is part-confession. 

part-plan of action: 

I don't think can ever be disobedient again, Dr. Barrett. I did not understand it all 
as 1 do now. You know we only hear these things talked of among the boys. and I 
had come to feel that there was some reason why 1 ought to be ashame &..I wish 
you would talk to the othei. boys as you have to me.n 

Thanks to Dr. Barrett's lectures and some literature she gives him, Carl is able to take three 

redemptory steps, He develops a deep regard for all womanhood, sends his male classmates to tafk 

to Dr. Barrett and apologizes to Susie, remarking that "this silIy nonsense about lovers and 

sweethearts is siiy ro tq4 

The WClVs concerns over the irnmotality of public schools were heightened when it 

became obvious that cwducational urban and rural public schools permitted the indiscriminate 



mixing not only of boys and girls but of Canadian-born and i m m i p t  children. The WCTU's 

anxieties were triggered by the influx of immigrants into urban and rural areas of the province. 

Immipts'  moral, mental and physical well-being were repeatedly questioned by Canadian 

reformers apprehensive about the "decline" of the Anglo-Saxon race.'* It was feared that 

Canadian-born children could easily be corrupted by immigrant children believed to have low 

sexual morals- These racist concerns were captured by one American contributor to ndings. 

Writing on the importance of children's sex instruction as a prophylaxis against venereal disease. 

Dr. William Lee Howard informed parents that children who had not been sexuaIIy instructed at 

home ran great moral risks in the schools where children of alt races mingled. In the case of public 

schools, democracy had been carried too far. "We talk blitheIy about our melting pot, forgetting 

that in a melting pot into which every kiad of anthropological stuff has gone there is bound to be a 

large amount of dirty slagv6 

B e d  shared the Ontario WCmrs belief in moulding young children, making the most of 

this possibility in articles he wrote for Trclings. "Prevention is better than cure," he was fond of 

noting, "fornqtion better than re-formatio~.~ His lecture work was conducted primarily in d 

Ontario-in Hastings, Lanark and Renfrew counties-and principally amongst boys of 

elementary, high and collegiate schools. But it was soon apparent that girls were being left out. 

Bedl noted he occasionally lectured to school gids at the teachers' request but that the qwstion he 

was most often asked was, "Why isn't then some one doing work simiIar to yours among the 

girls* In 191 1, the Ontario WCRJ resolved to hire a woman lecnuer yet there is no record that 

they were s u c c d u l  on this score. Although an increasing number of local Unions had been 



taking a serious interest in the sexual instruction of girlsat school. they were unable to duplicate 

the work of British Cotumbia's Miss McLeod McLeod was reported to have lectured to 1,800 

girls in 44 schools on "Character and the Body." The girls apparently listened reverently and the 

teachers cooperated heartiIy.3 

By 1904, Beall was being identified as the WCrU's "White Cross Missionary." The White 

Cross League was an organization founded at the urging of "lifetoag spinsterw lane Ellice 

Hopkins-pD Hopkins was one of the key figures active in the post- 1885 social purity movement in 

Britain. In keeping with the post-1885 social purity movement's emphasis on eliminating the 

byproducts of male sexual vice and controlling youthful sexuality, Hopkins envisioned the 

formation of male chastity leagues as a bulwark a-&st prostitution and venereal disease.81 In 

1883 the Church of England responded to Hopkins' vision by fonning two organizations: the 

Church of England Purity Society and the White Cross Society. By 1900 these two organizations 

had merged to become the White Cross League. The hallmark of the League was a five-point White 

Cross Fledge signed by men promising: 1) to treat aU women with respect; 2) to protect women 

from indecent lan,wge and coarse jests: 3) to maintain sexual purity; 4) to spread these principles 

ammo& other men; and 5) to keep oneself pure. The League spread to India, Canada, the United 

States, South Africa and numerous European nations, eventually fonning an alliance with Ihe 

W W .  Differences amongst the natioos emerged. For example, the British White Cross League's 

literature muscular Christianity while the Canadian literature upheld mothers' "purity and 

sturdiness. seIf?ess love and her Christly example as the signposts for young men on the path to 

Social PuritytY= 
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Although members of local WCTUs found they had to struggle sometimes to get trustees' 

and principals' permission to let Beall speak.= the fear that parents would oppose school-based 

sex instruction was not borne out in BeaII's case for at least three reasons. Beall was careful to 

portmy himself as the mother's partner in purity, encouraging mothers to attend his lectures along 

with their sons. Beall's lectures were praised for their accuracy. His lectures were considered not 

only persuasive but morally and medically aa~uate ,M FiaaIly, he was admired for his gentlemanly 

manner with the boys. This assessment is remarkable given Beall's talent for careerist self- 

promotion. After seven years of work as the WCTU's White Cross Missionary, Beall did not 

hesitate in proclaiming that thousands of Ontario men would date their conversion from impurity to 

purity from the day he brought salvation' to the boys' sods via their bodies.= Ress reports fueled 

the hyperbole. A Kitchener newspaper noted that Beall's "talks with the boys are pure and sweet to 

the last degee" while the BelIeviIfe daily press labelted him a "prophet of purity" who ought to 

have a government commission to come to the rescue of aII Dominion boys.% 

Valverde has noted that Beall. heavily iufluenced by Sylvanus Stall, one of the authors of 

the Srlfand Sa Series, lectured on two basic themes. One theme upheld the main social purity 

discourse that the body was the equivalent of a holy temple which could not be defiled- The other 

theme emphasized that indulgence in tobacco, alcohot and sex was unpat r io t ic  What has been 

overiooked is that the two themes underiying Beall's sex instruction were pounded in Wood- 

Allen's approach to sex instruction. Stall's influence is apparent only when Bed1 outlined to the 

older boys the penalties they would pay for masturbating. 
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Beall followed Wood-AIlen in comparing children's bodies to magnificent structures 

desieed by God, the divine architect. Borrowing from a number of well-worn comparisons 

between the human body and a dwetlig, Wood-Mea set out the definitive bodyltemple analogy in 

her physiological lessons to children. Fix Wood-Allen, children's bodies were more marvelous, 

complicated and exquisite than the Taj Mahal. For Bed, chiIdrenVs bodies were more beautiful, 

sacred and wonderful than dl the churches aad cathedrals in Christendom. Wood- Allen's 

children's bodies were comparaMe to dwellings aspired to by the upper middle class. The child's 

cranium was the upper storey or the cupola, the library the memory, the music room the ears. the 

reception room the mouth and the celIs the body's servants. In keeping with socia( purists' racist 

fears that AngbSaxon children could be stimulated to premature sexual activity by sexually 

corrupting substauces/individuals, Wood-Allen warned children against four dark-complexioned 

"foreigners" who m&ed insidiously into children's bodiedhomes: tea, coffee, cigarettes and 

opi um.88 

When compared with Wood-Allen's structure, Beall's bodyitemple analogy was a relatively 

simple but no less important dweIIing. The body was composed of four storeys beginning with the 

foundatiodfeet and ending with the rooflhair. The skin was the equivalent of the outer sheeting, 

marvelously constructed to repair itself. The body's joints were the windows' and doors' delicately 

constructed lock and hinges- Bed1 gave children the opportunity to examine their hands by 

wriggling their fingers and wrists and to discover that they were "supremely wonderful.e The 

child did not own the dwelling; he or she tented it from Jesus Christ, the landlord. CIeanIiness or 

chastity of body and mind was the rent the child as tenant paid to Christ. The child's efforts to 

remain chaste were assured once he or she acknowIedged the superiority of Christ's rule over the 

rented dwehg. This admowledgemat was symbolized by the child over to Him the keys 

to its tongue, eyes, ears, stomach and brain, 



7'he child who broke the God's rules of cleanliness risked seriously damaging the living 

temple. Beall gave his audience a powerful example- The temple's ventilators-the lung-and it's 

force pump-the heart-were so sensitive. Beall explained, that they could be damaged irreparably 

by cigarettes. To illustrate this point graphically, Beall told the story of two brothers from Simcoe 

County who came down with typhoid fever. The elder boy survived but the younger died. The 

doctor determined that the reason for the younger boy's death was not typhoid but ci-pettes. Beall 

explained that the boy's nervous system was so undermined by just a few puffs that the fever got 

the upper hand. Whereas the 16 year old recovered, the 12-year-old boy sank into his grave. The 

death of the young boy was not only a tragedy for his mother but for Caaada: "He sold his life for 

one cigarette-his fmt cigatette. And Canada lost a boy-no a rnan!"90 

Like Wood-AIlen, Bed also encouraged children to consider their monetary value to their 

country. W d A l I e n  reminded children that they were extremely valuable for they were "forming 

the character and detemrining the destiny of the nation and the future.*' Indulging in what Karea 

Dubinsky has elsewhere termed economic and regional "moral boosterism,* Beall reminded his 

audience that boys and girls were even more precious than the gold, silver and nickel mined in 

Ontario. the hub of ranada. Each boy and girl was worth $50,000 to the country. Canada needed 

boys and girls to grow up into toprate men and women teachers, farmers, merchants, doctors and 

ministers. These "A. i " boys and girls of today were going to be the "cream of the cream" of the 

country. Seall cootrasted A. 1 boys and girls to "N. GI" men. No Good men and the occasional No 

G o d  woman came from No Good girls and boys. N. G. boys and girls were the polar opposite of 

A.1 boys and girls Whereas A.1 boys and girls were noble, trustworthy and honourable, N. G. 



boys and girls were liars, riff taffy lazy bums, boozers, ci-prette smokers, frauds, bullies and most 

of alI, unchaste. 

For Beall, A.1 boys and girls adhered to the single standard of mods. Beall asked boys 

how many would want to associate with gids who smoked. None did. But when he asked girts 

how many would want to associate with boys who smoked they became puzzled. When Beall 

pointed out this discrepancy, the girls responded in the way he wanted them. With a ,pat deal of 

anger and scorn they turned on the boys and cried: "I wouldn't be seen with them." &a11 assured 

any girl who suspected that she would not get a beau if she was too fastidious in her demands that 

she did not have to seU her self-respect for a ten-cat cigar. It was up to Canadian 5rIs to set a high 

standard of morals for boys, No A.1 girl would let a boy kiss her and no boy would let an A.1 girl 

kiss him. "Let each of you remember your dignity." reminded BealI, "and keep each other at am's 

length* 

Bed13 discussion of the double standard received additioad backing when Bed brought 

up the issue of motherhood. Beall asked girls and boys if they loved their mothers. Every hand in 

the classroom went up. Yet W l  was than many of the boys who had raised their hands often 

told Iewd stories about gds- Boys' mothers were also $ I s .  No boy who Ioved his mother could 

therefore, tell such stories without being a hypocrite. Mdhers were the standard by which purity 

could be measured For example, no boy couid look at a pornographic picture he would be 

ashamed to show his mother. Bed then came full circIe. Because boys respected their mothers 

they had to treat every girl they knew with the same respect they showed their mothers. With their 

right hands on their hearts and their left hands pointing upward to Jesus Christ. Bed1 asked boys 

to pledge: "Because this body is God's Living Temple; because my mother is a girl; because every 

gid lives m God's Living Temple; and because I am a gentleman-these are the highest reasons 



why I must. and will always, treat every gid clean.* Apparently satisfied. Bed told the girls 

they had no more to fear fmrn these boys. 

It appeared, however, that boys had much to fear fmm t h d v e s .  Beall skirted the issue 

of masturbation with his mixed audience, telling boys and girls that in Biblical times there was a 

section of a Jewish temple which was called the Holiest of Holies. Under penalty of death. no one 

but the High Priest had access to this Holy Race and then only once a year. Bed1 was ostensibly 

referring to male genitalia but his architectural analogy was probably lost on the younger boys. 

From this rather mpbled religious and historical lesson, Beall launched into a short discussion on 

male biology. He explained that boys began changing into men at approximately age 13. 

Moustaches appeared, voices broke and growth was rapid. Beall agread that adolescence was 

eying as the "period between thirteen and eighteen is the hardest in a boy's life.* Beall then told 

his audience that all glands in the body secreted fluids such as teas, saliva sweat and bile. After a 

few more swipes at N. G. m a  the younger bays and the girls were dismissed 

Beall introduced his lecture to the older boys with a discussion on motherhood which 

culminated in the statement: "Jesus Christ and Canada want you to be as dean as your mother 

is.* AS Wood-Allen had done repeatedly in her wo- BeaU also characterized motherhood as a 

state of great and loving sadce. Beall explained that during b id ,  a process he never described, 

mothers risked giving up their lives for their children. But when babies were f d l y  born, mothers 

clasped them close to their hearts and exdaimd "Oh my baby, my beautiful baby: how love 

you!" To get boys to appreciate the nature of this sacrifice, BeaU made them chant: "On the day I 

was born my mother went down into the Valley of the Shadow of Death, so that I may live." 

Never again were boys to tell smutty stories about birth or jeer in s e e  at the women they knew 



who had given birth. They were to act solicitously toward dl p r e p t  women and enquire in 

hushed tones as to the health of mother and child. 

Having established the importance of motherhood, Beall next endeavoured to establish the 

reverence needed for fatherhood Bedl referred to t&e as the "lie glands" which belonged 

most to God because they were responsible for creating life. Beall directly blamed boys' parents 

for discouraging their questions about their anatomy. He claimed that when boys went to their 

fathers and mothers and said: "I wish you'd te!l me what those two round things am," they were 

met with the following answer: Tut-tut. you dirty thing, tatking about those! things.* Beall may 

not have been far off the mark in his assessment of boys' parents. When he lectured to boys in one 

Ontario school and asked how many of them had not received information on sex hygiene from 

their parents, their teacher recorded that dmost every hand in the class was raised* Boys. 

according to BeaII, acknowledged that they went to "uncIeanw sources to satisfy their curiosity. 

Beall was determined to prove he was a clean source of information, telling the boys, for instance. 

that his names for male sexuaI ormoans were "so clean and scientificw they couId go home and tell 

their mothers about them without experiencing fear or embarrassment 

Beall explained that the life gbds, like other $an& in the body which secreted fluid, 

secreted the "life fluidw The "male partw or the penis served only as the conduit for the life fluid 

and urine. The penis "muscle" was unique. While other muscles in the body p w  stronger with 

exercise, Bedl assured the boys that the penis muscle grew weaker with use. As StaIl had done in 

his W h  A Young Boy Ought ro Know (ISW), WI stated that the life fluid had three main 

functions: to feed the muscles. to nourish the brain and the nervous system and to create life. The 

boy who masturbated was wasting, according to Bed. a fluid he claimed was forty times more 



powerful than blood. BeaIl told the story of Henry from Pert& County who, at age 15. was 

initiated into masturbation by an older boy. Henry masturbated so often, he had a nervous 

breakdown, was incarcerated in the Hospital for the I m e  where he continued to masturbate until 

he was castrated "Woe to the father," cried Beall, neatly sidestepping the issue of the mother's 

responsibility for educating her sons, "who so cruelly negected to train his boy to be 

INTELLIGENTLY PURE!"W Bed1 noted that asylums in BrockvilIe, Kingston. Whitby, 

Toronto. Mimico, Hamilton and London were filled with boys such as Henry. Some WCmT 

mothers who visited the Mimico Asylum in 1909 came away convinced of the continued need for 

Beall's work. They were told by the Asylum's Superintendent that the "awful wrecks of humanity" 

they saw were the resuIt of withholding from boys the knowledge of the sacredness of life. It was 

udikely that the masturbating boy, depleted of semen and intelligence, could provide Canadian 

women with the material to "raise up a generation of men who will stand true and strong for God 

and Home and Native Land."l~ 

B e d  was certainly on the track well-worn by medical men who adhered to vitalist theory 

when warning boys against masturbation. Medical doctors maintained that the loss of semen in 

masturbation was linked to physical and mentat debility, Given nineteenthcentury medical 

teaching, there was little Canadian physicians would find objectionabte in the Seffand Ser 

Series.[O[ In fact  a particular kind of "cwstmhtory insanity' was said to affect victims of self- 

abuse. It has been suggested that as asylums became more common by the end of the eighteenth 

century, doctors would have been more likely to see patieats masturbating, thereby concluding that 

mascurbadon did indeed cause k m i t y , l ~  



Bed1 may not have been exaggerating the drastic measures to which Henry's doctors 

resorted, Stall, who intoned that neither boy nor man "can toy with the exposed portions of his 

reproductive system without finally suffering very serious c o u s e q u e n c ~ " ~ ~  spoke of stmight- 

jackets, fastening hands behind the back. tying hands to bedposts and w d s  by ropes, chains and 

rings as methods used to prevent masturbation. Some doctors recommended a plaster cast made to 

fit upon the hurnan male genitaklu Yet others recommended blistering the prepuce.I@Canadian 

physician Maurice Bucke considered circumcision. A well known social reformer of the late 

nineteenth century and an a d a t  admirer of Walt Whitman, Bucke was also the Superintendent for 

the London Asylum. Likewise accepting that masturbation caused insanity, he eventually tried to 

cure patients by capitaking on a technique termed male inf?buIation. Male iafibuIation involved 

piercing the prepuce with wire to prevent its retraction behind the glans penis. Bucke, fotlowing 

the example of the British Dr. Yellowlees, infibdated the prepuces of 15 men in 1877 with silver 

wire in the hope that erections would be "so painful that it would be practically impassible and 

emission therefore extremely unlikely."l06 Bucke also placed leather mitts upon his patients hands 

to prevent them from removing the wire; when this proved futile in one patient. the mitts were tied 

over his head. Bucke's experiments were ultimately unsuccessful, for the patients continued to 

masturbate after they healed while others had to have the wires removed due to pain and sweiling- 

In some American cases, castration was performed, but the practice was quickly discontinued1* 

Besides masturbation, Beall noted that boys had to be aware of two other dangers. Beall 

told boys that around the age of 16 or 17 they would sometimes experience the loss of the 

wonderful lXe fluid during sleep. He compared the event to a tumbler containing more water than it 



could hoId The overflow was normal unless the boy continued to have smutty thoughts about 

gids. If the bss continued, the boy would meet the same fate as the unfortunate Henry. M l ' s  

advice to boys was to have only pure thoughts about girls. It was obvious to Beall, however. that 

some boys had smutty thoughts about other boys. In an overt reference to male homosexual 

activity, Beall claimed that no one had the right to touch the male part except its owner. Bedl was 

disappointed that many boys laughingly grabbed each others' genitalia. He said he knew that some 

boys even lay in bed with each other, holding onto each others' penises while laughing and telling 

dirty s t o r i e s . ~ ~  

Bed1 drew his lecture to a cIose by railing against boys' responsibility for illegitimate 

pregnancy, a "crime" for which he believed men deserved the death penalty. This crime was 

matched in monstrosity by the crimes of abortion, infanticide and unfit parentage. On this last 

point, Bed1 dipped into the eugeuical discourse as it related to the moral enfranchisement of 

sexually continent men favoured by the Ontario WCTU. In a veiled reference to venereal disease, 

Bed1 remarked that choosing a chaste woman for marriage and reserving the life fluid for 

fatherhood was the only way a boy could guarantee he would beget A.1 sons and daughters. 

Begetting A.1 chiIdren was every boy's patriotic duty, a responsibility comparable to that 

shouldered by the Prairie farmer who raised not low-grade but thoroughbred livestock. Beall told 

the boys that he expected them to teach their sons the same truths he had just revealed to them. 

Echoing many Ontario WClZl members' wishes for Canadian manhood, Bed1 then wrote on the 

blackboard: "JESUS CHRIST AND CANADA EXPm ME TO BE AN A 1 BOY A1 MAN A1 

HUSBAND A J  FATHER A1 CITEEN-" In order to see this come to pass, Beall gave each boy 

at the end of his lecture a five-point pledge card he encouraged him to sign, to treasure and to pass 

on to his progeny. The pledge was reminiuwrt of the White Cross resolution and was introduced. 

in part, by the W W  motto: "For God and Home and Native Land" In signing the pledge the 



boy: 1) recognized the divine nature of the human temple; 2) acknowiedged the need for keeping it 

clean: 3) revered all Womanhood: 4) renounced unclean conversation, songs and company; and 5) 

stood up for making boys and Canada clean.[@) Beall ended his lecture with a rousing exhortation 

mixing evangelical Christianity, social purity and patriotism: "I see a new Ontario, a new Canada a 

new British Empire, a new Earth-in which shall dwell Righteousness, and Peace, and Joy in the 

HoIy Spirit"[lo 

According to Beat1 a few boys always thanked him profusely at the end of his lectures. 

Like the fictitious Carl who cried when Dr. Barrett told him about the importance of motherhood 

and fatherhood, some of Beall's boys apparentIy were so moved by the message of purity that they 

sobbed bittedy. Others fainted111 While these accounts may have been just another example of 

Beall's talent for self-promotion, it is interesting to note that the boys' reactions were 

stereotypicdIy feminine. The boys' tears and swoons signalled, perhaps. that the one-time 

missionary in Japan had succeeded in doing what first-wave feminists wete eager to accomplish: 

colonize the priapic penis, deflate its threat and harness it for e,oalitarian marriage and responsible 

fatherhood. URfortunateIy for the Ontario WCW. it was far more likely that boys were not 

morally enfranchised but, as a result of BeaII's lectures, were overcome by the desire to sexually 

experiment. Historian Michael Bliss has anecdotal evideqce that some Canadian boys who were 

lectured against masturbation in Ontario schools during the 1930s actually began masturbating 

because their curiosity got the better of them-ti2 Bliss' anecdotal evidence gives credence to the 

suggestion, made in the Vancouver Medical Association's Sex Hygiene Committee's report and in 

the Second Ontario Interim Report on Venereal Disease, that nature study and biology were to be 

fbid. pp. m6. 
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preferred as introductions to children's school-based sex instruction becaw special lecturers . 

aroused children's curiosity unduly.lu 

By 1910, Beall's work was being portrayed as integral to the fight against venereal disease. 

Tirlings carried an article by David Currie entitled "Immoral Disease." Currie quoted Professor 

John Heffron, Dean of the College of Medicine, Syracuse University, as saying that venereal 

disease was all the more shameful to "the human family" because it was preventable. Heffron 

noted that individuals were victimized by venereal disease because of ignorance and the tack of 

selfcontrol, In an addendum to Cunie's article, the editor of Tidings stated that the Ontario union 

had hired Beall in the cause of moral reform. She maintained that if the provincial Department of 

Education would hire and endorse BealI's work, "it would confer untold benefits on the Province 

at large.""4 At the 1910 WCTU Annual Convention the consensus was that the Ontario 

government should take up the White Cross work and appoint men such as the trail-blazing Bed1 

to be the Department of Education's White Cross Missionary so that boys could be properiy 

instructed in moral and physicat heaIth."S 

A year later, it was clear that the Ontario WCRf viewed their eff'orts toward incorporating 

purity education into the schools as proof that they were keeping up with American efforts to 

introduce social hygiene into schools116 The organization perceived its social purity aims to be 

very simiIar to those of the emerging social hygiene movement. Superintendent of the Moral 

Education Department, Adelaide Ganett, noted that the eminent Dr. Cbarles Eliot of b a r d  and 

V C A  Ma 101 Fite 103-&13dmk Health Education in Shook Serr Hygiene 1910-t=," Rcport of 
the Scr Hygiene Committee of the Vancouver. B. C Mcdid Asockuioa. April 34.1916: OSP V d  U Rut X 
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Jane Addarns encomged teachers to teach sex hygiene to students. Garrett noted that as a result. 

many cities in the United States had these subjects regutarly taught in schools and "Canada will no 

doubt f ~ l l o w . " ~ ~ ~  That same year the push for the appointment of a lecturer was on at the OEA's 

Gene& Meeting in Apd, 191 1. Dr. Watsoa and Jennie Grey, Resident and Vice-president, 

respectively. of the Social Purity Refm Association, dong with the Rev. Laurence Skey, told the 

Trustees Department of the OEA that home-based sex instruction was not being undertaken by the 

parents. School children were, therefore, either ignorant of sex or leamed distorted truths. The end 

result was vitiated young minds and bodies. Skey chimed he knew LO-year-old school boys who 

masturbated or who were venerealIy diseased and 13-year-old girls who were pregnant. The 

Trustees' Section of the OEA todr the speakers seriously, passing the following motibn: 

That this Section appreciates the desire for purity and morality in our schools and is 
of the opinion that a carefdIy considered plan should be provided for the prevention 
of and instruction on the subject by properly qualified authority.118 

A S o d  Purity Committee was struck to consider the propod. Two notable memben of the 

Committee were Dr. Helen MacMurchy, provincial inspector of the feebleminded, and Dr. J. E 

Hett, who had decried in his '17w Send Orgmr a i r  Use rrnJ Abuse ( 1899) the existence of the 

direct path between the practice of the "solitary vice" in boyhood and participation in the "social 

eviI" in adolescence and aduihmd.1~9 The Committee suggested that because the OEA was 

convinced of the necessity of teaching the subject of personal hygiene and mod purity in the 

schools, the Association &odd resolve to petition the Howrable Dr. 4ae, Minister of Education, 

to deal with the matter in pamphlet or book form and to appoint properly quatied teachers to do 

the educationd work required in schools. The Trustees' Departmeat passed the proposal. 

Just one month after the OEA meeting the public school i d t y  issue mushroomed into 

a provincial scandal. WCIW member May R. Thornley compiaioed publicly that schools in 



London, Ontario, were dens of inequity. She stated that parental icresponsibility. compounded by 

educational officials' inaction on the issue of sex instruction resulted in the rapid diffusion of 

"moral filth" amongst school chiIdren.1~ The WCWs anxiety over public school immorality was 

exacerbated by the Ontario W C W s  growing panic over venereal disease. Testimonials from 

educators seemed to give credence to the link the Ontario W W  made behueen public school 

immorality and v e n d  disease. Dr. W11liam Lee Howard's article on syphilis and gonorrhoea. 

carried in the May issue of T&gs, blasted public schools for their failure to provide children with 

sex instruction. According to Howard, millions of do~lars were being spent in treating venereal 

disease but nothing was king done to instruct the coming generation. He deemed public schools to 

be "a menace to the weIfare of our natioa"1~1 Closer to home. the connection between public 

school children's immorality and v e n d  disease was made more subtly. -1 have yet to see the 

school, anywhere," wrote Charles Williams, a Kingston teacher with urban and rural school 

teaching experience, 

where some part of the premises is not decorated with foul and disgusting symbols, 
and fouler attempts at fnthy poetic witticisms. 1 have more than once confiscated 
notes passed from boys to gids, and vice versa, tbat have contained the most putrid 
of fitthy imaginings. I have one before me now that I got fmm a founh book $ri. 
which I should like very much to show to the mayor of L~ndon.~" 

Thomas Wearing of McMaster University complained that in a tour taken of the rural schools 

districts of Western Ontario that he saw writing on outhouse walls which lacked nmoral tone" and 

charged the teachers and school trustees with moral neglect. John Wallis, principal at Queen 

Alexandra School in Tomto, expressed the hope that childrea under age 14 who had fallen into 

vice were in the minority but conceded that the moral future of those children tainted by the eviI 

suggestioas of others was in doubt. Admittedly influenced by literatwe produced by the ASSMP 

on prostitution, Wallis ask& -How does it come that such a condition is possible in a su-called 



Christian land?" His answer was firm and unequivocal: childrea, whether Iiving in slums or in 

villas, were ignorant of sex due to parental irresponsibility, He complained, however, that parents 

would "resent any effort on the part of a public school teacher to supply the needed teaching." 

Wallis counseled that no one interested in combatting the eviis of prostitution and venereal disease 

shodd give up the struggle. He suggested that adoIescent girls and boys who had never received 

any sex instruction by their parents could still benefit from sex segregated lectures by competent 

women and men as we11 as by the spread of suitabk literature.1~ 

The W C l T  and the OEA met with success in 1912 Beall terminated his employment with 

th; WCI'U wben he accepted the Ontario Department of Education's appointment as "Special 

Lecturer on Moral Subjectsw to elementary and high school boys. His visits to schools were 

authorired by the Id boards but his expenses were paid by the Department 1s The WCT'U bade 

him a fond fartweI1. thanking him for the great influence he exerted on Ontario boys and young 

men "to be citizens of the purest and best type."ls Despite the fact that the Ontario Department of 

Education's hmtd Repom never mentioned MI'S work, news of his school lectures spread 

unexpectedly far beyond Ontario. Beall was given an esteemed seat on the wcial hygiendeugenics 

bandwagon, a fact which cwfirms historian Angus Mctaren's observation that eugenicists merely 

parroted dd moralistic maxims dressed up in scientific ga.rb.13 

B e d  was now desigmted "Lecturer on bgeuics and Personal Hygiene in High and Public 

Schools" for the Ontario Department of Educatiou. He selected the reading List for the section. 

*Helpfuf L i t i  OD Intelligent Persod Purity for Parents, Teachers and Trustees," in Dr. 

Prince Morrow's pamphlet "The Teaching of Sex Hygiene." On'gidly published for the AFSH, 
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Morrow's pamphIet was reprinted in G o d  Housckeping and was then issued separately by the 

same Toronto publisher of the Sevand Sex Series, William Briggs.13 The IS assorted pamphlets 

and books Beall recommended were authored by clergymen and physicians from Britain aad the 

United States. Among these were Wood-Allen's Almost a Man. When Saskatchewan's Deputy 

Minister of Education wrote seeking information on the subject of school-based sex instruction to 

the Ontario Deputy Minister of Education in 1913, he quoted a lengthy resolution passed recently 

by the Manitoba Conference of the Methodist Church. Based on the example of the 'splendid 

workw on eugenics done in Ontario public schools, the Church resolved to memorialize the 

Manitoba Legislature to appoint one [ady and one gentleman lecturer to bring "wholesome" 

knowledge contributing to their "highest moral and physicd up building."'^ British sexologist 

Havelock Ellis spoke highly of the principIe, adopted in the province of Ontario, of a government- 

appointed special teacher who instmcted children in matters of sex. The appointed teacher, Ellis 

mote in 1913, 

goes from school to school and teaches the elements of sexual physiology and 
anatomy, and the duty of treating sexual mattes with reverence, to classes of boys 
and girls from the age of ten. The course is not compulsory, but any School Board 
may call upon the special teacher to detiver the lectures. This appointment has met 
with so much approval that it is proposed to appoint further teachers on the same 
lines, women as well as men.13 

Ellis' nod in Beall's direction was made in the same year that the English social purity 

reformer, suffragette and another lifelong spinster Chistabel Pankhurst solidified the link many 

British first-wave feminists made between between girls' innocence of sexual matters and their 

inevitable sexual exploitation. Claiming in 7he Great Scourge cuul How to E d  It ( 1913) that 

almost 80% of British men were infected with gononhoea and a similar number with syphilis, 

- - -  -- 
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Pankhwst trwnpeted that "Votes for Women and Chastity for Men"L30 was the solution to venereal 

disease. Writing in the Butlerite tradition, Pankhurst heId that the reason for the existence of the 

scourge was the sex& subjection of women to men. And women's subjection was upheld by two 

pillars women's political disenfranchisement and girls' sexual ignorance. 

The relationship between man and woman, claimed Panfchurst, was that of master and 

sexual slave. But men were not content to engage only one slave to minister to their sexual lust. 

They engaged several, giving rise to prostitution and venereal disease. Contrary to popular 

opinion, men. not prostitutes, were far more dangerous to community health. Men. whether rich or 

poor, married or single, capitalist or socialist, were directly responsible for the existence of 

prostitution and the spread of venereal disease to their unsuspecting wives and children. Men's 

impossible ideal was to escape the m o d  and physiological consequences of extra-marital sexuaI 

activity. To  this end, men and the medical profession formed an altiance which assured that 

venereaI disease was dealt with chiefIy from men's point of view. Roof of the way men had Ieft 

women out of the public discussion over venereal disease was evident in the composition of the 

British Royal Commission on Venereal Disease. The Commission was composed of a majority of 

men and was devoid of any representation from the women's movement. Women's minority 

position on the Commission, stated Pankhurst, was &an intolerable insult"W1 Pankhurst's essay 

received some attention from Mary Scarleib, one of the two women Commissioners. Scarieib, who 

would make a career out of writing nature study sex instruction texts for girls. expressed her fear 

that the Pankhunt's book would turn women against the male sex and could be used as a sex 

instruction text in c l m m m  
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Pankhurst was convinced that woman suffrage spelled freedom from sexual subjection. 

And because this freedom would curtail men's access to extra-marital intercourse, the opposition to 

woman suffrage was fierce: Those who want to have women as slaves, obvioudy do not want 

women to become voters."m When women were politically free. the "conspiracy" between men 

and the medical profession would be smashed; tbe existence of women's physical ailments, used 

as an argument against women's eafranchisement, would be exposed as the result of longstanding 

venereal infection. Women's views on "the sex question" would be accepted by men. Thus "re- 

educated," men would adhere to the singIe standard of sexual morality. Women would ,pin their 

economic independence fmm men: prostitution would no longer be the livelihood it was for many 

women. In a world without prostitution, venereal disease would cease to exist. Turning the social 

hygienists' arguments about venereal disease being a public h d t h  menace on their head. 

Pankhurst remarked that it was the t i m e  Minister's repeated opposition to woman suffrage that 

was "an overwhelming public health danger."= 

Pankhurst's was also convinced that sexual knowledge for girls spelled freedom from 

sexual subjection. For Pankhtust, the facts of life for girls were overtly charged with feminist 

sexual politics. Pankhurst noted in her introduction: -Every young woman who reads these pages 

will be warned of a great danger, whose existence she may not until now have suspected. It is 

because of the need that young girls shaIl have timely waraing of this danger that the question is 

here discussed in very plain and definite t e m " f 3 5  The "danger" to which Pankhurst was 

referring was venereai disease-the great scourge-but tbis danger was set within the framework 

of women's sexual subjection to men, Thus, young girls had to be advised that beliefs which 

commonly heId that men had to engage in promiscuous sexual intercourse to d e g w d  their health 

were untrue. In fact, men were pedectly capable of maintaining the same level of chastity most 



women did, aad could rely on n o c t u d  emissions for sexual relief rather than on "polluting the 

bodies of white slavex'l~ Young f l s  bad to 1- about men's responsibility for the existence of 

chiId prostitution. Finalty they had to be forewarned about the daugers of marriage: 

Never again must young women enter into marriage blindfolded. From now 
onwards they must be warned of the fact that marriage is intensety dangerous, d l  
such time as men's moral standards are completely changed and they become as 
chaste and dean-living as w m m . ~  

As Janet Lyon perceptively argues, Pankhufst incorporated three types of discourse into 

her essay and inverted them to feminists' advantage- First, she turned physicians' qualms about 

venereal disease into a tool to be used against the misogynistic state. She conscripted mate 

physicians' warnings against the prevalence of venereal disease into the feminist campaign to 

smash the conspiracy of silence on venereal disease. Second, she claimed not maternity as the 

basis of women's power against men's sexual aggression but female chastity, a powerful avenue 

womem at thc turn-of-thecentwy took toward independence and self-controf. By extending this 

power of celibacy to men, Pdnkhurst threw hersupport behind the potitically active woman and the 

sexuaIIy passive man. Third, Paakhurst avoided any of the rhetoric which sexudized and 

medicdized women's bodies Instead, she saturated men's bodies with pathotogical sexuality. For 

Pankhurst it was men's sexuality, not prostitution, which required regulation-uS 

Panlrhurstls three-round salvo in the sex war lauded with an accuracy Maurice Bigelow of 

the ASHA cried desperateIy to deflect. In his popular Sa-Ebhcation: A Series of k c m e s  

Concerning Knowledge of Sex in its &Imion ro Hrcmcur Life (I9I6), BigeIow shot back at 

Pankhurst, claiming that the feminist movement's alarming and destructive sex antagonism which 

held men fdIy responsible fm existing sex. problems was now pa&- Bigelow patronizingiy stated 



tbat the "advance guards of feminismw were beginaing to realize that sex problems couId be solved 

only when men and women cooperated fully. For Bigelow, feminists' advance guards included not 

Pankhurst but the notable m a t e d  feminists Olive Sctveiner and Ellen Key who linked women's 

power to maternity rather than to c b 4 t y . m  Ironically, both Pankhurst and BigeIow bad appealed 

to the same authority-&. time Morrow, the acknowledged founder of the American social 

hygiene movement-to support their contradictory positions. In conscripting male physicians' 

warnings against the prevalence of venereal disease into the feminist campaip to smash the 

conspiracy of siIence, Pankhurst quoted numerous passages from Morrow's works which showed 

bis sympathy with the innocent wife infected by her diseased husband and duped by her doctor. 

Bigelow used the Iate Morrow's photo,gaph to open his book, dedicated it to Morrow's sainted 

memory, acknowledged Morrow's help in writing the book and pledged to keep the promise he 

had made to Morrow before his death: devote alI  royalties from the book to the movement for sex 

education. For Bigelow, the sexual instruction of gids had to be structured in such a way so as 

they did not develop "a spirit of sex hostilityw towards men but saw the "essential good that is 

bound up in sexuality," Fearing, perhaps, that hostile women wouId give up entirely on men by 

remaining celibate or by choosing to have sex& relations with other women, he advised that girls 

read works authored by Wood-Allen and by Louise Creighton, the widow of the late Bishop of 

London, England, and the second woman Commissioner on the British Royal Commission on 

Venereal Diseases 

Canada's participation in the Great War hitially provided the Ontario WCrU with the 

opportunity to strengthen its attack on men's responsiiiIity for the spread of venered disease. The 
. - 

~ ~ o u ' s  hwdiate cmcern was the avaiIabiIity ofalcohd to soldiecs, Members iasisted that 



alcohol was responsible for two problems amongst the armed forces: military inefficiency and 

sexual incontinence. To bolster their claims, the union contended that the Germans lost the Battle 

of the Marne because they were dnmk on champagne.'*The co~ec t ion  between alcohol and the 

soldiers' sexual licence was made by the Ontario WCKJ early in the war and was confirmed by 

the National Resident of the American WCI'U. In 1917 Gordon spoke out on what the W n U  

had maintained since 1891 -that alcohol, prostitution and venereal disease were inextricably 

linked. '4 

Dwing the first year of the War, the Ontario WCW did not waver from its position that 

men had to be held responsible for poisoning the race. Sara C. Reddon, provincial Superintendent 

for the Department of Hygiene and Heredity, puiled no punches when she procIaimed that in the 

vast majority of cases the injustice done to children born with syphilis was the result of fathers' 

promiscuity. Women, she stated stroagly, had a "duty" to see every child born healthy. But this 

was difficult to exercise when infected men married chaste women. "So we find," complained 

Reddon, "many innocent women and children suffering from the male portion of humanity."'fi 

Reddon's complaint was taken up with even greater force by Mrs. A. J. Webbe of the New 

Zealand WCW. The possibility that when faced with widespread venereal disease mititary 

authorities would move to regulate prostitution once a,gn aIanned m y  women. Webbe Xorrned 

the Ontario WCW that s$fi-sts everywhere should oppose any attempt to legislate the CD Acts 

into action. Drawing upon the same kind of uncompmmising rhetoric used by the Butlerites, 

Webk gave five teasons for the need for suffragists' opposition. One, the state reguiation of vice 

kept womea's subjection alive. Two, state re,ouItion perpetuated the double standard which in tura 

fuelled the white stave &c Three, state regulation gave credence to the erroneous belief that 

prostitution for men was a necessity. Four, state regulation attowed militay oRcials to dmigrate 



women's concerns. FinaIly and most importantiy. state regulation eroded women's right to see her 

child born healthy. Because men did not understand this right, women had to teach men about the 

responsibility of fatherhood.'" 

By 1916, when reports of the high rates of venereal infection in the Canadian 

Expeditionary Force (CEF') reached Canada, the Dominion and the Ontario WCTU attempted to 

protect Canadian soldiers from the twin evils of intemperance and prostitution in two ways. First, 

the WCKJ encouraged mothers to keep their soldier sons anchored by their sides even when 

separated by vast distances. The WCIW came out in favour of tea and coffee canteens. chaste 

entertainment and morally uplifting lectures for Canadian boys overseas. WCTU members were 

encouraged to pray, knit socks and write regularly to men stationed in Britain and Fiance. This 

m a t e d  devotion did not so unrewarded, Edings Earried numerous reports of fatally wounded 

soldiers who saw visions of God's face next to their mother's just before they were about to "go 

West" [die!. The last words they spoke were meant for their mother: "Tell mother I died happy," 

gasped a dying soidier to a comrade.lu Some W W  mothers believed that the mother-son bond 

could serve as an effective protection against immoral temptation while the boys were still alive. A 

stellar example of the effectiveness of this bond was provided by a Muskoka mother who 

counseled one of her sons at the French front against visiting prostitutes. [a her letter to him she 

stated: "You must love goodness in your own heart, and you must help the other fellows who did 

not have your chances at home. I have I m e d  this one thing, that unselfish and loving service for 

the help of others makes us strong, and keeps us pure in the fiercest temptations." This mother's 

example of purity proved to be so powerful that her son sent the letter to his brothers fighting in 

France, Egypt, South America and to a teenage brother living m Toront0.1~s 
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Second, the Dominion and the Ontario W C W  insisted on the need for the British 

government to euact legislation to destroy the drink traffic and to protect Canadian soldiers from 

prostitutes in close proximity to British training camps. The government's refusal to act on both 

matters led the Dominion and the Ontario W W  to cast Britain in the role of an irresponsible 

father. Canada was portrayed as the trusting mother who had delivered her chaste sons to Britain, 

the father, for safekeeping. And Britain's display of paternal irresponsibiIity toward Canadian 

soldiers deserved nothing but Canadian mothers' contempt, Britain's refusal to take the legislative 

action the WCTU desired was perceived by the organization as an indictment against the father's 

inability to look after his sons writ large. At the 1916 Dominion WCI"Us Annual Convention, the 

Resolution Committee rallied behind women's ma t ed  responsibilities and came out against rum 

rations served to Canadian boys and the presence of prostitutes around the camps in Britain: 

We have given our husbands and sons in thcir manhood and purity and we 
respectfully claim that we have a right to expect that the rural conditions 
surrounding them both in training camps and on active service shall be such as will 
conduce [sic] to clean living.1* 

Given the connections the WClW had Iong made between alcohol consumption and sexual 

licence. the organization was perfectly cttnsistent in d i n g  for the prohibition of a11 liquor rations 

for Canadian soldiers. But in calling for legidation to outIaw prostitutes near the training camps, 

the WCT'U in Canada walked a fine tine between their traditional opposition to the state regulation 

of prostitution because men, rather than women, were primarily respoasible for sexuaI vice and 

their fear that soldiers infected with v e n d  disease would carry the malady back to Canada. The 

Dominion and the Ontario WCI'U's desire to see Iegislation qpkt prostitutes enacted in Britain 

reflected the seriousness of the wartime hygienic emergemy. The rise in the troops' infection rates 

revived the focus on venered disease as a ditary problem. 



Lucy Bland's insighdd analysis reveals that the "militarization of venereal disease" 

temporarily waylaid the fragile medico-moral alliance socia1 hygienists and purists had built up in 

the pre-War years. The militarization of venereal disease dso marginalized first-wave feminists' 

anger against male sexuality. The patriotic desire to have men fit enough to fight the enemy on 

foreign soil en,auIed most women. But unlike Canadian feminists who supported the enactment of 

anti-prostitution legislation, British feminists did protest against their government's enactment of 

regutation 13a of the Defence of the Realm Act. The regulation allowed military authorities to 

prevent anyone previously convicted of soliciting from residing in or  frequenting the vicinity of the 

camps. Their protests grew even more fierce when the British Parliament, under pressure from the 

Dominions. introduced a new Criminal Law Amendment Bit1 in February, 19t7, and regulation 

4Od of the Defence of the Realm Act. Bath pieces of legslation attempted to penaIize anyone 

infected with venereaI disease who solicited or who had sex with military personnel. According to 

regu1ation 30d, any woman so charged wouId be subject to a medical exam and remanded for a 

week British feminists' public protest forced the government to revoke the Defence of the Redm 

Iegistation with the Armistice in November. 1918.1* 

With the exception of a few socialist feminists who stuck staunchly to their pacifist 

beliefs,[* Canadian women generalIy threw themselves wholeheartedly into the War, knitting 

socks, conserving food, collecting scrap, raising money for war equipment, training for the 

Women's Home Guard, replacing men on farms and in factories Some went so far as to accost 

men on the street for not joining the War- Indeed, women's contribution to the War favourably 

disposed provincial and federal governments to women's enfranchisement. t4g British feminists' 



protests a-oainst the Defence of the Realm legislation were not replicated in Canada. In fact. the 

Ontario W C W  continued to see the British , a o v m n t s '  ineffective attempts to legislate against 

alcohol and prostitution as examples of that country's ongoing paternal irresponsibility. In I917 

when statistics showed that syphilis and gonorrhoea accounted for 12% of all iIlness exclusive of 

battie injuries in the Canadian miIitary,lm 7Mngs carried several articIes which iIIustrated the 

sense of betrayal Canadian mothers felt over Britain's treatment of their sons. Readers were told 

that if they knew the full extent of the "depths of depravity" permitted in Britain, "there would be a 

veritable upheaval. Hundreds and hundreds of Canadian soldiers have never seen France because 

they wete incapacitated by foul disease before they could leave En$and,*~~L Sir Hamar 

Greenwood a Canadian oficiai in London, England, was quoted as saying that he had met the 

parents of Canadian soldiers who had been sent back to Canada debilitated by venereal disease. 

Gmwood claimed the parents told him that, "We do not mind our boys dying on the battlefields 

of England [sic], but to think we sent our sons to England to come back mined in health and a 

disgrace to us and to them is something the home country should never ask us to bear."'= 

Bland argues that feminists active in the British social purity movement opposed the 

Defence of the R& legislation because, in keeping with the medico-mod definition of the 

v e n d  disease probtern, they wanted the state to act in a public health capacity as a moralizing 

agency which encouraged responsible scxuaI relations through moral eddon.1" In contmst. the 

Ontario WCT'U saw their support for legislation intended to protect Canadian boys from prostitutes 

overseas as part and p a d  of their social purist efforts to force the state to safeguard women and 

children from male sexual exploitation and to promote mod education which incdcated in children 

a reverent resped for motherhood am[ fatherhood. 



Historians have speculated that the lack of Canadian feminist organi~ng against the 

enactment of repressive legislation against prostitutes occurred because women feared that soldiers 

would pass on venereal infection to their wives. When in June, t917, regdation similar to that 

included under the Defence of the Realm Act was passed under the Defence of Canada Order, 

women's organizations did not overtly oppose i t ' s  WCTU women certainly feit threatened by the 

prospect that returning soldiers codd flood Canadian soiI with venereal iafection.f5SThe Ontario 

WCI'U's resolution no. 3, passed at its annual convention in 1917, makes this concern obvious. 

In the resolution the provincial organization managed simultaneously to blast Britain for its paternal 

irresponsibility where alcohol and prostitution were concerned and to agree to the passage of any 

legislation which would safeguard ~anadildtroops from venereal disease. According to the 

preambIe to the resolution, Britain could look for a righteous peace only when the drink traffic was 

eliminated and the streets were swept clean of prostitutes. The provincial union argued that the 

conditions in the English camps, which debauched Canadian boys in body and soul, were 

compounded by the fact that conscription continued to dump young men into unsatisfactory 

surroundings. In a depressing turn around from the Ontario WCl'U's 1897 vociferous refutation 

of Lady Somerset's pro-regulatioaist stand, the Ontario WCmr resolved that because the 

u~lsatisfactory coditions were of such grave anxiety to Canadians at home, 

our government no longer merely contents itself with protesting but takes action as 
will remedy the evils complained of and bring about such conditions that our boys 
may return fit to resepond [sic] to the calk of Christian cibmhip.m 

By 1917. the Ontario WCrm was also aware that venereal disease was considered not only 

a military but a civiIian problem. After Dr. C. K. CIarke, along with a delegation of doctors, 

daimed exaggoetatedy that v e n d  disease in the civilian population was so prevalent it resulted in 

widespread feeblemindedness, the Ontario WCMJ's response was to d l  for an increase in 



domestic legislative and educational efforts. Indeed, by the end of 1917, the provincial union's 

members were treated to an annual address which held that because prostitution and venered 

disease were creating greater havoc than aIcohol the WClZl had to push even harder for legal 

reforms and mothers' meetings.19 To take care of increasing fears about the transmission of 

venereal disease to women and children at home, the Ontario WCTU passed another resolution 

which memorialized the federal government to make a medical exam and a blood test a legal 

requirement for marriage licence-1% A year later the provincial union resolved that the federal 

government make adultery and trial marriage ille,giI, enforce the single standard of morality and 

raise the age of consent for girls from 14 to 21 years.'- 

Reports of the widespread prevaIence of veaereal disease in the civilian population led the 

Ontario WCW to redouble its educational efforts. This redoubling was occasioned by the 

orDoanization's concerns with the sexual behaviour of Canadian soldiers overseas as we11 as that of 

their sons and daughters at home. AdeIaide Garrett, the Superintendent of the Ontario WCIVs 

Moral Education Deptment noted that, "During this awful time of world struggle, when so many 

of our young people are being separated from home influences, it is most important that we relax 

no effort to safeguard those so near and so dear, and not only those who go but as ever-our boys 

and girls who stay at home." Her programme of mothers' meetings included hymns, prayers, the 

presentation of papers on children's sex instruction and readings authored by Wood-Allen and her 

daughter. Rose Wood-AUen Chapmm.160 The mother was advised that sex instruction, especially 

for @s, was a papatriotic service they coutd render to Canada.16' GirIs' sex instruction was of 

particular concern because young teenage &is were said to be sexually misbehaving with soldiers. 



In her analysis of the British Royal Commission on Venereal Disease Final Report ( 1916). 

Mrs. Henry Fawcett raised tbe possibility that Canadian soldiers overseas were consorting with 

hardened harpies as wefl as with young, inexperienced girls caught up in the excitement of war.la 

It would not be until the Second World War that the prostitute was replaced in the minds of 

military authorities. by the amateur as the primary locus of venereal infection.163 Still. the amateur 

situation in World War I was thought to be serious enough to warrant concerted action. In fact, the 

British Defeace of the Redm Act and, by extension, the Defence of Canada Order which penalized 

anyone with venered disease for soliciting or hawing intercourse with troops, was aimed at both 

the pmfessionaI prostitute and the amateur.la During the First Wodd War amateurs were both 

blamed and excused for their behaviour. They were considered active wrongdoers who were 

m o d y  neglected. most often by their mothen.165Tirlingss' readers discovered that teenage gids 

were considered hero wonhippen and fervent patriots who, ignorant of the dangerous aftermath 

of good Gmes with soldiers, lost their heads over a khaki uniform.'66 One solution to the problem 

of *gadding gids" aged 14 to 16 was for mothers to clamp down on their daughters, forcing them 

into plain dothing and giving them housework to do.16'7 A similar solution with an eugenical twist 

characteristic of the WCrU was proposed by the Dominion's President Sara Rowel1 told mothers 

to make their daughters aware that gids who stayed home and knitted socks for soldiers instead of 

cavorting with men would counter the poisonous hereditah conhibution discharged cowards and 

cripples wodd make to the next generation. The daughter who busied herself with needles and 

wool lived respoasibly and dutifully, thereby ensuring that her offspring would have "high 

insteps, high foreheads and Iofty idesllsalS Not aI l  WCW members accepted that the mother was 

fully cuIpable for her daughter's behaviour, One Ti&gss' reader wrote that mothers could not be 



held entirely accountable because men, some of whom were fathers themselves, enjoyed the 

attention girls paid them. The letter writer suggested that men "cease taking liberties which break 

down a girl's reserve," lead decent lives and become protectors rather than temptors of women, [* 

During the last two years of the war tbe Ontario WCT'U made a valiant attempt to refuse to 

be subsumed by the emerging social hygiene discourse which blamed the inadequate mother for 

children's ignorance about sexual matters Rather, the organization took credit for raising the alarm 

over venereal disease, for advocating the moral solution to social impurity and for pioneering 

home- and school-based sex instruction to children. When Dr. C. K. Clarke began lobbying for 

the passage of a federal biU that wodd require the compuIsory registration of v e n e d  disease 

cases, Tirlings' gave the bill its support and assured its readers that physicians and legisiators were 

now attaining the ideais of which the provincial Purity Departments had Iong approved: 

"Nonwithstanding approbrium, the WCI'U almost from the hour of its inception stood for wise 

discussion of and education against these p t  evils whose fatal effects are reaching even to the 

fourth generatio~"1~ The Ontario WCI'U was proud to procIaim that the Great War had validated 

the importance of its social purity crusade. It compared itself to a "lonely John the Baptist" who 

was no Imger crying in the wilderness. The or@ization was now joined by military, pedagogical, 

religious and medicd authorities in the "much belakd hue and cry against the social eviI."[?l 

Mrs. Bolton, Bruce County's Superintendent of Mod Education and Mothers' Meetins 

was delighted with the fact that the he-light thrown by the war upon the social evil had raised the 

profile of her Department. She insisted that the WCKJ had been in the vanguard of the much 

needed educational and purification work long before it was thought advisable to speak against 

prostitution, venereal disease and the double standard in "',pod society.'" She claimed that WCrrJ 



mothers had long realized that where veneteal disease was concerned. prevention was better chan 

cure. This principle was now being adopted by the Canadian government in its move to enact 

legislative reforms against the spread of venereaI disease. For Bolton, the civilian venereal disease 

problem required that mothers become even more vigilant in training their chiIdren in the need for 

modesty, respect for God's laws and "sober and self-controlled citizenship," She encouraged 

mothers to maintain the confidence of their sons so that tbey codd continue to guide them during 

that turbulent period of adolescence rather than rely solely u p  a wise father or a pure book She 

assured mothers that they had to prepare for "a cleaner and safer homeland to welcome our soldier 

back to,"lZ 

Mothers' meetings were not the only proof of the W C W s  path-breaking history. Another 

example was the Ontario WCfU's hiring of Arthur Beall. Beall continued to mainrain throughout 

the Great War that the key to eliinating prostitution and venereal disease was to teach boys and 

girls that their bodies were the tiving temples of Jeslrs Christ The Ontario WCTU continued to 

support Beak claiming that the "harvest of this work grows with the passing years."ln 

InterestingIy, when Mrs, Wright, Superintendent of the Dominion WCTU's Department of Moral 

Education and Mothers' Meetings, sent out a questionnaire in I920 to provincial superintendents 

she received a numerically poor but t e h g  response to a split within the WCTU concerning home- 

and school-based sex instruction. The four repties she received in answer to the question, *Do you 

advocate teaching Sex Hygiene in schools as part of the curricdum," was "No." The suggestion 

was made that a woman doctor speak to girls and a man to the boys. British Columbia's reply 

confiied that sex instruction was the parents' duty and privilege and shodd not be made a topic 

of general discussior~~f~ 



Part of the reason for the dismissal of school-based sex instruction by the four provinces 

may have stemmed from some C d a n  women's growing confusion over the terms sex hygiene 

and social hygiene. The profusion of terms denoting children's sex instruction was perplexing. For 

example, one author who opposed school-based sex instruction complained exa~~eratdy that "sex 

hygiene or whatever it is called" was no p o d  for the overburdened cumcuIura~7~ Some women 

may have been disconcerted by the assodation of these terms with only the medical aspects of 

venereal disease control. Despite the attempts Morrow and the ASHA had made to show that the 

social hygiene movement acknowledged the need for medical urul mod solutions to the venereal 

disease problem, both KX hygiene and social hygiene were commonly thought to exclude the 

moral aspects of venereal disease control. Firmly seated on the social hygiendeugenics bandwagon 

by the end of the War, Beall was quick to assure an audience of concerned Ontario mothers that 

instruction in sex hygene or sodd hygiene was not merely a discussion on the medical aspects of 

sexuality but on the moral as well. Whea he spoke to some WCmr women in Richmond Hill in 

1927, the local union's secretary recorded= "In introducing the subject of social hygiene, Mr. Baele 

[sic1 said that the name often antagonized people who thought that it was merely a means of 

combatting social diseases, but means the best methods of giving to the community moral and 

mental healtll."'76 

No one had the cheek to point out that Beall had been lecturing to Ontario public school 

boys for 14 years before the war broke out and yet the CEF had the highest rate of venereal 

idkction amongst troops in western Europe.l~The cagey B d  was quick to deflect any possible 

criticism of the efficacy of his lectures in vanquishing the spectre of the ignorant child. Between 

1917 and 1919, &all's schedule of lectures was hampered by his bout with diphtheria and by the 

influenza epidemic which tempody felled nmny students. Neverthefess, he amaged to address a 



total of 3.375 girls and 3,689 boys. Two thousand, six hundred and sixty of these boys received 

the lectute on masturbation, Beall reported to his employer, the Honourable Dr. Cody, Minister of 

Education for Ontario, tbat if any of these boys-so reverently and scientif?cdIy instructed that any 

woman could attend his address-fefl into impurity. "then the responsibility for whatever penalty 

shall be exacted, must n e d y  rest on t h m s e l v e s w ~ ~  

Bed1 told the Minister that the most satisfying and patriotic pupse  of all education was to 

educate children for parenthood. Still reflecting the WClVs  emphasis on the importance of 

facherfid, Beall rhapsodized that hundreds of adolescent boys he instructed were now gripped by 

a mighty resolve to devote themselves to the most ideal work in which a man could ever engage: 

producing the highest type of children. Although ideal, this work was admittedly difficuk 

According to Beall, Ontario's environment was a morally destructive influence on adolescent boys. 

Cigarettes, dime store novels "of the Jesse James type." sexudty suggestive motion pictures. 

salacious songs and pornography abounded. This immoral miasma was rendered even more 

poisonous by the existence of the v e n d  peril. infanticide, abortion and artificial contraception. 

The bIame for these conditions lay with the Home, the Church and the State. Yet teachers 

struggling valiantIy against these diabolical conditions were cruelly and illogically held responsible. 

Never short of suggestions, Beall proposed to Cody that the problems of parenthood 

combined with the deprivation of thousands of public school children of their "inalienable 

b i g h t "  to sex instruction and with the widespad coaspiracy of silence about venereal disease 

were of such great magnitude that the Ontario government consider establishing a Department of 

Eugenics under Cody's controI- Oaly in this way could Ontario "blossom as the f0scfOSC" Bedl was, 

no doubt, impressed by the fact that the Canadian Parliament had on April 1 1, 1919. passed an 

Act establishing the Dominion Department of HeaIth, comprised of LO divisions, one of which 

17% A 0  RG 2 P-3 671 f Box 7 Fik 8 "Arthur Bed." leacr IO t6e Harortnble Dr. Cody f w  Arthm B d l ,  June 
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desk specif~cally with venereal diseaseSeaSel~ Yet Beall's call for the establishment of a Department of 

Eugenics. something which he repeated unsuccessfully in his 1921 report to the new Minister of 

Education. the Honourable R H. Grantlw afso reflected the fact that the fearsome spectre of the 

ignorant child bad run out of stearn. Gnawing at the heels of the fearsome spectre of the ignorant 

child was another ghastly conceptualization- The terrifying spectre of the feeble-minded child 

would be considered responsible for the spread of venereal disease during the inter-war years. 

179 Cassd, llbc Secret Pkrguc. p. t69. 
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cHAF'mR THREE 

"Only Thus Can We Reach the Source of Supplyw 

After four years of hostilities, 35 out of 6.5 million men fighting for thirty countries in the 

First World War had been killed or wounded in action. 51,000 Canadian soldiers died in Europe: 

another 175,000 wounded returned to Canada Popular sentiment held that the War had had a 

dysgenic impact on society. Those fit enough to fight had been killed in battle. The unfit stayed at 

home to reproduce their kind. For Dr. Helen MacMurchy, Ontario Inspector of the Feeble-Minded, 

the November 11, 1918 Armistice which brought a halt to the international slaughter had an 

additiond, eugenical significance. She insisted Chadians realize that atthough the First W d d  War 

had come to an end, the bade *nst mentally defective individuals was not yet won. MacMurchy 

noted that November 11 was S t  Martin's day, "and S t  Martin was the patron saint of defective 

children-"- 

Believed to be burdened with minds which were damaged as the tesuh of their genetic 

inheritance. mental defstives were thought to be responsible for the serious probkms oC ill nrss. 

poverty and national deterioration. This point of view was enunciated in 1408 in the influentiaI 

report of the British Royal Commission on the Care and Control of the Feeble-Minded. The report 

sorted individuals considered mentaily defective, in ascending order of intellectud development, 

into three categories: idiots, imbeciles and feeble-minded. The feeble-minded were singled out for 

special attention. Devoid of the physical stigmata which marked idiots and imbeciles as abnomi, 

the feeble-minded were regarded as particulady dangerous because they were not immediately 



recogaizable. Despite their n o d  appearance, they were held to be meutdly incapable of 

managing their affairs without supervision, to be sexually promiscuous and to be capable of 

reproducing at doubIe the rate of normal individuals. The report further identified three types or 

feeble-minded individuals: adult men, women and children. Primarily because of the connection 

the Commissioners made between hereditary feeble-mindedness, sexual immorality and fecundity, 

a great deal of energy was expended in Canada prior to the Erst Wodd War on etiminating the 

threat the feeble-minded woman posed to society? Yet by the end of the War the focus on the 

feeble-minded woman shifted to the feebleminded child. Thus was the preeminent position 

occupied by the fearsome spectre of the ignorant child in relation to the spread of venereal disease 

usurped by the horrifying spectre of h e  feeble-minded child 

The horrifying spectre of the feeble-minded child was nurtured by sociaI purists, social 

hygienists, mental hygienists and feminists who adhered to eugenical beliefs. The feeble-minded 

child was though to be far more noxious to society than the ignorant child because the former's 

susceptibility to educational reform was Iimited, While it was agreed that if identified and trained 

early on the feble-minded child could team to acquire rudimentary manual and mental sfiills. its 

inherent immoraIity in combination with its innate abnormality cast doubt on the possibiIity that sex 

instruction could effectively alter its hhaviour. The firm alliance Ontario social purists and 

hygienists made with the eugenicist and mental hygiene movement& Ied to two solutions to 

vanquishing the horrifying spectre of the feeble-minded child. Negative eugenics, or the 

preventioa of the propaCIdoon of inferior stock, culminated in caIls for the sterilization of mentally 

defective women and men in their reproductive years. Positive eugenics, or the encouragement of 
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the propagation of the superior stock resulted in the attempt to educate parents for parenthood and 

children about and family life. 

According to Michel Foucault's hypothesis, the formulae of exclusion and salvation 

brought into play by the menace posed by the leper during the Middle Ages were used yet again in 

the seventeenth century to incarcerate and treat the insane. By the end of the nineteenth century. 

asylums headed by physicians had become microcosms of middle-class society, reproducing the 

family-child relationship based on the theme of paternal authority in the doctor-patient dyads Like 

children, animals and aboriginal peoples, the insane were thought to be devoid of reason and were, 

therefore, associated with the indiscriminate exercise of the animal The tum-of-the- 

century emphasis on the hereditability of feeble-mindedness was grounded in the apparent link 

betwen feeble-rnindedness and sexual voracity, giving rise to the circularity of so-called scientific 

investigations into mental deficiency. Sexual immorality was perceived as evidence of feeble- 

mindedness and feeble-mindedness itself was said to result in sexual immorality. Yet while there 

may have been some debate over tbe strength of the sexuaI appetites of feeble-minded men, the 

sexual rapaciousness of feeble-minded women was never in doubt. It was the feeble-minded 

woman's sexuality which turn-of the century reformers of a11 stripes fmt set out to manage.6 

At the same time the Ontario Women's Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) was 

engrossed in developing a programme of home- and school-based sex instruction, another 

women's social purity organization, the National CounciI of Women of Canada (NCWO, busied 

itself with attacking the feeble-minded menace. By 190t the NCWC had established a standing 

committee oa feeble-minded women, had caIculated that there were 1235 feeble-minded women in 



Caaada-900 of whom lived in Ontario-and, at the behest of Ontario Premier George Ross, had 

sent two of its members to tour institutions for the care of the feeble-minded in the United States, 

The NCWC swung its support behind the illustrious Dr. Helen MacMurchy when she was 

appointed Inspector of the Feeble-Minded in 1906. AIso concerned with public heaIth issues such 

as matemal health. infant morality and school medical inspection, MacMurchy became so identified 

with her battIe against mental deficiency that she was called "the feeble-minded MacMurchy."7 

Between 1Xl6 and 19 19, at which point she left her post to head the Division of ChiId Welfare in 

the Federal Ministry of Health, MacMurchy churned out annuat reports which held the feeble- 

minded respoasible for $50 million a year in moral and social damage to Ontario.8 

Women social purity refonnen' attempts to find a solution to the feeble-minded menace 

were considered an admirable service to society. MacMurchy was proud to note that the pioneers 

of the movement to control the feeble-minded were women because as guardians and 

educationalists they were the first to come into contact with the probIem.9 Historians have 

interpreted women's interventionist approach to the feebte-minded as the result of women's entry 

into the maledominated professions, their patriotic zed, their humanitarian concern for the 

mentally retarded and their maternal feminist concern with race regeneration, child weffare and 

education. These interpretations help explain the post-war shift in attention from the feeble-minded 

woman to the feeble-minded child Mentally defective individuals wodd inevitably p w  to be 

adults but, regardless of their age, they temained mentally akin to children. Because of their inaate 

nurturing quatities women were thought to be perfectly suited to tackling the entire scope oCcfdd 

health and welfare. As the feeble-minded individual remained a perpetual child, women were 

thought to be perfectly suited to dealing with the feeble-minded10 



The feeble-minded child, as conceptudized by MacMurchy, was a savage stuck on the 

lower rungs of the recapitulationist ladder. The feeble-minded child represented, therefore. a moral 

and mental "reversion to a .  ancesval type of humanity when oa its way up to civilization..ln the 

subnormal individual, the lower animal faculties rule, because the higher powers are scarcely 

present."l! Just as the spectre of the ignoraat child was an apparition bifurcated into the 

masturbating boy aud the innocent girl, so too was the spectre of the feeble-minded child split into 

two gender-specific shades The boy mental defective was destined to become a juvenile delinquent 

incarcerated for theft, arson and occasioaally rape, or the adult ne'erdo-well, pauper or vagrant. 

The feeble-minded gid was destined to become a sexually promiscuous Wet, a prostitute and a 

prolific breeder of illestimate children. In making a hereditanan connection between feeble- 

mindedness, sexual immoraIity and fecundity, the British Royal Commission diverged from 

Robert Dugdale's assertion that mental deficiency resulted from a combination of heredity d 

environmentl= Nevertheless, Dugdale's infamous 1877 study of the descendents of the sexualty 

promiscuous Jukes sisters did identify one of them as "Margaret. the mother of criminals." 

According to Dugdale, Margaret was a harlot before marriage who had an illegitimate son. The son 

begat, in turn, descendants who were paupers, criminals and prostitutes. Dugdale cdculatcd that 

the 1,200 mernben of the Jukes family bad cost the United States more than one million dollars 

over 75 years in almshouse relief, property damage, lives lost, trial expenses and years of 

imprisonment. 13 



MacMurchy co~dered the febte-minded woman dangerous to Canada for the same three 

reasons cited by the British Royal Commission. First, as the feeble-minded woman did not 

possess any physical characteristic which set her apart from the rest of society, she sometimes 

appeared charming and attractive to others who remained unaware of her true nature. Second the 

feeble-minded woman's mental incapacity, her lack of seffcoatrol and her inability to eam a living 

led her to become readily involved in casual or paid promiscuous sexual relations with men. Third. 

the feeble-minded woman was thought to breed faster than the so-called normal woman. The 

feeble-minded woman would coatinue to taint Canadian generations to come by rapidly 

reproducing offspring for whom she couId not care and who were, more often than not, 

illegitimaie as well as mentally defective. As a result, she was found most often in maternity 

homes, refuges, asyIums, jails aad poor houses. 

Regardless of the individual age and circumstances of women branded feeble-minded, 

MacMurchy repeatedly portrayed every one she came across as a child devoid of sexual self- 

contrd. A mother of four illegitimate children would "dways remain a child as far as any financia1 

and moral control of herself and her affairs is concerned"l-' A 37-year-old female molested and 

impregnated by her SSyear-oId uncle was "a &Iw who did not know how to resist his advances.15 

An institutiooalized 22 yeardd who was apparently excited by the sight of any man, whether black 

or white, rich or poor, was, simultaneously, sexuaIly aggressive and "incapable of protecting 

herself." I6 In keeping with the close relationship social purity women established between 

sexuality and citizenship, MacMtuchy claimed that the feeble-minded could never be citizens. 

Thus, from MacMurchy's point of view, the feeble-minded woman was disenfranchised from 

Canadian citizenship five times over-mice plitically and thrice morally. She was politically 

disenfranchised because she was a woman and a mental defective. She was morally 



disenfranchised because she was sexually incontinent, a dependent oa the state and as incapable of 

seif-control as an untutored chitd, 

Along with the NCWC MacMmhy lobbied the provincial government to provide custodial 

care for feeble-minded women. This option was considered to be all tbe more appropriate given the 

pre-war panic over white slavery. Initially influenced by the British eugenicist movement. 

MacMurchy soon came under the may of American physicians like Dr. Fern14 Superintendent of 

the Massachusetts School for the Feeble-Minded, who touted the benefits of constant supervision. 

Fernald claimed that untidy, disobedient, willful. incorrigible and unchaste young women 

committed to his schooi soon became quiet and well-behaved. Once nleased, disaster ensued. The 

young women fell prey to unscrupulous men, or returned to their sexually immoral ways. The end 

result was an illegitimate pregnancy.1 Such a scenario was coafirmed by Lucy Booking. 

Stprintendent of the Haven and Prison Gate Mission in Toronto. in her account of the white slave 

tdl ' lc in the city. Booking told the story of a feeble-minded woman who came to the Havem with 

two infant children she later gave up to the Children's Aid Society- The woman left the Haven for a 

job as a domestic but soon returned as a maternity  case^ Irouicaily, because feeble-minded women 

were thought to be more capable of learning to clean, polish, wash and sew rather than to read or 

write. domestic work was considered a good employment pmspect.l8 Indeed, a rigid regimen of 

domestic chores was a staple in maternity homes and refuges for womealg Yet domestic work 

placed women., prized as often for their skills as for their submissiveness, in dtuations where they 

were vulnerable to sexual assault by their male employers. This vulnerability was compounded 

because domestics were often poor women and Eastern-European immigrant women whose moral 
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sensibilities were conveniently &ought to be Wlfefied or absent? These prejudices help explain 

Booking's uncomplicated sentiments where feeble-minded women were concerned: "Physically 

they are women. mentally they are children, morally they are degenerates."?-' 

lust two years into her term as Inspector of the Feeble-Minded MacMurchy asked two 

important questions which 4g1afIed that the shift in attention from the feebleminded woman to the 

feeble-minded child was occurring on the practical as well as on the metaphorical level. 

MacMmhy questioned: "Where were these feeble-minded persous thirty years ago? Where are the 

children w ha will filf their places thirty years hence?" Her answer was to the point: "In our 

schools," The shift in attention fmm the feeble-minded woman to the feeble-minded child was 

facilitated by the move toward compulsory schooling and by the growing infIuence of alienist 

psychiatry. Alienist psychiatry, a late-aineteenth-ceotury branch of medicine popular with 

numerous physicians, held that mental disorders were biologically based and were of genetic 

origin. Compulsory schooling gave reformers an unprecedented opportunity to access large 

numbers of children in order to study their mental development for evidence of abnormality? In 

his Three Ehqvts on the Throry of Srrrufiity (1905),3 Sigmund Freud criticized fellow 

psychiatrists For placing too much emphasis on heredity. C. S. McVicar aprly described in I9 13 

the "somewhat frigid receptionw FkFrrudian psychoanalysis had met with but was overly optimistic in 

asserting that psychoaudysts' claims were "eceivinp more encouragement from earnest 
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students."24 Freud's focus on the psychopatholopcal basis for mental disorders which were 

sexual in origin drew very few supporters in the Canadian medicd profession before and after the 

Great War.3 In keeping with alienist psychiatry's pre-war emphasis on remedial solutions to 

mental disorders, MacMurchy recommended that if mentaI defectives were tested and identified in 

school at a young age, segregated in special classes apart from normal school children and then 

given permanent after care, 60 to W% of them would be stopped from propagating unemployment 

crime and illegitimate children even more degenerate in character than their parwts.3 

A year later, with the help of school officials, MacMurchy identified 135 feeble-minded 

children in Ontario schools and repeated her message that special classes would cut off W o  of the 

supply of defectives to the next generation.3 In 1909, MacMurchy and Mary Denby of the 

Lancashire and Cheshire Society for the Permanent Care of the Feeble-Minded hastily examined 

1.m Toronto school children and concIuded that approximately one percent of non-Jewish 

children were feebleminded. Of the 500 Jewish children tested, only 2 were discovered to be 

feeble-minded2 Despite the rmalI numbers of feeble-minded chiIdren "discovered" by Denby and 

MacMurchy, the Toronto Board of Education resolved to ask school Rincipals to identify meatally 

defective children in their schools. 

In 1910 MacMurchy began serving as a medical inspector for Toronto schools, and in that 

capacity completed a report for the B o d  on the prevalence of feeble-minded children in Toronto 

schools She found that 1 17 feeble-minded children were distributed amongst 50 Toronto schools 

and estimated that there were a total of 1000 such children throughout the Province. She claimed 



that even one feeble-minded child per class disrupted normal children because feeble-minded 

children required ten times the care and training of the average child. As a result of her report the 

Toronto Board established two special classes for mentaIIy retarded children, thereby embracing 

the late nineteenth-century trend toward special cIasses apparent in Germany, Switzerland Austria 

and the United States. But this development fell far short of what MacMurchy believed needed to 

be done to wipe out the spectre of the feeble-minded child Because mentally defective children 

would always be children destined to proWte their kind MacMurchy recommended, in addition 

to special classes, that the provincial government operate a registry listing feeble-minded children 

throughout the province and that it institutionalize a system of permanent care and control. For 

MacMurchy, specid classes would serve as a first step not in training the feeble-minded but in 

identifying those children who needed permanent institutional care? "Only thus." wrote 

MacMurchy, "can we reach the source of  supply."^ On March 21,191 1, the Ontario government 

passed an Act Respecting Special Classes which empowered boards of education or school trustees 

to register backward children and which provided funds for the establishment of special classes 

One day after the provincial government put its legislation on special classes into effect. a 

large delegation headed by G. R Geary, the Mayor of Toronto, and composed of Toronto's social 

and political etite, presented itself to the legislature in a show of concern over the problem of the 

feeble-minded A number of meetings held by physicians, politicians, educators, feminists and 

public health officials took place over the folIowing year. The meetings culminated in a one-day 

conference on the problem of the feeble-minded held in Toronto on November 8, 1912. 

MacMurchy gave the opening address to 200 delegates from 20 Ontario municipalities. The 

delegates passed a series of resotutions which called upon the province to provide custodial 

institutions for the feeble-minded which would be paid for by the municipalities, to make feeble- 

minded individuals over age 21 wards of the Crown, to amend the Marriage Act in wder to prevent 



the marriage of mend defectives and to maintain a permanent executive which would lobby in 

favour of introducing such legislation. By the end of the day, the delegates had founded the 

Provincial Association for the Care of the Feeble-Minded (PACFM). Controller J. 0. McCarthy 

was eIected president and Mrs. Tornington of the NCWC was elected vice-president. 

The founding of the PACFM on the eve of the Fint World War set the stage for adding 

another dimension to the problem of the feeble-minded menace: venereal disease. Dugdale's study 

bad made a number of references to venereal infection in the Jukes' descendents but it was not until 

the white slavery panic that the relationship between feeble-mindedness. sexual immorality and 

venereal disease overtook in importance the Iinkage traditionally made between feeble-mindedness, 

sexual immorality and illegitimate pregnancy. 

This new linkage was clearly established in the 1913 Report of the Toronto Social Survey 

Commission on the white slave traffic in Toronto. The Commissioners concluded that there were 

two explanations far the existence of occasional and full-fledged prostitution, one environmental 

and the other hereditarian. The Report's environmental and hereditarian explanations for occasionai 

and full-fledged prostitution played down women's economic inequality and simultaneously wrote 

off some women's active pursuit of sexual pleasure outside the boundaries of marriage and 

motherhood dram up by social p u t i s  and social hygienists. 

According to the Report, some women were dram into occasional prostitution because of 

the city's commercial environment The authors of the Report maintained that public forms of 

amusement-dance halls, ice rinks, theatres aud dimly lit parks-gave young women many 

opportunities to meet yomg men. These women exchanged sex with men for drinks, dinner, gifts 



or money. The Report suggested that supervised recreation could cut down on the prevalence of 

prostitution.31 Other women were drawn into full-fledged prostitution because of inherited kble- 

mindedness. The Commission cited the findings of Dr. Ferdd. Chair of the Massachusetts State 

Commission on the White Slave Traffic, and the same American authority to w horn MacMurchy 

was indebted for much of her information, in order to state that 25 to 50% of prostitutes were 

feeble-minded. Fernald's findings were confinned by the New York State Reformatory for 

Women's Laboratory of Social Hygiene. Over 3% of those women committed for prostitution 

were said to be feeble-minded. Of those feeble-minded women who were not prostitutes, some had 

given birth to illegitimate children but almost all suffered from syphilis and/or gonorrhoea. The 

Commission's solution to the relationship between feeble-mindedness, sexual immorality and 

venereal disease was to echo MacMmhy in calling for the establishment of special classes for the 

f e e b l ~ ~ n d e d  chnd The Commissioners expnssed dianay that special classes established by the 

Toronto Board of Education in 1910 had been cancelled by 191332 Ironically, these classes may 

have been withdrawn because of too much interference F i m  MacMurchy a d o r  becaw parents 

may have been reluctant to permit their children to attend classes which pointed toward the 

inevitability of their king institutionalized33 

Historian Harvey G. Simmons claims that the feeble-minded were compared with victims 

of a mysterious pIag,o. Like plague victims, the fetble-minded were considered indistinguishable 

from the normal population until the disease m d ' e d  itself Like plague victims the fkeble- 

minded needed to be quarantined so as to prevent healthy individuals from conkmination. The 



contagion of feeble-mindedness was portrayed in language strikingly similar to that used to 

describe the contagion of venereal disease-%This observation is borne out by the Moral and Social 

Reform Council of Canada's claim that the feeble-minded "are constantIy propagating their kind. 

and so spreading alike their own low-gade mentdity and the contagion of vice.q5 But unlike the 

ignorant child who was considered responsible for the spread of venereal disease, or the feebIe- 

minded woman who was identified as a reservoir of mod and physical pollution, the feeble- 

minded child sustained an even closer reIationship to venereal contagion. It was rendered identical 

with Treponema pallidmu, the bacterium responsibte for syphilis. 

The feeble-minded chiId was rendered ideutical with tbe bacterium responsible for syphilis 

for two reasons. First, like the syphilitic bacterium, the feeble-minded child was considered 

aggressive, physically uncontrollable and morally corrupting. The Toronto Social Service 

Commissioners had a p e d  that feeble-minded children displayed abnormal criminal and sexual 

propensities from an early age. Given the prejudices held a,piost the feeble-minded woman, it is 

not surprising that feeble-minded girls bore the brunt of this identification with syphiIitic bacteria. 

By 1909 the feeble-minded girl came to be categorized as a mentat and a moral defective. Moral 

defectives, according to Dr. lames Kerr, Chief Medical Officer to the Educatiod Committee of the 

London County CounciI, could be passive or active. Passive moral defectives had a short temper. 

were insensible to discipIime and performed badly in school, Active moral defectives behaved like 

lunatics, were cruel to animals and to other children ad, characteriscidy, dispkyed a precocious 

interest in the opposite sex. Kerr argued that while such behaviour was sometimes observed in 

boys, it was most objectionable in girls. Morally defective school girls sexually tempted school 

boys to the boys' detriment. This sentiment would be echoed by some of the numerous American 

investigations into the white slave traffic in 1914. The American investigators drew the telling 



conclusion that the "prostitutes of to-morrow are in our primary schools today. The future 

customers of these prostitutes are today iunocent boys with infiite possibilities of good as well as 

of evi1."3'j Morally defective girfs did not restrict themselves, however. solely to heterosexual 

activity. Ken hinted that morally defective girls would corrupt other girls for they constituted "a 

most vicious element. a leaven of evil among the girls with whom they are compelIed to min"J7 

Whereas some critics of public schools, like the Ontario WCTU, attributed public school 

immorality to children's ignorance about sexual matters, Kett aad his iIk eagerly traced it to feeble- 

mindedness. Kerr and the Toronto Social Service Commissioners conduded that feebleminded 

children had to be isolated rather than educated in order to protect normal children from becoming 

contaminated with their moral contagion. 

Second, the feeble-minded child was rendered identical with syphilitic bacterium because 

syphditic infection in parents produced mental deficiency in children. A child infected by his or her 

parents was considered the physical embodiment of the bacterium. MacMurchy's own portrayd of 

all categories of mentaI deficiency grew increasin@y reminiscent of the etioIogica1 discourse on 

venereal disease. Like venereal bacteria wbich had the power to reproduce in the dank darkness of 

human genitalia, mental defectives seemed to muItipIy before MacMurchyrs eyes in Toronto's 

crowded tenements: "Going to find out about one mentally defective person, we find out about 

four d e a d  of oue, and all of them living in such physical and moral dirt and degeneracy as to taint 

the community, and degrade the name of ranaAa.- MacMurchy i[lSiSted that v e n d  disease had 

to be controlled in order to cut down on the incidence of idiocy, imbecility and feeble-mindedness 

in children. 



Just as adult women were classified as feeble-minded because they did not conform to 

middle-class social purists' views of female asexuality, children were classified as feeble-minded 

when they could not be squeezed within the boundaries of an economicaIIy and emotionally 

dependent childhood idealized by the same middleclass reformers. Children who sought to b d  

away from the bosom of the parental home in an attempt to establish some fonn of economic 

independence or who challenged the ndioa of parental authority ova their lives were often labelled 

feeble-minded. In young girls, such "disobedience" was sexualized. In 1914, the same year in 

which the provincial governeat passed additional legislation on specid classes, Dr. C. K.. Clarke. 

a professor of psychiatry at the University of Toronto and the Superintendent of the Toronto 

General Hospital, opened the Socid Service Clinic at Toronto General, Between April and 

September he examined 1&0 patients, many of them referred by the Juvenile Court. Clarke had the 

opportunity to examine children in order to determine whether they were mentally andlor morally 

defective. Clarke beem routinely administering the Wasserman blood test for syphilis. One I S  

year-oId girl of English origin r e f d  to the Qinic had nm away fmm home and was discovered 

working for a Jewish family. Her Wassennan test resuits were negative, but she was. 

nevertheless, labelled a mental and moral defective with a mental age of 10 y e a f s s  

m 

The campaign aeghsc the feeble-minded child ,oathered even more steam during the course 

of the Great War. Fuelled by reports of widespread venereal infection in the armed forces, 

MacMnrchy hammered away at the co~ection between feebIe-mindedness, sexual immorality, 

and venereal disease. She insisted that mentai defectiveness was no longer an individual misfomme 

but a destructive sacid and mod  force. MacMmchy rationalized that ranalr;ans had an obli,ption 

to honour their victorious dead in Yp&, ktubert and Givenchy. That obligation could be met by 

eliminating the feeble-minded menace via a concerted programme af specid classes. segre-don 



aml institutionahation. Ody chen could Canada be a better uation in I950 than it was at present4 

Near the end of the war, MacMurchy was confident that social reformers were united in holding 

mental deficiency rwponsiMe for prostitution and venereal disease and as the single most important 

impediment to s o d  reform41 

In 1916, the Toronto General Hospital's Social Service Clinic was renamed t&e Psychiatric 

Clinic. Six hundred and forty-three new patients were examined. Of these, onIy 110 were 

classif~ed as normal. Epilepsy and dementia praecox (schizophrenia) were included under the 

umbrella of mental deficiency. Hoping, pehaps, to establish that hereditary syphilis was a main 

cause of mental deficiency, Clarke continued to use the Wassennan test on his patients. Eighty-one 

patients tested positive. 38 of whom were under age 16.JZThat same year. the Toronto branch of 

the PACFM was also established. MacMurchy served as the honorary president; Clarke as 

president, Mrs. A. M. Huestis and Dr. 0. C. J. Withrow as vice-presidents; T. R. Robinson as 

rreas~rer and Dr. Gordon Bates as secretary. 

As part of the University of Toronto's delegation to the Commission of Conservation in 

Ottawa in January, 1917, Clarke claimed that 75% of the veneteally-infected prostitutes he 

examined were mentaily deficient Clarke and Bates became involved in setting up the Advisory 

Committee on Venereal Diseases for Military District No. 2 in Toronto (ACVD) in Au,oust Bates 

became this ~r~oanization's secretary. In October, CIarke's colleague at the Psychiatric Clinic, Dr. 

Clarence Eiincks, sounded the public alarm about the connection between feeble-mindedness and 

medical and moral contagion. In a letter to one Toronto newspaper Hincks urged that feeble- 

mindedness was at the root of prostitution und public school immorality. Hincks' evidence for the 

relationship between feeble-rnindedness, prostitution and pubtic school immorality came from a 

survey he completed, possibly for the Psychiatric Clinic. Hincks' self-acknowIedged tendency to 



exaggerate the numben of feeble-mindedJ3 may have been evident when he stated that in one 

Toronto school the ring leaders of 100 children found guilty of immoral practices were a feeble- 

minded girl and boy.U A year later he lowered the number of children involved to 50, asserting 

that the feeble-minded ringleaders had encouraged their mates to tell obscene stories, to pass 

objectionable notes and to engage in sexual practices.*CIarke and F. J. Conboy, the Resident of 

the PACFM. both presented papem at the Ontario Educational Association (OW) 1917 meeting. 

Clarke spoke of the sexual threat feeble-minded children posed to their classmates while Conboy 

discussed a plm to pluck feeble-minded children from the puMic schools and segregate boys and 

girls separately in Farm Colonies 10 miles outside Toronto.* Their papers caused so much 

constemtion that the Public School Section of the ~ E A  passed a resolution pertinent to both 

papers, The first resohation stated that, "before people are allowed to marry they should present a 

cercif~cate from a qualified medical practitioner that they are mentally and physically qualified for 

the rights of parenthood," The second resolution expressed approval of Conboy's plan and hoped 

"that provision will be made for the carrying out of such a plan, not only in Toronto. but in other 

places throughout the Rovince."a 

Towards the end of 1917 the provincial government bowed to pressure from a number of 

individuals and p u p s  concerned with the feeble-minded and appointed Chief Justice Hodgins to 

be the Commissioner of the Royal Commission on the Care and Coanol of the Mentally Defdve 

and Feeble-minded in Ontario. MacMurchy hailed the move as a most important step toward 

uationaf feconstructiool* Hodgins' three-part mandate was to report on the problem of the feeble- 



minded in the province, to discover to what extent venereal disease was the cause or the 

consequence of feeble-mindeduess and to report on what measures needed to be adopted in order 

to check venereal disease.49 Hodgins' final report, presented to the legislature on October 18. 

19 19. was preceded by his interim reports on venereal dkase, the second of which recommended 

that sex instruction be incorporated via nature study in elementary schools.~ A large number of 

witnesses appeared before Hodgins, among them Booking, Hincks, MacMurchy and every 

member of the Toronto branch of the PACFM with the exception of Robinson. It appears that 

Hodgins ovedmked a number of coatradictory statements made by various authorities who stated 

that the actual extent of mental deficiency and the natme of the threat it pclsed were not as  great as 

supposed previoudy.5' Thus. he was able at the outset of the report to confirm the existence of a 

strong relationship between and among feeble-mideduess, sexual immorality and venereaI disease 

to deem tbat feebIe-mindedness posed a vident moral and medical danger to the state. Feeble- 

mindedness. wrote Hodgns, 

is increasing and makiplying in such a way as to fill our criminal 
courts, gaols and penitentiaries, and even our charitable institutions. 
with subjects whose defects are controllable if properly dealt with. 
Their [mend defectives'] punishment is in no way a c o d v e ,  but 
rather tends towards an increase in the sum total of vice and 
immorality, whiIe their presence in schools and institutions designed 
for only normal individuals, degrades their companions and 
diminishes the efficiency of the  wok^ 

Hodgins endorsed nearly every proposal MacMurchy and other social reformers had put 

forward over the years and added some of his own. His 20 recommendations included surveying, 

registering and diagnosing dl mental defectives in the province: establishing a special board of 

conmi; providing @a1 accommodation in orphanages a d  asylums for infant idiots and 
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imbeciles: providing for the licensing and inspecting of private residences housing mental 

defectives; prohibiting the marriage of mentdIy defective individuals; imprisoning those mentally 

defectives who knowingly married; imprisoning those who knowingly had intercourse with a 

mentally defective person; testing prospective immigrants for mental fitness: and deporting 

immigrants who displayed 'anti-social" tendencies, Hodgins most important suggestions affirmed 

the importance of custodial care for feeble-minded women of child-bearing age. maintained the 

need for special classes for feeble-minded school children and cemented the hegemony of the 

medical profession in defining and prescribing treatment for mental retardation. Hodgins 

recommwded that more adequate provisions for the segregation of feeble-minded women of child- 

bearing age be made based on the Rome, New York, plan for laundry colonies. Special ctasses 

should be made cornpuIsory by the Ontario Department of Education and mentally defective 

children's attendance should be made obligatory. FinalIy, courses in psychiatry should be made 

avdable to medical students, m e d i d  advice regoarding mental defectiveness should be gven in all 

criminal cases and a Psychopathic Hospital should be erected in Toronto. Hodgins 

recommendations were never implemented, pady because the new government, headed by the 

United Farmer of Ontario party, was unsympathetic to the reformers and partly because the 

formidabIe MacMurchy left her post as [aspector of the Feeble-Minded to assume her the 

Ieadership of the Divi Jon of Child Welfare in the Federal Ministry of Health53 

Hodgins' recommendations may have been igored but social reformers' post-war focus 

on the hereditav nature of mental deficiency did not waver. For one Dr. DesIoges Germans on the 

war path offered firm proof of the dangers of hereditary mentaI deficiency. According to Desloges, 

an entire nation stricken "with a fit of megalomaniaw had made war under the direction of an 

"epiteptic and halludnatedw G k r . 5 )  Social reformers maintained that the penalty ranada had paid 



in the wastage of life on the battle fields of Europe was increased at home by h e  high infant death 

rate and by the entry of feeble-minded immigrants into Canada. VenereaI disease was increasingiy 

associated with both problems. Infants were said to sicken and die as a result of venereal disease. 

Feeble-minded immigrants were said to stream into Canada and flood it with vened contagion-s 

Within this context the Canadian National Committee for Mental Hygiene (CNCMH) was founded 

by Hincks on October IS, 1919. The PACFM had dissolved with MacMurchy's departure but 

MacMurchy, Clarke, Bates, Huestis and an additional number of prominent physicians, educators 

and politicians joined the CNCMH. Hincks had been influenced by CIifford Beers, founder of the 

American Nationat Committee for Mental Hygiene (ANCMH). Like Arthur BealI, Beers and 

Hincks had had nervous breakdowns early in their careers. The CNCMH's focus on mental 

hygiene was presented as the ideal antidote for the wartime stress Canadians had experienced: 

There doubtless has never been a time when the problems of applied 
psychiatry have been so urgent to the nation. There has never been a 
time in which the nervous systems of individuals have been so tried. 
and never have we realized as now in this world smtggte the 
practical importance of the social probIem in hygiene. and the need 
of we l I~an izcd  consideration of all the factors that concern 
society.56 

Mental hygiene, accodng to Dr. C. k Porteous. encompassed the psychiatric study of 

paupers, prostitutes, shell-shocked soldiers, juveuile delinquents, sex perverts, new immigrauts 

and the socialIy maIadjusted; the dationship between puberty, pregnancy and menopause to 

mental disorders; and the pedagogical problems of feeble-minded children. In its founding 

statement the C N W  resolved to work for the conservation of mend health, the improvement in 

the care and treatment of those suffering from nervous disease or mental deficiency and for the 

prevention of such disorders. The organhation also resoIved to conduct surveys of mental 
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defectives, to enlist the aid of the Dominion and Provincial governments and to cooperate with 

other agencies which deal with mental hygiene.9 The CNCMH became a launching pad for 

psychiatry and psychology in Canada, conducted surveys on the extent of mental deficiency, 

managed to obtain RockefeUer funding for a psychiatric hospital in Toronto and channeIIed money 

toward the creation of child study pr~~gmmn~es at the University of Toronto and McGilI University. 

In the United States, the mend hygiene movement led to the development of the field of chiId 

psychiatry whose haIImark was child pathology. In Canada mental hygiene adherents' focused 

their attention on studying the development of the d l e d  normal child. Longitudinal studies of 

n o d  child development conducted by Drs. E A. Bott, one of the founders of the CNCMH. and 

Wfiam Blatz at the University of Toronto became world-farnous.s 

The rise of the CNCMH signalled that social reformers' concerns with mental deficiency 

shifted from the pre-war concern with remedid efforts to the inter-war concern with preventive 

measures. During the inter-war years these measures would be ,&ded primarily by "experts" in 

medicine and social welfare. The CNCMH was not the only society which dealt with eugenic 

concerns during the inter-war years. Formed in late 1930 in Toronto, the Eugenics Society of 

Canada (EX) was composed of approximately 100 individuals. Its membership was dominated 

by professionals involved in medicine and social welf.are. The ESCs executive was composed of 

Dr. William Hutton, the medical health &cer for Brantford, Alvin Ratz Kaufman. an industrialist 

and birthcontrot advocate from Kitchwer, and D. B- Hahess, a judge and welfare eXpe!h The 

ESC represented the frrst p u p  of individuals "who unambiguously declared that biological taint 

was the singe most important cause ofthe nation's social problemsw- 



Social reformers prior to the war had hoped to prevent the birth of feebleminded children 

by making the marriage of mental defectives ilIe,p.i. Hodgins went so far as  to call for penalizing 

those mental defectives who knowingIy married and for incarcerating individuals who knowingly 

had intercom with a mental defective- During the inter-war years the battie against all categories 

of mentally defective children escalated to the point that compulsory sterilitacion became Canadian 

Social reformers' main weapon of choice. For those who adhered to eugeaicist beliefs compulsory 

sterilization was a much Iess controvetsial issue than artificial birth control. Under Section of 20% 

of the Canadian Criminal Code. anyone who sold, circulated. advertised or published an 

advertisement for an artide intended to restore sexual virility, to cure v e n e d  disease, to cause an 

abortion or miscarriage or to prevent conception was Iiable to two years' imprisonment uniess he 

or she could prove that "the public good" was served by the alleged acts, Despite legal strictures 

a,@st birth control, access to contraception information and contraceptive devices for married 

couples was actively promoted by some feminists and physicians who blamed the poverty of the 

working dasses on the birth of too many cbiIdren, women's tack of sexud pleasure in marriage on 

the dread of unwanted pregnancy, and women's ill-health on the strain of births too closely-spaced 

for full recovery. * 

On the one hand, many individuals who adhered to eugenicist beliefs were particularly 

hostile to women in the upper and middle classes who used artifkid birth control. Eugenicists 

f d  that upper and middle class women's use of contraception would accentuate the supposed 

differentid between the birth rates of the higher and Iower strata of society. This eugenicist 
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argument was weighted ag,oaind the maternal feminist assertion that women had a right to space the 

birth of their chiIdren. happiIy sacrificing quantity for the superior quality of offspring. Concern 

over the birth rate differential lay behind MacMurchy's opposition to birth control which she 

cleverly set within a moral framework. MacMurchy argued that young people should be told the 

"truth" about birth control. The truth was that birth control was unnaturaI, unreliable, possibly 

physically harmful, "contrary to the higher instincts," and hence. inherently immoral,6[ 

Religious and legal antagonism to contraception aside, artificial fonns of birth control were 

often associated with sexual promiscuity. Condoms, a relatively effective shield against venereal 

disease andconception, were considered especially suspect In fact, Canadian army doctors did not 

distribute condoms to troops during the Fint World War because they feared this move would 

encourage even greater sexual immora1ity-a Some Canadian women rejected condoms precisely 

because they linked them to prostitution.a Although MacMurchy allowed that in the event of an 

emergency, such as the dire iII-health of the mother, a physician auld prescribe birth control, the 

only real solution was to practise sexual abstinence within marriage when children were not 

desired. Ironically, early in her career, MacMmhy feil in love with Marie Stapes when the latter 

first visited Canada in 1908 and even attended S t o p '  marriage to Reginald Gates in Mont&l. 

MacMurchy and S t o p  continued to exchange love lettea but the affair had cooled by the time 

Stopes had become the prime mover and shaker behind the British birth contrd movement.a 

Oa the other haad, some individuals who adhered to eugenicist beliefs acknowledged that 

access to cheap and effective birth control c d d  help contain a troubIesome working class thought 



to be perpetually on the edge of political ferment65 Kaufman of the ESC considered birth control 

and steriIization complementary practices intended to control the fertility of the poor. Owner of the 

Kaufman Rubber company in Kitchener, Kaufman encouraged those employees diagnosed as 

mentally deficient or those employees suffering from physical complaints like syphilis, epilepsy, 

tuberculosis, congenital blindness and congenital deafness to submit voluntarily to sterilization. By 

his own admission, Kaufman had arranged for 435 sterilizations by 1-7. Impressed by the birth 

control clinics established by Margaret Sanger in the United States, Kaufman established the 

Parents' Information Bureau (PLB) in Toronto in I933 with Alfred Tyrer. Tyrer was a virulently 

anti-Catholic Anglican minister who would later author the first Canadian marriage manual, Set, 

~ M m a g e  and Birrh-Control( 1936), a pamphlet intended to help parents to teach their children 

about sex, "Your Child Needs Your Help" (1939), and a sex instruction bookIet for children, 

W h m  Did We Come From. Mother Dew? ( 1939).66 

Kaufman and Tyrer were convinced that poor married couples' use of condoms, jellies, 

foams and pessaries would prevent the birth of children who would inevitably end up on relief. 

The Bureau distributed contraceptive devices and information by mail; visiting nurses provided 

additional assistance. By 1942, the PIB had dealt with 120,000 clients. The Bureau's pamphlets 

countered that birth control was not only safe and effective but moral as well. Birth control was 

moral because it gave parents the opportrmity to help happy, healthy children turn into usefuI 

citi~eus.6~ In 1936 one of Kaufman's nurses, Dorotha Palmer, was arrested for distributing birth 

control in the primariIy Roman-Carholic town of Eastview, Ontario, where many of the inhabitants 



were on relief. Palmer was defended by F. W. Pendegast, a member of the ESC. Although 

numerous witnesses for the defence testif~ed how important contraception was to women's health 

and family happiness. W. L Hutton, the president of the ESC, testifted that birth coatrot prevented 

the socially undesirable stratum of society from reproducing uncontrdIably. In acquitting Palmer 

on the basis of the law's "for the public good" clause, Judge Lester CIayton commented on that 

stratum's Iimited mental capabilities. According to CIaytoa. arcif~cial contraception was preferable 

to the rhythm method because the latter form of birth control was too complicated a matter for the 

"poorer classes where intelligence is often below the general level.- 

Sterilization was synonymous with negative eugenics. defined according to one author who 

contributed to Eugenics Review, the official organ of the British Eugenics Education Society 

(EES), as the checking of "the deterioration of the human stock owing to the rapid proliferation of 

what may be calIed htuMn weeds." Sterilization promised to arrest the prolifmtion of the mentally 

defective. It was imperative to cope with the mentally defective for if nothing were done to stop 

their proliferation, "the weeds will impose intolerable burdens upon the more valuable flowers of 

humanity, and will crowd them outw* The actions taken by the German Nazi government in 

favour of Rassenhygiene (racial hygiene) overshadows the fact that by the time the Reichstag 

passed the Law for the Prevention of Genetically Diseased Offspring on July 11, 1933. 28 

American states and two Canadian provinces, AIberta and British Columbia had enacted 

sterilizarion legislation. The state of Indiana passed the ftrst s t ed idon  law in 1907, le-ng the 

steriIiza&ion of the meatally iIl and cri~ninaIly insane. In 1927, a US. Supreme Court judgement on 

sterilization upheld its constitutionality. By 1939 over 30,000 people in 29 states had been 

sterilized More than half the operations had taken place in Californiam 



Feminists in Canada we= particolarly active in pmmotiag sterilization, the NCWC coming 

out in favour of the procedure in 1925. MacMurchy appeared to be moving toward sterilization as 

early as 1913.71 She maintained that the eugenics movement had one platform which met with 

universal approval-the proper care and control of the feeble-minded designed to prevent 

parenthood? MacMurchy would come out unequivocalIy in favour of compulsory sterilization 

during the inter-war years, using the arguments she had long made to approve institutionalization 

and special classes. Mental defectives placed a huge financial burden on the state. were resp0nsiMe 

for the spread of mod  contagion and increased much faster than did the progeny of "good and 

capable citizens." She portrayed vasectomy and saipingectomy as  humane operations, but admitted 

that the procedure used to sterilize women was much more invasive than that used for men? 

Racist concerns over the influx of large numbers of immigrants conveniently suspected of 

being mentally defective, fears that Canadians of British origin would be swamped by the 

burgeoning French Canadian Catholic population in Quebec and anxiety over a severe economic 

depression all contributed to the fact that support for sterilization was strongest in Western Canada. 

Western feminists Nellie McCIung and Emily Murphy, ~o of the five women who launched the 

celebrated campaign to have women d e d a d  "personsw under Canadian law. publicly dedared 

sterilizatioa a marveI. Alberta moved steadily toward kgaliting sterilization after a CNCMH survey 

on meatal defectives in the province conducted between 1919 and I92r recorded a high level of 

feeble-mindedness amongst the immigpnt Slavs. Backed by this eogenicd study, the United 

Farmers of Alberta (WA) and the United Farm Women of Alberta (UFWA) lobbied for a 

sterilization law, the farm women's president noting "democracy was not meant for  degenerate^,^ 

With the support of the local NCWC, the WCTU and the Imperial Order of the Daughters of the 



Empire (LODE), the UFA government passed the Alberta SexuaI Sterilization Act on March 7. 

1928. The Act stipulated that mental defectives, with the consent of their ,-dim, could be 

sterilized upon the recommendation of an Eugeaics Board. Four hundred steriIizations were 

completed by I937 when the Social Credit government removed the c o w a t  clause..'-r 

In British Columbia. Josephine Dauphinde. the supervisor of specid cIasses for mentally 

defective children in Vancouver, rallied community support for the sterilization of the feeble- 

minded, many of whom she believed were degenerate immigrants- Mary EIfen Smith, the first 

woman cabinet member in the British Empire, was a Libera1 MLA from South Vancouver. Fearing 

that the English-speaking peoples of the world wouid lose their supremacy, Smith pushed for 

legislation permitting sterilization and restricting immigration in 1925 That same year the 

Iegislature appointed a Royal Commission on Mental Hygiene which submitted its final report in 

1928. Not every physician who testified before the Commission was entirely convinced of the 

hereditary nature of mental deficiency. Nevertheless, Hincks aad Dr. Paul Popoe of the Human 

Betterment Foundation in California. continued to emphasize heredity's role in the transmission of 

mental defects in their testimony. Popenoe was a prolific author with many ties to the American 

Social Hygiene Association (ASHA) and the ANCMH. He published articles on sterilization and 

sex education in the ASHA's official or,oan, the J o d  of Socid Hjgiene, wrote marriage 

manuals such as M h  MmriOge: A HMdbOOR (1925) and penned a aiqynist ,  racist, anti-birth 

control pro-family rant Tk Conservation of he Fcunil' (1926)?5 

Atthough the Commission also favoured other fonns of preventive treatment like child 

guidance and special classes, sterilization won the day m the Commission's find report. Aided by 

the local NCWC which lobbied intensively for e o n ,  pubtic support for sterilization grew. 
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On April 7, 1933, the British Columbia government passed the Sexual Sterilization Act. The 

legislation catled for the sterilization of mental defectives based upon the individual's or the 

guardian's consent under the recommendation of a Board of Eugenics, A superintendent of any 

asylum housing adults or juveniles under the Act's jurisdiction had the right to recommend 

sterilization upon the discharge of any inmate who might beget or bear children with his or her 

mental defect Both provinces' sterilization laws remained in effect until 1 m 7 6  

Post-World War I German racial hygienists had admired American examples of sterilization 

and restrictive immigration policies. citing and translating American authors on the subject. 

Dugdale's study on the Jukes family was widely referred to by Geman racial hygienists who 

found their own examples of such hereditary degenera~y .~  Adolf Hitler in Mein K m p f  ( 1925) 

was abIe to transpose all the characteristics social reformers associated with the feeble-minded 

woman and child onto his portrayal of the Jew. The Jew was a sexually immoral. physically 

unclean, abnormally fecund germ canier who polluted the German race with moral filth. As Hitler 

put it: "When carefully cutting open such a p w t h ,  one could find a little Jew, blinded by. the 

sudden light, like a maggot in a rotting corpse.* Hitler rendered syphilis and the Jew identical, 

conceptualizing Jews as foreign creatures who surreptitiously penetrated into the host nation via its 

vitals. Jews were both pimps and prostitutes harboured in the scum of big cities like Vienna. 

Syphilis and Jews blighted the purity of heterosexual Nordic love. And like the feble-minded. 

Jews were unzecognizable except to those trained to detect the physical characteristics which set 

Jews apart from the populace. Jews carried the stigmata of venereal disease on skin darkened with 

syphilitic infection79 
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The German sterilization law. which came into effect on January 1. 1934, was part of a 

three-proaged attack on eugenically uafit individuals, eugenically fit women who misted 

reproducing and homosexuals~ The Act itself singled out feeble-mindedoess. schizophrenia 

manic depressive insanity, inherited epilepsy, Huntington's chorea. inherited blindness. inherited 

deafiess, severe malformation and alcoholism as conditions requiring sterilization. AU cases were 

ref& to Genetic Health Courts. Consent was not needed if the patient were under 18 or if he or 

she were mentally incapable of making the decision. One of the clauses permitted the use of fom 

in the case of resistance. In I935 an ordinance disallowed the sterilization of girls under age 14. 

Feeble-mindedness. followed by schizophreuia, epilepsy and alcoholism were the most common 

grounds for sterilization. The majority of persous s te r iW were noo-institutionalized individuals 

of German ethnicity. Domestics, unskilled factory workers, jobless housewives. prostitutes and 

unmarried mothers were sterilized most often, followed by inmates or ex-inmates of psychiatric 

clinics and hospitals. An average of 50.000 operations were done annuaIIy during the first five 

years of the law's existence. Between 1939 and 1941, 100,000 inmates of psychiatric institutions 

were not sterilized but killed outright under the notorious "T 4" euthanasia project as "useless 

eaters" Five thousand "unworthy" children under age 16 were also killed?[ 

A few Canadian eugenicists attempted to distance themselves from the comection the 

Nazis made between the superiority of the Aryan race and the wed for German sterilization 

legislation. On the eve of the Second World War ptpsteriIization advocate Dr. Morris Siegal 

expressed concern tbat the 'Gennan race fanatics" erroneously believed that the Nordic race had a 

moral claim to world domination. He expressed the hope that this issue could be resolved at the 
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next International Eugenic Congress, in the interest of scieuce and society. If not, he f d  that 

"honest worfd opinion will look upon the eugenic movement with fear and suspicion.* Despite 

the fact tbat the Nazi Germany's stedization law preceded a barrage of edicts aimed at sewgating 

Jews from all aspects of German cultud and economic Me, maay Canadian eugenicists flocked to 

express their respect for the legidation.= The ESC in particular admired the steps Germany had 

taken to purify its society of mental defectives and expressed the hope that Canada could do the 

same. Even after the end of the Second Wodd War, Popenoe in the States continued to maintain 

ehe importance of steciIization given the danger of bidogicd and decay triggered by a falling 

marriage and birth rate amongst society's elite. Using the same dysgnic arguments he parlayed 

after the First ~ & d  War, Hincks in Canada assured his compatriots of the need to steriIize mental 

defectives to prevent their multiplicatioa~ 

Support for sterilization legislation p w  in a severely ecmomicalIy depressed Ontario. In 

I929 the Royal Commission on Public Welfare, which was appointed to Iook into provincial 

asylums, hospitals and other pubIic institutions, endorsed both custodial care and compulsory 

stedization. The Commission's opinion was backed by the province's Lieutenant-Governor. 

Herbert A. Bruce, on at least two public occasions, In his speech to the Canadian Club of 

Hamilton on April 28,1933, Bruce calculated that in 25 years the province wodd spend $8 dIion 

for the maintenance of mental defectives and advised that steriIization was the only remedy to 

Ontario's looming financial crisis. Bruce's portrayal of mental deficiency drew a di i c t  link 

between mentaI deficiency and disease: "the hfkction tmmitted by mental defectives is incurabIe. 

Its victims are the unborn ,yeratioas. Its potency for misery and for suffering is great beyond all 

powers of description.- Three years Iatcr Bruce publicly praised Germany for having sterilized 



50.000 idiots and assured his audience that eugenics was a religion synonymous with 

Christianity.86 A cacophony of influential depression-era voices-among them Dr. H. B. 

Anderson, a governor of the University of Toronto, H. E. MacDermott, the assistant editor of the 

CCUlClCiian Medical Association Journal* and Ages McPhail. the first woman member of 

Parliament-came out in favour of steriIimtion legislation. Despite the ESCs pro-sterilization 

delegations to the provincid government and the recommendation of the 1938 Royal Commission 

on the Operation of the Mental Act to sterilize women clogging up asylums because they were poor 

and pregnant, a sterilization law was never enacted in Ontario. The lack of sterilization legislation 

in Ontario can fK attniuted to at least two factors. Dr. B. T. McGhie, the deputy minister of health, 

rejected nearly all of the arguments put forward by social reformers in favour of sterilization and 

blocked any attempt to put such Iegklation forward The possibility of losing Ontario's sizeable 

Catholic vote may have also figured prominently in politicians' reluctance to put any sterilization 

IegisIatioa into effect* 

Very few Canadian physicians and scientists came out a,gainst sterilization during the inter- 

war yearr Although Caaadiati research on immigrant, aboriginal or African-Canadian resistance to 

sterilization is unavailable, some historians have determined that African-American community 

leaders opposed sterilization laws because they surmised correctly that such legislation targeted the 

economicalIy and racialIy oppressds Generally, opposition to steriiization came from Catholics 

who betieved that it was tantamount to the destruction of life and from those who considered that 

sterilization would contribute to a rise in immorality, The Encyclical Letter of Pope Pius XI on 

Christian Marriage, published on December 3 1,1930, acknowledged that measures to protect the 

health and strength of the future child were admirable but deemed sterilization a "pernicious 



practice." The EncycIical lashed out at civil authorities for depriving individuals who might bring 

forth defective offspring fmm so doing. Eugenicists who supported compulsory sterilization were 

condemned for Iosing sight of the fact that the f d I y  was far more sacred an entity than the state. 

They were also Iambasted for not understanding that individuals had no power to mutilate their 

reproductive organs or to render themselves unfit to exercise the n a d  function of p~meation.8~ 

French Canadian opposition to sterilization was not only understandable because of the Catholic 

Church's influence in that province but because Quebec nationalists suspected that Angld3anadian 

eugenicists w d d  conclude that the Quebecois were of inferior eugenic quality.% 

Several critics of stedization feared that once freed from the risk of unwanted pregnancy, 

meataIIy defective women would engage in promiscnous intercourse leading to the spread of 

v e n d  disease. In contrast, McCluag claimed that sterilization cured promiscuity. She told the 

story of a fanner's feeble-minded promiscuous daughter who turned happily to feeding chickens 

and knitting garments for sale after her operation.9' Murphy similarly held that the unfit could wed 

but onIy if sterilized in order to prevent insanity. tuberculosis and venered disease from 

spreading- MacMurchy suggested that the point of view which held that sterilization wodd Iead 

to an increase in promiscuity a d  venereal disease was pas&: it had not been borne out by studies 

on the post-sterilization sexual behavim of mental defectives summarized by the 1932 Report of 

the Departmental Committee of Sterilization appointed by the Ministry of Health in Britain.93 

Ironidly, the Bmck Report, as the document came to be known, was sceptical of sterilizatioa 

because it conduded that the fcfuudity of the feeble-minded had been exaggerated and because it 

noted that only a small proportion of mental defectives had mentally defdve parents% 



c3uPTER FOUR 

"Lest the Race Should Perishnt 

Negative eugenics attempted to block the conception of the feebleminded child, but 

sterilization was, nevertheless. unable "to improve the human race and lift life to a higher level." 

Just as sterilization was perceived as the linch pin of negative eugenics, so was the revivai of the 

patriarchal nuclear family viewed as the central focus of positive eugenics. Positive eugenics was 

said to pave the way for the propagation of superior types of humanity and for the realization of 

superior ideals. For those who adhered to eugenic beliefs the revival of the family had to be 

accomplished in the light of modem science; the choice of a mate had to be a systematic affair. 

monogamous marriage a serious eugenic undertaking and parenthood both a science and an art 

form. 

Shortly after the end of the Great War the push toward reviving the family manifested itself 

in the social hygiene movement's promotion of "education for parenthood." Broadly defined 

education for parenthood encompassed all aspects of child rearing. Social hygienists, however. 

focused on the sex instruction aspects of education for patenthood SociaI hygienists intended to 

stren,den parents' abi tity to provide their children with home-based sex instruction. In the late 

1920s social hygienists came under increasing attack for their narrow focus on venereal disease. 

This development forced social hygienists to abandon education for parenthood in favour of 

incorporating sex instruction into public schools under the rubric of "family We e d d o a "  
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Whereas the preference of the American social hygiene movement for school-based sex 

instruction was strengthened after the First World War? the social hygiene movement in Canada 

turned its back on school-based sex insbvction, devoting its energies to bolstering home-based sex 

instruction. In general, Canadian social hygienists refused to assign public schools direct 

responsibility for teaching children about their sense of racial responsibility. They preferred to 

equip parents rather than teachers with the knowledge to instruct children in sexual matters.4 Social 

hygienists' attempts to promote education for parenhood in order to inculcate a sense of racial 
* 

responsibility into children were not revolutionary. Social purists had come out in favour of the 

very same goal in their prescriptive literature. Couples were encouraged to marry only when they 

were certain of the fitness of the genetic contribution their loved ones would make to their future 

offspring. Social purists were especially concerned with the problems posed by sexually 

incontinent men. They hoped that sexually incontinent men wodd be immediately disqualified as 

prospective husbands. Young women were told never to fall in love with or marry profligate men 

for such men were sure to transmit venereal disease to their wives and children. As even a mere 

kiss on the Lips from profligate men was said speII disaster. women were advised to "shrink from 

persod contact with them as from a viper."s 

The emerging social hygiene movement in Canada was spearheaded by Dr. Gordon Bates 

and headquartered in Toronto. Bates had served as the secretary of the Toronto branch of the 



Provincial Association for the Care of the Feeble-Minded (PACFM) as well as secretary of the 

Advisory Committee on Venereal Diseases for Military District No, 2 in Toronto (ACVD). After 

the end of the First Worid War Bates assumed, once @n, the post of secretary at the Canadian 

National CounciI for Combatting Venereal Disease (CNCCVD). Formed at the end of the second 

Dominion-provincial conference on venereal disease in May, 1919, the CNCCVD intended to 

operate on the local, provincial and federal lev&. The Council was made up of five committees on 

medicine, law enforcement and social investigation. education, business and public information. A 

Srrb-Committee on Sex Education led by Dr. Peter Sandiford, a University of Toronto Professor 

of Educational Psychology, was also formed in 1919. The Sub-Committee first met in early 

January, 1920P but its work proceeded too slowly for Bates' liking. In September Bates 

complained to Sandiiod that he had heard little about the SubCommittee's activities and suggested 

that a meeting should be held in the near future? Less that a year later the Sub-Committee passed a 

resolution which stated that a " m d  system of sex education should be worked out and utilized by 

the church, the schoot, the home and the press." The resolution further recommended that 

pamphlets should be prepared for the use of parents and teachers and training schemes for lecturers 

should be worked out.* 

It has been noted that one aspect of parent education overlooked by historians during the 

inter-war years was the advice parents received in understanding children's sexuality and in 

controlling the expression of that sexuality.9 The crux of the SubCommittee's work was to 

stren,athen patents' ability to provide their chiidreo with sex instruction in the home: the resolution 

upheId the notion that the idea1 teacher was the parent and the ideal site for sex instruction was the 



home- In June, 1921 the Executive of the Toronto Branch of the CNCCVD held a meeting with a 

number of Home and School Councils and with the Executive of Teachers' Associations of both 

public and separate schools. The subject of discussion was the development of specific means for 

training parents to tach their children about sexual matters- Two major suggestions were brought 

forward Fvst a speaker from the CNCCVD could address parents calIed together by each school 

principal on ?he dangers to which young people are subject" and on the constructive recreational 

use of church and school buildings, particulady at night. At this meeting the fiIm The hd of the 

Road" could be viewed Second, another lecturer, a biologist or an educator, could speak to 

parents on how to teach their children about sex and screen the film "How Life Begim.*lo 

The film suggested at the meeting were an integral part of what historian Jay Cassel calk 

"[tihe most spectacular feature of the Canadian VD campaign in the 1920s and 1~0s"-public 

education. The public education campaign was molded by one main message: the need for sexual 

self-c~ntrol.'~ Both silent films highlighted the way the eady sex instruction of chiIdren. Ied to the 

development of sexual self-control and to the avoidance of the honific consequences of venered 

disease. The nature study method of sex instruction pioneered by social purists figured 

prominently in both films. m e  End of the Roadw was released in 1918 as part of the American 

armed forces' efforts to combat venereaI disease. The film launched the operations of the 

C N O .  It played to packed houses across Canada; by 1921 some 500,000 Canadians had seen 

i t  The f h  explained to the audience that there were two roads in He; one led toward the "Land 

of Perfect Love," the other to the "Dark VaUey of Despair." It begins with seven-year-old Mary 

Lee who fmds a b ids  nest tiIIed with eggs d e d  in the branches of a tree in her back yard. 

Mary's mother says: "You came from an egg too darIingJor nine long months you betonad to 



mother as you belonged to no one else." From this point onward, Mary Lee journeys on the road 

to Perfect Love. She receives further sex instruction from her mother in adolescence, rejects an 

early marriage, becomes a nurse in New York who treats venereally diseased patients, refuses a 

sexual encounter with a fom~t suitor leaving for military duty, ,ooes to France to minister tireIessly 

to wounded soldiers, and then becomes engaged to the entitely respectable Dr. Bell just as Allied 

reinforcements march victoriously into heir war-torn town. In contrast Vera Wagner, Mary's 

childhood friend, is never told about sex by her mother. From adolescence onward she is propelled 

toward the Valley of Despair. Vera goes off to New Yo& to meet a rich man, works as a sales girl, 

becomes the mistress of a suitor who smokes and drinks, contracts a skin disease which nurse 

Mary and Dr. Bell suspect is syphilis and is then treated to a tour of a venereal disease ward. The 

aud'lence sees a d  footage of patients suffering honifxcally from the advanced stages of venereal 

infection, After her tour comes to an end Vera is told her test is negative. Her lesson learned. Vera 

leaves her beau for good aod finds a suitable job.13 

"The Gift of Life" was sponsored by the American S o d  Hygiene Association (ASHA) 

and was considered quite a showpiece. It was screened as far away as EgyptiJ This film is 

divided into three sections. lo the first section a boy, aged about 12, is accompanied by a male 

scieatist on a walk through the woods. They collect water samples. They look at an amoeba under 

the microscope and eventuaity graduate to sficing open hen's eggs to view developing chick 

embryos. The second section of the fdm is set off from the fust by the following ominous 

warning: "Owing to the nature of the film, the producers insist on the absence of any musical 

accompaniment during its exhi'bitim" This section detailed the effects of syphilis and gonorrhoea 

on human reproductive o q m s  Diagrams showing syphilitic and gonorrheal bacteria represented 

as bIack dots invading the male urethra and the female vaginal canal are supplemented by a c t d  

f w e  of human body parts displaying the consequences of venereal infection. In the last section 



of the film the text informs the audience that. The best step toward Prevention is to become wise 

to the danger." A man dressed in a suit walks toward the front steps of a home where a smiling 

woman with a chubby baby awaits him. Two young boys, presumably his sons, nm up to p e t  

the man. Words flash on screen that reproduction in humans and rnammals is the same. 

"but in man [sicj, both sex and reproduction become idealized into perfect affection and iove. A 

strong man, bappily married to a strong woman, together providing for the upbringing of strong, 

beautiful children-chis is the finest gift of life."15 

Despite tbe CNCCVD's attempts at developing a sex instruction programme for parents. it 

was becoming obvious by late 1921 that the public might construe the CNCCVD's social hygiene 

campaign to be narrowly restricted to the hygienic rather than to the moral aspects of venereal 

disease control. The Rev. J. G. Sharer of the Moral and Social Reform Council of Canada 

warned tbat if the CNCCVD developed a sex hygiene progxamme, the public might become 

prejudiced against sex instnction in general because they woufd associate sex hygiene with an 

organization whose main work was combatting venereal disease.16 A caustic letter hat a Mr. 

Arthur Parsons of Acton, Ontario, sent to the Mail Mcf Empire drove home Shearer's point. 

Parsons expressed his dismay &hat the CNCCVD would content itself witb attending conventions 

and banquets to propagandize against the v e n t 4  peril with not much else to offer haNa million 

adolescent boys and young men other than fear, the admonition "Don't!" and the drug Salvarsan. 

Parsons insisted that because prevention was always preferable to the cure, reformers shouId stop 

their "idle patriotic chatter" and convince the federal government to aIIot money for a nation-wide 

educatiood campaign to teach the young "right kn~wledge."~~ Dr. J. W. S. McCullou$. chief 

officer of health at the Ontario Sozvd of Health, dismissed Parsons as someone unacquainted with 



the true nature of the CNCCVD's work, but Bates was more wilting to concede that something had 

to be done to raise the moral statute of the CNCCVD in the public's eyes18 Bates' solution, which 

was agreed upon by McCullough and by Dr. R R McClenahan, the chief of the Ontario Division 

of Venereal Disease Control, was to change the name of the CNCCVD to the Canadian Social 

Hygiene Council (CSHC). Bates reasoned that the CNCCVD had been so successful in raising 

public awareness about v e n d  disease that there was now a demand for a more widespread social 

hygiene campaign based on education. The new name of the organization was supposed to reflect 

the four broady-based aims of the CSHC. These were: to undertake measures necessary to 

prevent, reduce or assist in the control of venereal disease; to promote conditions which best 

protected the family as a social institution; to cooperate with dl governmental institutions toward 

these e& and to cooperate with other organhations with similar interests.'g Educating parents to 

teach "the facts of Life to their chiIdrenW fit neatly with the first two aims of this new and improved 

social hygiene o q d o n . ~  

The Great War's apparently dysgenic impact on the Canadian populace estabIished the 

reign of the "experts" -physicians. social workers, teachers and psychologists-over all aspects 

of healthy child rearing. Canada's high level of infant and matema1 morality was considered 

[amentable and IargeIy preventable. Parent education was, however. a definite misnomer. In a 

direct attempt to improve the eugenic quality of children, experts deemed tbat mothers were needful 

of child care advice- Experts' attack on alleged m a t e d  incompetence during the inter-war years 

can be traced to the discovery that three out of five British recruits for the Boer War ( 1899- 1902) 



were physically unfit to serve. Remarkably, poverty was overlooked as factor contributing to the 

recruits' bad teeth. short stature and weak lungs; mothers' ignorance regarding housework, child 

care and food pteparation was identifed as the major cause of the recruits ilt-health. Hefen 

MacMurchy, Ontario Icspector of the Feeble-Minded, traced reformers' interest in preventive 

medicine to the alarming discovery of the poor physical condition of British manhood during the 

Boer War and, like most individuals sympathetic to eugenics, came to focus on the mother as the 

only person who could save the child During the inter-war years parent education classes for 

upper- and middle-class mothers were organized at the St George School for Child Study under 

the aegis of the CNCMH. Toronto's Division of Child Hygiene hired and trained visiting nurses to 

advise mothers on breast feeding, diapering and discipline. The National Council of Women of 

Canada sponsored "Little Mother Classes" to encourage young girts to learn the child care skiIls 

necessary for the preparation of motherhood. MacMurchy published a very popular series of 

advice books-the Blue Books-for mothers on household, family and chiId management Unable 

to provide their children with the most basic necessities of survival particularly during the 

Depression, many irnmigant mothers, mothers who came from the lower classes, single mothers 

and mothers from rural areas bore the brunt of the experts' emphasis on scientific mothering. 

Instead of working toward economic solutions iatended to alleviate these mothers' poverty. experts 

IabefIed them wgectful and often placed their children in foster care.=' 

In the inter-war years the pwing  influence of behaviourist psychology pioneered by John 

Watson and Ivan Pavlov succeeded the pre-war Fmebelian romantic conceptualization of children. 
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Children were no loager considered plants which blossomed with Ioving care but mechanistic 

creatures requiring the security of rigid schedules and routines. An adherent of Watson's and 

Pavlov's stimulus-response model of child behaviour, William Blatz held that children were ruled 

by instincts which parents could transform into good habits via rigourous methodical training. 

Blatz's categorization of good and bad habits was invariably associated with his understanding of 

socia1 conformity and non-conforrnity. Rejecting the Freudian focus on the over-riding nature of 

the sex instinct. Btatz considered masturbation to be a bad habit no different from bed-wetting or 

nail-biting. Btatz did accept, however, Ereud's emphasis on the important place the child's early 

years occupied in the development of the personality. For Blatz, children's bad habits were usually 

the result of maternal incompetence. Thus the first step in habit training children was to educate 

mothers to deal successfulIy with children's behaviour problems.= 

In the CSHC established an Education Division for the express purpose of providing 

information for parents on child study and sex instruction. The CSHC took its cue from a 

pamphIet. "Information for Parents: Teaching of Sex Hygiene to Children," which was produced 

by the feded Department of Pensions and National Health in 1920. Emblazoned with the motto 

"Sound education is the foundation of the State," the pamphIet emphasized the danger of venereal 

infection and promoted the need for children's sex instruction to protect their future well-being. 

Parents were told that they had a responsibility to provide truthful answers to their young 

children's questions. to teach their children the principles of modesty and cleanliness, to speak to 

their teenage boys and girls, respectively, about seminal emissions and menamtion, to emphasize 

the importance of self-control and to teach that mamage was based on ideals far above animal 

passion.3 
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Sandiford of the CSHC authored a similar booklet, Teil Your Children the Truth." which 

combined the behaviourist model of child study with social hygiene's emphasis on racial 

responsibility. Sandiford repeated much of what his booklet stated over the CKCL radio station as 

a CSHC broadcast on August 4, 1925.24 The radio broadcasts and the booklet were clearly 

directed at an audience of white middle-class parents. Betraying the concern that the public wouId 

reject the CSHCs sex instruction programme because of the organization's close association with 

venereal disease, the booklet assured parents that socia1 hygiene did not deal sole[y with venered 

disease and the threat to public health but embraced penonid and social sex hygiene. the bidogy 

and physiology of reproduction, heredity and eugenics, euthenics, ethics and sociology of sex. the 

psychology of sex and the aesthetics of sex- As Maurice Bigeiow had done in his Sex-Ehca~ion 

(19tQ.s the booklet's authors made a distinction between the ne,oative sex attitudes of the past 

and the positive attitudes of the present. The prevalence of prostitution and venereal disease was 

proof that the silence of the past on sex issues had to be broken. 

Parents were encouraged not to shirk their responsibility and throw it upon the church or 

the school because parents, unlike pastors and teachers, remained a cons&nt presence in chiIdren's 

lives Parents were assured that their biggest responsibility was to tear self-reliant, heafthy citizens 

and that sex instruction was of vital importance to their children's health. The aim of sex 

instruction was to keep the development of the sex instinct within no& channels- This could be 

accomplished by inculcating good habits in children; developing good attitudes toward sex: and 

imparting needful information- Parents were encouraged not to despair over the enormity of their 

task "Never before in the history of the world" trumpeted Sandifod "have the researchers of 

psychology and mental and social hygiene held out greater promise to the parent anxious to avoid 

~ 
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the more obvious pitfalls of his or her dt."?-6 The booklet's language of triumphant scientific 

optimism, did not dis,ouise, however. the fact that the new frontier of sex instruction envisioned by 

the CSHC was tenitory which had been wd-charted by social purists. 

Children, according to the booklet, were born with hereditary traits which were fixed. 

Nevertheless, hereditary traits could be modif~ed by the environment Sandiford ihstrated this 

point by speculating in stereotypically racist fashion, that a "normal Canadian child" raised among 

"savage tribes in the heart of an African forest" would develop few traits Canadian society 

considered desirabIe.3 Behaviour during childhood was attributed to the action of mwdes and 

glands Muscular and glandular activity afso explained the adolescents' heightening consciousness 

of sex. Mating and parental behaviour were classed alongside walking, laughing and hoarding as 

instinctive actions. Instinctive actions were the outcome of neural patterns necessary to survival. 

Neural patterns were responsible for habits and habits were said to be the basis of character. The 

booHet made no distinction between bad moral and bad physical habits such as lying and 

constipation. Both were acquired due to inadequate habit training at home. Bad habits could be 

eliminated by redirecting children's instincts into more desirable channels or by sublimating them. 

The booklet assured parents that wholesome food, personal cleanliness, regular bowel 

moverneats, rest, exercise and good literature were essential to the physical, mental and mod 

health of their children. Nature study was the preferred method of teaching young children about 

reproduction; parents were advised that keeping pets and farm animals wodd "bring many facts of 

sex home to children in perfectly naturaI ways.- The booklet gave the nod to the suggstioa 

made by Bigelow, that the proper scientific mes for male and female organs be used by parents 



when teaching their children about the reproductive anatomy.3 Nevertheless any mention ol the 

clitoris was absent. Parents were urged to maintain a close relationship to their children and to 

answer all questions about repduction as truthfdly as  possible. The most difficult question a 

child could ask concerned the part the father played in reproduction. The booklet remained mute on 

the subject of sexual intercourse for it advised patents to turn to cellular biology, plant reproduction 

and animal fertilization to explain that one male and one f d e  cell were needed to bring life into 

the world. This method would help prevent the "shock which usually comes" when previously 

ignorant children learned about reproduction in humans.30 

Fathers were to explain to their sons that nocturnal emissions in boys were normal. They 

expelled excess semen. More than two or three emissions a month, however, was considered 

debilitating. Doctors were to be consulted in such cases of undue fquency. Fathers could help 

their sons reduce the f q u e u c y  of nocturnal emissions by encouraging them to exercise in the open 

air and sleep on a hard bed Mothers were to explain to their daughters that menstruation was 

Nature's way of preparing the gd for the joys and rrsponsibiIities of motherhood. Mothers were 

once again w d  tbat &Is ignorant of the meaning of the rnenstmal fI ow bathed in cold water or 

sat oa mow to p~vent  their blood loss. By age 16 or before boys and girls left home for college. 

they were to be wamed of the moral and hygienic dangers of venereal disease. This warning was 

thought to k sdlicient to keep "youths and maideas on the straight and m w  patiL"31 

The most noticeable difference between the social purity and the social hygiene 

programmes of sex instruction for children i n  the Education Division's booklet lay in the 

understanding of childhood masttrrbatiou. Typical social purist literature held that masturbation 

was more common in boys thaa in girls and repeatedly warned of the dire consequences of the 



practice. By contrast, social hygienists like Sandiford held that boys and girls were equaIly 

susceptible to the practice and rejected the notion, espoused by special lecturer Arthur Beall and his 

ilk32 that masturbation resulted in insanity and death. Sandiford suggested. nevertheless. that 

masturbation was an unsavoury habit parents could help the child break. With his unshakabIe faith 

in habit training, Sandiford argued that the best way to combat masturbation was to "form the habit 

of not doing itN33 The firm but gentle warnings parents were to give their children against 

masturbation were gendered; boys should be totd that masturbation stopped them from growing 

big and strong while girls should know that masturbation made them physicdly unattractive. The 

treatment Sandiford advised for masturbation was remarkably similar to that advocated by social 

purists: clean genitalia. exercise, n6n-stimdating foods, Ioose clothing, hard beds and fresh air. 

Sandiford never advocated, however, the use of physical restraints placed on the child's genitals or 

hands that some socia1 purists recommended. By the late 1930s, educators looked upon 

masturbatim with even less disapproval than they had in the 1920s. The Rev. Alfred Tyrer's 

advice to pareats conceded that it was natural for children to explore their bodies. Rather than using 

the term 'sdf-abusew to refer tomastutbation, Tyrer used the term 'seff-relief" and insisted that 

moderate self-relief in adoIescents of both sexes was prevaknt Tyrer dismissed the possibility that 

masturbation could do serious physical or mental harm to children; it was the sense of guilt over 

masturbation implanted by over-zealous teaching which caused probtems in chiIdren. Tyer was 

adamant, however, that too much self-reIief codd unfit the individud for marriage and 

recommended the now familiar treatment programme of physical activity, hard beds, Ioose clothing 

and the development of a strong will to avoid excess.M 
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In October, 1926, A. D. Hardie of the Education Division was approached by the leader of 

a p u p  of fathers who asked him to conduct a class in child study. lnitiaIIy reIuctant. Hardie 

coasuIted with Dr. Clarence Hincks at the CNCMH and then set up a formdized programme of 

courses in sex instruction for interested parents, teachers and youth Ieaders at the CSHCs Toronto 

headquarters, Hygeia House. Hardie took pains to distinguish between the parent education 

schemes organized by the CNCMH and those managed by the CSHC. The CSHC's parent 

education programme, as Hardie put it, "leads cp to and emphasizes the matter of sex 

education.~~AIthough the CSHC would have been we11 aware of the Ontario WCTtrs Mothers' 

Meetings and was in possession of material produced by the Women's Cwperacive Alliance, a 

Mimeaptis p u p  which devoted its energies to teaching parents about social hygiene,.f6 the 

CSHC did not make any attempt to fondly link up with any women's organization. Women were 

involved in the local committees but were not well-represented at the national level. Only three 

women sewed the organization at the national level. They were: Judge Emily Murphy. the Alberta 

pro-sterilitatim feminist who sat on the national board; Mrs. A. M. Huestis, who had been one the 

vice-presidents of the Toronto branch of the PACFM, and now took over the post of national 

treasurer for CSHC; and Mabel Ferris, Bates' personal secretary.- 

The CSHCs main concession to feminist involvement in sex reform was to hire Mrs. 

Emmehe Pankhtnst, the British suff'raboette leader of the Women's Social and Potitid Union 



(WSPU) and mother of Chistabel and Sylvia Pankhurst, in late 1922 to lecture about the dangers 

of venereal disease. Pankhunt along with Bates and L J. Heagerty, director of the Dominion 

Venereal Disease Division, lectured across Canada. Pankhurst's Canadian lectures have been 

characterized by one historian as a "passionate appeaI to principles* Now Pankhurst may have 

appealed to the single standard of sexual pltrity, but it is apparent that her speeches possessed none 

of Christabel's Butlerite insistence on men's culpability for the spread of venereal disease.39 

Spiking to large mixed audiences in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Pankharst urged men and women 

to work together to solve the venereal disease problem because they were both now politically 

enfranchised citizens of CanaQ. Pankburst appeared almost apologetic for the reputation she had 

acquired as a "harsh critic of m a "  assuring her listeners that she could not believe that any man 

was wicked enough to risk infecting his future wife and begetting a crippled chiId,.'o 

Approximately 60,000 people between Ottawa and the Rockies heard Pankhurst speak and several 

local branches of the CSHC sprang up in Ontario, New Brunswick and Saskatchewan.-" 

Bates took the opportunity during the Pankhurst lecture tour to reiterate that children bad to 

be taught about love and marriage, a matter about which parents were now being educated By 

early 1%7, the "Committee on Parent Education" consisted of Hardie, Bates and Sandiford, as 

well as a number of male educators and physicians and one f d e  nurse, Sandifold remained clear 

that the work of the Education Division was entirely limited to parents and youth teachers. He 

rejected requests from adults who wanted speakers to lecture to pupils on sexual matters: "We do 

not believe in giving sex education to boys aad girk of the pubIic school except in a very incidental 

way through the lessons in nature study.""-The Parent Education Committee continued to adhere 



to the behaviourist model of chiid study and to the importance of racial responsibility. It organized 

courses of lectures for parents on "The Mechanisms of Behaviour," "Health Habits" and "How the 

Body WorIcs.*-c3 Parents enrolled in the CSHC's programme could purchase pamphlets such as 

Tell Your Children the Truth." Sandiford's own lecture on "The Necessity of Sex Educationw 

eiaborated upon the booklet he had authored. He pIeaded for building "character" in the young so 

that future generation's genetic inheritance would allow them to take full advantage of an improved 

environment. Sandiford made only one concession to Ereudian psychology, aIlowing that the 

past's repressive attitudes toward speaking out against sex resulted in the mind being burdened 

with "~ornplexes."~ 

Ironically the CSHC was hostile to Freud precisely because he was perceived as laying dl 

sexual problems at the door of "sex 'repression'." Aa editorial in Social Health. the officid organ 

of the CSHC which was a h r e d  by Bates, condemned those who accepted this Freudian thesis at 

face value. Fot Bates, the notion that the repression of sexual urges led to the manifestation of 

sexual difficulties was anathema because it threw the philosophy of sexual continence and, hence. 

sexual morality into question: 

Nohing is to be ,@ed by swalIowing the Freudian or any other 
theory holus bolus and chinking we have "arrived." We can arrive 
only when we stiffen our moral back bones, enlighten our minds 
t h o m ~ y  and apply both heart and bmin to whatever problems 
confront us. Obsessions with someone else's theories are just about 
as bad as the obsessions with sex itself.* 

Not everyone would have agreed with Bates For Edna Moore, Freudian theory was a boon to 

social hygienists' aod parents' understanding of chiidren while for l W. Bridges, psychoanalysis 
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had a great contribution to make toward self-knowledge.* Yet expressions of hostility to Freudian 

psychoanalysis continued to be expressed. One reviewer in The School. a popular and influential 

educationat journal for teachers, blasted Anna Freud's Imoduction ro Psycho-Adpsis for 

Teachers (193 I) and all those who accepted the thesis that sexual repression potentially caused 

psycholo$cal dangers in individuals. Freudian psychology, the reviewer charged, "grossly over- 

emphasizes the importance of sex life in the individual." The reviewer condemned psychoanaIysis 

as faddish and confidently predicted that it was "a passing phase of study and even these four 

Iectures of Anna Freud wiU not prevent it from sinking into oblivion. probabIy within the span of 

life of the present generati~n."~ 

Despite the fact that parent education at the CSHC was primarily the province of 

professional men. the nurse on the Committee had a very important tole to play. Mrs. Ages  

Hay,oarth, a Social Service Nurse at the provincial Department of Health, was an apt choice for 

parent education, Representing the CSHC and the province's Division of Preventable Diseases, 

she toured Ontario between 1%27* giving lectures on health. displaying wax models of human 

reproductive organs. showing posters on venereal disease and screening T h e  Gift of Life" to a 

variety of audiences-a While her audience often consisted of doctors and nurses, she also 

addressed large numbers of teachers, parents and chiIdren.49 As part of the Parent Education 

Committee, Haygarth lectured to parents on "Habit Formation." and "Some problems in the 

home." Her comments on the need for social hygiene education for children as we1 l as her tips for 

children and young adults between the ages of five and twenty succeeded her presentation of "The 

Gift of tifee% When the parent education programme was presented separately to mothers and 



fathers at a local church as the -Deer Park Parent Course" between February and March, 1927. it 

was noted that fathers rarely attended, and "mothers turned out well until sex education was dealt 

with- The film appeared to frighten some, and consequently the lecture on sex education was badIy 

attended." Despite these problems, the church wanted to repeat the progmme.sl In April. this 

programme was also presented to Home and School Clubs as -a course of lectures for Mothers in 

Child h4auagementw at the behest of the Toronto Home and School Council Executive.9 

The CSHCs reluctance to implement sex instruction in Ontario schods did not mean that, 

apart from Beall's lectures. information on childhood sexuality had not already seeped into the 

curricuIum. The authors of textbooks recommended by the Ontario Department of Ed-on from 

1900 onward made veiIed references to children's sexuality and its management which were 

generalIy palatable to both social purists and hygienists-i3 Texts for Nonnal Schoot teachers 

dispensed information on the importance of regulating the manifestations of children's sexuality. 

Texts for pupils dispensed information intended to encourage children to regdate their own 

sexuality. In both cases this information was shot through with eugenicist advice. Indeed historian 

Patricia Vertinsky has discovered that in the United States the histories of families Iike the Jukes 

became "the basis fot instruction in eugenics in the public schoots for many yea.rsns 



Even though both socia1 purists and social hygienists expected parents to assume 

responsibility for instructing their children in matters relating to sexuality, teachers-in-training at 

Ontario Normal Schools were given some information concerning children's sexuality in at least 

one part of their curriculum: the Science of Education. The Science of Education was broken 

down, in the Normal School Calenders, into Psychology and Child Study. The books 

recommended under Psychology between I908 and 1924 55 show that future teachers were given a 

punding in the worldnp of the mind, the central nervous system, psychologicaI testing. and the 

principles of education. Child Study introduced future teachers to works such as American Edwin 

A. Kirkpatrick's F&N& of ChildStudy ( I X B ) . ~  For Kirkpatrick, the sexual instinct was 

synonymous with the desire to reproduce and care for the young- This "parental instinct" was one 

of the most powerful human instincts which had to develop along "the right lines." Kirkpatrick 

held parents responsible for managing this development but admitted that as most found sex 

instmction so embarrassing, few attempted i t 9  Like many social purists, Kirkpatrick considered 

that b y s  were more prone to masturbation than were gris. The masturbating boy defiled his 

moral, mental and physical health. Kirkpatrick advised that a program very s idar  to that which 

social purity advmates proposed be set in motion against mastmhtion, erotic day dreaming and 

sexuaI exploration. Kirlrpatrick recommended that "stimulating" food should be avoided exercise 

should be taken regularly and idleness shunned. 

Kirkpatrick distanced himself, however, from the hereditan'an views advanced by many 

social purists and hygienists. Kirkpatrick made no overt connections betwem sexual promiscuity 

and the propagation of mentally. morally and physicdly damaged descendants, He agreed with 



Wisemann's theory of heredity, which held that parents transmit what they inherit. not what they 

acquire. Kirkpatrick believed human beings required a favourable environment in order to advance. 

Citing Robert Dugdale's example of the fukes' fami1y.s Kirkpacrick rejected the assertion that 

"Margaret the mother of criminals" was responsible for descendants who were poor. criminal 

and/or insane because of their mental inheritance. He reasoned that Margaret's descendants were 

poor. criminal and insaae due to the uafommate conditions of their social inheritance. 

Whereas texts for teachers-in-training dispensed information on the importance of 

re-dating the manifestations of children's sexuality, texts recommended by the Ontario Departmeat 

of Education for pupils' hygiene lessons after 1400 encouraged children to regulate their own 

sexuality. Hygiene, along with physical education, nature study, manual training and domestic 

science, was a major component of the New Education's attempt to educate the whole 

Hygiene and physical education were aIso two of the preventive health measures adopted by school 

and public health officials. Hygiene and physical education were made compulsory subjects before 

the First World War. PhysicaI education's major goals were to inculcate in children discipline. 

social and moral self-control, military preparedness and patriotism. The intervention of the 

Dominion Militia Department m 1907 shifted the school's emphasis on physical culture to physical 

training. By 1913, the military influence on schools' physical training curricula led to the formation 

of 759 cadet corps across Canada. Cadet corps were phased out dwing the anti-militaristic 1BOs 

only to re-appear with renewed ,oust0 during the Second World War. The apparent need for 

military preparehess meaut that boys were the main beneficiaries of physical education. Girts 

were ignored or were subjected to a programme of light gymnastics thought necessary for 

preparing them for healthy motherbood60 



Hygiene was defined by one early educational manual as "the science which treats of the 

preservation of life and health by the application of scientific laws to agencies and things in 

common ~ " 6 1  Hygiene was a formal subject for the elementary grades. Due to the pubfic health 

movement's emphasis on preventive education, teachers were expected to give simple lessons 

about care of the hair, skin and teeth. the effects of alcohol, tobacco, coffee and tea. the formation 

of good habits and the removal of wask6* Given the perceived connection between sexuality and 

hedth, it is not surprising that some sexual information should find its niche in this part of the 

Ontario public school's curricdum.~~ 

The early study of hygiene was first limited to the study of various stimulants' effects on 

the body and was heavily influenced by the social purity movement. At the behest of the Ontario 

W m ,  William Nattress' Public School Physiology and Tempc'rcutcr ( 1893) was authorized for 

use in the province's elementary public schools. Nattress did provide children with some 

information on the danger of infectious and contagious diseases. and on the importance of 

cleanliness in dweIlin,q workshops and kitchens His main intention, however, was to inform 

teachers and pupils about the physiologic action and effects of alcoholic stimulants and narcotics on 

the body's various or,ps. Nattress' impressed upon pupiIs the "tremendous risk of tampering 

with such powerful agents of  destruction.^ He explained to the child just how tobacco, aIcohol 

and various narcotics such as opium adversely aFfected bones. muscles, skin, digestion, 

circplation, respiration and the nervous system. 



Like social purists, Nattress wished to eliminate such stimulants from girls' and boys' 

lives because tobacco, alcohol and narcotics were said to generate too much excitement. Like social 

purists, Nattress reasoned that because of the effects of these stirnulauts on the nervous system. the 

child's ability to control his or her behaviour would be compromised An enfeebled will would be 

uuabIe to help the child's reasoning faculty rule over his or her passions. Some of these passions 

were sexual. Nattress hinted at young children's tendency to masturbate and to engage in erotic 

reverie. Despite Nattress' attempts to instill the importance of self-survelliance in children, he 

believed that adult supervision was still required because a child's inactivity and solitude could lead 

to masturbation and erotic reverie. He warned teachers to be on the look-out for children who 

isdated themselves from their friends or who suddenly began to sit in "dreamy idleness."" 

In 1910, Nattress' text was repIaced with another-A, P. Knight's Ontario Public Schoof 

Kvgirnc (1910).66 This text was recommended for the public schooI's fourth and f~ th  forms, 

roughly the equivalent of today's grades six to eight. Knight's text was revised sometime around 

1923. and was recommended by the Ontario Department of Education until 1926. Knight's text 

was representative of the social hygiene movement's focus on improving public health. AIthough 

Knight dealt with the environmental and the hereditary contribution to children's health, the bulk of 

his text focused on the environment to which chiidren were exposed Knight outlined the nature, 

symptoms and treatment of communicable dkases such as diphtheria, small-pox, measles and 

typhoid Children were warned about the existence of microbes in sewage, water. milk and 

,&age and were encouraged to keep their bodies and their mundings  free from disease. 

Knight had attended the main meeting of the Fourth Internationd Congress of School Hygiene 

orpized by the American Fedemtion of Sex Hygiene (AFSH) on the subject of sex education for 

children in Buffalo, New York, in late Atimpst, 1913. The child's management of his or her 



sexuality was important to his understanding of health management. Knight agreed with the 

prevailing wisdom which was offered by social purists and supported by social hygienists on the 

ways childreu could develop self-control over their sexual urges. He advised children to stay away 

from stimulants such as tea, coffee and dcohot. Physical exercise was highly tecommeacied. Sleep 

was essential for g d  health but too much time spent in bed was frowned upon. Fearing that 

children might masturbate if they lay under the covers for too long, Knight advised children to 

keep a "fixed hour" for sleeping and waking. 

In keeping with the inter-war concern with heditary feeble-mindedness, Knight admitted 

heredity played a role quai to that of the environment in determining Canadian children's health. 

happiness and success Knight's one chapter on "Family Stockm upheld "Margaret, the mother of 

criminals," as the reason for the propagatioa of the 1,2W paupm criminals and lunatics in the 

Jukes family. Knight claimed that inherited mend deficiency was said to be the reason why certain 

number of families were weaklings "diseased in body and impure and depraved in mind and life" 

because of their genetic inheritance.67 Knight continued to complain about the Jukes into the 1923 

edition, lambasting such families as examples of p r  citizenship and racial imsponsibili ty. He 

begged boys and gids to consider the destruction waged by this UIlfortumte family when choosing 

a life partner for marriage. The information on the importance of families' mental inheritance 

b i g h t  gave pupils contrasted p l y  with the information Kirkpatrick had given teachers-in- 

on the importance of families' social inheritance. One rrasoa for the difference in the 

textual information on feeble-miodedness school cMdrren and pcospective teachers received may be 

traced to MacMurchy. MacMurchy appears to have been a tangible influence on Knight's views on 

feebIe-mindedness, She had not only attended the Fomth International Congress of SchooI 

Hygiene with Knight but had also read the proofs to his text, a senrice he gratefully acknowledged 

in his preface. 



Between 1913- 1915, three readers in hygiene were recommended for younger children's 

use. Beginning in the third form, or today's grades four and five. Ontario public school children 

were to read Hygiene Reader (n. d )  Hygiene for Young People (1909) and The Stop of the 

Human Body (n. 6) These three texts were aIso recommended as supplements to the authorized 

texts in the higher grades. Hygiene Reader cannot be located. Hvgiene for Young People was also 

authored by Knight68 This text provided the same kind of informatioa in a simpler format. that 

Knight's text for the older children did. Hvgiene for Young People was very similar to ThL. Story 

o f t k  Humcln Body, a text authored by CbaImers Watson.69 Watson included one entire chapter 

on sekontroi. He compared the nervous system to a railway line, thoughtsoand impulses to 

railway cars, the boy or girl to the si@ operator, and the power of inhibition to the operational 

levers. Essentially, Watson was suggesting to Ontario school children that inappropriate thoughts 

and impulses could be stopped in their tracks by self-control. To promote self-control. Chalmers 

opted for the development of good bodily or mental habits, as he believed brains could be mined 

by vigilant practice to work in certain ways. Without mentioning masturbation deliberately, 

Chdmers casuaIIy mentioned tbat other than eating too many sweets, drinking and smoking, there 

were "other harmful habits we must try to avoid* This sort of advice is yet another example of 

enlisting the Ontario public school child's help in preventing and/or reducing the incidence of his or 

her own sexual manifedations. 

In 1926, Knight's Onrmio Public School Hygiene was replaced with Donald T. Fraser's 

and George D. Porter's Ontario Public School Hea&h Book (IZS).71 1, contrast to the olcter texts 



aimed at public school pupils, which were influenced by the social purists' and hygienists' 

moralistic approach to health -merit, this text portrayed ill-health as an entirely physiological 

affair. Although the key to health was said to lie in diet, exercise and selfcontrol. this text did not 

make any noticeable link between the need to put this programme into effect and to control 

children's sexuality. By exposing children to a historical narrative of the discovery of vaccines 

against disease, this text clearly established that the environment. rather than heredity was 

responsible for good or bad health. Rather than expiaining that disabled children inherited their 

defective minds and bodies from their parents, Fcaser and Porter insisted that such children were 

disabled as a result of illness, accident or misfortune. To illustrate the importance of the 

environment of children's health, the authors t u d  to the example of Chatles Dickens who built 

up his sickly body and achieved ,oremess. The authors' programme of diet exercise and self- 

control was geared more toward attaining children's freedom from disease rather than preventing 

and/or reducing the des ta t ions  of childreds sexuality. 

Whereas elementary public school hygiene texts intended for children's use did make some 

references to masturbation, no reproductive anatomical information was provided. Despite social 

purists' and socia1 hygienists' fears that girls were usually ill-prepared for menarche, hygiene texts 

remained silent on the subject of menstruation. Evidence shows that the schooI nurse and other 

women teachen may have served as vita1 sources of information about menstruation for girls- 

When the Superinteadent of Education at the Toronto Board of Education canvassed a number of 

school RincipaIs during the late 19% on "training giri pupils concerning problems peculiar to the 

age of adolescence," he discovered that the school nurse, the Principal's assistant, a woman 

teacher of a senior class or the physical education teacher usually handled the matter. Principals 

were reluctant to appoint one female teacher to deal with a11 the girls' queries for two reasons 

Firsf they believed that the girls shotttd have a choice of which teacher they wished to confide in. 

Second, they recognited tirat parents believed a girl's hqaities should be dealt with by her mother. 

In one instance a woman teacher's discussion with a girl was resented by the girl and her parents. 



The Superintendent recommended, therefore, that the Principal of each school discuss with the 

women teachers and the school nurse on staff just how far they should go in instructing the girls 

who m e  to them.= 

v 

During 1926, the same year the Ontario Department of Education recommended Fraser's 

and Porter's text for the hygiene curriculum, Dr. Paul Popenoe, the pro-sterilization anti-birth- 

control physician who would testify at the Royal Commission on Mental Hygiene in British 

Columbia in 1926, published an attack on the physician-driven social hygiene movement. 

According to Popenoe, parents continued to be extremely lax in teaching their children about the 

facts of coitus, venereal disease, prostitution, menstruation and seminal emissions But physicians 

involved in the social hygiene movement had not f a d  much better. Physicians &ad done nothing 

more than throw a "revolting mass of information about venereal diseases, prostitution and sexual 

perversions" at young people, thereby linking, in the minds of the young, sex instruction with the 

abnormal and the patboIogi~al.~3 Despite his connections to the ASHA. Popenoe accused 

physicians involved in the social hygiene movement of not making a concerted attempt to conserve 

the family. Physicians had failed to incuicate in youths a broad., comctive point of view which 

held that family Life represented the pinnacle of human development. While it could be argued that 

social purists and hygienists had attempted to incdcate this very same viewpoint by introducing 

children to nature study, Popenoe complained that the oatnre study's biggest drawback was that the 

child would not transfer the bocaaical information he or she acquired to humankind Because the 

home had lost its ability to train the young to achieve successful family life, Popenoe's suggested 

that the pubIic schools should construct their entire cmricdum toward coltserving the family. The 

school's mission was to prepare boys for intelfigent fatherhood and to cham out girfs who 

understood the gave problems the decLining birth mte posed to the race- 



Popenoe's suggestion on gearing the public schoolst curriculum to conserving the family 

was timely. In 1927. Canadian and American social workm attended a "mile-stone meeting" 

whose repercussions oa public school children's sex instruction would be felt until the late 1970s. 

Having served in 1913 as the site of the Fourth International Congress on School Hygiene, 

Buffalo, New York, once amain proved to be the location for the "Family Life Conference." Held 

between October 2-5, 1927, the conference was designed to showcase social workers' growing 

acknowledgement that the institution of the family had changed in its coafig~ration.?~ The 

coafmace was organized by both Canadians and Americans under the auspices of the American 

Association for orpizing Farmiy Social Work to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of charity 

orboanization movements in the United States. The city of Buffdo was chosen for the coderence 

kcaw the fm Charity Orguhtion Society was founded there in I8T1.'5 

During the inter-war period, social workers, psychologists and educators promoted a 

middleclass ideal of famiIy life which was said to result in the democratization of the relationships 

amongst its members. Thought to be more nsilient than the traditional patriarchal family to the 

strains of modern life, the "conjugalw or wcompanionate' f d l y  was to be founded upoa a close 

mental. emotional and sexual partnership between husband and Possibly as a response to 

the high rate of venefeal disease, an attempt was made to eroticize marital Iovernaking by p m  and 

anti-biah control advocates after the First World War" Re-war marital advice, which was shaped 

by the feminist wing of the social purity movement insisted upon the need for wives' strict control 



over the quanrip of sexual intercourse. By contrast, post-war marital advice, which was 

increasingly overseen by male "experts" focused on enhancing the @ig of sexual inter course.^ 

On the one hand the eroticization of maritaI sex W y  established that women experienced insistent 

sexuaI desires uncomected to any maternal longing and that husbands had a responsibility to 

physically satisfy their wives. Oa the other hand the erotiazaticm of marital sex not only restricted 

the exercise of women's sexuality to heterosexual intercourse within marriage but aIso placed 

pressure on wives to be enthusiastically receptive to their husband's sexual demands. The post-war 

"sexual revolution" ushered in by sex reformers was entidy heterosexual and restricted to 

maniage. It deprecated celibacy, spinsterhood, homosexuality and lesbianism and invited wives to 

fulfill the prostitute's role by providing sexual pleasure to their husband~.~g 

In her best-seller, Mm2d Love (1918). Marie Stopes encouraged couples to acknowIedge 

the importance of wives' sexuaI yearnings and to learn how to fulfill each other sexually in 

marriage. She aIso reminded her readers of the dangers of venereal infixtion to which wives and 

children were exposed when the husband frequented prostitutes. Yet rather than blaming husbands 

for their lack of moral fibre, Stopes counselled wives to understand that although they were 

repelled by prostitdon they should understand that prostitutes pleasured men in ways wives rarely 

did In other words, Stopes was urging wives to team the tricks of the trade so that they codd 

work toward freeing men from v e n d  disease.80Tyrw, Stopes' Canadian admirer, repeated her 



message in his sexualiy explicit advice to betrothed and married couples An advocate of 

sterilization and bid-control. Tyrer exulted in the sexual possibilities monogamous mamage 

offered husband and wife- He insisted that Nature lured the young toward monogamous marriage 

"l the race should perish.*I While Tyrer reinforced the significance of the wife's orC)0asm during 

or after intercourse to her mental, physical and motional health, the sexually unsatisfied husband 

posed a far greater health ttueat to the race. A sexuaIly satisfied husband, noted Tyrer, would be 

unlikely "at the cost of money and the danger of disease and the impairment of his faculties [to] 

seek an inferior quality elsewhere.= Inter-war marriage manuals came increasiagIy to blame 

marital dissatisfaction on the wife's unfortunate sexual frigidity, a condition Tyrer attributed to 

repressive sex teaching in childhood83 and S t o p  and P o p o e  ascribed to women's adherence to 

an ideology of purity. Stopes asserted that married women who thought themselves "advanced" by 

permitting intercourse solely for procreative reasons most probably possessed an underdeveloped 

cl i tor is  Wbile Stopes considered these women to be biologically aberrant. Popenoe claimed that 

emotionally abnonnal women purity lecturers had directed many women to scorn the idea of 

marital relations. He believed that elderly spinsters, unhappily matried women and jaded divorcies 

twisted the facts of life and expounded the gospel of sexual repression to unsuspecting @ds* Yet 

not even the plethora of post-war marital advict, which held that husband and wife should be so in 

tune as to attain orb0asm simultaneously, could amst  the rise in middle-class teenage petting 

parties, trial marriages and sky-rocketing divorce rates or curb the growth of lesbian and gay 



It was not the perils of venereal disease but the breakdown of the patriarchal nuclear family 

which was was very much on the minds of the speakers at the Family Life Conference. Resenters 

agreed that the family was under siege. The religious, educational and economic bonds which held 

families together in the past were now loosening under the strain of modernization. Women's 

growing economic clout was repeatedty invoked as one of the main reasons why women. no 

longer afraid of spinsterhood, were delaying or rejecting marriage.* As Mary Vipond has shown. 

Canadian women in the 2920s were far from exerting either political or economic influence: 

women's primary role was still considered to be motherhood88 Yet in the minds of social 

hygienists the result of women's new found economic clout was evident in blood samples 

provided by the "better sort" of woman at venered disease clinics established after the war. 

Employed and independent the new woman sought sexual pleasure from men and became infected. 

Mea were still blamed for disseminating venereal disease but women's role in the spread of 

*mfection, apart from prostitution, was increasingIy emphasized.8' 

The presenters at the Conference unanimously agreed that the family had to be conserved 

not merely because it provided its members with social security and racial survival but because it 

was potentidy a spiritual force founded upon mutual love and respectM This environment of 

mutual love and respect was one which provided the child with the best "social heritage" possible. 

As the family was the universal institution through which children received their biologcal 

inheritance, so was the family tespomie for passing onto the child the main environment within 

which the chiId developed his or her personality. What was usually taken to be heredity was, in 



reality, the family's influence on the child's early years of life. Without naming Freud's 

contribution to psychology. some presenters appeared to accept that mentai defm-psychoses 

and neuroses-were caused by the child's early experience with its family situation.91 The 

conference presenters appeared convinced that the most satisfactory solution to maximizing the 

quality of the social inheritance pareuts passed onto their children lay in education for marriage and 

parenthood- 

While it has been convincingly argued that in the post-World War I period the public school 

gradually encroached upon many of the functions traditioaally considered the province of the 

patriarchal nuclear family,% a number of the coderence presenters maintained that it was the 

public school which would come to the rescue of the family. Anna Richardson's address squarely 

upheld the important role public schools could play in incuicating in children loyalty to home and 

family. "Worthy home membership" was to be one of the key principles of public school 

education. The public school would provide the channel through which girls and boys would be 

given an appreciation of the significance of the right kind of home and the desire to perpetuate it? 

Ernest Groves suggested that along with institutions of higher learning, law schools, theological 

KmiDaries, churches and community-based ~ * z a t i o a s ,  public schds should take up education 

for family life in order to prepare pupils for the problem of maniage and parenthood. Groves' 

conqtdization of education for marriage and parenthood came to be encompassed by the phrase 

"education for family lifew or Y d y  life edLlrafioaW 

By the mid-1930s Francis Bruce Strain had become the leading spokesperson for 

hcorpotating sat h c t i o a  into f d y  life education and incorporating family life education into 



the public schools in the United States. Although Strain suppotted home-based sex instruction for 

children she did concede that parents were now looking to the school system to 'take overw the 

respoasibility for teaching sex instruction. Strain noted that aIthough there were no concerted 

pro,orammes of family life education in American public schools, curious students' thirst for 

knowledge about sex pushed teaches to o r m e  some sort of sex instruction for them. As a result 

of children's widespread exposure to adult ma,oadnes, newspapers and public performances tbeir 

queries were becoming increasingly complicated. Trained teachers with charts, modets, diagrams 

and accurate answers to children's questions were better equipped to deal with these queries thaa 

were parents- 

In discussing children's school-based sex instruction, Strain developed a chronology of 

children's school-based sex instruction which completely ignored purity education's and sex 

hygiene's contributions to school-based sex instruction. She identified social hygiene. sex 

education and f d y  life education as three generations of one family-"they are ,orandparent. 

parent. and child* Soci hygiene was pioneered by medical doctors and public health officials 

seeking to eliminate venereal disease. Public confidence in these doctors opened tbe school doors 

to the teaching of sex instruction. Physicians' departure from the field of sex instruction led to the 

development of sex education. Strain d e f d  sex education as a clean-cut presentation of human 

reproduction devoid of any of the moral and medical warnings against venereal disease promoted 

by the social hygienists. ImnicalIy, Bigelow, the most famous advocate of "sexsducation." had 

dismissed purity education as pas&, sex hygiene as too narrowly identified with venereal disease 

and social hygiene as appropriate but too closely associated with sex hygiene- For Bigelow, sex- 

education encompassed id scientific, ethical, social, and religious instruction which helped youths 

prepare to meet any problems related to sen% For Strain, family Me education included sex 

95 Fnnccs B. S& N~rp Paitems in SCX Teaching: A Gni& 10 Amwring ChiIdrm's @ucsn*ons on Hiunan 
Repnnkrion (New York: AppIetoaCenmry-Crofts Inc,  1951 [1934D. p 9y, 

Bigdow, S a - M n .  p 27, 



education but stressed an understanding of family members' relationships to each other and to their 

c0mmunity.n 

Along with Popenoe, Strain agreed that the entire public school crrrricuIum should be 

constructed around education for family life. The coustnrction of an entire curriculum around 

family life education certainly represented a departure from social purists' and hygienists' efforts to 

incorporate sex instruction into publjc schds in Ontario. Social purists were ,oenetal:ly suppodve 

of the special lectures given by speakers such as Arthur Beall who were hired for the purpose.= 

After tbe Great War, social hygieuists were more likely to advocate that sex instruction be 

incorporated into the subject of nature study.% Yet adherents of family life education stressed as 

did social purists and hygienists, that the dtimate goal of children's sex instruction was to place 

children safely on the path toward monogamous marriage and reproduction. ObviousIy influenced 

by Freudian theory, Strain befieved that the child's sexual instinct had to be guided from the aut* 

erotic stage in infancy through the homosexua1 stage of childhood to the heterosexual stage of 

adoIescence until it arrived at its "fid and free expression in nonnal productive maturity."100 

The ASHA was not about to let famiIy l ie education upstarts write off the social hygiene 

movement's contribution to childreds sex instruction on the basis of its supposed senescence. 

Between June 30 and July 3, 1934, the same year in which Strain published her Pmem in Stx 

Teaching, Columbia University hasted a Conference on Education for Marriage and Family 

Relations for 300 educators and socid workers under the auspices of the A S W  the Teachen 

Cdege of Columbia University and the American Home Economics Association. Popenoe served 



as chair of the Coaference's organizing Committee. Two other noteworthies long associated with 

the ASHA, Bigelow and William F. Snow, also served on the Committee. Popenoe's prominence 

on the Conference committee illustrates how ctosely eugenicists identified with education for 

family Iife. This identification was also apparent in the writings of Morris Siegid, the well-known 

Canadian eugenicist author of the 1BOs- Sic-4 beIieved that one of positive eugenics' most 

important contributions was to make marriage more attractive to youths: "We must preach that 

marriage besides being a social convenience has a greater and nobler purpose. We must bring to 

the attentioa of the young people that men and women have been entrusted with a sacred trust, the 

gem of life. Therefore, marriage is not only a state of convenience but more so an act of honour 

and duty."l0t In his marriage manual. Conrtnoctbe Eugenics d RcuionrJ Mwiugc ( 1934). Sic@ 

suggested that the Canadian government establish a Federa1 Eugenics Department to oversee 

marriage in order to radicalIy improve the M t h  of the nation.10g- 

Under Popenoe's guidance, the Committee asserted that there was a need in society for 

education for married companionship and parenth006 For the Organizing Committee. social 

hygiene's mandate was large enough, flexible enough and progressive enough to encompass 

famiIy life education. The Committee agreed that since the Arnericau social hygiene movement 

"deals with a large p u p  of health and w e h e  problems (physical, mental, and social) which have 

a direct or indirect origin in the fmdamental phenomena of sex and which concern the family 

accepted as the basic unit of society/ the Conference had to consider how sociaf hygiene dated to 

education for family tife.lm The Conference d d t  with seven subject areas-childhood youth. 

colIege men and women. young men and women, adult education. teacher training as welt as 

persooal and family counseling. These areas were to consider the contributions homes, schook 



churches and other institutions made toward the preparation for family life. Each p u p  agreed on 

three fll~ldamental assumptions which clearfy nveded how deeply under siege the middle-class 

family was perceived to be and which shaped the kind of presentations which were made. The first 

assumption claimed that: " W a g e  and the family are here to stay." While envitoamental 

conditions changed, the family as a biological and social unit remained intact. The codemnce was 

said to be of significance ody if the presenters basad their papers on their belief in the ages-long 

permanence of maniage and the family. The second assumption maintained that while education 

for family life would neither p v e n t  nor d v e  all family problems it could improve the attitudes 

of betrothed couples and family members. The third and final assumption was purposefully 

structured to avoid any d e b  over the viability of the family. The coderence was to be concerned 

mainly with the selectioa and organization of material for available use. It intended to stay clear of 

the "numerous unsolved and highiy debatable problems" relative to family life in the fields of law. 

- sociology, psychology and socid biology.1~ 

Then? were at least two other motiv&ng factors for the ASHA's willingness to take up the 

discourse of family life education. Some critics of the social hygiene movement agreed with 

Popenoe's contention that social hygienists were overly concerned with sexual pathology. Other 

critia claimed t .  social hygienists were overly moraiistc in their approach to combatting venereal 

disease. Allan Brandt has discovered that the social hygieae movement was discounted by many 

critia during the inter-war yeas because the -ation it maintained between venereal disease 

and immorality prevented the medical establishment from treating syphiIis and gonorrhoea as 

dispassionately as any other cwtagious disease. The most notable critic of social hygiene's 

moralizing was Thomas appointed Suqeon-GeneraI by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 

1936.1s In supporting f d y  Me education, the ASHA neatly sidestepped their fesponsib'ity for 



the association between venereal di- and irnmoraIity while affirming that sex instruction which 

emphasized the need for monogamous heterosexual relationships Ieading to marriage and child 

rearing was the most effective prophylaxis against veuereal disease- 

The ASHA's support for family Life education may also be viewed as part and parcel of the 

inter-war trend toward dramatic legal incursions into family life where venereal disease was 

concerned. A series of public health measures, put into effect ironically by Parran, encroached 

upon both marriage and parenthood. Arguing that it was much easier to treat venered disease in 

general and syphilis in particutar by medicaliziag rather than by moralizing the problem, Parran 

adopted a five-point programme of attack. He insisted upon free diagnostic centres which would 

administer d d e a t i d  Mood tests; prompt treatment for infeded individuals: the identification and 

testing of a11 sexual contacts of inf'ed patients; mandatory blood tests before marriage and in 

early pregnancy; and a pubfic education campaign. Parran led the way to governmeatd action 

against venereal disease. By the end of 1938 26 states prohibited the marriage of infected 

individuals. The ASHA saw compulsory pre-marid and pre-natal tests as a major triumph in the 

battle against venereaI disease, arguing that such laws benefitted individuals and the nation.lm 

The pro-famiIy propagoaoda of the inter-war period cropped up repeatedly in the CSHCs 

most successful anti-venereal educationd film, "Damaged Lives."'07 Strapped for financial 

assistance when the econoaic depfesslfeSSloa forced the federal, local and municipaI governments to 

cut their grants to the CSHC the orgaitation decided to raise money by developing a feature film. 

In eariy 1933, the CSHC cat a deai with Columbia Pictures in EfoUywood with Bates functioning 

as the techaicd advisor. The frlm was endorsed by the ASHA and by the British SociaI Hygiene 

CounciI (BSHC), both of which preferred to screen it for mixed audiences while the Canadian 



CounciI opted for same-sex screenins'a In the film. up and coming businessman Don Bradley 

accompanies a rather coarse company executive for dinner and drinks. He is introduced to a 

peroxide blond named Efsie. After a night of drinking at night clubs and speakeasies, Elsie invites 

Don to her apartment. Soon afterward, Don manies Joan, his fianc6e of long standing. Some time 

later, Elsie tells Don that the company executive has given her a disease which she may have 

passed on to Don and which Don may have passed on to his wife. Distraught and suicidal, Elsie 

shoots herself just as Don prepares to leave her apartment. Although his wife is supportive of Don 

throughout the scandal, he breaks up with her. He then goes to a doctor who claims he can cure 

Don for $100. After Don is pronounced cured he reconciIes with his wife. Joan announces shortly 

afterward that she is pregnant. Early in heipregnancy, loan visits Dr. Bill Hall. a family friend. 

who discovers chat she is infected with syphilis. Bill and another venereal disease specialist 

confront Don and then take him on the same tour of the venereal ward to which Vera is treated in 

the film, "The End of the Road." Once again the audience sees actual footage of men and women 

suffering from skin lesions, motor disturbances, paralysis, blindness. deafaess and insanity. Joan 

is told that immediate treatment will cure her and her unborn child, She remains hombly upset and 

attempts to kit1 herself and her sleeping husband by turning on the ,p. Don awakeas just in time to 

save his life and hers. The couple reconcile yet a,& and the film ends. Bates then appears to 

lecture on the effect of and treatmeat for venereal disease in men and women. 

The fdm was an interesting synthesis of the paternalistic moral and medical approach to 

venereal disease so characteristic of the social hygiene movement "Damaged Lives" ostensibly 

rails against Don's infidelity but it is clear that Elsie add loan are heid responsible for provoking i t  

Elsie is one version of the confident new woman who seeks sexual pleasure with men. loan is yet 

another version of the new woman who can afford to delay her marriage to Don. Eke's suicide 

neatly takes the "immoral" woman out of the picture. Joan is victimized by the double blow of 



infidelity and disease Yet while physician and husband are prepared to address venereal disease as 

a medical issue, both ignore the moral weight Joan has attached to Don's sexual betrayal. When 

Joan continues to appear traumatized even after Bill explains how easily medicid science can cure 

her and her unborn child, he exclaims, "Snap out of it, everything will be okay." When Don wakes 

up in time to turn off the ,a, he can ody splutter to Joan, "Are you mad?" When Joan cries out, 

"How can we forget?-What does it matter if our bodies are alright?" her husband replies, Well  

be alright" Bates appearance at the end of the film capped the film's patronizing attitude toward 

women. Venereal disease. lectured Bates, required more than a cure; it required the strength of love 

and famiIy relationships. Bebind this pro-family rhetoric lay the iron insistence that venereal 

disease was poweriess to destroy famities when women forgave their husbands for betraying their 

Iove and infecting their bodies 

Two years after the debut of "Damaged Lives," the CSHC changed its name to the Health 

League of Canada [(HLO. While the aims and objectives of the new o@zation remained intact, 

the HLC broadened its sphere of influence to include the promotion of periodic health 

examinations, immunization, pasteurization and anti-cancer campaigns. The HLC appeared as 

reluctant as its predecessor to work toward the implementation of sex instruction in public schools 

Prwsure to incorporate sex instruction in Ontario came from the some of the province's left-wing 

reformers. Toward the end of the 1930s Dr. Luke Tekey (18981990), a trustee with the York 

Board of Education and a member of the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation (CCF), openly 

advocated public school sex instruction for studentsi0gTeskey held the opinion that chiIdren's 

sex instruction was a prophylaxis a* venereal disease particulady because: "Knowledge is a 

safeb& and those who leave our public schools without attending the collegiates and are not 

given proper instrucdon in health are a menace to society."~OTeskey had been iduenced by a 

graphic lesson t a m  to a male friend dming the First Wodd War. In a red-life experience similar 



to the cinematic one Vera and Don undergo in T h e  Etld of the Road" and "Damaged Lives." 

respectively, Teskey's friend was taken on a tour of the syphilis wards of the Toronto General 

HospitaI by his father. The father intended to warn his son, who was about to leave for military 

duty overseas, about the dangers of s e d  promiscuity. But Teskey was also motivated to support 

public school sex iost;tructioa because of economic conditions His poor patients were unable to 

provide for their growing families, and this fact convinced Teskey to advocate birth control as 

well. These two convictioas-childreds sex instruction and birth control-cost him his job as a 

doctor on the staff of St Joseph's Catholic hospital.lL[ Teskey's stand, at least on sex instruction. 

was e n d o d  by many collegiate and secondary pupils at a student "Miament" assembly on New 

Year's Eve. 1937. The students claimed that ignorance of sexual matters was the cause of the 

spread of venereal disease and called for compulsory sex instruction "as a regular part of the 

secondary schod ~urriculum."~[~ Teskey also gave a lecturr,which some mothers commended on 

venereal disease to a mixed p u p  of students at Vaughn Road Collegiate in February, 1938 One 

mother believed that parents were generally delighted to have their children instructed by a 

competent doctor. Yet another claimed that teenagers' safety and happiness depended on the 

idonnation they nceived.~ 13 

Teskey's efforts, the students' pmsex instruction resolution and some public paremtal 

support made no diffmnce, however, to the majority of Yo& Board of Education trustees. When 

Teskey proposed that any competent and qlralif~ed man couid give health talks to students at the 

quest of school principals, his motion was voted down, 63, on October 1 1,1938. A prominent 

newspaper editorid denounced the B o d ' s  decision as an example of false modesty* complaining 

that while the %mocence of childhood is to be mamrrcLtbere comes a day when W s  pitfdls 

~ ~ [ ~ b i z i n l ~ ~ m ; ~ t i m a r ; l s p r w i d c d r ~ m c i n a ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w i t h D r . L u i r c ~ & ~ ~ s ~ @ t c r .  M a p e t  
T ~ ~ .  December33 199% t &ohnkh.lfLS LukeTTesLcydMr, Bill Sgcrfortheirheip. 
l l ~ " ~ & u d c n t s ~ s k ~ ~ o n , * ~ ~ r t , h n t n r y  1, ~ 9 3 8 ~ b i t d i n f d m ~ t m e s p l a ~ ~  
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have to be explained" Parents were once again held to be too incompetent to d d  with their 

children's sex instruction whereas medical men "who have seen the terrible effects of venereaI 

disease understand the price of iguomce." Children had to be guided by the competent from moral 

and physical pollution: Tell them the truth before it is too Iate."Il-'The six tntscees would have 

probably agreed with one anonymous school teacher committed to home-based sex instruction. 

Writing to the editor of the Globe and Mail, the teacher questioned the purity of the "Mow society 

bestowed upon those individuals-doctors, nurses, teachers and clergymen-most often called 

upon to lecture to children about sexual matters: "I cannot imagine any self-respecting and child- 

respecting school teacher or clergyman, or any other person, butcher, baker or candlestick maker. 

lecturing to a class of boys and girls on sen" The teacher expressed doubt that the knowledge of 

v e n d  disease actuaIly promoted chastity. A doctor friend, noted the teacher sarcasticdly, had 

treated a l l  his medical school classmates for venereal disease.Il5 

The response of the Toronto Board of Education to the stir Teskey's motion caused was to 

insist that sex instruction was not taught systematically in any of its schools and that the issue 

required deliberate and cazeful consideration. Dr. W- H. Rutherford, principal of Central Technical 

School, hinted that a teacher's lectm on sex education might upset parenr,[16 while trustee Dr. 

Hardy, one-time head of the English department at Jantis Collegiate, remarked that his preference 

was for casuaf sex instruction given separateIy to boys and girls by physical education teachers.1 l7 

The reactions of the York and the Toronto Boards bore out Strain's observation that the 

"bottieneckn blocking the implementation of sex instruction was located in the school 

administration offices, According to Strain, school officials were not necessarily personally 

opposed to sex teaching. They were aware that sex instruction was a controversial matter and 



remained cautious because the security of their positions was at stake.118 The pressure to unpIug 

that bottieneck would soon originate overseas Unwittingly aided by the policy of appeasement 

promoted by British foreign secretary Neville Chamberlain, Adolf HitIer's quest for German 

Eebemaum swallowed up Austria and Czechoslovakia in quick succession. By the summer of 

I939 it was dear that Poland was next in line. Battle lines were drawn between Britain and France 

on one side and Germany and the Soviet Unim on the o&er. The Second Wodd War would 

occasion another venereal disease emergency which focused attention on the deadIy spectre of the 

juvede delinquent and forced many Ontario social hygienists and educators to actively support the 

incopration of sex imtmdion in tbe ,*se of family life education into public schools 



CHAPTER m 

"The Democracy For Which We Are Now Fitiq"1 

With English Rime Minister Neville Chamberlain's policy of appeasement in tatters. 

England and France declared war on Germany once the Wehacht  crossed Poland's borders on 

September I .  1939. No longer a British colony but an autonomous member of the British 

Commonwealth of Nations, the Canadian Parliament independently declared war on Germany on 

September 10th. The dectaration was almost unanimous. Pacifist J. S. Woodsworth, Ieader of the 

left-wing Cwperative Commonweaith Federation (CCF), and two French Canadians were the 

only members of the House who dissented Oa December 10, 1939, the Canadian f irst  Division 

sailed for EngIand Ca that same year the Defence of Canada Regulations were put into effect giving 

the federal government sweeping powers to move against labour organizers. suspected 

Communists and fascists. After Japan entered the war in late 1941 these same powers would be 

used to incarcerate Canadians of Japanese origin in the province of British Coiumbia because the 

federal govefnment considered them potentid enemies to the state- 

The war was widely justXed as a struggle for democracy-a tenet for which the British 

Commonwealth was believed to stand Ontario educators rallied to the task of training Canadian 

school chiidrea for democratic citizenship. If Nazi German school children codd be educated to 

accept dictatorship, Canadians could be taught to love their country, protect the British 

Commonwealth and %uiId a mew worid order based on freedom and equality in the relationships 

of man with man [sic1 and nation to nati0n.e Some educators believed the school's role in 



prrserving democracy lay in supporting the cadet movement, Christian religious instruction and the 

principles of fmdom and justice3 But as skyrocketing venereai infection in the military and 

civilian populations came to be portrayed by military, governmental and public heaIth authorities as 

a menace to the allied nations, Ontario educators maintained that sex instruction was one of the best 

ways to prevent vened  d i d  and thereby preserve democracy. The public school was 

repeatedly portrayed as the ideal site for this endeavour. By the end of the war, the Canadian social 

hygiene movement as represented by the Health League of Canada (HLC). would prescribe the 

introduction of family life education into schools 

The support for school-based sex instruction during the Second World War sprang from 

wartime concerns with the breakdown of the middle-class patriarchal nuclear family. "Home Iik" 

wrote one London wartime columnist writing in a Canadian magazine, is the first casualty in a 

war."* Juvenile delinquency was perceived as a major symptom of the disintegration of the 

Canadian family. Social purists bad raised the spectre of the juvenile delinquent at the turn of the 

century and attriiuted its existence to ~ateatai a e $ a  Social hygienists had been far more likely to 

attribute its existence to recapituIation theory or to fetble-mindcdness. But as  both arguments fell 

into disfavour by the time the Second Wodd War was undeway, jweniIe delinquency came to be 

attributed to wartime stress Statistics conFmed that between 1939 and 1943 the conviction rate 

for individuals under 16-defi~ned as juveniles by the law-had increased by 294% across 

Canada. By 1943 Ontario had the highest rate of juvenile caavictions for major and minor offenses 



in Canada6 Ontario Police Chief Draper maintained that wartime stress, or the combination of the 

lack of parental supervision and war excitement, expIained the dismal rise in juvenile crime. Like 

adults, chiIdren were caught up in the adventure of the war but came home to an empty house 

because "the adults of the family are either in the anned services or in the war plants .... thus [the 

children1 are caught in the emotions of the conflict and want to do something to Iet off steam. 

Unsupervised and inexperienced they get into trouble."7 

During the !bond World War juveaile delinquency was conceptuaIized according to two 

gendered visions. Far more male than female juvenile delinquents were convicted of major and 

minor offences. FOP example, in 1943 2,681 males were convicted of major offenses as opposed 

to 123 females In that same year 1,098 males and 276 females were convicted of minor offencesg 

Mafes were characteristically convicted of burglary, theft, arson and common assault. By contrast 

females were most often convicted of immorality or sexual misconduct One Toronto journalist 

acknowIedged that the phrase "juvenile delinquency" had been worn thin but where girls were 

concerned it meant 12- to 16-year-old licentious girls who entrapped men into sexual 

relationships.9 Drrring the Second World War the female juvenile delinquent came to be perceived 

as synonymous with the amateur prostitute held responsible for infecting Canadian soldiers with 

venereal di- 

With the lessons of the First World War uppermost in the minds of physicians and 

educators. the campaign to control the spread of syphilis and gonorrhea in Canadians moved into 

high g a r  soon after the war began. J. J. Heagerty, the Director of Pubtic Health Services, 

Department of Pensions and National Health, urged that given the experience of the Great War. the 

"ptoblem of the mtrol af the venereal dkases amoog soldiers and ciwians is urgent and no time 

n& G-AI Y C ~  1% (OUWX ~dmoad ad=. 1945). p. 10~8. 
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shouId be lost in instituting measures for their protectioam1o The mioa  resulting from the debate 

over using moral or medicd means to combat venereal disease was evident early on. During the 

same month Canada declared war on Germany, Lieutenant-ColoneI D. H. Williams came out 

against the regulation of prostitution and insisted that the moral or socia1 approach was superior to 

the medical approach for treating venereal disease.1' Just two months later Heagerty argued that 

because rnany soldiers would undoubtedly succumb to sexual temptation or would actively seek 

out sexual  cation they should receive idonnation on prophylactic measures a,@st venereal 

disease. '2 

Supporters of either the moral or the medical approach to combatting venereal disease muId 

agree however. that venereal disease was a menace to democracy. Canadian soldiers and civilians 

were told that the enemy abroad and the f&th columnists at home were not the onIy adversaries they 

had to battle. Speaking at a Vancouver gathering on "Social Hygiene Dayw in 1941 Dr. Walter 

CIarke, the Director of the American Social Hygiene Association (ASKA), asserted that venereal 

disease posed a serious threat to the free democracies: "Disease in ,wemi does more to undermine 

the efficiency of a country's war effort than all of the enemy agents put together." * He insisted 

that all Caaadians had the opportunity to enlist in the war against syphilis and gonorrhea. "It is up 

to al l  of us," noted Clarke at the dose of his speech, "especially in this time of crisis. to join forces 

in wiping them out. But first. dl of you, Learn the fit%."" 

The facts seemed quite clear to Gordon Bates of the HLC- According to Bates, the general 

director of Canada's largest and best-known social hygiene or,@zation. health was not a 

parochid matter but a national objective: the venereal diseases were the most difficult of public 



heaIth problems to solve because their origins were sexual; and any failure to take into account the 

socid fdI-out of non-monogamous sexual d a t i d p s  would result in serious damage to the body 

politic. Bates complained that the Canadian body politic had already been severely weakened. In 

contrast to the American federal govemmenh which continued to provide State Departments of 

Health with Iarge amounts of money to combat venereal disease. the Depressionera Dominion 

government had cut the grants for venereal disease it gave the provinces in 1932 For Bates. a 

widespread educatioaal campaign was needed to convince Canadians of the seriousness of venereal 

disease. Once convinced. Canadians would pressure the Dominion government to restore the 

funding to the provinces. Once funded. organizations tike the HLC would work toward combatting 

venereal disease. ci 

Fbr Bates, medical advances in treating and curing venereal disease posed serious problems 

to the moral approach the HLC and the ASHA considered the l&Imark of the fight @nst syphl'1is 

a d  gonorrhoea. Bates recogkd that medical science had ma& huge strides in trearing and curing 

venereal disease. The sulpha drugs had virtually broken gonorrhoea's stranglehold. MedicaI 

experiments conducted at Toronto's Mount Sinai Hospital held out the promise of wiping out 

syphilis. Bates feared that the elimination of venereal disease would lead to an increase in sexual 

licentiousness. Bates likened condoms to prevent venereal disease and prophylactic packets to be 

used after sexuaI intercourse to contraceptive devices. He ckimed their use would damage the 

"moral fibrew of Canadians to such an extent that the oation would emerge from the war "as close 

to paganism as is Gerrnany."'6 While Bates was willing to sapport compulsory Wasserman tests 

for the civilian and military populations he insisted that the m o d  approach to venereal disease was 

essential. Moral d n t  bad to be promoted by the clergy, parwts and teachem Education about 

the dangers of syphiiis and gonorrhoea was needed as a deterrent to pre-marital or extra-maritaI 

tS  ord don Bats. "Is V d  Disease a M o d  lssucT fhaft& 9.1 (Jdy 194 1 ): 37,5455. 
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sexual activity. Restitution had to be kept under control and "protective work" for girls was 

required- l7 

Bates' targeting of protective work for girls was fuelled by two factors. One. as the war 

p r o p s e c t  the prostitute was replaced, in the minds of military authorities, by the amateur as the 

primary locus of infection.18 Two. statistics collected during the course of the war showed that 

most Canadians acquired syphilis and gonorrhea between the ages of 16 to 30.19These statistical 

findings focused attention on controlling venereaI disease in army recndts and on introducing sex 

instruction into the schools. 

As with the Boer War and the first World War, the health of Canadian recruits was said to 

be dismaI43% of the men calIed up for military training were rejected as physically unfit." 

Venereal infection threatened to lower Canadian soldiers' ability to fight for Canada even further. 

Upon request. the HLC sent thousands of EngIish and French reprints of Gene Tunney's article. 

"The Bright Shield of Continence." to army. navy and air force chaplains for distribution among 

recruits in 1942 Yet the article's message-"Sexual continence is the strongest weapon yet 

devised to combat venereal diseasew-did little to reduce the rates of venereal disease in the Armed 

Forces.'[ 

Faced with the prospect of skyrocketing venereal disease rates in the military population. 

Canadian f l iaIs'  approach to combatting syphilis and gonorrhoea in men during the Second 

Wodd War Ioowned up after 1942 After 1942 men who contracted syphilis or gonorrhea 



continued to receive their sdaries and were not placed in isolation dwing the infective period. 

Isolation was now considered punitive as we11 as unscientific because medical research confirmed 

that sexual contact was the exclusive means of transmission. In contrast to the measures taken 

during the Great War. each male recruit now received three condoms per monk by I944 condoms 

were given out upon request and prophyIactic kits were issued particularly to men serving 

overseas. In contrast to the way the men were treated, women who joined the Caaadian Women's 

Army Corps (WAC) were subjected to a "whispering campaign" about their putative sexual 

immorality. Women recruits were not given contraception against prqaaaacy nor prophylactics 

against venereal disease. Men infected with venereal disease remained on the job while women 

infected with the same were subject to discharge from the Army3 

The same double standard which held women recruits to be more sexualIy suspect than 

men held the pick-up, or the so-called amateur, as the main source of a male soldier's venereal 

infection. The amateur was depicted as all the more dangerous than the prostitute because she 

appeared so innocent. The term "amateur" was Rm used in the eady twentieth century to 

distinguish between prostitutes and unmarried. working-class, sexuaI1y active women who 

enjoyed sexual relacions with men.3 By the Second World War. the distinctions pertaining to the 

fee-for-service and class aspects were blurred. An increasingly fine line separated the feetaking 

from the non-fee-taking female provider of sexual senrices.24 Chrisdau Smith, the director of the 

social hygiene and publicity divisions of the HLC, noted that although the red light districts in 

many cities had been outlawed, venereal disease rates were increasing. He asserted that public 

health officials were satisfed that amateurs who went "soldier huntingw around railways. barracks 

and juke joints were responsible for the alarming spread of venereal disease, Citing information 

2 Ruth Rmch Rersos 77ary're Still Womm AJtcr All:' Tlu Second Nwld War and Calodian I Y m t i d  
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gleaned from h e  judge presiding over Winnipeg's JuveniIe C o w  Smith reported that grls aged 

12 to 17 were reguh camp followers. They picked up soldiers and spent the night with them at 

local hotels. Army oficiaIs requested the judge to keep the girls away from soldiers but the girls 

kept going back. To Smith, it came as no surprise that between IWI and I942 there was a 

increase in venereal disease in girls agcd I4 to 17.s 

As the war wore on amateurs' sexual licentiousness was portrayed as circumscribing the 

fight for democracy-the cost of medical care and Iost trainiug time dm to venereal disease for the 

Canadian armed forces between January 1940 aad June I943 was caIcuIated at $7,955,724? If 

Canada's fight for democracy incwred heavy losses due to female sexual licentiousness. gids who 

had sexual relations-coercive or not-with soldies dso paid an oppressive price. During the 

war, the amateur and the female sexuaI delinquent were portrayed as interchangeabIe enti ties. 

Feminist historians of sexuality have stated that the tension between sex& danger and wxuaI 

pleasure remains a powerfuI theme in women's lives AdoIesceot $ds' sexuality, particularly 

working-class adolescent girls' sexuality. has been seen, since the early 19th century. as 

problematic. as a threat to public order. as a quality which had to be managed. Sexual desire in 

unmarried girls has ~radit iody been considered a sign of m o d  perversity and waywardness. S* 

called crixnind behavior in girls has been associated with sexual acting out Thus. in a patriarchal 

d t u r e  which continues to experience diff~culty with adolescent girls who seek sexuai pkasure 

outside of marriage the interchangeability of the amateur and the female juvenile delinquent cfuring 

the 1940s is understaudabIe-mThere is no doubt that some yomg women actively sought and 
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delighted in sexual relations with so1diers.s Yet they also risked venereal infection. unwanted 

ptegaancy. abortion. sexual violence. social ostracism and the tabel of juvenile delinquent 

The sexual politics of juvenile dehquency were perfectly illustrated by journalist Mary 

Brechin. AIthough Brechin found that boys outnumbered girls 27 to one in convictioas for serious 

juvenile offences, she maintained, in gender-blind fashioa that a "youthful crime wave" was 

spreading across the Dominion from Prince Rupert to St. John's, Two examples she chose to 

illustrate this crime wave are telling. Bill, age 13, was convicted several times of arson. willfui 

damage to property and automobile theft. Sentenced to the Boys' Industrid Home, Bill escaped 

and en@ up in jail. But Betty, age 15. dropped out d p i e  8 and was soon "found by the health 

authorities to be a source of gonodeal infection. She confessed that since she was I4 she had 

been having contact with soldiersa 

Some studies show that the incidence of incest and extra-familial sexual abuse of girls 

under age 14 had quadrupled in the United States since the early 1900s.30 Both forms of abuse 

demased during the First and Second Worid Wars, perhaps because so many men were involved 

in the war effort.31 The possibility, however, that some young @s were sexuaIly abused by 

soldiers or unenlisted men escaped comment. As Ruth Pietson marks, in the official Canadian 

Literature on venereal disease, "[nleither the word 'rapist' nor the notion of VD by rape occurs."~ 

Brechin also catalogued the case of three girls, Marjorie, Helen and Lena aged between 14-15, 

who ran away from home with fifty cents between them. Two men picked them up on a highway 

and took them to a hotel. This was the fm sex experience for all three gi&" noted Brechin. The 



girls were given some money and were picked up again by another man and his friend The girls 

theu ended up in a lumber camp "where they spent the night with men." The first two men were 

charODed with a criminal offence. pleaded guilty and fined The @is contracted venered disease. 

were taken into custody and sent to a home where they wouId be under supervision until age 21. 

The &Is' experiences provided proof of their delinquency rather than of the men's criminality. 

By 1943, when official concern about venereal disease in the civilian and military 

population reached a "fever pitchW33 and juvenile delinquency was portrayed as a "war 

neurosiaw3J the public press openly began touting school-based sex instruction as an imperative- 

Yet school-based sex instruction was supported neither by military officials nor by the HLC. In the 

spring of 1943 Lieutenant-ColoneI WiIIiams, appointed Chief of the Division of Venereal Disease 

Control in the Department of Pensions and National Health, attempted to bind together the mod 

and the medical approaches to combatting venereaI disease with the "Four-Sector Front A,&nst 

VD." The heaIth. weifare. legal and m o d  sectors in Canadian society were to be united in a 

concerted attack against syphilis and gonorrhoea For Wllhams, the mots of venereal disease lay in 

sexual incmtinence, an unchaste environment and the ineffective application of medical science To 

wit. physicians, nurses and public health officials within the health sector would combat veuereaI 

disease with the best medical science had to offer. Social workers and weffare agencies Ieading the 

welfare sector would do their best to battle against the overcrowded housing conditions thought to 

be a contn%uting factor to sexual immorality. The police and the courts which were part of the I@ 

sector would ensure that prostitutes and pimps would be brought to justice. Finally. the churches 

and homes which played a major role in the moral sector would uphold the sanctity of marriage and 



family Me- IaterestingIy. Williams did not accord schools any part to play in the battle a,oaiast 

venereal ctisease.35 

Williams maintained that the health sector was the key to combatting venereal disease. 

Williams encouraged health agencies across Canada to adopt a six-point plan to cure and prevent 

syphilis and gonorrhoea. 1) Public education, in which Williams invited the HLC to pIay a major 

rote. was meant to give Canadians accurate information about v e n d  disease. 2) Adequate 

diagwstic and treatment facilities concerned with venereal disease had to be provided for everyone. 

3) Quacks and chatlatans who preyed on the fears of the venereally infected had to be routed. 4) To 

auarantee the birth of healthy children, proper prenatalcare including blood tests, should be made e 

available to expectant mothers. 5) To assure couples a happy family life. a general health 

examination including blood test before marriage was recommended. 6) Effective measures against 

the spread of venereal disease, such as education about the dangers of prostitution. should be 

taken. Once agoain, schods were never mentioned in W i U W  schematic 

The HLC took Williams' invitation to participate in the public education campaign 

seriously. The HLC had already organized. in 1942, cross-Canada showings of the film "No 

Greater Sin." Sponsored by the ASHA, the film's story line was similar to that of "Damaged 

Lives" but was shot through with wartime patriotic sentiment Bill Thorne lmkaowingly infects his 

pregnant wife, Betty, with syphilis. Bill and Betty work in a munitious factory. Wasserman tests 

adminisfed to all plant workers confirm that the Thorues have syphilis, Cnfuriated, Bill pays a 

visit to a Dr. Hobson. a quack who purported to have cured Bill of his venereal infection prior to 

marriage. They scttMe. Hobson is knocked uncoascious and dies. Bill is arresttd tried in court 

and acquitted once it is revealed that Hobson was a quack. Feeling ashamed b u s e  he infected 

Betty, Bill decides to leave town- He is stopped by Betty's father. Betty's father convinces Bill to 

return to Betty as he has done nothing to be ashamed of. Diseased amateurs and medical quackery 

35 D. K W m  "A 6 Point Athdi Against Varae;rl Discasc" Heuf?h 1 I, 1 (Sumwr 1943): 67.27-30. 



were blamed for the Thorned unfortunate situation, As with "Damaged Lives." the issue of male 

culpability for the spread of v m e d  disease, which played so Iwee a part in feminist social purist 

discourse. went missing. The film played to rave reviews in the French and English press. Adults 

and youths were encouraged to see the picture because of the invaluaMe lessons it provided.36 

During the eariy stages of the war, the HLC was initially reluctant to support school-based 

sex instruction. insisting that parents had to teach their children about sexual matters. The HLC 

received some support for this position. Fears about juvenile delinquency. venereal disease and the 

loosening of mod codes among adolescents led the Hedth Education Committee of the Ontario 

Home and School Association to recommend. as eady as 1941, that given the perils of the last 

Great War, parents should give their children sp&c information about sex.37 Home-based sex 

instruction also received a boost from some teachers Iike Ann Cmkett. Writing in the popular 

Canadian ma,dazine fiber@, Crocken c o n a e d  those teachers who wanted to teach the facts of 

life to children. In one fell swoop she stereotyped them as sexually ftusttated spinsters. timid 

bachelors and homosexual eccentrics-"the queer, the purient-minded cranks who show in 

graduate school a deep interest in sexology."38 

By the end of 1943 the HLC be,- to waver in its opposition to school-based sex 

instruction. Although Smith recommended that Caaadian mothers shouid give considerable thought 

to their children's sex instruction, he appeared to come out in favour of "famiIy life education" in 

schools. Smith's approval of family life education was proof that the Canadian social hygiene 

movement was well-aware of the support American s o d  hygienists had given this kind of sex 

instruction in the United States. It afso signalled that the HLC Iike many American social hygiene 

o ~ o a s ,  was willing to distance itself from its traclitiod focus on prostitotion and venereal 



disease. The HLCs shift from s0clSOClaI hygiene to famiIy life education was perceived as a step in the 

direction of a kinder. gentler and certainly brighter form of moral suasion. Smith not ody 

counseled mothers to read Francis Strain's work but allowed that school-based sex instruction 

should be encompassed by "a course in family and community relationships, so that the ethical and 

moral aspects will be dealt with as weU as the physiologid augles.* Yet Smith soon contradicted 

himself, remarking that teaching parents and teachers how to i- children about the facts of life 

was of greater importance than "the muchdiscussed introduction of sex education in the 

schools. "u' 

Smith's waffling resulted from the conflict between the H L C s  traditiond opposition to 

school-based sex instruction and wartime developments which made school-based sex instruction 

appear more attractive to those seeking to curb jweniIe detinqueocy, eliminate veaereal disease and 

protect Chadian democracy. 

Some provincial educatiod departments did experiment early on in the war with various 

sex instruction curricuia. Alberta and British Cdumbia the two provinces which had passed 

legislation to sterilize the "unfit," in 1928 and 1933, respectively, introduced venereal disease 

education into high schools. In 1939, the Alberta Department of Education introduced a 

Programme of Srudes for the High School which incorporated units on "How We Began," 

"Heredity" and The Socia1 Dkases" into Health and PhysicaI Education courses. Teachers were 

to emphasize that syphilis had become a world-wide "scourge" and was a great menace to the 

young. Similarly, gonorrhea was considered an illness with serious cousequences. one of which 

was blindness in infants. AIberta teachers Iooked to the HLC to provide them with further 

39 MC MG 28 I 332 VoL L41, File: Litcratprr Rcqnets Enquires. letter co Mrs. Joe Hy~dnwln from 
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information on sex and venereal disease. writing to that orOaanization with requests for pamphlets 

and other materials4l 

Educational authorities in British Columbia endorsed the venerealaisease education 

cwriculurn for high schools prepared by the British Columbia Division of Venereal Disease 

ControL The Division decided to teach students about syphilis and gonorrhea via round-table 

discussions. feeling that because this technique had been successful with "women's 

organizatioas," it would be suitable for high school students. After 1942 male and female students 

over age 16 were treated jointly to the l@minute British film about venereal disease. With These 

Weapons." followed by a 45minute round-table discussion led by a lecturer from the Division. 

The Greater Vancouver Healtb League surveyed parents' and teachers' opinions of the course and 

conciuded they were positive. A survey of students in eight high schools reveaIed that a majority 

said they learned a great deal from the discussions. Ninety percent of the male and 7% of the 

female students wished to have venereal disease education included in their regular health 

~1a~ses.42 

In contrast to the approach taken by officials in Alberta and British Columbia, Miss 

Winaifred Ashplant, a nurse appointed Health Counselor of the London Board of Education 

secondary schools in Ontario, rejected the pedagogical focus on v e n d  disease. In January 1942 

the Loadon Board agreed to employ a Health Counselor to teach four units. drawn up by Dr. John 

Wilkey, the London schools medicai officer, as  part of the health education curriculum for girls at 

the grade eleven level.* Ashplant betievexi that the educational system had traditionally assumed 

responsibility for dealing with children's minds and children's bodies. It now had to assume 



responsibiIity for deaIing with chiIdren's "emotions." Ashplant's euphemism for sexuality. 

Ashplant believed that the school's ab'ity to look after children's minds, bodies and emotions was 

crucial to the "democracy for which we are now fighting," a democracy which subscribed "to the 

development of the individual as a whole- in all his [sic] potentialities* 

Public support for the fight against v e n d  disease-which included the need for school- 

based wx instruction-was high. In May, 1943.90% of Canadians polled by GaIlup thought a 

government-sponsored campaign to give people more i n f o d o n  about venereal disease and a free 

examination was a "good idea." The percentage of those in agreement with the campaign in Ontario 

was slightly higher at 92%. In the same pdl. 84% of Canadians approved of a law requiring 

couples to take a compulsory physical exam and blood test for venereal disease before marriage.* 

In August another poll cemented the perceived connections between venereal disease and juvenile 

deIinquency and confirmed that Canadians ovenvheImingly supported schooCbased sex instruction 

to alleviate the problem. Seventy-six percent of those polled by Gallup approved of giving a sex 

instruction course to students in high schooI, Those respondents who had a college education. 

were situated in the upper income bracket and in the lowest age p u p  were especiaIIy enthusiastic 

about this suggestion. 

Gallup's press release concluded that Canadian experts who 'deal d d y  with the question 

of juvenile delinquency and the closely d a t e d  problem of venereal disease" cited overly strict 

parents, inadeqtliite parental supervision, and the ladr ofrecRationaI facilities for youth as the three 

main teasans why youths got into trouble" In her expos6 of juvenile delinquency. Brechin 

agreed She asked plaintively, "What is Canada going to do for her children?"-" and suggested the 



country needed commrmity-o~~zed recreation and teenagers' clubs as  well as more social 

workers. teachers and child psychologists. Canada may have been the metaphorical neglectful 

parent but the negligence displayed by the juvenile delinquent's mother and father was considered 

all too real. George Drew, Ontario Premier as well as the Minister of Education after August 17. 

1943. blamed juvenile delinquency on both parents, remarking that "it is only too clear that the 

problem of juvenile delinquents is very largely a problem of delinquent parents."* Yet it was the 

wartime mother. not the father, who was repeatedly portrayed as the delinquent parent. a 

characterization bourne out by research on child neglect and parental responsibility during the 

Second World War39 

The wartime mother was guilty of parental delinquency for two reasons. First. she was, 

once again, held to be derelict in teaching her sons and daughters about sex. Most of the talks 

given on wartime juvenile delinquency and v e n d  disease, observed a writer for Sctrzuthy Nigh.  

scrrssed the importance of teaching children about sex. Yet parents seldom felt competent to do the 

job.50 The lack of information was considered especially detrimental to young girls who came into 

contact with soldiers. The information one young woman remembers receiving about venereal 

disease during the War was spouy: "Sex education was non-existent then,when we started going 

to the service men's dances we didn't know anythingA1 we were told was not to dance with 

anyone with sores around their  mouth!"^ As the rates of v e n d  disease and juvenile delinquency 

continued to rise daring the War. it was the mother% inability to exercise this responsibility which 

was condemned repeatedly. 
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Roof of a mother's inability to iasrrnct her children about sex came from the reputable Dr. 

W. E Blaa in the form of a jes.t.2 Blaa told an interviewer the joke about "the war wifew who 

was too embarrassed to talk to her youngest son. seven-year-old Bobby, about sex while his father 

was away overseas. She asks her eldest son, 11-year-old Jim. to tell Bobby what their father had 

told Sun about the "facts of life" and the "birds and the bees" before he left. Jim agrees: 

Jim went out and hauled his kid brother away from his pIaymates. 
"Lissen," he said "Mom wants me to explain something t o  
yoa..Do you know how babies come?" 
"Sure," said Bobby, who had learned fast in the street. 
"You know why people get married and how they have kids?" 
"Sure, that's old mi€," said Bobby. 
"Well, its the same with bees and birds-see! [sic]"" 

Blatz explained that the war exacerbated parental shortcomings in teaching chiIdren about sex 

because with so many fathers serving m the war, mothers were especially reIuctant to speak to their 

sons: They feel it shouid be their husband's job. And they make this an excuse for doing nothing 

Second the mother was negligent in supervising her children during war time. The 

Canadian wartime mother was caught in a Catch-22. If she did not contribute her labour to the war 

effort, she was unpatriotic If she worked and left her children unsupervised she was responsible 

for her children's delinquency- The children of mothers who worked in war pIants were called 

"war victims," apt to be permanendy marred by negiect.55 Brechin a p e d  She reminded her 

readers that the sexually licentious Betty had a father overseas and a mother toiling in a war plant 

who was too "work weary" to supervise her daughtererS6 

F k  more information on BlYz and thc Irmimte s# Sacciya Moyta Raymond, The Nltrscty WorId o /B .  BIac 
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By 1943, the pool of singie women over age 20 and married women without children 

entering the labour fcrce to repiace the men now in the Armed Forces dried up. This labour 

sh- forced the National Selective service to turn to martied womeu with children. Government 

officials appeared reluctant to recruit women whose primary responsibility was their home and. 

therefore. compromised by employing married women with children for part-time work. The 

greater numbers of women who fernaid at home also contributed their unpaid labour to the war 

effort. m l e  their employed sisters worked in ammunition plants and on farms, "housesoldiers" 

saved metaI, rags and grease for recycling, launched salvage campaigns. tended victory gardens. 

knitted ,oarments for sddiers and canned jam for Britain. 9 

The employment of women in war industries 'enerated fears of "latch-key" children and 

the co~ect ion between working mothers and juvenile delinquency generated calls for the 

establishment of nurseries. Individual companies set up child care facilities for the exclusive use of 

their employees and day nurseries for mOthers involved in war work were made available in 

Ontario via the Dominion-Provincial Wartime Day Nurseries Agreement. Nevertheless. the 

Nurseries remained a temporary measure which initially applied only to the children of mothers 

working in essential industries. The few Wartime Nurseries which were established were unable to 

meet working mothers' demand for wartime child care. Women with children who were employed 

in non-essential industriei wexe expected to make their own child care arrangements- In response 

to calls from newspapers, chtrrck and women's organhatiow, the Wartime Nurseries Agreement 

was revised to aUow in some CfiiIdren of mothers working in non-essential sectors but priority was 

still given to the children of mothers employed in essential industries3 

- - - -  
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Some working mothers accepted the blame for wartime juvenile delinquency. A series of 

interviews conducted with manied women. aged 26-45. who worked in war industries revealed 

that inadequate child care anangemeats led some women to believe their sons and daughters would 

become jweniIe delinquents. One interviewee heard on the radio that juvenile delinquency was on 

the rise in children between ages nine to 1 I and began to wony what her I 1 -yeadd son wodd do 

without adequate supervision: "On my street all the kids just roam mund afier school with nothing 

to do  but get into mischief." Another commented that coileagues at work with daughters were 

redly concerned because "it's the young gids of 14 and 15 that are the real problems. The women 

at work with daughters of that age are redly worried because the kids are growing up so darn 

fast" Anocher woman confirmed that women at work often talked about their children's behaviour 

problems because they were having difficulties supervising t h e m 9  

Ironically, a Iarge part of the supervision problem stemmed from the fact that children were 

also encouraged to do their bit for the war. This encouragement intensified after 1942 as G e m  

forces extended their grip on Europe and Africa and Japan solidified the p i n s  it had made in the 

Far East60 Educators insisted that the school child, reboardless of his or her age. should be gven 

an active role on the home front61 Indeed, by instilling in students a sense of democratic pride in 

the British Commonwealth, participation in the war effort was seen as one method of curbing 

jwenile delinquency. Unlike women's labour, youttrful efforts were not organized under the 

National Selective Service but provincial departmeats of education, orpkdious such as the 

Junior Red Cross and industries actively sought out pupils' Iabour. Bur like women's labour. 

children's volunteer or paid labour was also militarized - d y  for the war effort. Participation 

in the war & i  padaxlady for Ontario adolescents empioyed in war plants, gave youths a degree 



of economic independence which women working in h d u q  were afso beginning to enjoy. With 

economic independence came a certain freedom of movement which raised concerns about the 

loosening of adolescent sexual moratity. 

During the war years, educators idealized the school as the "bulwark of dernocra~y."~2 

Wartime rhetoric encouraged teachers to preserve personal freedom and save democratic 

institutions by bringing democracy into the classtoom. Teacher indoctrination of pupiIs was out 

h u t  line work such as teaching the pupils to think for themselves was in. One of the important 

cornerstones of cIassroom democracy was classassmrn discussioa The teacher was to act as a 

catalyst to discussion, drawing out the timid pupils and subduing the more boisterous- The teacher 

would provide opportunities for discussion of a particular topic. Pupils couId then talk out 

situations, exchange opinions, ftnd ideas from sources outside themselves and draw their own 

concIusions. The fear that too much democracy would lead to anarchy was also addressed. 

Educators told teachers that their task was to train students to "think independently but [to be able 

to1 foUow a leader well at the same time.* 

Not everyone accepted such infiated proaouncements. Cff member J. W. Noseworthy 

complained tbat the school wouldn't be a bulwark of democracy until federd grants-in-aid were 

given to provincial departments of education on the basis of need: schwIs received larger 

provincial financia1 support: teachers were paid in relation to the importance of theirjob; the 

discrepancy between facilities in urban and tual schools was eliminated: and equality of 

6 2 ~  mother point of view whicb exmines the dlsawrrse on the American wy-time f a y  as the schod for 
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opportunity existed for all Canadians seeking aa  education.^ But Noseworthy's 0bSe~ation~ 

were no match for the democracy band wagon. During the war years. Canadian educators 

miIitarized thousands of school chiIdren under the guise of rallying to freedom. justice and 

democracy. Ontario studeats viewed patriotic war films such as " h t  of Steel." "Atlantic Patrol." 

"Peopts of Canada," "Britain At Bay," "Squadron 992 Royal Air Force" and "Wings of 

Youth."65 PupiIs in elementary schools were encouraged to collect scrap metal. become involved 

in Junior Red Cross work, compete to purchase war stamps and write letters of support to British 

Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret Rose. Much of the students' war work was divided along 

gender tines Girls in home economics classes knitted socks, sweaters, scarves and afghans for 

soldiers and sewed outfits for children who had lost their homes in bombing raids. Boys in manual 

training classes made sprints for setting limbs, model airplanes to aid recruits in aircraft recognition 

and cribbage boards for saiIors' am us ern en^& 

The war boosted the school cadet movement- Abolished in 1933, compulsory cadet training 

far high schoot boys was reinnnduced by the Ontario Department of Education in 1939. A year 

Iater there were 4.700 d e t s  enroIled in Toronto Board of Education schools who met at 8 o'clock 

three to four morning a week for drill, route marches aud military training. There was no room for 

pacifist sentiments on the democratic bandwagon.67 Principal Colonel F. Wood of North Toronto 

Collegiate claimed cadet training improved his boys1 studying, and dectared that if there were any 

conscientious objectors "we would tell them they can have their choice, drill, or knit socks for 

a1 W- Nolicwonhy, Thc SchoI-Tht Bulwark of Democracy." Canadian Fonan I1 (Sepwnber 1941). pp. 
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soldiers with the girls."68 In the Courses of Study for Grades LX. X. X I  and XII. Defence! 

Training, H ' h  and Physical Eriucmion for 1942 the Department made cadet training 

compu~sory for boys from grade 10 onward.69The Department's move ensured that the 

Department of National Defence would aot exercise control over the schools' military 

preparedness- But by 1944 cadet training under the direction of the anny or air force became 

compuIsory for high schools.m 

Some students may have felt they were doing their duty to democracy by contributing their 

labour to the war effort. Others may have been more attracted by the prospect of earning their own 

wages. Students harvested crops in the summertime, took after-school jobs in war ptants and 

found employment in theatres, bingo hall, restaurants and pool parI~urs.~' Despite the urgings of 

the Department of Education and the Department of Labour that employers refrain from hiring boys 

and girls under age 14, abuses were apparendy common. Some boys under 14 were discovered 

working in war piants during the evenings only to fall asleep in school the next &y.Z As the war 

progressed. concerns about boys and girls earning too much money. playing truant, working late 

at night, jitterbugging to the boogie woogie, attending "necking parties." and becoming infected 

with v e n d  disease were e x p d n  

Canadian women's participation in the armed forces and war industries threacwed to close 

the putative ,oap between the d e  and the feminine, ergoendering what Rerson calls "wartime 

jitters over femininity.q4 Were Canadian youth were concerned, the Second World War 

threatened to blurr the conceptuaI boundaries separating adolescents from children and adults 



which sociai hygienists like G. S. S tdey Hall had established at the turn of the century. Hall 

maintained that the adolescent was neither child nor aduk75 By conwast. educators in the 1940s. 

like Blatz's colleague. Dr. Karl Bernbardt, ssdddled the divisions Hall had established and labelled 

the adolescent "HaIf Child-Half Adult? The confusion over Hall's conceptual boundaries 

beg- occnrring in the 1920s. Improved e~~domic conditions freed many middleclass adolescents 

from parental restrictions, The loosening of parental restrictions led youths to participate in a new 

form of intimate heterosexual companionship which was no longer supervised by adults-dating. 

Prior to the Great War, heterosexual couples signalled their interest in each other via the 

chaperoned practice of calling. S p d  on by the mobility and privacy the automobile offered 

middIe-cIass youths, dating replaced calling as the form of heterosexual courtship by the 1920s. A 

decade later, dating had lost entirely its early association with rebellious behaviour in the upper 

ctasses and ptostitution in the lower classes. As such dating was key to both the regulation of teen 

sexuality and the institutionalizacim of compulsory heterosexuality.n 

During the Second World War. the heterosexual experimentation of adolescents and the 

employment of boys and girls under 18 contributed to the confusion over the conceptual 

boundaries amongst children, adolescents and adults. In addition, there is evidence that some 

youths' increasingIy rapid metamorphosis into physical adulthood also helped blurr those 

divisions. Historians have recognized that children's physical p w t h  is an important factor in 

determining their relationship to health and nutrition over time. Growth is a complex process 

involving genetic inheritance and environmentaI influences. To achieve optimum growth. a chiId. 

before age 5, must acquire resistance to disease. emotional sustenance and good nutrition. Growth 
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is so rapidly affected by factors which draw upon the child's energy reserves that it is now fairiy 

common for pediatricians and socia1 workers to look to stunted growth patterns for evidence of 

deprivation andlor child abuse.% Growth triggers sexual maturation in #ris and boys and, 

simultaneously, the development of secondary sex characteristics-pubic hair. breasts and rounded 

hips in the female: pubic hair, facial hair and upper body development in the maie Unfortunately. 

Iongitudinal historical studies on p w t h  in human females are sparse because available tongrun 

statistics dealing with height and weight measurements, such as those amassed on soldiers and 

sailors, are restricted to the male sex.n Historians who have analyzed these records a p  that 

increases in the consumption of animal protein have contributed to rapid increases in height and 

weight in North America between the 18th and 20th centuries.* 

A series of surveys conducted on the height and weight of elementary s c h d  children aged 

7- L3 in Toronto from 1891 to 1939 showed that children in& in height and weight from 2 to 

5% over a peration. On the average, children of prosperous parents were found to be ralIer than 

their poorer peers because of their genetic inheritance and "superior environment-"8[ During the 

1940s, educators noticed that some girts and boys were attaining the height and the contours of 

adult female and male bodies noticeably early. Mrs Grace McCulhgh, a trustee with the Toronto 

Board of Education, complained that there were many pupils measuring six feet who could not get 

behind a school desk82 A survey revealed that of the 63,285 desks in Toronto public schoots. 

1,115 were considered too small for pupils to seat thernseIves comfortably. McCullagh also 



complained that girls and boys who failed the grade 8 entraace exam were too physically large to 

repeat the grade without embarrassment and feared they might drift into truancytg3 

Ironically, social hygienists had traditionaIIy initiated andlor supported many of the public 

health reforms so crucial to child welfare. The pasteurization of milk, the emphasis on child rescue 

and the establishment of well-baby clinics cut down on child mortality. These reforms also 

contributed to disease prevention, emotional sustenance and good nutrition in eariy childhood. the 

very factors which are key to the increase in children's height and weight and, hence, to the eartier 

appearance of secondary sex characteristics. The irony is that the same reforms of which social 

hygienists were so proud led to physiological changes in children's bodies which challenged the 

conceptual boundaries they bad dram amongst childhood, adolescence and adulthood 

Educators in the 1940s scrambled, nevertheless. to maintain the divisions between 

childhood adolescence and adulthood by focusing on some aspect of youths' immaturity. BIatz 

admitted that while a child between I4and 16 was "sexuaIly potent" and "physically an adultw he 

or she was not emotionally mature.& Leta Hollingworth. whose work was referenced by the 

committee responsible for the I942 Comes of Stuct_v. reremarked that many adolescents were 

psychologically unweaned from their parents and behaved Iike infants five or six feet tal1.U 

Bernhardc did make some sensitive observations about the tensions adolescents experienced 

precisely because they were coosidered more emotionally akin to children but more physically akin 

to adults. He remarked that adolescents wii~lted "the independence t&at they think should go with 

their size The thing that bothers young people most is being treated Iike children." Youth needed 

friends and counsellors not pareats who aded We dictatots86 



The fact that chiIdren's early physical. sexual and repmductive maturation was now 

occurring within the context of wartime stress led Blatz to pmcribe that chiIdren's sex instruction 

be directed toward two ends-coafomity to sociefaI conduct and enjoyment within the timitations 

set by society. For educators like Blatz, conformity was intimately reiated to heterosexual 

"normalityw and normality to psychological maturity. In the post-war era, psychotogical maturity 

was increasingly tied to marriage and child rearing.* Blatz supported home-based rather than 

schd-based sex instruction. He conceded that patents would have a difficult job training children 

to maintain their sexual desires within socially acceptable boundaries but concerted efforts 

beginning in childhood would do the mck. The peat  was instructed to teach the child about the 

biolo$cal facts of human reproduction while making the chiId appreciative of the inevitability of 

social ostracism once social Iaws were transgressed. BIatz's focus on the penalty of social 

ostracism was an augur of post-war developments directly related to the medical triumph over 

venereal disease The fear of venered disease had traditionaily been used to keep youths on the 

sexual straight and narrow. After penicillin's extraordinary efTetiveness in curing both syphilis 

and gonorrfioea became apparent, the threat of social ostracism was used to counter any sexual 

deviation from tbe norm of pre-maritat chastity.= 

Ironically. educators during the 1940s came to believe not only that non-sexualized 

heterosexuaI friendships were possibie but that they were crucial to the development of the 

individual's maturity. Spurred on by a curious mix of biology, sociology and Freudian 

psycJ.~~lo,ay, dating came to be coosidered by the 1940s. a socidy desirable precursor to maniage 

for teenagers as young as 13. Blatz told parents to encourage adolescents' socializing in order to 

sublimate his or her sexual feelings- Berahardt warned parents not to discourage teenage 



socializing because dating helped the individual achieve hetero~exudity.~ Problems arose. of 

course. when teenagers who dated did more than sip sodas and go bowIing. The Canadian Youth 

Commission (CYC) recognized that wartime teenage dating resulted in relaxed moral codes. 

temporary sexuaI relationships and children borne out of wedockg1 Yet dating was considere!d so 

important to the achievement of heterosexuality, that professionals continued to promote the 

practice. They maintained that the sexual dangers posed by dating could be diminated if teenagers 

learned to follow "proper" dating etiquette with its stnng proscriptions a,&nst necking, petting 

and long automobile rides. Girls. whether they went out with other grfs and boys on p u p  dates 

or went out alone with a boy, were assigned the respoasibility of enforcing those proscriptions.% 

The Ontario Department of Education did its bit to place compdsory heterosexuality on its 

curriculum for giris by way of the Department's emphasis on democratic sentiments. In 1942 the 

Depment introduced a Programme of Shrrliesfor Gr& V R d  VLllof the Public and Scrparrrre 

Schools 93 and the Comes of Study for grades 9-12 of the high scI~ools which made cadet 

training compulsory. Their emphasis on military prrparedness. health and physical fitness was not 

surprising. According to J. G. Althouse, Ontario's Chief Director of Education. Nazi Germany 

had deveIoped national health and physical fitness in order to exterminate, subjugate and dominate, 

Canadian democracy needed to develop the national heaith and physical fitness necessary to repufse 

the enemy. With the health of Canadb recruits in qwsdon, the school needed to turn out citizens 
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who were fit for survival, fit for sacrifice, fit to resist fascism, and fit for a kind of life "that will 

not permit such evil to rear its ugIy head again.* 

The Rogrumme emphasized "education for social living." Its linchpin was the training of a 

child to "be a good citizen." A good citizea had a socially satisfactory persooatity. got dong with 

othm and lived according to a standard of Christian ethics appropriate for a democracy?s The 

school's thm major tasks were to help the child understand its own environment, to choose and 

accept standards of behaviour which conformed to society's approval-it was hoped that principals 

and teachers would aain students in democratic citizenship by example-and to assist the pupil in 

acquiring essential skills. The Progrcunme shmcd the necessity of teaching children about good 

health. 

As in the 1939 version of the Programme, the subject Health promoted the best physical 

and mental health possible for each child A secondary aim was added in the 1942 version of the 

Programme which was undoubtedly connected to wartime fears over the spread of venereal 

di- the cultivation of a scientifically-based geuuine intenst in pets0naI and community health. 

The Programme encouraged the child to develop a "health conscience" which was nmssary to the 

good health of the individual d the community. For grade 7 pupils this meant understanding the 

basics of cornmunicabIe diseases like cd& Students in grade 8 went beyond learning about 

communicable diseases. They not ody didiscovered the role bacteria played in the transmission of 

disease* but learned about the relatiomhip between alcohol and accidents. poverty and crime. first 

aid in air raid emergencies and the development of "moral health." A morally healthy child was 

obviously a sexually chaste child for he or she set high ideals, bad "cleanw thoughts and kept the 

company of "wholesme" companions. 



As part of the Canadian government's mobitization of society for war. Ontario educators 

prepared the Courses of SZU@ in co-operation with officers from the Royal Canadian Air Force 

and the Army. The Courses of Sf& prepared high school students to serve Canadian democracy 

in whatever capacity was required The educators who framed the courses established an 

interesting distinction between boys' and girls' usefulness to democracy. Boys could prepare to 

participate in the armed forces and war industries. By contrast girls had to decide whether they 

were most useful in the war services, the industries or at home.% The Courses of Studv 

recommended that both boys and girls had to lean the basics of drill. knots and lashings, aircraft 

recognition and civilian protection. But whiIe boys in grade I I were taught about internal 

combustion engines, map reading and orientafion, p& I I girls were taught "Healthful Living." 

Healthful Living had been a part of the grade LO boys' and girls' Health and Education Course in 

1939. But the 1942 version of Healthful Living, intended to be taken only by grade 1 I girls. was 

designed with the nirvana of heterosexuality, normality and matmity in mind. Indeed one educator 

praised the Healthful Living course for girls, on the grounds that "were there more young peopte 

educated to act rationally there would be fewer maIadjusted adults* 

In line with the democratic emphasis on classroom discussion, HeaIthful Living was not 

intended to be a standard lecture come but a series of discussions. The patient and wise teacher 

would provide pupils with the opportunity to discuss vocational pmbIems. social relations and 

ratioaal standards of conduct The come focused on six uoits, the Meaning of Successful Living. 

the Nature of Development, Work, Recreatio~. Social Adjustment and a PhiIosophy of Life. Each 

unit laid saess on the importance of goad physical and emotional heaith. bat the Socia1 Adjustment 

unit provided the opportunity to [ink girls' d e m o d c  education to the institutionalization of 

compulsory heterosexuality in schools This ttnit deaIt with good heaith, good citizenship, family 



life and friendships with boys The unit clearly intended fls to develop the skills they supposedIy 

needed to maintain friendships with boys. Girts were earnuraged to discuss the ways and means 

of cuItivating feminine attractiveness, entertaining boys and keeping a boy's friendship and tove. 

Some girls, as Dr. Rutherford, the director of technical education, found, were more interested. 

however, in studying internal combustion engines than they were in learning about HeaIthful 

Living.* Nevertheless. the daily press thciIIed to the Social Adjustment unit. It was portrayed as 

far more interesting than boys' m y  work 

For the girls-& the lasses have it on the lads for interesting 
variety of subjects These range from Lighting a camp fue in the 
woods to lighting a flame of love in a lad's heart-and how to keep 
it buming.99 

In 1943, an expanded version of the HealthfuI Living course was introduced to girls in 

Grade 12. It included lessons in democratic ideals and selfdiscipline. These lessons were 

intended. perhaps, to curb girls' licentious behaviour with soldiers and with other boys. 

Discusions about friendships with boys remained high on the agenda But so did friendships with 

girls. The 1943 version of the Healthful Living course tackled the thorny possibility that some girls 

may h e  been more incIined to develop and maintain close friendships with other @s than with 

boys. In an attempt to wean gids from the adolescent "stage" of homosexual attraction, the course 

dso included discussions about the difference fx$ween "crushes" on other girls and "mature 

friendships" with them. Presumably, mature friendships were sexIess associations and were 

considered, therefore, more acceptable than mad crushes. Child Study was aIso included as a topic 

of study for grade 12 girls, a deveIopment undoubtedly dated to the employment of high schmi 

giris' employment in the Wartime Nurseries. 
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At the behest of Remier Drew, a review of the 1942 Coxuses of Study was undertaken by 

C. E. Reynolds, A h  studying 100 collegiate institutes, high, vocationaI and continuation urban 

and nual schools across Ontario, Reynolds recommended that the course's name be changed to 

"Practical Citizenship, Health and Physical Education." He suggested that along with 

"Responsibilities of Citizens in a Democracy" and "Industrial ReWons" "Sex Hygiene and related 

subjects" be added to the course. According to Reynolds, Sex Hygiene for girls and boys should 

begin in w e  11 because many students did not pursue their education beyond this grade. For 

girls, the subject would be built around Nutrition, Healthful Living, Home Nursing and Child 

Study. Based on discussions he had with teachers and doctors, Reynolds concluded that the 

subject of Sex Hygiene should include the study of venereal disease for both girls and boys and: * 

a) Physicaf Growth from foetus to adult. 
b) Emotional Growth from foetus to adult 
C) Anatomy and Physiology of Reproduction 
d) Desirable Attitudes and IdeaIs, based on the relationship between 
Miarm Physicai and Ernotiooal Growth.'* 

Yet during the war Ontario's largest school board, the Toronto Board of Education. was 

unprepared to meet the demand for school-based sex instruction. 

in May 1943, Dr. E A. Hardy, a Toronto Board of Education trustee and the head of the 

Urban SchooI Trustees Association of Ontario, made a cec~mmendation concerning school-based 

sex instruction at the Association's annual meeting. Hardie s u g g  that the ptovincid Boards of 

HeaIth and Education coiIaborate to formulate a plan to include sex instruction in schook~Ol By 

1944, the Totonto Board could no loager ignore the issue of sex instruction- On January 26 of that 

year, the Ontario Department of HeaIth announced that more than 50.000 cases of venereal disease 
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had been recorded since the beginning of the war. The problem was far worse, however. for the 

Health w e n t  estimated that for every one case of syphilis, another two went und i -d  In 

every case of gonorrhea, another four or five individuals didn't know they had the disease. 

Without giving out any statistics, the Department announced that venereal disease in youth 

numbered in the thousands. The persomel at the provincial Department of Health's personnel put 

their energies into a new "Ontario Venereal Disease Control ptogamme0 based on seven objectives 

aimed at wiping out venereal disease, the "silent, hidden enemy." Along with more effective 

medical treatment, public education for all sectors of society was stressed. The Department stood 

firmly behind sex instruction for youth because v e n d  disease was said to have a devastating 

impact upon home and family life. The Department recommended that young people should be 

taught the facts about venereal disease and compeIled to submit to a bIood test before marriage. 

The public must be told the truth," trumpeted the Department, 

the programme requires the support of every serious-minded father 
and mother, employer and employee, community leader. and young 
man and woman in Ootario. Success will be measured in terms of 
healthy young men and women; in happy homes, secure against the 
threat of venereal disease; in a nation with its virile strength 
undiminished for the work of planning and building the future.[m 

Undoubtedly influenced by the sense of urgency generated by the Ontario Department of 

Health, Tomto Board of Education Trustee E. L Roxborough put forward a motion seconded by 

Hardy: "the [Oatariol Department of Education be requested to include in the secondary school 

curriculum, the teaching of Social Hygiene, in accordance with the suggested programme outlined 

by the Provincial Department of Pubtic Health [sic]."*a Mary Louise Adams argues that because 

social hygiene was losing ground as a tmn and an idea, Roxborough was being "conservative" in 

calling for social hygiene. Adams is c o w  in maintaining that by the mid-1940s. social hygiene 



had become too m w l y  associated with prostitution. venereal disease and overt moralizing to be 

considered an effective educational vehicle for youths.'0-' She is incorrect in suggesting that 

Roxborough was being "conservative," Given the widespread sense of urgency over venereal 

disease, Roxborough was merely being practical. Roxbotough's motion was referred to the 

Toronto Board's Management Committee and Dr. C. C. Goldring, the Superintendent of Schools, 

was requested to write up a report on the matter- An editorial in the Toronro Star lauded 

Roxborough's motion. arguing that since 1939. the number of teens aged 15 to 19 attending 

venereal disease clinics had increased by 7%. The editorid considered that the inclusion of social 

hygiene into the school curriculum was timely. given the "upDeucy to combat the spread of social 

disease and thi weakening of morals."'m 

In his report, dated March 6, 1944, Gddring admitted that school-based sex instruction 

had received considerable attention from many quarters but that the Ontario Department of 

Education did not offer such teaching in any of its courses of study. Goldring conceded that 

Ontario Health and Physical Education teachers sometimes gave students incidental teaching in 

social hygiene. Although Goldring did not elaborate on what kind of incidental teaching some 

teachers gave their students, it is certainiy possible that women teachers gave information on 

menstrual hygiene to their girl pupils, probably within the context of the girls-only HeaIthful 

Living course. Advertisements for free booklets with titles such as "As One Girl to Another." 

dishibuted by Canadian CeIlucoaon Roducts, apptated during the early 1940s in Thr Schoof. 

Canadian CeUucotton Products' advertising wged teachers to send away for these bookIets 

because, it was claimed, mothers often hesitated dixussiag intimate problems with their daughters: 

That's why many of your girls look to yw, their teacher, for facts on the vitally important 

subject.."'06 



Goldring understood that the London and Vancouver Boards of Education had already 

takw steps to include some form of sex instructioa in their curriculam. Similar steps had also been 

taken in EngIand. the Uaited States and the Soviet Union. He appeared particularly impressed with 

the Soviet plan for reducing venereal disease. The Soviet Union had of course, become a 

Canadian ally after Germany invaded that country on June 22, 1941. As a result of the invasion. 

the Soviet Union and the Allies joined forces, forcing a volte fme on the part of some Toronto 

Board trustees vocifmusly opposed to any hint of communism. '07 Goldring explained that in the 

Soviet Union all youths received school-based sex instruction before age 15. that Iegal penalties 

were enforced for traasmitting venereal disease, and that medical idonnation on the subject was 

disseminated freely- Goldring's praise for the Soviet plan garnered positive attention in the 

Despite Goldring's admiration for the Soviet Union's efforts in controlling venereal 

disease, he wished to folIow the United States' example of school-based sex instruction. Held in 

the spring of 1943, the United States National Conf'ce for C~peration in Health Education 

recommended that the schwIs' health curriculum regularly encompass the issue of venereaI 

disease. The American plan stressed the importance of co-option between the departments of 

educatioa and health. something Goldring recommended for Ontario: 

If, in the opinion of the Rovincial Department of H d t h  such 
instruction is necessary, the Department of Education should be 
requested to secure from the Department of Health authentic 
information to serve as a standard lesson or Iectme to be given by 
the Health teachers on the various high schooi staffs to their 
students. This infotmatioa should be presented to the boys and girls 
separately, with men teachers for the boys and womea teachers for 
the girlsr and the groups for these lessons should be rather -1, 
certaidy not larger than class size-The Iectures should be given as 



a matter of routine during the reguIar Health periods, and should be 
considered a normal part of the schooI cwrse.Io9 

Goldring suggested that the health and physical education teachers receive instruction on how to 

teach social hygiene from a medical doctor provided by the Department of HeaIth. of 

possible parental opposition, Goldring also gave a nod to parents' receiving information on this 

subject via their Home and School Associations. But some Home and School Associations were 

atready preparing to combat the spread of sexually transmitted disease amongst Canadian youth. 

The Tomto Home and School Council spoasored a series of talks and films on venereal disease at 

a number of high schools in the city. "Young people," stated Mrs. Andrew Dunn, president of the 

Toronto o@zation, "will have to be made aware of the dangers surrounding them. and parents 

will have to be awakened to the necessity of waming their ~hildrea"~1~ 

After having read Goldring's report, the Management Committee recommended that the 

Toronto Board "favour the teaching of Social Hygiene in secondary schools as may be approved 

by the Department of Education, and that the Superintendent of Schools [Goldring] be requested to 

take the matter up with the Department of Education and report to the Boerd thereon."[[ Trustee 

May Robinson was reported to have said: "I once disapproved of teaching social hygiene in 

secondary schools, but I now see that we can hardly be proud of what we have left ~ndone."1~~ 

Despite these encouraging responses, the Board continued to drag its feet. More concrete plans to 

implement some kind of sex instruction at the B d s  schwIs would not be initiated before 1% 

During 1944, public concern with juvenile delinquency and venereal disease remained 

high. The Ontario Secondary School Teachers Federation nnanimMlsly endorsed compulsory 

tubercuIosis and venereal disease testing for all high schooi students'* Support for some form of 



sex iastructiou in secondary and elementary schools grew enormously. The Ontario Educational 

Association passed a resolution recommending that "wx education* be made a part of the 

secondary and elementary schoois' cunicula or that special instructors be avaiIable to interested 

schd boards! '4 The Junior Cbamber of Commerce. hadquartered in MontriaI, passed two 

lengthy resolutions on "juvede delinquency" aad "sex education." The organization urged that 

elementary and secondary instruction in human relations, human biology and sociology could curb 

juveniIe delinquency. Believing that sex ignorance contributed to ddinquency, venereal disease and 

the demoralization of home and family life. the organization recommended that a programme in 

human relations be incorporated into subjects Iike biology. religious instnrction. physicaI education 

and citizenship. In a well publicized campaign, copies of the two resolutions were sent to the Prime 

Minister. the Minister of Justice, the Minsters of Welfare, Health and Education across the 

Dominion as wen as to women's organizations, home and school feddous and churches-lt5 

The KLCs traditional opposition to school-based sex instruction crumbled in 1944. Its 

"SociaI Hygiene Kit" endorsed panut education, home-based and school-based sex instruction.' l6 

Launched on February 6-"Social Hygiene Dayn-the kit was intended for widespread 

distribution to p m b ,  youth leaden and educators. It included approximately one dozen pieces of 

iafocmation mging from pamphlets to artides to mock-ups for church sermons and radio scripts. 

Some of the material, such as the pamphlets "TeI1 Your Children the Truthw and "What Every 

Woman Should Know," had been used by the HLCs ptedecessor, the Canadian Social Hygiene 

CounciI (CSHC), during the interwar years. While a amber of the materids acknowledged that 

the v e n d  diseases were curable, they leaned heavily upon the ideal of sexuaI continence as the 

best means of prevention. Some of the material singled youths out for special attention. One 



pamphlet adorned with a smiling teenage couple walking arm-in-arm was captioned by the statistic 

75% of all VD is spread by persous uader 30!" 

Not surprisingly. the HLC advised concerned parents and educators who took to the radio 

waves to argue that the prevention of v e n e d  disease meant protecting young people from 

promiscuity. The major tine of attack was to educate youths, the citizens of the future, in family 

life. Parent education would enable parrnts to teach their children the lessons of f h l y  life which 

schools set out to reinforce. Despite the fact that the HLC was willing to ipitiate its public education 

campaign on "Social Hygiene Day," the HU3 recommended that spakea tell their radio audience 

that they preferred to call sex instruction not 'social hygiene" but 'education for family life." The 

speaker would explain that this change in terminology was necessary only because of the 

"mistaken idea" that social hygiene teaching was too nanow, that it would be taught apart from 

other subjects on the cuniculum and that it wodd encompass discussions on birth control. marital 

sex and venereal disease. The claim that venereal disease had no place in social hygiene teaching 

may have required the listening audience to suspend their disbelief. It was obvious that the HLC 

was, on the one hand, o v e r c o m ~ n g  for the reputation of social hygiene, mistaken or not. as 

pedagogically restrictive. On the other hand, the KLC was now trying to do what the ASHA had 

done in the late 1930s-embrace family life education rather than risk being pushed aside by i t  

Family life education was meant to shore up compulsory heterosexuality within a 

framework which was, in many aspects, reminisceat of Ontario social purists' vision of a 

graduated programme of purity education. According to the HLC, parents and teachers would 

make a concated attempt to train individuals from inf'cy to aciufthood to develop the strength of 

character required to give up momentary s e d  indulgences in favour of the prormise of a fblfilIing 

s e d y  moaogamous fnture. It was suggested that family life education be undertaken in concert 

with children's "normalu growth and deveio~ment Every subject had the potential to teach children 

about the wonder of maniagc and pareuthd Biology, botany and naanal sdence d d  introduce 

childreu to hmnan rrptodectim by studying plant and animal We, Students in mathematics could 



learn how to calculate household budgets. The subject of English offered students the possibility of 

reading literature which portrayed the stren,$h of family ties. In order to reduce the sensationalist 

aspects of venereal disease, syphilis and gonorrhoea would be deaIt with solely as communicable 

diseases. As Goldring had done, the HLC turned to the United States to show that sex instruction 

in schoo1s was feasible. The HLC approved of the state of Oregon's decision to pass a law 

incorporating "public health education" into grades 18- The HLC gave the Oregon Fedmtioa of 

Women's Clubs the majority of the credit for the labour involved in passing the law.1'7 

By the summer of 1944, Joseph Lichstein, the Acting Director of the Social Hygene 

Division of the Health League of Canada, appeared to have won Bates' reluctant support for 

incorporating family life education into public schools. TraditionalIy unwilling to favour school- 

based sex instruction, Bates appears to have capitulated-[[* Lichstein gingerly assured Bates that 

the support for incorporating family life education into schools came from Maurice Bigelow. the 

star personality of the American social hygiene movement. and from the London Board of 

Education. Lichstein agreed with Bigelow's feeling that family life education. because it 

contributed to the development of character, was very important to venereal disease control. But 

despite the fact that venereal disease was the underlying rationale for family life education, family 

Life education would neither begin with nor ceatre on venereal disease control. Rather. family life 

educafioa would emphasize the " n o d w  relations between the sexes. The London Board similarly 

found that neither the "pathological aspectsw of sex nor the 'fear of disease" should be made part of 

school-based sex inswction, especially in elementary X h o o I ~ . ~ ~  

WhiIe the Ontario Department of Education did not officially endorse famiIy life education 

in schools, it did take steps to dispel the hysteria about venereal disease by insisting upon its 
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similarity to any other communicable disease. The 1944 Comes of Study for grades 9 to 13 in 

Physical and Health Education and Cadet Training placed the study of venereal disease in the 

Health Education sections of grades 10 and 121aThis was the fvst time venereal disease became 

part of the official curriculum. But unlike cadet training, the teaching of venereal disease was not 

mandatory. Individual public schools in Ontario could therefore. choose whether or not to include 

the subject in the curriculum. After a unit on the Ductless Glands, grade 10 boys were to study 

venereal disease and a host of other commuaicable disease like measles and colds in the unit 

"Health Progress Through the Ages." If time petmiued, the boys would also study biographies of 

Paul Eriich. the "discoverer" of Salvarsan, H i m  and Florence Nightingale. Boys in p d e  

12 would study venereal disease witbin a unit on Current Problems in Health and after a unit on 

First A id  Grade 10 girls were to study venereal disease after the Nutrition unit and within a unit on 

Communicable Diseases. Girls in grade 12 studied v e n d  disease in a unit on Community HeaIth 

and after a unit on Home Nursing. 

Girls in grade 11 continued to take the Healthful Living come. A shorter version of the 

girls' Healthful Living course was now slated for grade I I boys taking Health Education. Whereas 

the girls' Social Adjustment unit within the Healthful Living course stressed the necessity of 

cultivating feminine attractiveness, entertaining boys and keeping a boy's friendship and love. the 

boys' Social Adjustment unit emphasized the control of the emotions. the acceptance of civic 

responsibilities and the problems of conduct-smoking, gate crashing and petty ,pnbIing. 

Nevertheless, boys in grade 1 1 were also subjected to the demands of compdsory heterosexudity. 

Social Adjustment required boys to discuss wwholesomew m&itionships with one's family. grls and 

other boys. Neatly sandwiched between the study of venereal disease in grades I0 and 12. 

compulsory heterosexuality in the school boys' grade I t corriculum now made its official debut 

1" -0 Dep;armeot of W h c m ,  Comes 4SterdgJiw Cmdh IX X XI. XU and &iY P l + d  and flc& 
EdPcationandGodcrTmining, 1W. 



True to Goldring's expectatioas, the introduction of the study of venereal disease control as 

part of Ontario schools' regular schedule was made possible due to the co-uperation of the 

provincial Department of HeaIth and Department of Education. Dr. W. Gordon Brown, Assistant 

Director of the Department of Public HeaIth. hoped the health and physicai education teacher would 

do his or her utmost to carry out this educational recommendation. Brown noted that although the 

Department of Health had concentrated its efforts on venereal disease control in the rannAian adult 

population, it was now in the process of developing material suitable to educating a younger 

audience. Brown repeated the familiar refrain-teenagers needed to know the facts about venereal 

disease because statistics revealed they were at risk. Pareats were not teachiig their children about 

sex. The schools had to pick up the slack-The Department of Health hoped to make available to 

every school principal and every health and physical education teacher a plan for teaching 

10 and 12 about venereal disease. The plan involved. first, sending a letter requesting parentat 

permission; second, teaching boys and girls separately about venereal disease according to a 

rudimentary manual prepared by the Department of Health; and third, distributing a booklet to 

students. It was hoped that instead of taking notes, the students would refer to the booklet and use 

it to further discussion at home. The Department of Health rejected the idea of using a physician or 

nurse to teach venereal disease control. The health and physical education teacher was said to have 

the coafidence of the students and was thoroughly competent to teach a subject "so closeiy related 

to behaviour and good citizenship."'=' 

The Department of Health's manual for teachers, entitled Plan for Scco- S&ool 

l-on on the Subject of Venered Disemes, was a straightfornard affair. The introduction to 

tbe manual recommended that health and physical education teachers for grade 10 students outline 

the historical progress ia treating gonorrhea and syphilis, and explain the medicd tests and 



treatment available- Grade 12 students would learn about the cause, nature and mode of 

rranrmission of the v e n e d  diseases and about their impact on personal and community health. 

The manual itself detailed the aetiology, transmission, manifestations and treatment of syphilis and 

aonorrhea and defined the federal. provincial and municipal reqmsibilities for v e n e d  disease. e 

The Department of Health recognized that as many students did not pursue their educatioa up to 

grade 12, it would make available this manual and a number of other educational materials to 

organizations which dealt with this age group.1~ 

In contrast to the straightforward teachers' manual. the educational aids made available to 

youths obviously intended to scare the teenager into celibacy until marriage. One of the aids was a 

pamphlet called V~ctory ova Disease." This title was emblazoned over a test tube. reinforcing the 

importance of medical science's triumph over syphilis and gonorrhoea, The pamphlet confirmed 

the danger the innocent-looking amateur posed to men. "Outward appearance belie and mislead." 

warned the pamphlet: "Wine. wown and-V. D. is a common asSociati~n."~~ Literary and 

graphic linkages portraying women as the some of venereal idection were extremely common 

during the wad24 Bates himseif admitted that all the literature put out by social hygiene societies 

and departments of health depicted an attractively dressed woman luring a weak male to his 

destruction. Bates was quite capable. however, of blaming womea for the existence of these d a i r  

portrayds. He claimed that with the exception of Josephine Butler and Emmeline PanLhunt few 

women had died the douMe standard of sexual morals into question. Oblivious to the way the 

. L 

social hygiene movement had margmalacd the feminist wing of the social purity movement, Bates 

asked sadicaly I s  it impolite of me to say that women certainly have been a~Ieep?"~S 

lZZ O U  Plcur for Seco- Sclioot fratnrcrion on tihc S u b j ~ t  01 V c r ~ ~ e o l  Dhma.  Deptment of Wih+ 
Dit..isioa of V e n d  Disease Conrrd, I949 [1W- 
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"Take Care of Yourself: V. D. Information for Teen-Agers" was the title of the booklet 

adolescents were supposed to take home and discuss with their parents, An explanation of the 

nature of syphilis and gonorrhea was punctuated by an illustration of a teenage boy and gid in 

conversation with each other, books in hand, waking away from their high schod. The pamphlet 

conflmed that v& disease was transmitted via "sex contact" yet this term was never defined. 

Set dongside an illustration of teenage couples dancing happily to a swing band were the words: 

"Infected persons usnally look perfidy healthy and therefore appearances mean nothing. Young 

people must teaIize that there is a danger in any sex coatact which is outside of heaIthy marriage." 

The last page of the pamphlet revealed a father reading the pamphIet in front of his son while a 

seated mother did the same. her daughter perched comfortably on the chair's arm. The teenager 

was told that parwts, teachers and doctors were willing to answer their questions and that the 

avoidance of venereal disease was the one way to assure f ~ f l l ~  family health and happiness.[% 

Two fibus, "Sixteen to Twenty-Sin (for girls) and "Very Dangerous" (for boys), made in 

1945 by the National Film Board in consultation with the Division of VenereaI Disease Control. 

National Health and Wehe, were also avaihbte for teenagers' viewing. Like the afore-mentioned 

W e t ,  the flms intended to scare teenagers into celibacy before marriage. 

Tided for the period during which v e n d  disease struck mast often, "Sixteen to Twenty- 

Six" told high schooi and college gids that they should be personally concerned because of their 

age p a p ' s  vulnerability to infection. GitIs were also wamed that idectioa during this 10-year 

period of "school, job and marriage" threatened their future happiness- Gids were told that 

venereal disease was transmiaed via sexud mtercourse. A "modem" woman. who codd hold 

down a job until she married, might find oat that she was unable to conceive or bear hdthy 

children due to drenIIbectiw- Using techniques made famous by the v e n d  disease education films of 

the First Wodd War, the girls were treated to images of the suffering of infected patients- 



wheelchair bound paralytics, scarred buttocks, occiuded eyes and the anguished faces of the 

mentally ill. Bates' concern over the standard association made between women and venereal 

infectioo was f d l y  addressed in this film Girfs were advised not to submit to the male "pick-up," 

for some men were "full of VD." This advice clearly indicates that in rare instances. the term "pick- 

up" was dso applied to men. The film concluded by explaining that co-operation with medical 

authorities, a clear understanding of the scope of the venereal disease problem and a high m o d  

standard wouId eradicate syphilis and gonorrhea 

The film "Very Dangerousn warned boys that a "hidden enemy" lurked in many young 

people's bodies. Sexual intercourse transmitted venereal disease. Boys had to beware of female 

pick-ups and prostitutes because they were "always infccted" Boys were warned against going to 

quack doctors. Whereas the girls' film appealed to the vision of healthy motherhood the boys' 

film pandered to the vision of healthy economic success In contrast to the girts' film, which died 

on drawings of external and internal reproductive anatomy, the boys' film showed images of sores 

on male genitaIia, a pus-filled penis and grossly swolIen testicles. Like the girts, the boys were 

aIso treated to clips of patients suffering from e n t a p g  joints, paralysis. blindness and mental 

insanity. The boys' film similarly concluded with the same prescription for the eradication of 

venereal di- cooperation with the medicd profession, a thorough punding in the facts of the 

diseases and high moral p ~ c i p l e s . 1 ~  During the 1944 calendar year, 23294 "Victory Over 

Disease" pamphIets and 21.516 Take  Care of Yourself" booklets were distributed "From Sixteen 

to Twenty-Sun was shown 13 1 times; "Very Dangerousn had a total of 97 s h o w i a g s [ ~  

I ~ N A C  'Fnw Sixteen to Twenty-Si." National Film B o d  of Can&, 8221-1 169, 1945 d *Veq 
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Toward the end of the war. social hygienists forcefully predicted that post-war Canada 

would sink into a gaping m o d  void. It was feared that rapid medical successes in routing venereal 

disease would lead to an increase in sexual imrnorality.1~ Consternation was also expressed over 

the possibility that youths who had become jaded over the course of the war would force 

conviction rates for juvenile delinquency to rise.mAn increase in sexual immorality and a rise in 

juvenile delinquency was considered an explosive combination sure to result in even greater 

numbers of venereally infected individuals. Yet statistics prepared by the Department of Health 

show that the number of reported syphilis infectious in Ontario peaked at 7.484 in 1941 and then 

showed a steady decline after 1943. The number of gonodteal infections peaked at 8225 in 194s 

and then dropped off quickly.*i 

By the end of the war, it was dear to many prominent educators that the introduction of 

education about venereal disease into the schooi curridurn was not enough. Speaking on the heck 

of a Gallup Poll which showed that only 18% of youths polled on behalf of the CYC said that their 

school prepared them adequately for family Iifk,m Licbstein spoke out in favour of incorporating 

family life education in schools at the I944 Third Westem Canada Venereal Disease Conference in 

R e g k  Saskatchewan. Lichstein daimed he supported famiIy We education because it represented 

education for marriage, parenthood, and h o s t  aII other social relations,* Lichstein insisted. as 

he had to Bates, that in promoting family We education in schools he was doing nothing new. 

American men active in the social hygiene movement over the past four decades-Dm. Prince 



Momw, Charles W. Eliot, Bigelow, Benjamin Gruenberg, Lester A. Kirkendall and Paul 

Popenoe-had paved the way for its introduction into the schools. 

Interestingly, Lichstein made an issue of the perceived narrowness of social hy4 0 ene 

teaching and sex education. He expressed the hope that a change in nomenclature from "social 

hygienew or "sex educationw to "family life education" would help chauge any negative attitudes 

toward sex instruction in schools. Reiterating Bigelow's sentiments, Lichstein reconfirmed that 

family life education would not focus exclusively on the study of venereal disease but investigate 

two sets of issues. One, the inculcation in children of attitudes leading to happy marriage and 

parenthood and two, the consequences of a mismanaged sex life-dysgenic parnth006 venereal 

disease, illegitimate pregnancy, pmmiscuity, vulgarity and unhappy matrimony. Lichstein 

reiterated that because family life education touched all aspects of life, it codd not be contained 

within a sepatate course but could be incorporated into the bioiogicd and social sciences, physical 

education, hygiene, hornemalcin~ general literature, psychology, religious instructioa. citizenship 

and extra-curricular activities. In concluding his remarks, Lichstein once a,@ raised the link 

between the spectre of the juvenile delinquent and the spread of v e n e d  disease: 

if we do not begin our educatioaal work with children and youth, 
we shall never mop up the flood of VD from the leaking tap of 
promiscuity which results from youth's ignorance of We and social 
living. It is like continuing to put out fire after fire without teaching 
ftrc preventioaw 

fittingly, family iife education was being heavily promoted at the same time Canach women who 

had contributed so much to the effort were showing their retuctance to return to hearth and home. 

The results of polb and surveys revealed that the vast majority of single and married women 

intended to continue working outside the home after the war if paid work were a~ailabIe.*~ Yet 

the democracy for wtrich women had made sacrifices to protect did not retum the favour, Despite 



womea's participation in the war effort there was no surge in popular sentiment to change 

women's fundamental roIe of wife and mother in Canadian societyw 

In her stinging 1508 indictment of war, Virginia Woolf had likened British patiarcha1 

society to European fasdsm w h m  the tmatment of women was concerned. WOOF maintained that 

no difference existed between the pmouncements British and Nazi government officials had made 

about the necessity of restricting women's Iife choices to the role of wife and rnother.13f Even if 

WooIf's commentary on the grave impact of the rule of the fathers on women's freedom of choice 

had reached Canadian post-war planners, it wouId have been ignored. Post-war planners insisted 

on orb4zing Canadian society on the basis of the conviction that women's primary role of wife 

and mother could not be combined with paid empIoyment Evw the Subcommittee on the Post- 

War Roblems of Women recommended channeiing single women into paid domestic work and 

marnamed women into the so-called scientific art of household management and child ~are.13~ M a  

returned to cIaim their "rightful place" in the world of paid w o k  women were relegated, yet again, 

to the wodd of home and family. Post-war restrictions on women's labour combined with the end 

of day care and inducements to stay at home took effect. In the post-war wodd women's 

participation in the paid work force felI as marriages amongst younger women rose 

drarnati~ally.~3~ Many women. however reluctantly, went back to the home. The CYC 

acknow Iedged this deveIopment by explaining that although women's potiticd and economic 

advancement had made the f d y  more democratic, the post-war employment situation had re- 



established the father's position as head of the family. The result was "a reshifting of family 

relationships to a more normal fmting."[M 

IronicaIIy, this more normal footing was vaunted by family Life education theorists as the 

key to the distinction between fascism and democracy. Pedagogues who promoted the 

institutionalization of family Iife education in schools believed that one of the major differences 

between fascism and democracy was the state of family life. In supporting trial marriage. 

promiscuous relations and statecontrolled marriage, the Nazi regime was supposed to have 

surrendered, in the words of one pro-family life educator, "the best way of Iife yet evolved-the 

family way-and [reverted] to the ways of barbarism, savagery. and primitivity."141 Another well- 

reqmted educator active in the HLC announced that an unhappy family life led both Adolph Hitler 

and Benito Mussotini to develop the aggressive personalities which plunged the whole world into 

war.la Yet anather educator maintained that a stable family life was crucial to a lasting post-war 

peace. He claimed that the co-operation and mutual affection characteristic of a rejuvenated family 

life in Caaa& would lead to the building of "a 'United Nations of the World' which wiIl save our 

civiIization."l" In the post-war era the return of the patriarchal nuclear family would be portrayed 

in increasingly glowing terms for students at the Toronto Board of Education. 
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CHAPTERSIX 

"WoFidng Out !Wihctory Boy-Girl Relationships" 1 

During the Iast year of the war, the Ontario government i u a y g e d  the fim-and up until 

1993 the only-Royal Commission on Education in Ontario. Its mandate was to chart a course for 

post-war pubIicIy supported education in the province. The Commission was chaired by Chief 

Justice John A- Hope and was coIloquially referred to as the Hope Commission. Public sessions 

were heid at the University of Toronto; private sessions in the Board Room of the Toronto Board 

of Education. By the time the Commission completed its work in December 1950,258 briefs and 

44 memoranda had been submitted by concerned individuals. educational institutions and 

oqpktions. The Commission bas been perceived as an ideological battlefield pitting advocates of 

progressive education against conservatives. Led by Stanley Watson, co-author of the 1937 

reforms, the progressives hoped --war education in Ontario would stress experiential learning, 

co-operative p u p  activities and socid studies. Conservatives feared that extreme progressivism. 

American-styIe, wodd sweep Ontario. The Commission purported to take a position between 

progressivism and comervatism but ended by sopporting the latter? Reflecting this dissension, the 

Commissioners signed a Majority Report, a Minority R w  a memorandum appended to the 

Minority Report and one sepmte statement3 

A number of the briefs and memoranda presented to the Hope Commission came out in 

favour of school-based sex instruction. Some of the submissions proposed the institutionalization 

of a comprehensive programme of family life and human rdations education in schools, others 



wanted sex education as parts of existing courses, while still others wanted special lectures on 

venerwl disease and sex hygiene done. According to the Commissioners respousiMe for the 

Majority Report, the school could not accept complete responsibility for sex instruction: it could 

only supplement the work of the home. particulady in the development of chndren's attitudes and 

ideds toward sex. The Commissioners were not prepand to outline a detailed curriculum of sex 

instruction. Nevertheless, they recommended that sex instruction was appropriate for secondary 

schools. In keeping with the sentiments of social purists and hygienists. the Commissioners 

deemed that sex instruction combine physiological information with 'the inculcation of related 

spiritual and moral values.Y The Commission's recommendations would not appear until 1950. 

By then a Family Life Education curriculum for elementary schools. which had ken devised by a 

p u p  of teachers at the Toronto Board of Education seeking to combine physiological and moral 

knowledge. bad been re.jeded by the majority of the Board's trustees A truncated version of the 

original cunicul urn. divested of virmall y all p hy siologicd idormation. remained in effect until 

1952 when it was discarded entirely. 

Ontario social purists. hygienists and family life educators had long maintained, at least in 

theory. that the most successful home- or schod-based sex instruction combined hygienic 

information with m o d  values which upheld the ideal of sexual continence before marriage. The 

defeat of the original FaPlily Life Educatim curriculum nveals that, m pactice. educators were far 

wm likely to sanction sex iustruction programmes for public schools when they ceded first place 

to morality. The reasons for educators' willingness to sacrifice straightforward physiological 

information to moral values were complex. The sadtce  educators made betrayed the residual 

impact of the s o d  purity movement. Social purists and then hygienists had purposefully 

obfuscated physioIogical idormation for children while idealizing sexual chastity. d a g e  and 

parenthood. Morality assumed even greater importance in the post-war era The briefs to the 



Commission cited juvenile delinquency, venereal disease and the high divorce rate as the main 

reasons why school-based sex instruction was vital to post-war education in Ontario. Yet after 

1945 venereal disease was no longer the primary public health emergemy it had been during the 

war. Penicillin could cure syphilis and gonorrhoea rapidly. The threat of venereaI could no 

longer act as the brake a-@st individuals' sexual conduct social purists had first put in place and 

social hygienists had maintained. 

In the absence of the check venereal disease provided. some educators became disconcerted 

by the prospect of straightforward physiological information. Educators feared that a thorough 

knowledge of sexual physiology could entice youths to careen rapidly toward a consequence-fiw 

promiscuous sexual life. Given these considerations, some educators like Dr. Gordon Eates of the 

HeaIth League of Canada (HLC) emphasized that, "[mlorality must be taught again. a d  as a means 

of avoiding venereal disease but because only through moral conduct can one enjoy a norma1 

tife."s In post-war Canada educators increasingly came to consider that morality and normaIity 

were synonymous concepts. They maintained that family life education could help students strive 

simultaneously toward morality and normality. Family life education could ,gide pupils away from 

sex delinquency. steer them toward heterosexuality and deliver them safely into monogamous 

marriage and respoasibte parenthood. 

Brief No. 170 had been submitted to the Hope Commission by the Men's Physicaf 

Education Section of the Ontario Educational Association on March 26, 1946. N. Rae Speirs, a 

physical educaCiw teacher at Dimforth Technical School, authored and presented the organidon's 

position on "Sex Education and V. D- Education in that briefan6 Speirs also raised the spectre of 



the juvenile delinquent, maintaining that a strong comection existed betweec juvenile delinquency. 

sexual misconduct and war. He warned tbat the Second World War had done much to undermine 

the emotional bonds which held families together. He called for "no mere smattering of the 'facts 

of life1-but a progamme in which every phase of school Life contributes to prepare students for 

successful family living." Speirs suggested tbat because of the need for compulsory attendance. the 

school was the ideal place for sex instruction. Parents let barriers p w  between themselves and 

their children and gave their offspring little direct help. Churches did not reach all of their 

adherents. Sp in  recommended that instead of occasional lecturers, teachers could be trained to 

present sex information to their pupils. The teacher, noted Spein, should be the "anvil rather than 

the hammer upon which the solution to some hypothetical conduct problem is hammered out." He 

hoped that the teacher could pin his faith in the democratic process of classroom education and 

retire to the back of the room while the pupils thrashed out the matter. 

S p i n  drew up a number of principles for sex instruction.1nflbenced by Winnifred 

Ashplant of the London Board of Education, he insisted that "sex education" be disentangled from 

any association with venereal disease. He believed that sex education could make a contribution to 

"normal living" while venereal disease education was often tlsed as a "whip to secure better sex 

conduct" Indeed, Spirs claimed that fear had not worked in the past. so infomation on the 

pathological aspects of venereal disease should not be stressed In order for addescents to pin a 

foundation in anatomy and biology, sex education should precede veaered disease education. 

Because many stadeats did not continue their studies beyond grade 10 sex education should begin 

in that grade. Any sex education programme should take into consideration the need for "healthy 

tension discUeew through hard physical work and skills development He dismissed the notion 

that parents wouId object to sex education in schools when it was based on a "judicious 

programme.''' Speirs would later admit tbat in appearing before the Royal Commission he had 



committed a "rash act" because he had only m t I y  begun to explore the literature on the topic of 

sex education and had just experimented with some teaching plans. A few months after his 

presentation. Speirs joined the Am&can Social Hygiene Association (ASHA) to keep up with its 

material on sex education.* There is no indication to show whether or not Speirs also joined the 

HLC. 

In September, 1946, the revised Courses of Study for Grades IX. X, XI. XII anri XIII= 

Physical and Heafth Educananon and C d t  Trahihg kept the non-compulsory teaching of venereaI 

disease on the curricuIurn for grades 10 and 12 and added, for the first time, an authorized 

textbook on hedth for teachers' and students' use9 Authored by J. T, Phair. Deputy Minister of 

Health for Ontario, and Speirs, Good Heafrh (1%5),'* set out to reveal the "oft-unsuspected 

relation that exists between health habits and the reaIization of adolescent ideals." to present the 

laws of human health as  based in scientific fact and to build up a respect for the body. The book 

devoted two pages to v e n d  disease. illustrating this portion with a captioned photopph- 

"Happy, Healthy Companionshipa-of a glowing teenage girl walking band-in-hand with her 

admiring male date. Readers were correctly informed that syphilis and gonorrhoea were spread by 

intimate physical contact with an infected person but were mistakenly informed that gonorrhoea 

could aIso be spread via mediate contagion. Exposing anyone to v e n d  disease was held up as 

"not only a m o d  crime but a Iegai one.'ll 

Some Toronto educators soon began to exptess fears that the materials provided for health 

and physical education teachers such as the Plan fm Secoduy S c h f  fnsnucrion on r k  Subject 

8~~~~ TBE CDtriculrrm. Family Life d 3nd Edwticm, 1943-1961, Box R22-6. tcuer to Dr. G. G. Wetherill 
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of Venereal Diseaes ( 1945)12 did not deal with the moral aspects of syphilis and gonorrhoea. 

Some time in 1946 Z S. Phimister, the Superintendent of Secondary Schools at the Tomto Board 

of Education. met with boys' and girls' physical education tcachers to consider some additions to 

the Plmr. According to to Dr. C C Goldring, it was felt that the Plan emphasized the "scientific 

point of view while the spiritual aspect was i g n o d " ~  One result was a IZ-page pamphlet which 

instructed teachers to emphasize what social purists and hygienists had loag proclaimed: "any sex 

relationship outside of healthy marriage is dangerous, and constitutes a risk of venereal disease 

infixtion." Students would be told that there was no danger of contracting the disease as long as 

husband and wife were uninfectedJ4 

J. MacPherson. the Director of Health and Physical Education for Toronto Schools until 

the end of 1946, also put together a smaller pamphlet on the Guiding Principles in the Subject of 

V e n d  Disease."15 This pamphlet was based on a summatioa of recommen&tions made by the 

men and women physical education teachers. The teachers were clearly less concerned with 

physiology than with moality.16 The men teachers recommended that "sex education" should 

precede v e n d  disease education in order for students to completely understand the nature of 

syphilis and gonorrhea. Sex education would stress the importance of a high standard of moral 

conduct, "normal' boy-girl relationships and the necessity of a happy family life. Teaching about 

venereal disease was not to be maudiin but should emphasize the preventable. controllable and 

curable aspects of venereal disease. Women physical education teachers simiIarly seed that 

instructha in venereai disease was just one aspect of the bmader subject of sex education. and that 

12 QLL P&tn for Setondm_V Sdbd Iltrtructioor on the Subpict of Vcnemd D ~ Q S C S *  Depmcment of H4ti t .  
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suitable groundwork had to be laid before such instruction took place. Of even geater importance 

than venereaI disease was the development of sane and healthy attitudes toward sex matters in 

general. Teachers shodd not discuss actual sexual relations in grade 10 but strive to develop 

healthy attitudes In grade 1 I, the girls' HealthfuI Living course presented a natural opportunity to 

discuss the personal attitudes toward sex. In the section on associating happily with boys, the 

teacher could lead discussions against promiscuity. Once this was done. the students would be 

ready to receive cechnicd information on v e n d  disease education in grade 12 Both p u p s  of 

teachers recommended that sex education begin in grade 10, possibly because working-class boys 

and giris who left school for employment after age 16 would have a chance to learn about the 

importance of adopting m o d  attitudes toward sex.I7 

In 1947 Speirs, now Director of Physical Education. received Goldring's permission to 

train physical education teachers to teach v e n e d  disease education and simultaneously. to 

develop a separate course on sex education. Pro-family lift education theorists would have 

disagreed- A separate course made sex education conspicuous. They preferred to work aspects of 

sex education throughout the entire curriculum. Not surprisingly, some teachers brought their 

objections about the development of a separate course on sex education to Speirs. Doris Rider. 

who taught health, physic4 education and guidance at Central TechnicaI School and was the 

president of the Toronto Secondary Schools Women Teachers' Physical Education Association 

between I946 and 1947, maintained sex education could be introduced via the opportunities 

provided by the 1946 Comes of S*. She believed that sex education could be introduced as a 

topic in grade 9 when &is used mensrruation as a reason to be excused from gym classes. in grade 

I0 after a unit on the ductless @ancis, in grade I1 in Healthful Living and in grade 12 in Child 

Study.18 Speirs, however, pressed on with his vision of a separate course. 



For Speis a separate course on sex education in the younger grades would combine 

straightforward physiological information with moral values. Physiological information would 

include the stndy of the anatomy of both sexes. Although he admowIedged that his tentative plans 

for a separate sex education course wexe cuIIed from "current thinking from leaders in this field"1g 

the moral values Speirs laid out echoed many social purist sentiments. Students' introduction to 

sexual morality would include the wonder of sex and its poteatid for good or evil. the different 

contributions males and females made to society and the value of family life to society. 

Menstruation and seminal emissions were normal processes, something both boys and girts should 

know about Sports and hobbies were to be encouraged because they served as an antidote to 

youth€ul erotic impulses. Speirs departed from social purist assumptions about masturbation. Like 

many socia1 hygienists he claimed that rnastrrrbation was not physically harmful but an emotionally 

draining juvenile habit. 

In keeping with the post-war emphasis on compulsory heterosexuality, Speirs argued that 

boys and gids needed to develop desirable attitudes toward each other; feelings of hostility or 

contempt for the opposite sex were to be discouraged. The possibiiity that some boys and girls 

would find eacb other too desirable troubled Speirs He suggged, therefore, that mher than going 

steady, both boys and gds shouId be encouraged to develop friendships with a variety of members 

ofthe same and of the opposite sen Speirs neatly conflated sex education with gader instruction 

where girts were concerned. Gi who railed against adopting the fetninine roIe society imposed 

upon them bad to be checked. For example, Speirs maintained that girfs should be taught not to 

wish they were born boys because boys did not s h a n  in household duties Any girl who expressed 

distaste for menstnration was to be told that meostmtion made childbirth possible. 



Iu the higher grades, according to Speirs, a sea education course should focus on a more 

detailed investigation of the biological, psychological, sociological and ethical aspects of sex. 

Speirs envisioned that each stage of life from babyhood through adolescence. marriage. 

parenthood and menopause would be discussed Sounding much like tura-of-the-century special 

lecturer Arthur Beail, Speirs suggested that a discussion on childbirth could lead to a discussion 

about the need to respect women. Sex in animals was also an important topic of study. In a 

reference he made to nature study, Speirs maintained that although animals' sexual orD- could be 

compared to thuse in humans, he felt it was imperative that students were to understand that 

animals had no family life. For Speirs, sexual seifcontrol was the key to sexual heaIth. Therefore, 

Sigmund Freud's "psychologicaI rubbish" on the dangers of sexual repression had to be 

discredited The strength of the biological ut-e had been exaggerated Only when this urge had 

beea deiiberately overstimulated during necking and petting did it threaten to weep girls and boys 

off their feet. Giris. he argued, needed to know that boys were sexually aroused very easi1y.m In 

effect. Speirs was arguing, a s  did social purists before him, that sexual continence was healthy. 

that females possessed a lower sexual drive than did males and that women, not men, had to be 

sexual gatekeepers, 

In response to the focus on a more positive approach to sex instruction than was provided 

by the focus on venereat disease* S p e h  organid a series of five one-hour evening lectures in sex 

education for teachers known as the "Family Lifen series. The lectures took place at the Cenrrai 

High School of Commerce between November 18 and December IS, 1947. Dr. Jean Davey was 

scheduled to lecture to the women teachers Dt. Karl Bernhardt was scheduled to lecture to the 

men. Speirs suggested that principals select emotionally well-adjusted teachers skilled in dealing 



with young people. Speia himself encowaged teachers responsible for the grade I I course in 

Healthful Living to attend21 A total of 73 women and 40 men teachers attended the lectures given 

by Davey. who had been on the medical staff of the Royal Canadian Air Force. and Bernhardt. on 

staff at the University of Toronto Institute for Child Study. For some unknown reason, by the end 

of the series. Bernhardt had also lectured to the women? 

The two lectures given by Davey to the women teachers which have survived in print show 

that she spoke on 5ex  Education" in relation to adolescent girls Davey explained that sexual 

feelings and desires were normal but had to be carefully direzted and controlled Bodily fmctions 

related to human sexuality, such as menstruation, were never to be considered embarrassing. 

Davey provided the women teachers with a fdl explanation on the position and function of the 

female reproductive orb-, noting incidentally that the use of tampons was controversial because 

of chafing and irritation. Obviously influenced by Freudian theory. Davey argued that the 

individual's psychological development culminated in heterosexuality. Heterosexuality found its 

ultimate expression in married life. Davey informed her female audience that every girl "visualizes 

herself in her own home, with her own husband and children-and she should be encouraged to 

persist intelligently in tbat desire and to prepare for i t"  

Davey believed that the adolescent @id had to be steered toward heterosexuality, -age 

and family without engaging in one form of sex detinquency-pre-marital sexual intercourse. 

Davey advised the women teachers to thidc seriously about the factors which contributed to pre- 

marital intercourse. Accotding to Davey these were: children's lack of sex education which resulted 

in ignocaace: the co~~sw~lption of alcohol which I o w d  inhtiitions: post-war restlessness which 

challenged high moral standards; the "smart 'alec attitudem which maintained sex was the thing to 



do: and the "modern point of vieww which ur,d that sex experience before marriage was best. 

Davey argued that the primary cause of pre-marital sexual intercourse was petting She claimed that 

few youths understood that petting was the "normal preliminary" to sexual intercourse. Now 

Davey agreed that girls and boys had to learn to control their appetites. Yet she beIieved that ads 

were uItimately responsible for not stopping their dates from engaging in "wet kisses and handing 

of breasts and thighs." Like Speim Davey set addescent girls up as sexual ,wekeepers Davey did 

not entertain the possibility that some gids could be sexually coerced or raped by their dates. 

Instead. she concluded calIousIy that there were many gids who viewed sex as a sport These were 

the "scalp-collectors' [sicl-who ultimately get exactly what they have asked for.* 

Bernhardt's sunriving lecture indicates that he spoke on "Family Life Education CIasses for 

Teachem* Beginning with the dramatic statement, "Sex education is inevitable," Bemhardt went 

on to more matter-of-fact business. He claimed that his ultimate aim was to establish conditions 

where children could receive the foundations of training in family life education in the home. 

BernhamIt envisioned a broad community plan for family life education. He believed that sex 

education should idealIy begin in the home but recommended that parallel programmes of family 

life education take place from kindergarcen to grade 13. He also recommended inayouradng teacher 

training, pre-marital counselling, behavioural counselling for "problemw children. mamage 

counselling and parent education programmes. fn Berahardt's view, schwGbased family life 

education could be incorporated into any amber of subjects Like physical education and social 

studies but some "technical aspects* shoutd have a -c place within the cumcdum. It is 

unclear what Bernhardt meant by this reference to the technical aspects Perhaps he was referring 

to physio10gical information. He certainly did beIieve that family life education should indude an 

account of the anatomy and physiology of repduction, the meaning of physical ,orowth and 

development and the significance of s e c d a q  s e d  charaderistics 
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Like Davey, Bernhardt subscribed to the view that heterosexuality codd achieve its full 

flowering only within the family, Yet heterosexuality was ironically perceived to be a hard-won 

adult achievement. Bernhardt understood tbat the weaning process from the adolescent stage of 

homosexuaI attractioa would be difficult Bernhardt was not done. University of Toronto 

Professor W e s  E Hendry's lectures to parents on adolescent behaviour established that 

adolescents had to make "effective contact with the opposite sex." Hendry confirmed that 

heferosexdity was not a "biological gift; it is a psychological attainment, something Iearned only 

tbrough a relationship.m la keeping with this kind of reasoning, Bernhardt suggested tbat family 

life education include the study of the signScance of social conventions; the meaning of marriage 

and family life; and the development of "nonnal interest in the opposite*sex." These would 

presumably serve as spurs to healthy heterosexud behaviour in adoIescence. Although Bernhardt 

discussed the possibility that, depending on the maturity of the students, homosexuality, 

promiscuity and birth mtroI could be discussed, everyone of Bernhardt's topics for school-based 

sex education in adolescence was placed within the framework of maniage and the family. For 

example, teachers were told that "sexual intercourse in human beings without the deep love 

between man and woman is about tbe same as in rabbits and dogs." Sexual intercourse was onIy 

for two humans who deeply loved each other in marriage and were prepared for the possibility of 

pregaocy- The insertion of the erect penis into the vagina foilowed by ejaculation led to the unim 

of egg and sperm. Fertilization represented the joyous union of two parents who built a happy 

home for their child: This is the true meaning of marriage." Menstruation meant only that 

fertilization did not occur. Bernhardt told teachers to Iistcn to their students, to avoid appearing 

shocked to answer their questions as t d d I y  as possibie. Teachers were never to p-ch. They 

had to expect some studeats to wmt individual counseling in solving worries and pt0blems.b 

- - 
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As part of the five evening lectures in the "Family Life" series. Speirs organized the 

screening of a number of films teachers could request permission to show their students. Records 

show that women physical education teachers went to the EEational Film Baard on November 25 to 

see a number of films the Toronto Department of Physical Education had acquired Among these 

were "In the Beginning," a 20-minute film on reproduction, and "The Story of Menstruation." a 

ten-minute Walt Disaey animated film.% The T. Eat011 Company LA loaned Speirs another three 

films: "Junior Prom." a 20-minute film devoted to dating etiquette; "You and Your Friends" and 

"You and Your Family." The last two fdms were intended to spark cIassroom discussion on 

handling social situations and farniIy problemsn Possibly because he feared that embarrassed 

students or parents would object to a film about menstruation, Speirs asked the teachers at the 

"Family Lifew lectures to respond to four questions about the suitability of screening The Story of 

Menstruationw in the c l ~ m .  Every one of the thirty-two responses was in favour of showing 

the film to students. The film's simple, clear-cut explanation for menstruation won rave reviews. A 

few teachers thought it could be shown as eariy as gade 8. These teachers may have opted for 

school m - n g  in p i e  8 because girls who menstruacad early needed adequate preparation for 

this event.= Most teachers, however, thought that the fiIm should be introduced in ,gads 9 or 

10.29 

The benefits of the "EMily Wen lecture series were soon made obvious to Spein. Six 

months after the course ended, Speirs distributed a " W y  Life Edncatioa Questionnaire" dated 

June 22, 1948, to find out whether the teachers attending the lectures had passed on the 

information they received to their students. Forty-seven replies from teachers employed in schools 

-- 
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in Toronto's eastern district survive. Twenty-eight of the respondents were women: 19 were 

men20 

A clear majority, 28 of the 47 teachers. said they had taught dasses in family life education 

primarily for students in grades 10-12 during regular school hours. Another three teachers said 

they gave classes in this subject after hours or in guidance intmiews. Importantly, a total of 33 

teachers said they would continue to teach family life education: some wodd even enlarge upon i t  

A number of the teachers were proud of the effort they had made. One commented that: "Even with 

all the mistakes I made I have felt I was teaching something that had the greatest value 1 have ever 

given." Another (presumably male) teacher noted proudly: "I feel the work was a success and 

worth the e f f o ~ [ t  lhe lectures were straight from the shoulder-from man to m" 

Some teachers detailed exactly what they taught their male and female students. Ow teacher 

showed grade 9 and 10 girls the movie "The Story of Menstruation" and had one discussion 

period Grade I I $ds were given some pamphlets to read and discussions were conducted some 

on venereal disease. over a total of five periods in the course on Healthful Living. Grade 12 girls 

spent a total of nine periods discussing sex education. family life and venereal disease, watched 

The Story of Meastnution" and read pamphlets on maturity as part of courses on Community 

Health and Child Study. Another teacher organized a course, based on Bemhiudtts lectures, 

consisting of one period a week over three months for grade 12 boys. The boys also saw "The 

Story of Menstruation." AD the girls at the same scfiad saw the same film but girh in grade I I also 

had lectures in sex educatio~~ 

b t a i  reaction to the classes was either noadstent or positive: no teacher reported any 

adverse reaction. The teachers' answers appeared to confirm what social purists and socia1 



hygienists who supported school-based sex instruction had Iong maintained: parents had shirked 

their duty in teaching children about sexual matters Some parents were reported to be grateful for 

the instruction their children received. Several mothers, noted one teacher. were "relieved to have 

[their children] discuss openly such sex problems which were bothering them and yet about which 

they wouldn't speak at home." Some mothers apparwtIy got the same lesson their daughters did 

"the evening after it was taken in ciass." The members of the executive of one Home and School 

Association were "very enthusiastic." claiming there was a "red need" for such classes. 

The teachers deemed that the student reaction to the discussions was very favourable. A 

few teachers remarked that a minority of students had received sex education at home. At one 

school the ratio of those students who had and had not received home-based sex education was 

" 13 out of 10-instruction varied from the bare essentials to a complete coverage." One teacher 

wrote that the girls in the ciass she taught were silent after the fvst Iesson but then "the questions 

came fast and furiously-" Boys at andher s c h d  apparently asked many sensitive quesrions such 

as "Is there any cycie in a boy's life which is comparable to menstnration?" and behaved in a 

manner which led their teacher to believe his work "was a success and worth the effortw Other 

students were "keenly interested in the subject and willing to discuss persond or p u p  problems 

in class period or else after school." Another p u p  of students displayed a "keen interest." for 

"they had been asking for this information for 2 years pmrious-and many had been unable to get 

it at home-" One teacher who buiIt her own physical education class around family life education 

conducted her own smvey of students. She found that 70 out of 75 grade42 studem were able to 

correct much "misinfomtation" and develop "a pafer respect for the opposite sen" She believed 5 

studeuts' responses were "dangerous" but did not elaborate- Fears that the students' send desires 

would be aroused by the cIasses were dismissed quickIy by many of the respondents "As far as I 

codd ascertain there was no a g p o n  of any situation. nothing of a sex-stimuIating nature- 

strictly cold fads woven into 'Family Life,'" 



The sardents' enthusiastic reactions to family life W o n  were reinforced by the findings 

of the Canadian Youth Commission (CYC). The Commission had compiled the results of youth 

hearings conducted across Canada during 1944. In the report, Yo& Marriage and the F d f y  

(1948), the Commissioners insisted that both boys and gids aeeded to have school-based training 

for marriage, parenthood and family living?' The Commission wouId have come out even more 

strongIy in favour of "sex d u d o n "  had the Catholic Commissioners not objected to school-based 

sex instruction on religious grouads.32The Commissioa's findings confirmed that youths were 

demanding school-based sex instruction. According to a report based on briefs submitted to the 

Comtnission on the subject of health, 27 out of 67 youth groups brought up the subject of sex 

instruction. Twenty of the 27 groups approved of school-based sex instruction taught by teachers. 

Seven of the 2'7 groups rejected school-based sex instruction, believing that parents, doctors or 

members of the clergy were more appropriate instructors than were teachers. A number of the 

youth p u p s  which supported school-based sex instruction suggested that some form of sex 

instraction should be introduced as eariy as grades 5.6 or 7.33 Reparation for family living could 

not come soon enough. 

In August 1948.2. S. Phimister, the same Superintendent of Secondary Schools at the 

Tomato Board of Education who had met with boys' and $Is' physical education teachers to 

consider some additions to the Plan for Secondby School Inrtnrcrion on the Subject of Vcnered 

Diseases, looked upon the results of Speirs' Family Life Education Questio~aire with favour. 

Phimister suggested cryptidly to Speirs that "something mom" couId be done with sex education 



in the elementary schooIs.3J Under Speirs direction, that "something more" was soon 

forthcoming, 

As the fear of venereal disease ebbed in post-war Canada, a new thmt appeared on the 

horizon: sexual abnormality or sex delinquency. During the Second W d d  War girls' delinquency 

was almost always sexualized and potiticized. In the *-war era. delinquency in girls a d  boys 

also took on sexual and political counotatioas Sex& behaviour which was not contained with the 

boundaries of monogamous maniage was conceptualized as dangerous because it contributed to 

social chaos. Historians have theorized that tbe starch for post-war stability, coupted with anxieties 

over Soviet expansionism. resuited in the need for the "containment" of communist ideologies and 

sexuaI energies. Fears of f d t h c o l m  Communist activity wwe expressed in terms remarkably 

similar to the way fears over venereal contagion were traditionally articulated Silent and deadly. 

communist activity corrupted the body pditic. By 1950. some of the American hysteria over fifth- 

column Communist activity had migrated northward. As in the United States. fifth-column 

Commlmist activity in Canada became inextricably connected to the threat of virtuaIly any sexual 

activity outside marriage in g e a d  and to the "menace" of homosexuality in particuIa@ 



Sex delinquency came to encompass not only pre-marital sex and homosexuaIity, but 

sexual crimes such as rape and child molesbdon. Public panic over sex crimes committed by male 

"psychopaths" had begun in the 1930s, abated during the !kond Wodd War and resurfaced in the 

post-war period. A sharp division was made between the homosexual and the heterosexual 

psychopath with the former labelled a violent child molester. In 1948, laws concerning criminal 

sexual psychopaths were inaoduced into the Canadian Code. A sexual psychopath was defined as 

one who could not control "his sexual impulses and who, as a result, is likely to attack or 

otherwise inflict injury. pain or other evil on any person." A convicted sexuaI psychopath would 

be sentenced to an indeterminate jail term and would come under review every 3 years- Public 

suppa for these laws remained hi&% New laws promised to punish sexual psychopaths for 

their crimes, Sex instruction held out the hope that males could be deterred from sexual 

psychopathology. Indeed in the post-war period sex crimes were cited as a major justification for 

introducing family life education into schools.~ An article in a popular Canadian magazine 

appeared to validate this justification. Author Joanna Rice told Canadians that William Heirens. a 

University of Chicago honor student, had committed 3 sex murders because at age 1 I his mother 

told him that sex was dirty. American psychiatrists apparently agreed that the Heirens case 

confirmed that inadequate sex iasbuction permitted such deviance to occur.38 

By 1948 sex delinquency was very mach on the mind of Dr. Kenneth Rogers. Rogers had 

authored a study on male juvenile delinquency during the last year of the w a d g  After the war he 

served as the Cher ;a l  Secretary of the Toronto Big Brother Movement and as a Committee member 

advising the Toronto Kiwanis Club on Sex Education and Sex Aberration, In a widelyquoted 

speech made on April 21, 1948, Rogers maintained that schools had to accept responsibility for 



sex instruction. Rogers insisted that sex education, or family life education in secondary md 

elementary schools could cut d o n  on homosexuality, sex crimes. promiscuity, venereal disease 

and marriage breakdowas If children h e w  the 'truth' about sex, they would k less inclined to 

experiment with it or drift into sexual delinquency. He argued that parents and schools must 

cooperate "in fa- the probtem of sex delinquencies and crimes by making sure that our children 

are properly informed and epicled in sex education." 

Galvanized by the widespread publicity Rogen' remarks received, Goldring suggested that 

Rogers' remarks could challeuge the Ontario Department of Education to broaden its mandate 

concerning the teacbing of venereal disease and extend that teaching downward into the dementary 

schools. But on a more cautious note Gddring aclmowIedged that the Department's 1946 Comes 

of Snrh,, which authorized the study of venereal disease for the secondary schools, would remain 

unalted.4 

GolQing's caution did not get the better of some of the trustees at the Toronto Board of 

Education. Two months after Rogers made his remarks, the Board's Management Committee 

approved of the establishment of a "Special Committee Appointed to Consider and Report on the 

Matter of Sex Education in Schools.' The Special Committee consisted of five trustees-Herbert 

Oriiffe. Edna Rye-, Edward Cane, A. J. Brown and Charles Edwards, who served as the 

chair. Rather self-se~ngfy, Goidring told the Special Committee that the Toronto and London 

Boards of Education already bad the kst ~condary sex education programme in Ck&a?Wet 

Edwards proposed that the Tomto trustees lead the way in submitting new ideas on sex education 

to the Ontario Department of Education becaw parents were not taking the responsibility for 

teaching heir children about sex. Edwards sounded very much the Jocial purist, maintaining that if 

childtea did not learn accurate idofmation about sex in homes or schools they would pick up 



inaccurate information on the streetswaz Edwards aIso claimed that sexual delinquency occurred 

more frequently in urban than in rural areas. He maintained that in rural Ontario children teamed 

"the facts of life" at home and on the fann where they were exposed to examples of animal 

reproduction. By contrast in Toronto, municipal bylaws restricted the number of cats and dogs one 

could own. City children were, therefore, bereft of the opportunity to understand the mysteries of 

reproducti0nP 

By the end of 1948. the Special Committee had made rapid progress in its quest for school- 

based sex instruction. Its first step was to review a letter and three articles on school-based sex 

instruction sent to the Special Committee by Dr. Adolph Weintiri, the Director of the Division of 

the Socia1 Hygiene Education, the E. C. B m  Trust at the University of Oregon. Weiazirl's 

views on sex instruction smacked of the sentimentaIity which had characterized the social purity 

movement and which had, in turn, influenced the social hygiene movement, Weiozirl maintained 

that sex was related to the best things in life-courtship, marriage, parenthood and 

,oradparenthood, art, music, drama and namenanrre Sex was an instinct intended to perpetuate the 

*es but it required careful direction. Sex instruction was the responsibility of the home and the 

church but given the diff~culties experienced, the school was the best place for such instruction.* 

Acknowledging his indebtedness to Dr. Walter Clarke. the Executive Director of the 

ASHA, Weinzirl rejected the tenn "sex education," complaining thac it confused and threatened 

individds. Weinzid argued that boys and girls did not have to be segregated during sex 

instruction. He believed that any proposal to teach children about sex had to deal with the 

endoctine aml reproductive systems, and with family riving on the grounds that the family was the 

basic unit of society. Most importantly, teachers had to present the students with a moral 



viewpoint. For Weinzid, a moral viewpoint was intimately connected to the inculcation of 

heterosexuality in children: "the establishment in chiIdren of feebugs and emotions that will compel 

attitudes and behaviour leading to a minimum of promiscuity and to Cestrictiag sex to monogamous 

marriage with the expectation of having and raising children.* 

Although Weinzid recommended that v e d  disease remain only one topic of study in 

sex instruction. he did raise the spectre of the v e n d l y  diseased girl: deIinquent in order to drive 

home the need for school-based sex instruction. Weinzid sent the Special Committee an article he 

had authored on a sixteen-year-old girt who had become infected with venereal disease after an 

encounter with a sailor in 1944. Weindrl's concIusions about the girl he calIed a "reservoir of 

venereal disease" had a psychoanalytic twist. Weinzid explained that Like many adolescents. the 

girl had become dissatisfied with herfamily. Devoid of any sense of self-worth and resentful about 

her situation in Life, the girl rebelled by becoming sexually licentious. He also suggested that 

adolescent girls had sexual encounters with men to get even with them in ,peraI, or to gratify their 

wishes for adventure and sociability. According to Weindri, venereal infection would not be the 

sole tragedy resulting from girls' rebelliousaess. He believed that the rebellious girl would have no 

desire to start and nurture a family of her own in the future. His solution was to get parents to 

understand that they had to find a happy medium between discipline, love and freedom. resist the 

urge to crack down on their daughter, and support the xhoolls efforts to institutionalize sex 

instruction. It was up to adults to provide the adotescent with a loving home, a good schoot . a 

civic conscience and a belief in the "rightness of rrmrriage."* In other words, the adotescent girl 

had to be carefully withdrawn from the bosom of her family in order to begn one of her own. 

Weinzirl found a Canadian kindred spirit in Dr. Stepheu Laycock, a professor of educational 



psychology at the University of Saskatchewan. Laycock w m d  p m t s  that it was natural for 

children to move outward from the home- The child's centre of attention shifted gradually fmm the 

mother to both pareats to the same-% pIaymate to the apposite sex to, finally, the mate. Keeping 

the child's affection tied soIeIy to his or her pareats would stunt the chiId Laycock maintained that 

parents "should rejoice as their child's interest progressively goes out from them towards the final 

establishment of his own home and his own f d y  [sic].w 

Weindrl's gave the members of the Specid Committee the encouragement they needed to 

go ahead with their plans for school-based sex instmctiou. The Specid Committee's second step 

was to request Goldring to submit a report on a suggested sex education course in ,orad= 7 and 8. 

Gotdring authorized the f o d o n  of a Teachers1 Committee under Speirs' chairmanship to plan 

for such a course. Goldring informed Speirs on September 3,1948. that he wanted a report on a 

sex education course in grades 7 and 8 by the end of September.* He gave the members of the 

Teachers' Committee a political reason for the haste. He was apparentiy afraid that sex education 

wodd become a political issue in the oext provincial eIecticm!* 

The composition of the Teachers1 Committee consisted of Marjorie Moore, Assistant 

Supervisor of Physical Education; Mary Hilt Principal of Hester How School: Russell Godbold. 

Rincipal of Blythwood Pubtic school; Ada Warren from Dufferin Public Schooi; Mary Blessinpr 

of Brock Avenue Public Schd;  John Toogood from Duffiin Public School; and William L 

Quim from Eari Haig Public School. They were advised by three prominent Torontonians who 

took a professionaI interest in sex delinquency-Rogers of the Big Brother Movement; J. Alex 

Fdmisan_ Chair of the Committee on the Sex OtTender, hadian Penal Association; and Dr. J. D. 



M. GSn. Psychiatrist with the Canadian Council of MentaI Hygiene. By the end of Septemk 

the Teachersr Committee had put together the Report of the Teachers' Committee On "Family Life 

Education. "so 

The focus of the Report of the Teachers' Committee On "Eunily Life Education" was on 

introducing family life education to grades 7 and 8. This focus was in keeping with the post-war 

orientation of school-based sex instruction. After 1945, many Ontario educators were more than 

wilIing to move school-based sex instruction in two separate but parailel ditectim- I )  away from 

the focus on venereal disease and 2) downward into the younger grades, Some educators were 

eager to implement family life education even earlier than grade 7. In the summer of 1948, the 

Ontario Home and School Association's panel on "Education for Family Life," which fatured 

speaken Ashplant and Griffx~ agreed that the pteparatim for family living should begin in grades 

5 and 6-51 Despite these sentiments, the goal of giving children sex instruction prior to the 

dangerous passage of adolescence, which was first articulated by the social purists, remained 

elusive. 

Why did the Report of the Teachers' Committee On "Family Life Educationn single out 

adolescent pupils in g a d s  7 and 8 rather than pupils in the younger ,orades for family life 

education? It is possible that the Report eeeted grades 7 and 8 for family We education so that the 

pupils could be adequately prepared to begin the study of venereal disease in p& 10. The authors 

of the Report may have considered that the 12-14-yeadd age group in grades 7 and 8 was ripe 

for family life education because of the sense of u r e~cy  generated over adolescent girts' putative 

sexoat Iicentiousness during the Second Wodd War. Yet given the widespread publicity Rogers' 

speech received, combined with the influence Rogers Edmison and Griffin had on the Teachers' 



Committee, it is highly probable that adolescents were singled out for family Iife education because 

of the f m  of their supposed propensity for sex delinquency. 

The Special Committee's third and f d  step was to accept the Report of the Teachers' 

Committee On "FamiIy Life Education" and pass it onto the -merit Committee of the Totonto 

Board, The Management Committee was suff~ciently impressed with the Report to recommend that 

the Tomto Board of Education compliment the teachers for the excellence of k i r  work accept the 

Report in its full fom; and direct Goldring to negotiate with the Department of Educatioa for the 

authority to implement the Report in Toronto elementary schools.~ 

Choppy, badly edited and somewhat repetitive, the Report of the Teachers' Committee On 

"Eamily Life Educationw betrayed the haste with which it was put together during September of 

1948. NevertheIess, as an archvd document it remains one of the best available records in the 

history of sex instnrction in Canada. The Report established a bureaucratic ratiode for the 

incorporation of family life education into the Toronto Board of Education's eIementq schools: 

stated the aims of Family Life Education; developed an outline of a Family Life Education 

curriculum for grades 7 and 8; and set out a preliminary plan for instructing teachers how to teach 

the curriculum. 

The Ontario Department of Education had not officially authorized the teaching of sex 

instruction in elementary schooIs Thus, the Teachers' Committee felt it was imperative to estabIish 

an acceptable bureaucratic rationale for implementing the Family Life Education c~rrricuIum into 

grades 7 and 8. The Department's wartime push toward education for democracy provided the 



Teachers' Committee with the ratiode they needed. The Report claimed that the Department 

"encourages and envisages" a Family Life Education c u r r i c d d  Apparently, evidence for this 

point of view would be found in the introduction to the I942 Programme o f S w f i r  Grtules VII 

and VIII of the Public and Stparme SchooLsLs The Report maintained that family life education was 

in keeping with the Rogrcunrne's emphasis on democracy. W y  life education would educate the 

child for "social living;" train the cMd to "be a good c i k "  and accomplish the school's threefold 

aim of helping the child understand its own environment, confonn to societd approval and acquire 

essential living  skill^.^ 

The authors of the Report expreqed the hope that parents and teachers would be allies in 

family Iife education. The home was the essential site for teaching the young child about sex but 

for you& the school was "the ideal laboratory for working out satisfactory boy-girl relationships, 

for it is the focus of social and recreaSional life in the conununity."~The best solution would be to 

incorporate family Iife education into all grade 7 and 8 subjects, For example. case histories mutd 

be discussed in Endish composition, animal social organization in Science, family budgets in 

Mathematics and family relationships in Home Economics. But for the moment the authors of the 

Report were saclsaClsfied to Snit the curriculum to the subject of Health. 

The Family Life Education curriculum outlined in the Report had two sets of long- and 

short-term cardind aims clearly intended to channel boys and grls toward heterosexuality. 

monogamous marriage and m p s i b l e  child-rearing, aims synonymous with "nonnaIcy" and 

"morality." The first of the long-tern aims was to enable pupils to appreciate and value "the 

normal, natural husband-wife-child relationship m the home. "the cornerstone of "successful, 

happy family life." The second long-term aim was to give students standards of values enabling 



them to distinguish "what is good in sexual Life from what is sordid, selfish or perverted." The 

Report's short-term aims intended to show that it was important to protect the home. women and 

children, to help the adolescent boy and girt Ieam proper conduct in their relatioaships with each 

other. to emphasize that sex was a bodily function as well as a joyous emotion, to provide an 

adequate vocabulary of sex, to understand the biology of reproduction and to develop respectful 

attitudes towards the whole subject.56 

These aims had been arrived at not only via consultations with Rogers, Edmison and 

Griffw, who took a professional interest in sex delinquency. The authors of the Report had 

perused literature produced mainly by Americans professionals active in promoting either social 

hygiene, sex education or family life education in schools More and after the Second Wodd War. 

The authors swung their weight behind Weinzirl, Maurice Bigelow. Paul Popenoe and Francis 

Bruce Strain. The British influence on the Report was minimal. Oaly one British author. Cyril 

Bibby, was mentioned A few Canadian sources were induded in the Report's bibliography. 

Works authored by Ashpiant, from the Lwdon Board of Education. krnhardt, from the institute 

of Child Study in Toronto, and by journalists writing for popular Canadian magazines like 

Macleans and Satw& Night were tisted. Material produced by the Canadian CelIucottoa 

Corporation, manufacturers of menstrual hygiene products, diagrammatic charts and pamphlets 

was dw cited. 

Despite the fact that the HLC had come out in favour of family life education during the 

war. materids produced by the HLC were not cited in the Report's bibliography. This was 

surprising for Speirs was also a member of the Subcommittee on the Moral and Educational 

Aspects of the Committee on Venereal Disease Control in Toronto. The Subcommittee also 

included Bates of the HLC and Goldring of the Toronto Board. Speirs may have wanted to 



distance the Teachers' Committee from any association with the perception that s o d  hygiene 

focused primarily on v e n d  disease. Yet Speirs had joined the ASHA in 1946. It is more likely 

that Spein believed that as opposed to the Canadian social hy@ene movement, the American social 

hygiene movement was on the cutting edge of family life education. 

Whatever Speirs' reasoning may have been, it is clear that the Sub-committee on the Mod 

and Educational Aspects of the Comnrioet on Venereal Disease Control also came out in favour of 

implementing family life education in sch001s in d e r  to fortify individuals' moral character. The 

Sub-committee that despite improvements in the treatmeat of venereal disease, nothing 

succeeded in venereal disease prevention like the avoidance of exposure. The Sub-committee 

recommended, therefore, that any educational campaign should, first and foremost, improve the 

individuaI's moral sense so that promiscuous s e x d  intercourse would be avoided. The key to this 

god was to inculcate in children the sacredness of family Iifk. Teachers should be specially trained 

to build up the child's character* presenting sex education in such a way that the pupil understood 

the problem of venereal disease* the nonnal boy-girl relationships, the significance of maniage and 

the conditions for a happy home life. The Subcommittee agreed that the school provided pupils 

with many oppommities to interad with each other chasteiy. In this manner, students wodd learn 

that the only way to complete sex-falment was in marriage-the best thing in Iife "must be paid 

for in full. Those who off- discounts lrre frattds,"s 

On the basis of their research, the authors of the Repotc of the Teachers' Committee On 

"Family Life Education" concluded that venereal disease was nor to be the focal point of the Fgmriy 

Life Education curriculum. In fact, neither the use of pictures showing the ravages of venereal 

disease nor a discussion of the subject itself-dess a student brought up the matter-was 

permitted Statistics designed to iflustrate the p d e n c e  of sex delinquency were not allowed. The 



pupil's present and future family remained the focus of the curriculum The tertxt "Family Life 

Education" was to be used over "Sex Educationa to describe this curriculum. Pupils wodd be 

iustructed about the meaning of the physical changes of adoIescence. Yet dthough physiological 

information wouId be given to students, the curriculum's emphasis wodd be placed on moral 

principles Anxious, perhaps, that the Toronto Board's trustees wodd look askance at the amount 

of straightforward physiological information the proposed curriculum wodd provide students. the 

authors of the Report canfirmed that the most important teaching principle in family life education 

was that: "the establishment of habits, attitudes and ideals of life, is more important than mere 

physiological id or mat ion."^ Sexual conduct had to be based on inspiring ideals. Pupils would be 

taught about the "excelleace of sex and its immense potentidities" The cumculum would help 

hem realize the "dignity of the human body and the creative purpose of senws 

It is obvious that the authors of the Report wanted growing up to mean growing away from 

sex delinquency and growing toward marriage and family life. n e  emphasis on the complete 

"normality" of sex wodd lead pupils away from "the pathology of sex and family life" and 

"unhealthy speculation or brooding upon sexual mattersn* Teachers wouId assure students that 

menstnratioa and aocturnal emissions were completely n o d  but that heavy necking or petting 

were "bad psy&logical preparation for marriage aud farmly Living." The Report suggested that the 

school could give the studeat many opportunities to sublimate his or her sexud energy in ,me. 

sports and hobbies. Ostensibty, the sublimation of students' sexual energy via physical exercise 

was suggestive of one social purist time-honoured prescription for deding with youthful 

mascutbation. Yet the word masturbation never appeared anywhere in the Report The absence of 

any specific mention of masturbation confumed the change in thiukiug on the matter since the 

1930s. 



Although the authors of the Report did not refer -caIly to homosexuality either, they 

wouid have been aware that American authors Strain and Bibby, two of the family life education 

theorists cited in the Report's bibliography, considered homosexual activities far rnore dangerous 

than masturbatory practices. This sisnif~ed a major reversal of social purist thinking. Strain and 

Bibby were willing to allow that the dangers of masturbation had been grossly exaggerated. They 

argued that the child did not have to be physically restrained from the habit and suggested that 

physical exercise would divert children's attention from their desire to masturbate. Whereas social 

purists had regarded masturbation in childhood to be the first step on the slippery slope toward 

sexual incontinence in men and prostitution in females, family life education theorists portrayed 

homosexual behaviour in adolescence as the first link in the chain of sex delinquency. 

The homosexual behaviour of adolescent boys received far rnore ittention than did the 

homosexual behaviour of adolescent girls, possibly because the former was long associated with 

ilIe,@ity, perversion and violence. Shain and Bibby paid special attention to adolescent boys' 

homosexuality. Strain identified the sex delinquent as an older adolescent boy who was a menace 

to younger boys. The older adolescent was usually a misf3 or a bdly or mentally retarded. He 

coaxed or bribed boys into friendship but this relationship posed a =ve danger to the younger 

males Strain feared that the young boys would be cormpted by the encounter and become 

homosexual. She agreed that friendships between younger boys and those who were sexuaily 

mature should be discouraged61 Bibby claimed that homosexds desened understanding rather 

than punishment but admitted that homosexudity was a d "deviation." Deviation, according to 

Bibby, encompassed same-sex crushes as well as crirninaI acts such as rape and child m o l d o n -  

Bibby suggested that deviation could k headed off at the pass if boys and gids got a chaste taste of 

each other in ducatioaal schoo1a Same-sex schoots were presumably a problem bemuse they 

inadvertently encouraged same-sex crushes. These crushes manifested themselves in love-play and 



mutual: masturbation. Bibby suggested that an undersranding adult talk sympatheticaIIy to the two 

same-sex friends about the unnatural nature of their relationship. If the talk failed to do the trick, 

Bibby advised that the young couple shodd be kept apart. Youthful crushes on older same-sex 

teachers also posed an unfortunate problem. The possl'bility that the adult could seduce starryeyed 

junior and corrupt him or her made Bibby anxious. No children, warned Bibby. "who woutd 

otherwise ,gow up into normal heterosexual adults [shouId be1 be deviated along the path of 

homosexuality-"62 

The Report of the Teachers' Committee on "Eamily Life Educationw came out during the 

same year 'Ihe S c d  Life of Scntages in N o r t h - W a r n  Melanesia, authored by ethno,gapher 

Branislaw Malinowski and origindly pubIished in 1929, came out in its sixth edition and 

University of Indiana researchers Alfred Kinsey, Wardell Pmeroy and CIyde Martin published the 

landmark S d  &havior in the Human M&.a Both studies were also listed in the Report's 

bibliography. 

Social purists had used carefully selected examples of plants and animals in nature study to 

glorify monogamous marriage and parenthood in humans. Brimming with romanticized racism. 

famiIy life education theorists turned to carefully selected examples of t r i i  societies to show up 

Western cuIture's putative disregard for family life. Malinowski's study, complete with an 

admiring preface by the self-professed social hygienist Havelock Ellis, and photographs of a pith- 

heImeted Malinowski communicating with the near-naked matrilind Trobrianders, appeared to 

&inn that even "savagesw revered the m d t y  family life bestowed upon the community. Despite 

the hetecosexual freedom allowed ado1escents. &age, according to Malinowski's ethncxrentric 



observations, was the cornerstone of Trobriand society 'there are. in fact no unmarried men of 

mature age. except idiots, incurable invalids, old widowers and albinos- 

MaIinowski affirmed that Trobriand c h i l d .  had a rich "faa~~iy life." Adolescent boys and 

girls were free to carry out sexual relations with each other with their parents' complete 

knowledge. But although heterosexua1 sexual intercourse carried out in private ourside or inside of 

mamage was acceptable, Trobriand society had a set of strict sexual taboos. Mahowski 

apparently discovered that homosexual sexual intercourse, bestiality, exhibitionism, fetishism. 

masturbation and oral and anal eroticism were jeered at. Thus, Mahowski concIuded that the 

natives achieved "almost complete freedom from perversion" via psychologicaI rather than social 

sanctions. The decorum with which the Trobianders conducted their sexual Iife led EIlis to 

comment tbat "the savw man" was much like the European man but in many aspects "Itad reached 

a finer degree of civilization than the civilized tnaa"65 

In contrast to the Trobianders, the average white American male seemed to participate in an 

unparalleled number of apparently perverse acts, The pubIication of Send Behmtior in the Hwnrur 

M&, popularly refened to as the Kinsey Report, documented the wideqxead existence of a sexual 

experiences at odds with publicly espoused values. Kinsey's, Pomeroy's and Martin's intenriews 

with thousands of white American males revealed that hetemexual petting and masturbation were 

nearly universal, that close to 90% of the respondents had cxperienced premarital sex, dmost half 

had experienced extramaritaI sex and more than one-third of adult men had en,pged in homosexttal 

activity.66 The Kinsey Report defined homosexual activity as exhibition of genitalia, manual 

rnanipulatioa of genitalia, anal or oraI contacts with genitalia and arechral insertions. The Kiasey 

Report found that the male's sexual peak occurred in the late teens tather than in the thirties or 



forties as previously supposed The attainment of maximum sexual capacity in adolescence posed a 

number of sociological problems for young men. The authors of the study argued that in England 

and the United States, increasing sexual repression cc~incided with an increasing delay in the age 

of marriage. This resulted in an "intensification of the struggle b e e n  the boy's biologic capacity 

and the sanctions imposed by the older male who-,is no longer hard-pressed to find a legalized 

source of sexual contact commensurate with his reduced demand for outletw The fact that the 

unmarried male managed to acbieve an average of 3.4 orgasms per week via masturbation. 

nocturnal emissions, heterosexual petting, heterosexual sexual intercourse. homosexual relations 

and intercourse with animals of other species demonstrated "the failure of the attempt to impose 

complete abstinence upon him.- For the majority of unmarried adolescats intercourse with gids 

who were not pros&itutes was said to be the chief sexual activity; masturbation was a more frequent 

outlet among d e s  in the upper classes, 

According to the Kinsey Report the average adolescent girl apparently got by with one-ffth 

as much sexual activity as the average adolescent boy. As a result of this supposed disparity 

Kinsey and bis co-authors made some hostile observations about women's influence on moral 

regulation. They contended that women, who were primarily responsible for caring for young 

boys, campaigning for law enforcement, combating juvenile delinquency and developing 

programmes for sex instruction, did not understand the problem boys faced in being constantly 

s e d y  mused The Kinsey Report maintained, therefore, tbat it was crucial for any form of sex 

instruction curricuIum to take into account that the young boy had a wider variety of sexual 

experience than his fernaIe teacher would ever have. No cumculurn shouId be based on the 

simplistic belief that boys were "beginnersw who ignored their sexual develop men^^^ The Kimey 

Report was used to argue in favour of toIecance toward homosexuality anb simuItaneously. to 



reinforce traditional morality. Public reaction in Caoada to the Kinsey Report was skewed toward 

shoring up traditional moral values. The HLC suggested the post office ban the Kinsey Report 

from the maiIs while popular magazines argued that sex was a moral, not a statistical matter.@ For 

the authors of the Report of the Teachers' Committee on "Family Life Educationw the Kinsey 

Report undoubtedly conftrrned that adolescents needed family life education to keep them marching 

on the heterosexual straight and narrow. 

The authors of the Report of the Teachers' Committee on "Family Life Educationw 

recommended that grade 7 pupils in family Me education should not be segregated by sex. The 

sisnif~cance of secondary sex characteristics, boy-girl dationships and community life would be 

taught. So would the development of a scale of mod  values. Grade 7 boys and girts would learn 

about the evolution of the family beginning with ameba and ending with humans. The contrast 

between human and animal family life would form the basis of instruction in sexual ethics. 

Students would be encouraged to develop ernotionalI y healthy attitudes toward parents and 

siblings. They would learn about the importance of doing chores at home, sharing the telephone 

with brothen and sisters, resisting peer pressure and coming home on time, Pupils would be 

taught to understand the danger of accepting rides from strangers, learn how to turn down a date 

gracefully, and appreciate the value of dating many friends as opposed to going steady. These 

lessoas wouid be undertaken within two b d s  of frameworks: democratic classtoom discussions 

in which everyone had a say and in "case historyn presentations. The case history of MarOoafet. a 

"Boy-Cray Giri" who did everything she could to attract boys, was held up as an example. 

Students could vote on such questions as "Will a girl like Margaret likely succeed in her 

schoohvork?" and "Will a girl Wce Margaret attract the best type of boy- The decision to teach 

menstruation in grade 7 was left up to the individual school. 



The Report allowed that in some schools, where "girls mature earlier," the study of 

menstruation was too urgent to be put off until the Iater ,gades. The authors of the Report may 

have been refemng to schools in downtown Toronto which had large populations of southern 

European immigrant girls. It was commonly believed tbat ethnic variation in the age of menarche 

did exist Females from warm climates were thought to menstruate earlier than females from colder 

climates It was aIso comrnonly held that Euqean immigrant mothers were extremely reluctant to 

forewarn their daughters about menstruation or did not know how to talk about menstruation to 

their daughters in the commercialized sophisticated language provided by sanitary napkin 

manufacturers such as Kofex. There is some American evidence to support this c~ntention.~l 

The authors of the Report highly recommended three films for the grade 7 curriculum: 

"You and Your Family;" "You and Your Ftiends;" and The Story of Menstruation." "You and 

Your Family" was a short American film designed to spark classroom discussion about conduct 

within the family. The Johnson adolescent children portrayed in the film are white and middle 

class. They live in a large, two-storey home with their mother and father, dress neatly. eat dinner 

together and enewe in some good-natured bickering. The children encounter a number of 

situations which test the waters of conflict between the adolescent desire for personal autonomy 

and the parents' authority. Each chitd acts out three different ways of resolving the dilemmas with 

which they are presented For example, when Frauk asks Mary Johnson, approximately 14 years 

014 out to a dance, her parents refuse to let her go. Mary says no to the boy and is reseatful; Mary 

asks her parents if she can invite h k  over instead to listen to records and eat popcorn: Mary 

informs Frank she wiI1 sneak out; Mary compIaias dramatically, "No one in this family wants me 

to have any fm. I wish I was dead" Brother Bid, approximately 17 years old, comes home at I 

o'cIock in the morning, two hours Iater than he agreed to. His father confronts him and Bid1 tells a 

lie; informs his father angrily his lateness is none of his business, he can look after himself and 



leaves: apologizes and agrees to accept his punishment of not going out for a week. The maIe 

narrator asks the audience to discuss which scenario they would choose and codrms that "family 

problems can be solved through frank and friendIy discussion which points the way to a happy 

family life."f2 It is obvious that the scenario most appmpriate to each situation is the one which 

allows the parent to surveil and manage the adolescent's desire for personal autonomy. 

"You and Your Friends" was another short film featuring Mary and her male and female 

pals at a party in her parents' home. This film was carefully constructed to suggest that entertaining 

dates at home and dating in groups fulftlled adolescents' desire for personal autonomy. In actual 

fact. at-home entertaining and p u p  socializing limited youths' privacy and actually extended 

parentaI control over their children's sexual expressiotl.n The film was also conveying powerful 

messages about the importance of heterosexual interaction and white. middle-class ideals of social 

coaformity. In the film, 13- to 15-yearold white couples dance to records, snack and talk. Each 

individual breaks some rule of social conduct. Frank talks about a friend behind his back Betty 

displays bad table manners, Ethel tells someone a secret she wasn't mpposed to, Mary blows the 

secret out of pmportion and Betty cancels a date by telling a Iie because she really wants to go out 

with someone else- The narrator asks the audience a number of questions throughout the film such 

as Wodd you rate Erank plus or minus on Ioyalty?" and "How did you feel when Betty broke her 

date with George?" The male narratorcoacIudes that because friendship is one of the most precious 

things in We, problems between friends sbodd be talked out7-I 

The Story of Menstruationw was a Walt Disney animated t3m made in conjunction with 

Kotex Products. The film opens with a pink-cheek& blue-eyed baby girl sleeping peacefutIy in 

her aib. A f d e  a m o r  soothingly begins to descttibe the impact of the pituitary gland on the 



development of the female reproductive system. The film, replete with diagrams of the internal 

reproductive organs and a tear dropshaped blood flow. attempts to describe and dernystify 

menstruation. Menstruation is, however, contextualized within a framework of white middleclass 

marriage and motherhood which is portrayed as cycling repetitively, comfortingly and inevitably 

over the generations. The narrator explains that the monthly loss of blood which begins in 

adolescence was "a routine step in a normal and natural cycle," She notes that menstruation 

occurred when fertilization did not take place. The narrator encourages adolescent girls to eat leafy 

vegetables, rest. try to remain even-tempered and exercise to relieve cramps. The film ends as the 

narrator intones that the menstrual cycle was nature's plan for "passing on the gift of life." On 

screen the baby grows into a young blonde girl. The girf develops into a young woman. The 

young woman becomes a bride. The bride evolves into a young mother tending the same pink- 

cheeked, blue-eyed baby girl fust featured in the opening scenes. The final € m e  features a Kotex 

bOx.75 

Although the authors of the Report of the Teachers' Committee on "hrnily Life 

Education" also recommemded screening The Story of Menstmation" for p d e  8 students, the 

film "Human Growth" was considered the centrepiece of the p u l e  8 curriculum. Weindrl had 

s u g g g  that the Special Committee consider using this film as a classroom aid in sex instruction. 

Indeed, "Human Growth" received rave reviews from many quarters, Many social hygiene 

organizations m the United States gave it their stamp of apptovaL76 In Canada Rogers appreciated 

the fdm and the opportunities it presented for questions and answers. He claimed tbat "Human 

Growth" could help take sex education "out from behind the barn and into the ~Iassroom.~  

Produced in Hollywood by Eddie Albert Rodactions and directed by Weinzirl and Dr. 

Lester F. Beck under the auspices of the E. C Brown Trusf "Human Growth" defined and 

7 S ~ ~  "Fhc Sloy of Menstrtnrion.' FAA 4745.1947. 
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explained the physiological changes of adolescence- Bablished by the $500,000 legacy left to the 

University of Chqon in 1939 after the death of h. E C. Brown, a Portland physician interested 

in the work of the Oregon Socia1 Hygiene Society, the Trust bad been long associated with social 

hygiene projects, The film was intended to demonstrate to patents how sex instruction in schools 

could be handled smoothly; to give the teacher an iastnrtional aid for explaining the facts of sex: 

and to stimulate classroom discussion amongst the students and teacher- Test screening of the film 

to housewives, fathers, men and women teachers revealed that a majority of audience members 

supported showing the fdm to students fmm grade 7 on up. agreed that the film did not have to be 

Rstricted to sen-segregated classes, realized that the film's impact would be largely determined by 

the competence of the teacher screening it. and saw value in the film even though it did not stress 

"the moral side of sex,- 

Because the authors of the Report were undoubtedly concerned that the presentation of 

bidogical and anatomical information to a mixed class could embarrass the teacher andor the 

students. they recommended segegating grade 8 pupils by sex. "Humau Growth" was intended to 

introduce grade 8 classes to what d a l  pllrists and hygienists had long advocated in their vision of 

sex instruction-the study of the significance of the human family, a simple vocabulary of sex. the 

hygiene of menstruation and nocturnal emissioas The authors of the Report departed significantly. 

however. from Ontario social purists' and hygienists' tendency to obfuscate biological and 

anatomical detaiI. They insisted that that the grade 8 curriculum include straightforward 

physiological information on the meaning of "growing up-" 

The meaning of growing up would comprise a discussion of the deveiopment of secondary 

sex characterisdcs It would encompass the study of the huutan genital organs the sex glands and 

sex ceIls, fertnizatioa cell division, embryo deveiopment and the birth sequence* Although the 



Report did not specifically mention sexuaI intercourse, a "Suggested Course of Study For Grade 

Eightn dram up by the Teachers' Committee did. The Suggested Course allowed for a description 

of the erection of the penis and its insertion into the vagina during sexual intercourse to help 

explain the "act of fertilization.- This description of sexual intercowse was couched within a 

narrow, reproductive framework. Yet given Ontario social purists' and hygienists' penchant for 

discussing reproduction in animaIs and humans without any mention of sexual intercourse. the 

Teachers' Committee's decision to indude a description of the practice was truly revolutionary. 

The film began with a white, middle-class family consisting of a mother, father, teenage 

&u@ter and pre-adolescent son relaxing and reading in their living mom. The boy is shown 

engrossed in a textbook on Native peopIe. The textbook's drawings depict aboriginal peoples 

stereotypically. The drawings feature naked Native childm alongside semi-aaked Native Indian 

adults. Father and son engage in a discussion about the difference in clothing styles between adult 

and chiid members of the tribe. The father then reminds his daughter she has to prepare for the 

showing of "Human Growth" in her class the next day. The next day, after a preparatory 

discussion with her mixed class, a competent female teacher signals one of her students to begin 

screening the film, "Human Growth." 

"Human Growth," then, was a film within a film. The students on screen viewed an 

animated extrapolation on growth from irdancy to age 21. Secondary sex characteristics, from 

underarm hair to the enlargement of breasts and testes, fertilization, menstnration, premature 

ejaculation, fetal development and the birth of a baby are outlined. The male narrator ends the fdm 

by confirming that upon birth, growth continues until the baby becomes a "full-grown boy or gid 

and eventually a father or mother thus continuing the cycle of h u m  growth," Having viewed the 

film the pupils look suitably awed, the teacher appropriately wise. She opens the flmr to 
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questions. The pupils ask several: "Why are there so many sperm cells and such a few egg cells?" 

"Is it d l y  nonnal for the body to bleed?" "When will I stop growing?" "Are girls always bisger 

than boys at age 13?" "Why do I have red hair?" The teacher deftly answers these questions with 

the help of slides, then turns to the camera and announces reassuringly: You may have the same 

questions or others. Dixuss these with your teacher.- 

In a letter dated January 19, 1949, Dr. J. G. Althouse. the Chief Director of Education for 

the province of Ontario. gave Dr. Goldring conditional permission to implement the Famiiy Life 

Education curriculum as outlined in the Report of the Teachers' Committee on "Family Life 

Education" in grades 7 and 8 of the Toronto Board of Education's schools. School principals couId 

use their discretion to decide whether or not they wanted the clrrriculum taught in their schoolsl 

Althouse imposed two restrictions on the curriculum's implementation. The curriculum would be 

conducted on an experimental basis. Members of the Ontario Department of Education would be 

permitted to observe aad report upon the classes of Idcally, a Gallup poll released 

just three days before Althouse gave Goldring the go-ahead found that provincial Boards of 

Education which had resisted implementing courses in sex education may have hew. reflecting Iocal 

public opinion but not public opiuion nationally. Gallup found little difference in the attitudes of 

Canadians surveyed about the institutionalization of sex instruction ia schools between I943 and 

1949. Whereas 76% of Canadians in 1943 approved of sex education. that number had dropped 

slightly to 72% in 1949. As with the eariier poll, the younger the respondent the higher the 

approval for sex instruction. Intedngly, the 1949 respondents were evenly split on when sex 



imtrdon should be@, Thi~ty-five % of respondents suggested elementary school: another 35% 

sqbDested high school. A mall minority beIieved grade I was an appropriate b e g h i ~ g . ~  

Oa February 3,1949. the Tomto Board agreed that the Family Life Education curricufum 

should be implemented in grades 7 and 8 on aa experimental basis. For Speirs. the next step was 

to train elementary schwI teachers to present the Family Life Education curriculum to their 

elementary students with the hope that the curriculum wouId be put into effect after Easter. Speirs 

felt that the properly mined teacher was the key to the successful impfemeatation of the 

curridurn. The authors of the Report of the Teachers' Committee on "FarniIy Life Education" had 

feared that a special lecturer could give an unnatural emphasis to the cuniculum. Thus, the Report 

recomeodd that schooI principaIs, in consultation with physical education teachers, seIect the 

most appropriate teachem to be trained to instruct pupiIs in family fife education. Spein and the 

Teachers' Committee began to organize a course of preparatory lectures for the setected teachers. 

The Toronto Board agreed to pay for these lectures and for the purchase of reference ma~etials 

The teacher training course would begin with an address by Speirs. The address would be 

foIIowed by lectures on chiIdren, rrproduction, heredity, secondary sex characteristics and famiIy 

conflict given by Sernhardt and Grifftn, and two other educators, Flomce Scott and Roger 

Myers. The four films recommended by the Emily  Life Education Report were also avaiIabIe for 

viewing. 

Speirs began the teacher training course on the evening of March 23, 1949. at Jamis 

Collegiate. An audience of almost 300 physical education, home economics and vocational 

og&mce teaders from grades 5 to 8, vice-priacipaIs and principals attended his address on Family 

Life Education; only oae student was present to operate the public address system. The audience 

was requested not to take nom and not to speak to the p e s  The press, Speirs f& would 



distort the events taking placc Speirs warned the teachers that the pupils they taught would have to 

be content with oral and visual presentations. No pamphlet material. notes or advertisements were 

aIIowed No statistics on sex delinquency were to be cited. Speirs announced that "(w le do not 

want to lay ourseives open to the m o u r  which circulated in Forest Hill [schdl that they were 

using the Kimey Report as a text booltw Fotlowing Speint address, the film, "Human Growthn 

was screened. 

Speirs' address was a masterful attempt at deflecting any possible teacher andor parent 

opposition to the curriculum and at validating teacher-taught school-based sex instruction. 

Speaking as a parent and a teacher he appealed to those teachers in the audience who had asked 

permission to defer teaching the Family Life Education course because they had honest misgivings 

Speia established and then rejected a number of objections to school-based sex instruction which 

had been around since the tun of the century. 00. the issue of home-based sex instruction, Spin 

noted that as a parent he initially did not want schools meddling in sex instruction. He changed his 

mind when a group of boys took his daughter aside and undressed her. Speirs also conceded that 

parcots w m  able to successfully instruct their young children but not adolescents Drawing on the 

conccphlalization of the adolescent as me who now turned away fmn his or her family toward the 

dirrction of establishing his or her own home, Speks felt that comsellors and teachers were more 

acceptable to the adolescent during this "weaning" mod There was no coaflict between parents 

and teachers; they were allies. In fact, teachers reinforced home teachug by coating it with 

scientific precepts. Parent education, popular during the inter-war period, was not as effeaive 

because it reached those who needed it 1- The time for %ringing up father" was while he was at 

r h d .  Church-based sex instnrction icnt dignity to sex and family life but also reached those who 

needed it least. Doctors and nurses used too much technicat jargon, smssed the shod and were 

not tr;dned pedagogues 



Visiting lectures gave sex instntction an unnatural flavour and an undue emphasis. Single 

teachers were not at a disadvantage when teaching family life. There was no ,ouaraatee that married 

teaches understood family life any better than did unmarried teachers. Embarrassing and emotiod 

attempts to teach sex instruction in schools in the past did not have any bearing on future efforts. 

Perhaps Spek was tbiaking of Arthut BeaIl when he referred to "the lurid and sentimental lectures 

designed to tell WHAT EVERY YOUNG BOY OR GIRL SHOULD KNOW." In Speirs' opinion. 

these lurid teccutw deserved to be forgotten. Speirs believed that sex feelings were not prematurely 

aroused by classroom instntction. A student whose sex delinquency patterns were already 

estabtished could use such instrucrioa as a scapegoat to excuse his behaviour. Speirs argued that it 

was more [ikely that a judicious curriculum could combat widespread gutter talk found in radio. 

movies and magazines. Quoting Ashplant, Speirs stated: "We do not refuse to teach writing 

because a few may use it for forgery." Requiring written permission from parents to take the 

course drew undue amtion to the curricdum. Once a judicious cumcdum was institutionalized 

parental disapproval proved to be a "bogey;" studies showed that parents were relieved and 

delighted that schools taught sex instruction. Children in grades 7 and 8 were not too young to 

benefit from sex instruction, Indeed, they were capabIe of receiving such information without the 

"emotional complicationsw experienced by older children. More importantly. older children who 

received such instruction often wished they had been taught earlier. Speirs concIuded that famiIy 

life education could not eradicate ail the world's sexual eviIs but would help guide the "nonnal" 

boy and girL The boy and girl wodd learn the truth, not Ii% develop a healthy emotional attitude 

not a distorted one; and establish a clear-headed rather than a mudded sexual moral codew 

Each teacher was given a copy of the Fgmily Life Education Report, a question and answer 

manual, lecture notes and sampIe lesson plans These were intended to help the teacher cope with 

the new courseuiSe 



While the find version of the question and answer manual seems to have disappeared, a 

draft copy of "A Manual: How to Answer Questions In Family Life Education" is on deposit at the 

Toronto Board of Education Archives.= The questions listed in the draft manuaI were "genuine 

pupil queries" collected from Toronto students in the older grades. These questions were probably 

amassed when those secondary school teachers who had sat in on the 1947 " W l y  Life" series of 

lectures given by Drs. Davey and Bernhardt began to pass on the information to their students. The 

preamble to the draft manuai warned teachers to expect embarrassing ordf icu l t  questions from the 

pupils. Answering pupils' questions was considered essential- The draft manual likened the 

teacher's experience of answering pupils' question to diving into a cold pool. The teacher 

hesitated, jumped and then experienced "efilamtiod" and "purification." No question should be 

considered unacceptable by teacher or other pupiIa With the manual's help, the teacher could 

answer even the most "treachemus questions" ntrning them to the "best advantage." 

Teachers were encouraged to turn the questions to tbe best advantage by placing the 

answers "in a family setting." In effect, the answers suggested by the draft manual encouraged 

teachers to gloss over any of the difficulties teachers could experience and bache heterosexuality, 

monogamous maniage and reproduction in a rosy $ow. For example, a question such as, "Do 

pregnant women feel embarrassed because of their big stomachs?" couId be answered like this: "A 

good deal depends upon the attitude of the husband and family. It is normd for the husband to be 

very proud of his wife and more affectionate and considerate than ever at &is time. Usually this 

more than compensates for the incmveaience." SimiIady, a query about the pain of childbirth 

could be met with an answer about anaesthetics and the fact that "when the mother sees the IoveIy 

little baby, she forgets ail about the pain." The teacher couId expect to hear the question: "Is 

intercourse painful?" The response had to "present intercourse as a joyfd mutual surrender not as 

something forced on the [married] woatan." Therefore: "Of course not! When grown people are in 



love it makes them very happy to have intercourse-even without wanting to have a baby. There is 

certainly nothing painful about it" Although this response ignored the possibility that some wives 

may have found intercourse distasteful, it did present non-procreative sexual intercourse in an 

extremely positive tight. 

The draft manual conceded that it would be far more difficult for teachers to answer 

questions of a biblical, contraceptive, pathologicd or "shocker" nature. The teachers had to 

measure their words carefully. They had to give pupils enough information to quell their curiosity 

but not so much information as to lead &em to doubt the need for sexual chastity before marriage. 

Une question teachers would have to deal with would concern the virgin birth of Jesus Christ. The 

Qaft m a n d  suggested that teachers could tell students that no scientist had yet reported the case of 

a virgin birth among humans. Thus. "such an occurrence would clearly be in the nature of a 

mirac1a.X you have trouble believing in miracles, why not talk it over with your own minister or 

Sunday school teacher." It was doubtful if grade 7 and 8 pupils would ask teachers about 

contraception. Nevertheless, the draft manuaI wanred teachers to keep on their toes because the 

students codd be aware of the term "birth control." Very little information on contraceptive 

techniques should be given out unless they discouraged premarital sexual experimentation. To 

answer the following: "Are there only certain times when a woman is less likely to become 

p r e p t  than at other times?" the teacher would agree and add "but each woman follows a pattern 

of her own which is to predictw Pupils who asked specif~c questions about condoms or 

pessaries would be told that these contraceptive methods were far from perfect and that married 

people talked over such matters with their doctor. 

The draft mama1 warned that some pupils would ask questions about the pathology of 

v e a e d  disease. If a pupil asked- "Can one get V. D. from kissing an infected giri?" the teacher 

was not to fear. His or her answer would be short and to the point: "Almost impossible. It is 

contraded during sexual intercom almost exdusively." One example of a "shocker" question had 

come f m  a 14-year-old girf in a down-town schooI: "Ua girl makes a habit of having intercourse 



regulariy with boys. and the boy (or one of them) becomes diseased (V.D.) what is the cause? Is it 

the lack of cleanliness of the girl?" The draft manual's response to this question was pat. It 

suggested that this kind of question was probably "insincere." The pupil intended only to shock his 

or her teacher and classmates and to bask in the notoriety of the question. The teacher was to 

comment that cleanliness was irrelevant as "venereal disease is always acquired by intimate contact 

with someone who has the disease." The pupil was not to learn that he or she could avoid venereal 

disease by being promiscuous with contacts who were free of the disease. 

Draft copies of ptoposed lecture notes are also available at the Toronto Board of Education 

archives. One proposed Iecttrre a teacher couId give students on "Questions About Sexual Morals 

and Ethics" suggested that Christianity should serve as  the basis for adolescent m o r a I i e  The 

teacher was to sympathize with ?he adolescent. The adolescent was in an unenviable psi tion. 

Neither child nor adult. he or she required a set of moral ,gidelines for decision-making. The 

teacher was told that adolescents who asked questions about sexud morality were unsure about 

what course of action to take. For example, adolescents often asked questions such as "Is it wrong 

to neck at a party if your friends are doing it?" "What should you do if the boys you go out with 

won't ask you out a,@ unless you nedr the first night?" W h y  are most boys uncontrollable?" 

"How can a marriage ceremony make any difference?" and "Is trial marriage a good idea?" Many 

of these questions dearly reveal the difficulties post-war adotescent gris had in negotiating 

heterosexual relationships. Yet the lechue notes encomged the teacher to view these questions as 

excellent oppommities to point out the "red" purposes of sex. Christian ethics apparently revealed 

that the real puqmses of sex k y  in and the propagatioa of the human race. 
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Draft sample lesson plans for grades 7 and 8 were also found One of the lesson plans 

drawn up for both grades was based on the theme, "Families Have A Resent.* Ostensibly, the 

object of the lesson plan was to show pupiIs that the family was not a relic of the past but a viable 

contemporary institution. This aim would be accomplished by establishing that adolescent sexual 

activity was unworthy of the red purposes of sex. The teacher would prepare the class for the 

lesson by defining "morals" as "the rules of conduct demaaded by society-enforced by such 

things as laws, customs, gossip, etc." and "ethicsw as "the rules of conduct which people think out 

for themselves of their own free wilIIw The teacher would ask the pupils to voice or write out 

questions they would like discussed in class. These questions could be about dating etiquette. 

necking, petting, blind dates, dutch treats. Tbe teacher could then move on to discuss with the 

pupils the real purposes of sex and summarize them on the blackbod In this manner. the teacher 

would help the pupils understand that adolescent sexual activity often occurred due to peer pressure 

or a desire to rebel @nst parents. 

Reaction to the teacher training course, for the most part. proved to be positive. Another 

"Family Life Education Questionnaire" was sent out to the teachers who participated The 

Questionnaire asked the teachers whether or not they would begin teaching the Family Life 

Education cumculum after E a e ,  what were their reactions to the teacher training course: what 

was their opinion of the film "Htrman Growth;" and what End of comments the participants would 

like to contribute about any aspect of the teacher training course, Two hundred and twenty-one 

questionnaires survive. One hundred and forty of he respondents were men; 81 were women.& 



The questionnaires show that a very small minority-38 respondents-did not intend to teach the 

curriculum after Easter. Reasons for this decision varied Some mentioned that their principd was 

opposed to the cuniculum. others believed that sex instruction should always be home-based while 

still others remained unmvinced that such a come was needed in elementary schools 

Whether or not they agreed to teach the Family Life Education curriculum after Easter. a 

clear majority of the respondents rated the teaching training course from good to excellent One 

teacher liked the curriculum as an educator and a parent: "I have often wondered how I might 

present these facts to my own children. I feel now tbat I am able to approach that problem with 

complete confidence. I believe that this course should be made available to every teacher who is a 

parent regardless of whether or not he or she will be teaching it." Another noted that the teacher 

training course "overcame many fears I had about aims and [it] has given me more confidence in 

my position. I beIieve that I sball be able to present [the] course to pupils confident of the result." 

Yet many teachers expressed important reservations about portions of the proposed Family Life 

Education curriculum, These reservations stemmed from three major concerns the appropriateness 

of the segregation of the pupils by sex: the unsuitabnity of the cttniculum for elementary schools: 

and the putative incompatibility between straighdorward physiological information and mod 

values. 

The absence of sex segregation in p i e  7 family life education classes irritated a number of 

the respondents. Some of the teachers believed that segregation on the basis of sex had to be 

enforced in grades 7 and 8. "I do not approve of mixed classes," commented one woman. Another 

teacher remembered that as a young giri she would have appreciated sex-sege!gated classes so that 

she could present her own problems "without the thought of what a young boy was thinking." In 

contrast, another teacher disapproved wholeheartedly of sex segregation: "Both sexes should take 

the lessons together, as there surety can not be any reason why these 'secrets' should not be 

known to both. Furthermore, it would do away with shunting pupiIs h m  room to room which 

causes confusion." Other teachers recommended segregating students on the basis of age andfor 



physical development. Only one teacher recommended segregating pupils on the basis of their 

sexd d j u s t m w t .  

A number of teachers expressed the point of view that the famiIy Iife education cumculum 

was not necessary for elementary school pupils for a variety of reasons. One teacher lamented that 

if a11 the detaiIs of sex were presented in grades 7 and 8 there would be nothing left to teach in the 

high schools. Another teacher stated that he was not prepared to "go as far" as the curriculum for 

grade 8 suggested. Others commented that the curriculum was suitable only for high schools. was 

too broad for elementary schools and could "do harm" to the "immature" students in ,orad= 7 and 

8, A small minority of teachers maintained, however, that the curriculum would be even more 

effective if it were begun in the lower p d e s .  One of these teachers reasoned that much of "the 

infoination has already been received by the so-called 'gutter' method by many before they reach 

grade 7." 

A few respondents objected most fiercely to what they believed to be the curriculum's 

emphasis on straightforward physiological information. Some teachers felt that the cumculum 

emphasized too much sex and not enough family life; so much so that in some instances. the 

curriculum was said to be immoral. One teacher was vociferous in her denunciation of this aspect 

of the curricdm: "Some pictures shownuare obscene aad not [a] fit mental diet for young girts 

or boys. They portray humans on the level of beasts and would be horrifying to modest little gds  

(if there st i l l  are some). They shocked me." Another teacher complained that not enough stress was 

placed on f d y  life, This teacher felt that this stress was particulady necessary given the 

"apparent present-day breakdown of many families [and] utter disreg,oard of parents." Another 

teacher noted that there was an "over-emphasis on the biological fact relating to sex [sic!." Still 

another commented that the cnrricalum had a "hay outlook" when it came to classroom 

discussions about family and comrntmity Iife. Some respondents perceived the curriculum to be 

dangmusIy skewed toward physioIogy, biology and anatomy. Thus, "[the spiritual side of the 

whole topic seems to have been overlooked-it is dangerous to give ch7dreu so much knowledge 



without God in the picture." "Repercussions" were possible, claimed one teacher. without naming 

any. Another teacher predicted what some of these repercussions would be: "Too much detail 

would soon result in circulation of the knowledge that intercourse can be carried on with 

c o m ~ v e  safety at certam dmes. How, tell me, do I meet the question of a 'spaced' family-the 

use of contraceptives etc?" 

The film "Human Growthw received the support of the majority of the respondents who 

had viewed the fiIm. The film was ,oenedly said to be "a step forward," an excellent way to %teak 

the ice" and something that students and parents should view. But some respondents expressed 

concerns that the film was not moral enough. The studies on audience reaction Weinzid had sent 

the Special Conunittee did acknowledge that viewers saw value in the fdm even though it did not 

stress "the m o d  side of sexw Yet some teachers who responded to the "Family Life Education 

Questionnaire" did not agree. The fot1owing comments make this obvious. The film was "much 

too biological [with] not enough refere~ce to [the1 moral and family aspect" It was "too drastic-" It 

was too advanced for glades 7 and 8-'Let's a little modesty yet." The film gave "too much 

exposurew to sex, "Human Growthw had to be handIed gingerly, requiring "very careful 

preparation by the teacher." Pethaps the film "would be better shown by the nurse and doctor 

under proper conditions* In any case students should not view it udess "a proper attitude" had 

been estabIishd ahead of time, 

The participantst ce~ervations, particularly those expressed over the film "Human Growth." 

reached the Toronto Board of Education trustees immediately. The day after Speirs' address, the 

Board decided in private session to request Goldring to investigate and hand in a report on the 

matter-m Go1drhgts report, dated ApriI 6, 1949, was relatively innocuous, noting that Trustee 

Edwards. chair of the Specid Committee, had approved the film originally and that the film had 
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been screened twice in the Board Room for the benefit of the remaining crustees.90 The Board had 

reason to be apprehensive about any criticism "Human Growth" received. In February that year, 

the Board had gone on record opposing the indiscriminate showing of any film pertaining to sex 

education for such films "may be based on a philosophy of education which this Board of 

Education believes to be false and dangerous." The Board would back the showing of any film 

which was screened under the auspices of the Health League of Canada or the Academy of 

Medicine?' The Board was most probably reacting to the showing of "Mom and Dad" a "sex 

education" film which prayed to packed audiences at Massey Hall and was sponsored by Hygienic 

F'ruductions of Toronto. The film focused on the plight of an unmamed girl who becomes 

pregnant The Toronto Board was not alone in objecting to this film. Don Moffatt of the National 

film Board of Canada disagreed with the way the film "scared the daylights out of people" Joseph 

Lichstein of the HLC recalled that the original version of the film was even more "frighteningw 

because it featured a Cesarean birth, a chart of the rhythm method of birth control. and horrifying 

symptoms of venereal disease.% 

On April 7, the Tomto Board excluded press and public from a private session. During 

the session, the Report of the Teachers' Committee on "Family Life Education" was r e f d  back 

to the Management Committee suspending, in effect, the plan to implement the Family Life 

Education curriculum after Parental opposition-the bogey raised traditionally by those 

opposed to school-based sex iustmctiou-did not materialize. In fact, one mother belonging to a 

Home and School Association congratulated Speirs on the Report, the flm "Human Growth" and 

his presentation. She expressed a great deal of disappointment when she heard that the proposed 

cum'culnm had been suspended. Writing on behalf of a number of other patents she claimed that 
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"criticism of the course could onIy have come from persons who had not been even as well 

acquainted with it as we were.* "The mother was obviously referring to those teaches who had 

expressed dissatisfaction with tbe amiculum's Iack of moral content. 

Despite the exclusion of the press and public, reports of the private session held on April 7 

leaked out, The press reported that the debate had beea "heated." quoting one trustee as saying that 

the meeting had "plenty of dyDamite.*95Teacher dissatisfaction with the curriculum's lack of moral 

emphasis was held to be the cause of the Board's "sudden shyness." The GIobc and Mail 

editorialized that chis was a good enough reason for postponing the course: "To initiate children of 

twelve and thirteen into the mysteries of the sex function in human life without providing them 

with at least some idea of the need for moral discipline is courting trouble." The editors claimed 

that obIiging teachen paid by the State to take over what was essentially a parental responsibility 

was an "unjustified intrusion" into the home. In addition, the difficulty of finding and training 

teachers suitable for the job of sex iastruction should have been "restraint enough in itself." It was 

hoped that the curriculum wouId be revised and the debate amongst Board trustees be conducted in 

pubIic-36 Speirs was p l y  disappointed, especially with the adverse reaction to "Human 

Growth-" He explained to Curtis Avery, the new director of the E C. Brown Trust. that plans to 

implement the Family Life Education cuniculum had suffered a setback. "Human Growthw had 

been criticized by a "srndI minority of teachers." Speirs complained that "the criticism was 

prejudiced and based on second-haad reports, but you know how easily people become hysterical 

in this area* 
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A week later it became obvious that "The Story of Menstruation" was atso under suspicion. 

Goldring was requested by the Board to draw up a modified version of the Family Life Education 

curriculum. Some trustees protested that all the Board's discussions should remain pubIic. but the 

Board resolved itself into private session on another two occasions in April to discuss the 

curriculum further and to review all four films recommended by the Report of the Teachers' 

Committee on "Fkmily Life Education.* Goidring soon ptoduced a modified version of the 

Family Life Education cunidum which bowed to those critics who blasted the original curriculum 

because they believed it paid too much attention to imparting straightforward physiologicd 

information. Goldring justfied the excision of much of the physiological information contained in 

the original cllcriculum by citing the same principle the Teachers' Committee had determined to be 

most important in teaching Family Life Education: "The establishment of habits, attitudes and 

ideals of life is more important than mere physiological informatiw." With this in mind Goidring 

recommended Bat his modified cwriculum be taught in pdes  7 and 8 in the course on healtb 

education during the remainder of 1949 and dtaing the 1949-50 school year. With the exception of 

teaching on menstruation, the sexes were not to be separated. 

Goldn'ng's modified version of the Family Life Education cunicuium was divided into 6 

sections. The first, the "Evolution of the Family," intended to demonstrate that when compared 

with family life in amoeba, fish, birds and other mammals, the human family provided the best 

possible care for the young. Section 2 on "Relationships Within the Human Family" focused on 

classroom discussion about getting along with parents, siblings and friends. The films "You and 

Your Family" and "You and Your Friendsw were tecommended. The third section deatt with 

gtandutar changes and "normal" boy-girl relationships in "The Meaning of Adolescence." In 
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Section 4 on "Community Life." the relationship of the "triangle" of home, church and school to a 

peaceful society was outlined. 

Section 5, "Meastruation," would be dealt with on an optional basis The f lm The Story 

of Menstruation" could be shown "under the direction of a competent, sympathetic woman teacher" 

to girls only after the pupils had been adequately prepared. The teacher had the right to restrict the 

film to girls on the basis of their "mafurity." Goldring's restrictions were unfommate. They could 

only perpetuate the traditional tabor, against discussing menstruation in mixed company and 

reinforce girls' ignorance about their bodies' natrrral functioning. Ironically, teachers at the Toronto 

Board of Education who collected secondary school students' questions about sex found that girls 

were extremely curious about menstruation, Sixteen out of 45 questions posed by girls aged 14 to 

18 were dated to menstruation. These questions ranged from "Can you go swimming while 

menstruating?" to "Is tampax any good?" to "Is it possible when you are menstruating to have 

intercourse and not to have a baby?" By contrast, only I out of 21 questions posed by boys aged 

14 to 16 was about menstruation: "Why does menstruation stop during pregnancy?* The last 

section of Goldring's modifted curriculum was entitled The  Simdcance of the Human Family." 

This &on would tmce the development of the family since "primitive timesw and emphasize the 

"control of all emotions" The film "Human Growth" disappeared entirely from Goldring's 

modified version of the Elmily Life Education curriculum. 

On May 5th trustee Edwards, the chair of the Specid Committee which had approved the 

original Family Life Education Report, moved that the B o d  accept Goldring's modified version- 

Given the hostile attitudes of some of the trustees who continued to look askance at Goldring's 

modified version, Edwards felt that the modified version would be better than nothing at all- The 

vote was close. The 5 hzlstees who served on the Specid Committee swrmg the vote in favour of 



Goldring's modified cumculum by a narrow LO to 8 vote. The same 5 trustees aim helped defeat 

two amendments. The first amendment pposed to restrict the modified crnrlculum to =de 8. 

The second amendment proposed striking the sections on the Evolution of the Family, The 

Meaning of Adolescence, and Menstruation from the modified curricuIum.101 The successful 

passage of this amendment would have stripped the modified curriculum of any physiological 

information. "Some members," a disgruntled trustee Sam Walsh told the press, "seem determined 

to keep from children the fact that there are males and femdes in the  add."^" Goldring informed 

AIthouse of the Board's decision to accept the modified curriculum, saying only that "there was 

some criticism of the original outline regard'mg the teaching of Eamily Life Education in the pubIic 

schwl." AIthouse accepted the modificatioas without much comment Goldring also sent a copy of 

the curriculum and a copy of a circular intended to principals. The circular confirmed that 

discussions at the Toronto Board led to the condusion that "physiological information regarding 

sex should not be given to (elementary1 school pupils. This is definitely a course in Family Life 

Education. and not a course in Sex Education." 103 

In 1950. the year in which the Toronto Board of Education celebrated its centenary, and the 

Majority Report of the Hope Commission deemed that sex instruction in secondary schooIs should 

combine physiological i n f o d o n  with moral values, the revised Ontario Department of Education 

Courses of St* for Grades IX-XIII. Ph_vsical Education for I950 appeared's The pall cast on 

imparting physiological information to elementary school pupils now descended upon secondary 

schwI students, and upon girls in particuIar. The Health Education section of the Courses of St@ 

retained Good Health as the authorized text. but dropped all mention of the study of venereal 



disease. The Health Section for boys aad girls read like an indoctrination programme in 

compuIsory heterosexuality and social codORnity. 

Boys in grade 9 wouId take two units on "Body Growth and Development" and 

"Understanding Changes in Adolescence." The latter sh.essed the importance of good grooming, 

understanding the interests of the opposite sex and participation in duca t iona l  activities. Grade 

10 boys studied the importance of relationships to the family, to friends of the same sex. to friends 

of the opposite sex, poise, emotiooal control and good habits. In ,gade 11, Healthful Living 

emphasized high mods, wholesome reIatiousbips with boys and girls, sensible attitudes toward 

alcohol and gambling, emotional mattlrity and satisfying r d m .  The Healthful Living course in 

p d e  12 took "Family Lifen-courtesy, respect for parents, responsibilities to the family. 

independence within the context of respect for parents' judgement-into consideration- The "Good 

Gtizeaship" unit looked at sew-disciph and loyalty to the democratic ideal. "Problems of Modern 

Living" encompassed the study of racial discrimination, the effect of technology like the 

automobile on family life and the effect of alcohol on society. The essentials of successful living 

were said to be wok and social adjustment. A number of films-"You and Your Friends." "Shy 

Guy," "Are You Popular?" and "Etmily Life" were recommended viewing. Presumably 

considered less dangerous because it wouid be screened for an audience of grade 12 rather than 

grade 8 boys, "Human Growth" was also approved as a visual aid. 

Health Education for girls would frmrs on the development of persoaality and personal 

appearance. According to studies conducted in Denver, Colorado, these were said to be of greatest 

interest to girts from grades 7-10. In grade 9, girls wouid learn about the mechanics of good 

postme, bathing, choosing appropriate r e d o n ,  t&e assumption of addt responsibilities and the 

hygiene of measrruation, The film The Story of Menstnmtion" was recommended. Grade 10 girls 

studied muscular movement, the circnIatory and respiratory systems, frrst aid and the effect of 

tobacco and atcoho1 on the body. The HeaIthfnI Living course in grade 1 1 dealt with the meaning 

of democratic citizenship, hobbies aad d o n ,  job choices, emotiod maturity, overcoming 



prejudice. getting along with family. "crushes" and mature friendships and getting along with 

boys. The Iatter included comparisons between the social development of boys and giris, common 

problems in getting along with boys, quaIities one looked for in the opposite sex and "Iooking 

forward to marriage-Factors that tend to make for a successful marriage-happiness in 

childhood, common interests, similarity of social background and education. emotional 

macurity."l05 Grade 12 gds  devoted themselves to Child Study. In contrast to the grade 12 boys 

who had, at least, the opportunity to see "Human Growth," the film did not even rate a mention 

where grade 12 giris were concerned. 

Thus, by 1950 Ontario educators had failed both elementary and secondary school students 

where school-based sex instruction was concerned. The aoncomputsory Famiiy Life Education 

curriculum outlined in the 1948 Report of the Teachas' Committee on "Family Life Educationw 

had been rejected by the Toronto Board of Education trustees. The modified version of the 

cunicuIum accepted by the Board's tmstees in 1949 kept physiological information for p i e  7 and 

8 elementary school students to a minimum. It is doubtful that the 1949 version of the b l y  Life 

Education curriculum had much of an impact The non-compulsory nature of the modified 

curriculum would have made it easy for elementary school principals to ignore i t  At any rate, the 

maed cumculum remained in effect until 1952 whea it was discarded entirely. Secondary 

school students did not fare any better. The recornmeadation of the Majority Report of the Hope 

Commission that school-based sex instrnctioa in secctudary schools shouId combine physiologicaI 

information with moral values was not implemented. By eliminating any mention of the study of 

venereal disease in the Health Education section of cht 1950 Cocpses of Study for Gr& IX-HII. 

Physical Education the Oatatio Department of Educatioa provided secondary studeats with 

precious little leeway to lcarn about humaa anatomy aud biology. AIthough provided with a surfeit 



of information on grooming, dating, marriage and child rearing, girls in secondary schools were 

apparently granted even fewer oppomrnities to leam about human physiology than were boys 



CONCLUSION 

"Like Lenin's Corpse"' 

When it had become obvious that the Family Life Education cumculum, as outtined in the 

Report of the Teachen' Cornmiaee on "EamiIy Life Education," had run into trouble at the Toronto 

Board of Education, John T o q g  Rae Speirs' colleague on the Teachers' Committee, consoled 

Speirs by saying: "I do hope and believe.,.that our efforts will not fail to bear fruit in due 

season.""t due season was a Long time coming. Some 16 years after the 1949 defeat of the 

original Family Life Education cutriculum, Speirs was derisively referred to as "that nut on sex 

education" and was stiII worldng to introduce a "Family Living" curriculum into the province's 

schools.3 

In 1950, in the red4aiting atmosphere of the Cold War, the Toronto Board turned its 

attention from developing and implementing sex instruction curricula to combating what some 

tmtees perceived to be the Communist infiltration of the Toronto public school system. Some 

vociferousIy anti-Communist trustees insisted on femting out students, felIow trustees and 

teachers they claimed were Communist sympathizers. For insece, when 1000 students at 

Hatbod Collegiate walked out in April, 1940, to protest Principal Walter T. Grabamts daision to 

veto Student Council election speeches, tntstee Blair Lang charged that red students were 

responsible. Despite some discussion that students were dispotled because Graham insisted 

Jewish students attend classes during the Jewish high holidays. Lang claimed that student ring 

TBEA Rae Spcirs Pjpcrs A c r  # 251 R L S  June Callwood, "Its Timc Wc taught Se?r Education in Our 
cimadh CYaiv* knw 3, ms, p 3. 
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leaders had actively supported Communist candidates hi civic elections and had distributed to other 

students Communist pamphlets urging the outlawing of the atomic bomb.-' 

By the 1950s links were made between advocating school-based sex instruction in any of 

its forms and Communist sympathizing. Branded Communists, trustees Sam Walsh and Edna 

Ryerson had been strong advocates of family Iife education. In 1949 Walsh had thrown his  

support behind the original and the modified Family Life Education curricula, A year later his 

opposition to cadet training, the atomic bomb and Winston Churchill not only aroused the ire of 

some of his colleagues but the suspicion of American governmental officials. In March, 1950 he 

was refused entry into the United States to attend a conference of music educators5 Ryerson was 

one of the members of the Special Committee Appointed to Consider and Report on the Matter of 

Sex Education in Schools. Struck in hue, 1948, the Special Committee approved of the Report of 

the Teacher's Committee on "Family Life Education h i t y  Education," and passed it on to the 

Management Committee of the Toronto Board of Education. Like WaIsh, Ryerson threw her 

support behind the original and the modified fimily Life Education curricula in 1949. Ryerson 

was hounded by the press for being a Communist. Her campaign to provide Toronto students with 

a pint of free milk at lunch to ensure that poor chiIdren were adequately supplied with vim-us was 

cited as proof of her Communist sympathies, The fact that many women's ,goups supported 

Ryerson's free milk campaign did not deter one newspaper from editorializing about "the simple- 

minded manner in which leading women's p u p s  will tend themseives to the malicious purposes 

of agitatorsW6 

Teachers with any hint of a Communist past w e n  also targeted by the Board ImaicaIIy, 

E L Roxborough, who had supported the teaching of social hygiene in schools in lW4 became. 



in the 1950s. one of the most active red-baiting trustees. After a ranmmus discussion in November 

that year. the Board passed a resolution, sponsored by Roxborough, which insisted that the 

Director of Education and the Superintendents of Elementary and Secondary Schools investi,pte dl 

teachers for Communist sympathies before they were hired Some ttustees complained that this 

action amounted to the kind of "witch hunt" occurring under Senator McCarthy in the United 

States. In response, Roxborough state& ""Ion't think this board has any idea how much 

Communism infiltrates into the objects of its desire. including education. [f any member of the 

staff now is a Communist, we should dismiss himfi 

Associated as school-based sex instruction was with Communism. the pall -khich 

descended on elementary and secondary school-based sex instruction during the '50s lasted we11 

into the '60s. Dr. William D d o p ,  the Ontario Minister of Education in 1959, complained that "sex 

education" was a "frill" he did not wish to have on the curriculum. In response to DunIop's 

hostility to school-based sex instruction, the superintendent of Secondary Education issued a 

directive a year later which noted that no subject on the curricuIum should include "sex education" 

as a topic, The directive wad teachers to "exercise care in dealing with topics of the course of 

study which may be construed erroneously as sex education.% Ontario educators' distrust of 

school-based sex instruction prompted leading Toronto journalist June Callwood to remark in the 

mid-60s that although massive changes in the Ontario public school curriculum were taking place. 

"the intractability of educators on the subject of sex is almost a miracle of preservation. like Lenii's 

corpse.* The spectre Cdlwood raised was that of the promiscuous teenager. Now considered a 

virtual paper tiger, venereal disease was no longer said to be the end resuit of teenage promiscuity. 

- - - - -- 
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31wood claimed that the promirmous teenager would become the reluctant groom in a shotgun 

mwhge or would k'omt: Ihr untLlpW unwed mdm. 

Cdiwood complained that Ontario high school students dissected the reproductive organs 

of frogs in zoology but never came a m s s  any mention of human reproductive organs at all. She 

was not far off the mark. A survey on "sex education" conducted in 1964 by the Canadian 

Education Association (CEA) of canadha public and separate schools in grades 1 - 13 revealed that 

the majority of school boards were willing to take on the job of sex instruction because they 

claimed that parents had failed in their duty to teach their children about sexual Yet not 

one provincial department of education and not one of the 55 boards of education surveyed 

reported having a separate sex education course on the curriculum. Various topics related to sex 

instruction were, however, included in regular subjects such as health, science. social studies. 

home economics, p e ~ n a i  and family living and guidance, 

The various topics related to sex instruction ranged frwn considerations in choosing a mate 

to understanding whm babies come fmm to the roles and responsibilities of parents In keeping 

with the post-war trend toward institutionalizing curricula that encouraged the development of 

heterosexual interaction amongst youths, the two topics discussed by the majority of school boards 

(42 out of 55) in grades 7 through I3 were dating manners and physical changes in girls at 

puberty. Understanding where babies come from, physical changes in boys at puberty. the 

physiology of humaa reproduction and necking were the next most common topics of discussion. 

The subject of venereal disease was no longer coosided a vital topic of discussion. Only 19 out 

of 55 school boards dealt with the subject in grades 7 through 13. Sex in marriage was discussed 

in gad- 7 through 13 by ody 14 out of 55 school boards. The topic discussed by the least 



number of school boards (9 out of 55) was contraception. RemarkabIy. one school board in an 

uaamed province reported discussing contraception as early as grades 4 through 6. 

Callwood appeared to throw her weight behind the need for a separate course in sex 

instruction. She maintained that the 1948 Family Life Education cumculum for grades 7 and 8 

outlined in the Report of the Teachers' C d t t e e  on "Family Life Educationw was a good example 

of school-based sex instruction. She claimed that the defeat of the original Family Life Education 

curriculum was an example of the "vulnerabilityw of such instruction. Her interview with Spein 

was particdariy revealing. Some 16 y m  after the original cuniculum had been shelved. Spein 

proved to have a telling interpretation of the events which spelled the ead of that curriculum. He 

did not blame the defeat of the curriculum on those teachers who feared that the grade 7 and 8 

pupils would be privy to too much straightfonvard physiological information. Instead, he 

condemned the same caricature social hygienists had repeatedly held up as the antithesis of 

pmgressive sex reform-the prudish spinster-for triggering the defeat of the cumculum. Spein 

died that "an uninvited spinster" teacher present at the March, 1949. teacher training course was 

affronted by the nudity displayed in the text book drawings appearing in the opening scenes of the 

fiIm "Human Growth." She complained to one of the Board's trustees. This trustee took up the 

matter during the next Board meeting, thus spelling the end of the original Family Life Education 

curricdum,'~ 

Speirs was, of course, being disingenuous in his condemnation of the spinster teacher. In 

actual f a  the originid Family Life Education cunicuium met its sorry end because of the impact of 

the post-1885 social purity movement on children's sex instruction. The vestigial influence of the 

social purity movement's m o d  approach to sex reform had not ody survived into the 1 %Os, it 



had received a new idusion of energy from the moral consewatism characteristic of the Cold War 

era.13 Initially triggered by the anxiety over the spread of venereal disease. the social purity 

movement's emphasis on the m o d  approach to sex reform involved a two-fold undertalcins 

inculcating in the child the sexual self-control necessary to maintain celibacy before marriage and 

imparting rudimentary information on sexual physioIogy. Yet because social purists feared 

arousing children's curiosity about sex, the physioIogical information they provided children either 

elided human anatornicaf, reproductive and sexual detail or couched it in oblique terms. 

Convinced that children's ignorance about sexual matters was responsible for the spread of 

venereal disease. Canadian social purists at fim came out in support of home-based sex 

instruction. They charged parents, and mothers in particular, with the duty of teaching their 

children about sexual matters before the sexual storm and stress of adolescence. Social purists held 

mothers responsible for inculcating sexuaI se l f~~nhol  in children. Mothers were to saictly regulate 

the flow of pollution into and out of the child's ofices in order to prevent children from engaging 

in masturbation, sexually experimenting with peers and adults and/or passing on untrue stories 

about the origin of Iife to other children- The mother would censor all pornographic literature from 

her children and oversee their friendships with peers and adults She would keep her children from 

consuming all sexually stimulating substances-tea, coffee, meat, ci,mttes, aIcohoI and opium. 

She wodd insist her cbildren had regdar bowel movements. wear loose dothing and sleep with 

their hands above the bed covers so as to prevent the child from rubbing his or her irritated 

genitals. She would prescribe fresh air. exercise and cold water bathing to check the emergence of 

any sexual madestations 

The mother was aIso held respoasibIe for passing onto her children rudimentary 

infixmation on sexual physiology. More often than not this i n f o d o n  was situated within nature! 

l3 My &mks to RI& Pierson for this insight. 



study. The study of the reproductive habits of flora and fauna fit neatly with tum-of-the-century 

conceptualizations of the mothers' asexuality. the purity of the natural wodd and the chiId's 

putative affinity to a primitive universe set out in recapitulation theory. The study of the 

reproductive habits of plants and animals was intended to give chiIdrca just enough knowledge to 

curb their curiosity about sexuai physiology while simultaneousIy indoctrinating them in the 

wonders of monogamous marriage and chiId rearing. Ironically, the obscure sexual information 

dispensed to children in nature study was not considered problematic: mothers were. The emerging 

social hygiene movement increasingly disparaged mothers for their supposed inability to teach their 

children about the facts of life. This disparagement intensified at the same time that the discourse 

around sex instruction shifted from social purity to social hygiene. This shift reflected she 

American and the Canadian medical professions' increasing involvement in defining and treating 

venereal disease as rates of syphilis and gonorrhoea rose frighteningly during the Great War. Yet 

after the war, a few socia1 hygienists pushed for the introductioa of sex instruction into the nature 

study curriculum of Ontario schools while the majority were keen to improve parents' ability to 

educate their children about sexual mafters at home. 

In contrast to social hygienists' disunity over the issue of schod-based sex instruction, one 

Ontario women's social purity organization, the Women's Christian Temperance Union (WCIW. 

remained united in its support for a combination of home-based and school-based sex insbuction. 

Made up largely of white, middIe-class women concerned with eradicating Canadian society of 

socia1 and racial impurity, the WCKJ ctmrobed men with the respomiitity for spreading mod and 

physical contagion to women and children. In 1900, the WCTU hired Arthur B e d  to be their 

purity missionary. Even when employed by the Ontario Department of Education between 1912 

and 1933 to lecture to elementary, secondary and coUegiate boys on purity and eugenics, Beail 

continued to replicate the Ontario WCTU's firm insistence on the need for a single standard of 

sexual mordity for men and women. Beall shared the social purist horror of tnasmhioa telling 

boys that the practice would lead to insanity and death. He stood f d y  behind the soda1 ptaists' 



punitive treatment of the practice, warning boys that uqentant  masturbators were often 

incarcerated in mental asylums and castrated. Although Beall's lectures were praised by mothers. 

social purists and sexologists, they provided boys with very little anatomical or biological detail. 

Like the members of the Ontario WCW, Bed was more concerned with impressing boys with the 

importance of sexual continence and responsible perrathood Despite the fact that Beall's lectures 

on masturbation ran counter to social hygienists' opinions on the subject. both Bedl and the 

Ontario W C W  would claim. by the end of the Great War. that his lectures were consistent with 

the aims of social hygiene. 

During the inter-war years, the social hygiene movement took up social purists' concerns 

with feeble-mindedness. The fetble-minded were believed to be responsible for a host of social 

evils from venereal dixase to poverty. In an attempt to curtail the propagation of mentdly defective 

individuals, many Ontario professionals active in the social hygiene movement supported both 

negative and positive eugenics Negative eugenics was synonymous with the sterilization of 

individuals considered mentally defective. Unlike the governments of A1 berta and British 

Columbia, the Ontario government did not pass sterilization legislation. possibly because 

politicians w m  afraid of losing the Catholic vote. While skrihtion was pawived to be the key to 

negative eugenics, the revival of the patriarchal nuclear family served as the central focus of 

positive eugenics. Although socia1 hygienists wished to pave the way for race betterment the 

leading social hygiene o ~ o n .  the Canadian National Council for Combatting Venereal 

Disease (CNCCVD) and its later mcamations-the Canadian Social Hygiene Council (CSHO and 

the Health k g u e  of Canada (HLC)-refused to take rrspo~tibility for school-based sex 

instruction. Social hygienists hoped to bdster home-based sex instruction by teaching parents how 

to educate their c M h  about sexual matters. 

Educatbu for parents advocated by sod& hygieaists was act n e d y  any gore explicit 

than what was now being termed sex edudon for children. Like sex educatioa, parrat education 



also depended heavily on nature study. The most noticeable difference between the social purity 

and the social hygiene programmes of sex instruction for children lay in the understaading of 

chiIdhood masturbation. Influenced by a mechanistic model of children's sexuality. masturbation 

was understood to be a problem of habit formation. NevertheIess, social hygienists continued to 

recommended some of the social purists' less invasive "treatments" for masturbation: clean 

genitalia exercise. non-stimulating foods, Ioose ciotiing, hard beds and fresh air. During the late 

1930s. many of the social hygienists involved in the push to sterilize mental defectives in the 

United States, came to embrace the concept of incorporatiag sex instruction into family life 

education. Family life education was conceived of as a broadly-based pro,pmme of sex 

instruction which concentrated oa the preservation of the patriarchal nuclear famiIy rather than on 

the threat of venereal disease. Canadian social hygienists would call for the institutionalization of 

family Life education into public schools towards the a d  of the Second World War. 

D u ~ g  the Second World War, venereal disease rates in the military and civilian population 

rose once again. Juvenile delinquency, and particularly, the presumed sexual licentiousness of the 

female juvenile delinquent, was now held to be responsible for the spread of venereal disease. 

Although socid hygienists were reluctant, during the early years of the war. to support school- 

based sex instruction, public demand for school-based sex instruction grew as venered disease 

came to be portrayed as a menace to the allied nations and hence to the fight for democracy. An 

attempt to introduce socid hygiene education at the Toronto bard of Education in failed. But 

in that same year the Ontario Dqmtmemt of Education set the a g e  for sex insrruction in secondary 

schools by placing the study of venereal disease in the health education curriculum for grade 10 

and 12 students. In 1944, the HLC also came out in favour of incorporating family life education 

into schook 

After the war, veneteal dksse was no Ionger perceived to be a dangerous medical chreac. 

Having been conquered by penidfin, v e n d  disease could xm longer act as the brake against 



individuals' sexual conduct social purists had first put in place and social hygienists had 

maintained Fdth-colurrm Communist activity, homosexuality and sex delinquency were now 

perceived to be fat more dangerous contagions. Some social hygienists attempted, therefore. to 

redouble their efforts to inculcate in children the importance of sexual chastity before marriage 

based on the promise of a healthy heterosexuality and a happy family life. A separate course on 

Family Life Education for elementary school students, developed in 1948 by a emup of teachers at 

the behest of some of the rmstees on the Toronto Board of Education, did recognize the importance 

of reidotciag children's moral backbone. Developed in the midst of Cold War hysteria. when 

Canadians were! growing hcrrasingly concerned about national security and social order. the 

Family Life Education curriculum sought to steer boys and gids in grade 7 and 8 safely toward 

sexual chastity, heterosexuality, marriage and parenthood 

While the curriculum turned to nature study to introduce p i e  7 pupils to family life. it did 

provide fairly explicit physiologicd information oa human sexual maturation, sexual intercourse. 

fertilization. gestation and birth to grade 8 students. Teachers were encouraged to frame every 

lesson in the crnriculum within the coatext of marriage and the family. Yet although many teaches 

supported the curriculum because they hoped it would control teenagers' putative propensity for 

sexual delinquency, a minority of teachers and a majority of trustees reacted adversely. They feared 

that the straightforward physiological information contained in the cttrriculum would lead the 

young d e n t s  to become sexually pomiscuous. It was believed that the students, now f d  from 

the threat of venereal disease, and possibly armed with the knowledge of how to avoid pregnancy. 

could engage in sexual activity at Iikrty. After an acrimonious debate amongst the trustees, the 

Family Life Educatioa curriculum was reptaced by a modified versioa which greatly reduced the 

content of physioiogical information while retaining the moral messages about sexuai chastity 

before marriage. In the Cold War quest for oatioual security and social order, it was teenage 

se-ty which had to be f d y  regulated 



Some of the m o d  conaxus at the heart of the post-1885 social purity movement would 

survive into the I%Os. when the demand for public school-based sex instruction peaked for the 

third time. Evidence for this contention can be found in the results of the CEA's 1964 survey on 

sex education. A number of school boards made it plain that they were still wresting with the 

tension between the need to provide straightforward physiological information to youths and the 

desire to make them aware of the moral implications of sexual activity. One unnamed school 

board's response to school-based sex instruction showed just how powerful the tension between 

the moral and the hygienic aspects of sex instruction continued to be "Consideration must be given 

to the social and moral implications, Too often anatomical and physiological facts are considered 

suf'ficien~"1J 
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